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Disclaimer and limitations
Inherent limitations
This report has been prepared as outlined in the Scope Section. The services provided in connection with this engagement
comprise an advisory engagement, which is not subject to assurance or other standards issued by the Australian Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board and, consequently no opinions or conclusions intended to convey assurance have been expressed.
KPMG does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness, reasonableness, or reliability of the
information included (whether directly or by reference) in the report, statements, representations and documentation provided
by Infrastructure Victoria’s management and stakeholders consulted as part of the process, and/or the achievement or
reasonableness of any plans, projections, forecasts, management targets, prospects or returns described (whether express or
implied) in the report. There will usually be differences between forecast or projected and actual results, because events and
circumstances frequently do not occur as expected or predicted and those differences may be material. Additionally, KPMG does
not make any confirmation or assessment of the commercial merits, technical feasibility or compliance with any applicable
legislation or regulation of the transport policy reforms, technology interventions and/or major transport projects described in this
report.
KPMG have indicated within this report the sources of the information provided. We have not sought to independently verify
those sources unless otherwise noted within the report.
KPMG is under no obligation in any circumstance to update this report, in either oral or written form, for events occurring after
the report has been issued in final form.
The findings in this report have been formed on the above basis.

Third party reliance
This report is solely for the purpose set out in the Scope Section and for the information of Infrastructure Victoria, and is not to
be used for any other purpose or distributed to any other party without KPMG’s prior written consent.
This report has been prepared at the request of Infrastructure Victoria in accordance with the terms of KPMG’s contract with the
State of Victoria dated 15 September 2015. Other than our responsibility to Infrastructure Victoria, neither KPMG nor any member
or employee of KPMG undertakes responsibility arising in any way from reliance placed by a third party on this report. Any reliance
placed is that party’s sole responsibility.

Distribution
This KPMG report was produced solely for the use and benefit of Infrastructure Victoria and cannot be relied on or distributed, in
whole or in part, in any format by any other party. The report is dated 27 September 2016, and KPMG accepts no liability for and
has not undertaken work in respect of any event subsequent to that date which may affect this report.
Any redistribution of this report requires the prior written approval of KPMG and in any event is to be a complete and unaltered
version of this report and accompanied only by such other materials as KPMG may agree.
Responsibility for the security of any electronic distribution of this report remains the responsibility of Infrastructure Victoria and
KPMG accepts no liability if the report is or has been altered in any way by any person.
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Executive summary
Background and context
The Victorian Government has established Infrastructure Victoria (IV) as an independent statutory
authority. IV is tasked with ensuring that the future of our state is planned with transparent,
independent and expert infrastructure advice. One of the key roles of IV is to develop a 30-year
infrastructure strategy for Victoria.
IV embarked on extensive community consultation to inform the infrastructure strategy. The
outcomes of the community consultation led to IV establishing 19 Needs across the transport, water,
energy and communication sectors 1.
Figure 1: Infrastructure Needs identified by Infrastructure Victoria

1

Infrastructure Victoria, 2016, We hear you,

http://www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/sites/default/files/files/We%20hear%20you%20-%20consultation%20report.pdf
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Subsequently IV’s All Things considered 2 options paper identified a range of policy reform and project
options. The options included non-build policy and technology measures and build asset options to
address transport related needs.
Building on the option scoping work completed to date, IV commissioned KPMG, Arup and Jacobs to
undertake quantitative analysis of the transport policy reform, technology and project options.
The analysis undertaken in this report is preliminary in nature, suitable for the purpose of long term
infrastructure planning and strategy development but not to underpin a business case or funding
submission. For every option assessed here, more detailed work will be necessary prior to making an
investment decision.

Our Scope
KPMG, Arup and Jacobs were engaged by IV to undertake high-level, indicative demand analysis and
preliminary economic appraisal that is suitable to assist with preparing a long-term infrastructure
strategy. KPMG, Arup and Jacobs’ scope entailed indicative transport demand and economic
modelling of five overarching policy and technology options and eight major transport projects
illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Policy, technology and project options

2

Infrastructure Victoria, 2016, All things considered,

http://www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/sites/default/files/images/Infrastructure%20Victoria%20Options%20Paper%20%20All%20things%20considered.pdf
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Key elements of KPMG, Arup and Jacobs’ scope included:

x

establishing network constraints on key corridors and places;

x

understanding the high-level impacts of policy options, technology and major transport projects on
metropolitan Melbourne’s transport network;

x

undertaking a preliminary assessment of the economic viability of IV’s nominated major transport
projects; and

x

using transport modelling to inform the level to which each project, policy or technology option
addresses five of IV’s transport sector related Needs.

Figure 1 identified the 19 Needs defined and established by IV. Five of these Needs are transport
related and suited to assessment using a strategic transport model. KPMG, Arup and Jacobs
developed a framework that uses the modelling results to assess how each policy or project
contributes to IV’s five transport related Needs shown in Figure 3. The findings of this quantitative
analysis will be used by IV to inform its 30-year infrastructure strategy.
Figure 3: IV’s five transport related Needs

Our approach
The overarching approach to assessing the agreed policy, technology and major project options is
summarised in Figure 4.
Preliminary demand modelling was undertaken for all agreed policy, technology and major project
options. The scope for preliminary economic appraisal was limited to IV’s nominated major road and
public transport projects. Economic appraisal of policy and technology options were excluded from
KPMG, Arup and Jacob’s scope of works.
Capital, operating expenditure and regulatory costs associated with technology and policy options are
necessary for undertaking economic appraisal. KPMG understands that these costs were not available
to IV at a sufficient level of rigour to undertake preliminary economic appraisal and as such were
excluded from the agreed scope of works.
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Figure 4: Overarching assessment approach

Each of the major transport projects, and technology and policy interventions were scoped and agreed
with IV. The modelling was undertaken in line with the Victorian Government’s accepted approach to
transport modelling and using the Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and
Resources’ (the Department) Outline Transport Model (OTM) and Victorian Integrated Transport
Model (VITM). The cost estimates for nominated road and public transport projects included within
the preliminary economic appraisal were provided by IV and their cost advisors.
For the major transport projects KPMG, Arup and Jacobs undertook preliminary economic analysis to
compare economic benefits relative to economic costs and to also identify the likely timing of each
project.
Following the demand analysis of individual project and policy options, combinations of projects were
agreed with IV for demand modelling. The objective was to test the resilience of each road project
with significant public transport capacity increases represented by up to five of the rail projects. Road
projects were also modelled together to understand how each road project could impact the other
road projects. Technology and policy options were also modelled in combination with major projects.
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Defining the Base Case
The assessment of any transport policy, technology or major project option requires an assessment
against the counterfactual or the Base Case. The Base Case used in this report was defined using the
Department’s Reference Case transport network. The Reference Case developed by the Department
incorporates an assumed level of transport infrastructure investment as agreed across the transport
portfolio.
Using the Reference Case as a starting point and using the Department’s transport modelling and
economic appraisal guidance, the future year Base Case was developed for this study. The Base Case
adopted includes a pipeline of medium term projects under development or already committed by the
Victorian Government. This includes the Western Ring Road upgrade, CityLink-Tullamarine Freeway
widening, Melbourne Metro, procurement of high capacity trains and trams, Western Distributor and
the Level Crossing Removal program. The Base Case also includes a range of other network upgrades
included by the Department in its Reference Case. These include for instance Mordialloc Bypass,
Westall Road extension, enhancements to the Monash and Calder Freeways, bus network
enhancements, 10 car trains operating via Melbourne Metro, Melton Electrification and high capacity
signalling on several rail lines. The analysis undertaken here is not based on a ‘do nothing’ scenario;
rather a range of significant upgrades have been included in the Base Case in order to further test the
options which are the focus of this report.

Technology and policy sub-options
In total, 21 technology and policy sub-options were scoped by IV and assessed using the Victorian
Government’s high-level strategic transport model (the OTM). The outputs from OTM were used to
compare performance of the transport network under the base and option cases throughout
metropolitan Melbourne. The findings were used to define and scope policy reform and technology
options for further assessment using the Victorian Government’s more detailed strategic model, the
VITM. The modelling in VITM adopted the standard approach for transport modelling used by the
Department. Select necessary adaptations to the standard approach were made to reflect the
preliminary nature of this assessment. In total, nine technology and policy options were modelled in
VITM.

Road and public transport project options
KPMG, Arup and Jacobs’ scope entailed a total of 15 project options and variants. The specific details
of each of the road and public transport projects were scoped with IV.
A number of these projects have previously been assessed by the Victorian Government, with
different levels of detail and at different times. The objective of the current assessment is to enable
comparative analysis using a common set of inputs and a common appraisal framework. This included
updating all capital costs and using the latest transport modelling tools, economic evaluation
guidelines, population and employment forecasts and current government transport commitments
(e.g. Melbourne Metro, Level Crossing Removal Program, Western Distributor and procurement of
high capacity trains and trams). The high-level demand analysis and the preliminary economic
appraisal undertaken in this report are therefore not directly comparable with previous analyses.
As many of the projects are at an early stage of development, the demand modelling and economic
appraisal was undertaken at a more preliminary stage than would normally be the case for preparation
of detailed business cases. For example, a business case economic appraisal would generally use
detailed costs including probabilistic risk assessment, and refined demand modelling to assess the
benefits, which includes detailed model calibration and validation in the relevant project corridor,
model iteration to improve project scope and definition, and testing of numerous route options. In
particular, the detailed service plans for public transport projects and detailed tolling assumptions for
road projects can have a material effect on the results.
Road and public transport projects analysed in this study use a single representative alignment and
specification guided by planning studies undertaken to date. There are numerous options to deliver
v
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the projects and the analysis presented here does not necessarily identify the best performing
alignment or route option.
To factor in the level of uncertainty, the preliminary economic analysis reflects an indicative benefit
assessment and lower and upper bound capital cost estimates.
Consequential impacts on other infrastructure are also not fully included in the analysis undertaken in
this report. For example the introduction of a new Heavy Rail Line may require upgrades to CBD
stations.

Model limitations
Model outputs are always an approximation of what can be expected in the real environment. The
models used are strategic planning tools that are best at representing strategic level demands and
patterns at a network wide and corridor level, rather than individual links within a transport network.
Notwithstanding this, there will usually be differences between forecasts or projected and actual
results, because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected or predicted, and
those differences may be material. KPMG, Arup, Jacobs does not make any confirmation or
assessment of the commercial merits, technical feasibility or compliance with any applicable
legislation or regulation of the transport policy reforms, technology interventions and/ or major
transport projects described in this report.
Outputs need to be interpreted with an understanding of the above general limitations as well as the
specific strengths and weaknesses of the models noted below and the input assumptions that are an
inherent part of the modelling process:

x

Land use forecasts 3: These inputs directly affect the trip generation (i.e. the number of trips
people make) and distribution (where people travel to) produced by the model. If the timing or
intensity of demographic growth at a travel zone level (for which there are approximately 3,000
zones in the VITM across Melbourne) differs from forecasts, travel behaviour will likely differ from
that modelled. The modelling assumes that there will be no change in land use (e.g. population
and employment in each travel zone) as a result of a project, even though the accessibility offered
by different projects is likely to affect urban development patterns to some degree.
Different transport projects will have a differing impact on land use and will be driven by the
changes in accessibility. As a general principle, public transport projects assessed in this report
are likely to contribute to urban consolidation, whilst the road projects assessed in this report will
likely lead to urban dispersal. This has a number of implications including on infrastructure
demand as well as the assessment of the Wider Economic Benefits (WEBs). WEBs of public
transport projects reported in this study will tend to be underestimated as urban consolidation
effects are not captured, and the WEBs of road projects will tend to be overestimated as urban
dispersal effects are not captured.

x

Future road and public transport network: Assumptions around the choice and timing of road
and public transport projects will affect modelled mode share and route choice. A range of
improvements to the road and public transport network are built into the Base Case used in this
assessment in line with the Department’s Reference Case. This includes the Western Ring Road
upgrade, CityLink-Tullamarine Freeway widening, Melbourne Metro, procurement of high capacity
trains and trams, Western Distributor, the Level Crossing Removal program, Mordialloc Bypass,

3

KPMG’s agreed scope specified the use of VIF 2014, as it is reasonably detailed and readily available at the small area level of

modelling in OTM and VITM. We note the Victorian Government released VIF 2016 in July 2016. According to the 2016 release
Melbourne’s population is expected to grow to 6,058,800 million in 2031 and 7,512,988 in 2046. This is 3% and 4%
respectively higher than the VIF 2014 projections used in this report.
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Westall Road extension, enhancements to the Monash and Calder Freeways, bus network
enhancements, 10 car trains operating via Melbourne Metro, Melton Electrification and high
capacity signalling on several rail lines. The future year transport networks modelled (2031 and
2046) incorporate an assumed level of transport infrastructure investment as agreed across the
transport portfolio.

x

Fixed travel behaviour: Mode choice behaviour in the current version of VITM is calibrated using
2006 Census and 2007 Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel Activity (VISTA) data. In the future
people are assumed to make travel decisions in a similar manner. In modelling policy or
technology options, there is particular uncertainty about how customers might actually respond.

x

Fixed travel for each time period: The proportion of people travelling in each time period across
a day is assumed to be fixed in the model, meaning that peak spreading behaviour cannot be
captured – this particularly limits the modelling of transport network pricing options.

x

Intersections not explicitly modelled: during the traffic assignment phase of the model,
speed/flow curves are used to calculate the travel time for a link based on the assigned volume and
capacity of that link. This is a simplification of reality, where each section of the road will have unique
operational behaviour and queues may affect adjacent intersections.

Key findings
Current network constraints on key corridors and places
Transport modelling demonstrates that most of our roads are currently operating close to or above
theoretical capacity. Figure 5 shows that one in every three trips currently undertaken in the western
and northern metropolitan regions occurs on congested roads. This increases to one in every two
trips in the inner Melbourne. Modelling highlights that during the morning peak period the average
speed across the network is 38km/h. It currently takes someone living in Dandenong over 50 minutes
to drive to the CBD during the morning peak period and this increases to more than 60 minutes from
Epping.
Figure 5: Current car congestion levels 4 by metropolitan region during the morning peak
period

4

Congested conditions defined as roads with a volume to capacity ratio above 0.9.
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Future network constraints on key corridors and places
There is a medium term pipeline of projects under development or already committed by the Victorian
Government. This includes Western Ring Road upgrade, CityLink-Tullamarine Freeway widening,
Melbourne Metro, procurement of high capacity trains and trams, Western Distributor and the Level
Crossing Removal program. The modelling was undertaken with a range of other network upgrades
included by the Department in its Reference Case. These include for instance the Mordialloc Bypass,
Westall Road extension and enhancements to the Monash and Calder Freeways, bus network
enhancements, 10 car trains operating via Melbourne Metro, Melton Electrification and high capacity
signalling on several rail lines.
The analysis shows that the inclusion of these projects will go some way to alleviate pressures, but
the expected growth in travel demand will worsen the level of congestion in 2031 and 2046. As
outlined in Figure 6, increasing congestion will lead to declining levels of service for users across
many aspects of the transport system. As the number of users increases, the cumulative dis-benefit
associated with congestion become more significant.
Figure 6: Future car congestion levels 5 by metropolitan region during the morning peak period

x

x

Private transport: Even with the current investment program, by the last time period modelled,
being 2046, travel times across the road network will have deteriorated. For example, worsening
congestion in 2046 will mean that, relative to today, Epping residents will need to spend an
additional 45 minutes to travel to the CBD by car during the morning peak period. This is 45
minutes less per trip for spending time with family, or pursuing leisure activities. Figure 7 shows
that by 2046 the majority of freeways will approach or exceed capacity in the morning peak
period 6.
Public transport: Due to planned improvements to public transport frequency and improved
connectivity provided by projects such as Regional Rail Link and Melbourne Metro, modelling
results indicate that travel experience in 2031 will be significantly better than today with crowding
and travel times to the CBD improving. By 2046, travel times by public transport to the CBD are
forecast to improve relative to now. The projected growth in patronage however means that by
2046 almost 30%of rail trips in the morning peak period will occur in crowded conditions,
negatively affecting customer experience and public transport reliability. As illustrated in Figure 8,
the network is highly constrained with services reaching ‘crush capacity’ across most of the north
and west of the network 7.

5

Congested conditions defined as roads with a volume to capacity ratio above 0.9.

6

Roads indicated in red are heavily congested and blue refers to relatively uncongested roads.

7

Public transport corridors indicated in red are heavily crowded and blue refers to relatively less crowding.
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Figure 7: Road volume to capacity: 2046 Base Case, AM peak period

Figure 8: Rail loading over capacity: 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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The impact of policy options and technology on the future
network
The analysis indicates that autonomous vehicles, transport network pricing and a significant uplift in
public transport capacity through investment in heavy rail can, in combination, significantly enhance
the accessibility of Melbourne and help maximise the contribution to the five transport related Needs
identified by IV. For simplicity, only Road Pricing was assessed in this report, although the option
identified by IV is for broader transport network pricing reform.
The road pricing and/ or autonomous vehicles scenario modelled dwarfs the impact of any one
individual road or public transport project assessed in this report. While there is a great deal of
uncertainty in modelling these policy and technology options, if the result is even in the order of what
this modelling shows then it is clear they are the most profound of the options considered in this
report.
The road pricing scheme as identified by IV for preliminary assessment in this report has not
undergone detailed design and implementation considerations and so remains conceptual. If pursued,
further design considerations will need to be developed and would need to consider the relationship
of the scheme with current inefficient charges (e.g. fuel excise and vehicle registration).
Specific findings relating to the policy initiatives and technology options are noted below.

Road pricing
x

Almost one-fifth of car trips currently made in the two-hour morning peak are not related to travel
to work or education. If just 5% of the trips are suppressed, made on public transport or
undertaken at a different time of day, there will be significant improvements to travel times for
remaining road users. Road pricing is an effective policy tool for addressing this.

x

An indicative area based charge was
applied in VITM through a double
cordon (i.e. through a dual charging
boundary as illustrated in the map –
around the CBD with a $3 charge and
inner areas of Melbourne with a $2
charge). The modelling results
highlighted reduced travel times to
the CBD and freight distance
travelled on congested roads. The
number of vehicle trips into the CBD
decreased, and the number of public
transport trips increased by 4.9%
during the morning peak period –
particularly on trams. With the double
cordon charge the inner areas of
Melbourne experienced a decrease in
congested travel on roads of more
than 35%.

x

When the indicative double cordon road pricing scheme was modelled in conjunction with public
transport improvements nominated by IV, public transport trips increased by up to 7.4% during
the morning peak. The implication here is that people need an effective alternative to any road
pricing reform. Specifically, with the double cordon road pricing scheme tested, public transport
improvements need to focus on heavy rail and tram upgrades to improve access to the CBD to
provide a suitable alternative.

x

The analysis suggests that the indicative double cordon road pricing with public transport
improvements has the capacity to emulate the ‘school holiday effect’ – relative to the non-school
x
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holiday periods, traffic in the morning peak period in Melbourne during the school holidays is
typically lower by between 5 – 12% 8. The double cordon road pricing scheme tested in this
report is estimated to lower the road traffic across the metropolitan road network by between
4.9% and 7.4% during the morning peak.

x

The option as identified by IV is for holistic transport network pricing, not just road pricing. There
could be the opportunity to achieve more efficient use of the public transport network by
encouraging users to travel in off-peak periods 9.

x

A second indicative road pricing scenario was modelled in VITM through a CBD cordon charge of
$3 combined with a modest distance-based charge (5c per kilometre) across the whole network.
Personal car trips reduced and kilometres travelled in private vehicles also reduced – much more
in outer regions than in the CBD cordon area. This indicative scenario resulted in reduced
transport accessibility. This is because a distance-based charge was imposed on outer areas of
Melbourne without access to high quality public transport services in comparison to the inner
areas surrounding the cordon, which do have access to a high quality public transport network.

Autonomous vehicles
x

The potential impacts of autonomous vehicles are the subject of wide debate in the international
literature. A range of scenarios were considered to test the likely impacts of autonomous
vehicles.

x

One of the scenarios tested assumed that autonomous vehicles use the existing capacity of the
road network more effectively through improvements in vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-toinfrastructure communication. Building on these traffic flow efficiency gains, a second scenario
assumed every household in Melbourne has access to autonomous vehicles (whereas today 91%
of households own cars 10). The modelling results under this scenario indicates that this will lead
to large increases in traffic on freeways. Congestion however is unlikely to worsen due to the
assumed infrastructure efficiency gains. The modelling showed significant increases in car trips
(up to 9%) and reductions in public transport trips, while average speed across the network
increased.

x

If autonomous vehicles do not realise assumed traffic
efficiency gains then they are expected to contribute to
increased congestion. To maximise the benefits of
autonomous vehicles, it is necessary to implement policy
mechanisms that support/ encourage ‘ride-sharing’ (to
minimise empty vehicle movements) and limit excessive
travel for instance through road pricing.

x

Road pricing (double cordon) was tested with autonomous
vehicles under a scenario, which assumes that all
households in Melbourne have access to autonomous
vehicles. The modelling results showed reduced
congestion and improved accessibility, relative to the 2046
Base Case. The time spent travelling reduced by more
than 10%. There were also significant benefits for freight, with travel in congested conditions
reducing by more than 30%.

8 VicRoads
9

The effect of road pricing
and/or autonomous
vehicles dwarfs the effect
of any one road or public
transport project option.

Traffic Monitor 2013-14, Traffic Volumes by week of the year.

In reality, some trips which are modelled to occur during the morning peak period are likely to move to the inter-peak period,

including some of the modelled 4.9% to 7.4% trips shifting to public transport. Peak spreading behaviour cannot be captured in
the VITM and this particularly limits the modelling of the transport network pricing options.
10

Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013

http://censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2011/quickstat/2GMEL
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x

Accessibility changes significantly with road pricing (double cordon) and autonomous vehicles
with all households across Melbourne having access to an autonomous vehicle. Figure 9 shows
accessibility to employment is significantly better than the 2046 Base Case. The modelling
highlighted that with road pricing some trips to the inner city were encouraged to shift to public
transport, freeing-up network capacity, resulting in higher speeds on roads for travellers to middle
and outer employment centres. Altering accessibility on a similar scale by building infrastructure
would require significant investment in public transport and road capacity. For example, a similar
improvement in accessibility was achieved in a modelled scenario, which included the City Loop
Reconfiguration, Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail, Outer Metropolitan Ring
Road and North East Link.

x

Comparable changes in accessibility were not found from individual road and public transport
projects. Rather, combining the policy and technology options achieved superior outcomes
against IV’s transport related Needs.

Figure 9: Change in accessibility in 2046 relative to Base Case: Autonomous vehicles and road pricing

The indicative double cordon
road pricing scheme
increases travel costs to the
CBD. Accessibility is based
on the generalised cost of
travel and in this modelled
scenario accessibility in the
inner City is reduced due to
the increase in travel cost,
despite improved travel
times.
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The preliminary economic viability of major transport projects
Preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of 2025.
Preliminary benefit-cost ratios for each project were calculated using the lower and upper project cost
estimates provided by IV, and with and without WEBs. These results are reported in Table 1.
Under the scenarios tested in this report, the following projects were estimated to have a preliminary
benefit to cost ratio (BCR) greater than 1 (using a discount rate of 7%):

x

North East Link (both with and without dependent infrastructure upgrades);

x
x

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road; and
Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line.

The following projects were estimated to have a preliminary BCR greater than 1 (using a discount rate
of 7%) under some, but not all scenarios tested in this report:

x

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification), although the result with WEBs may be
underestimated due to limitations in the analysis; and

x

Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection (including dependent infrastructure upgrades), although
the result with WEBs may be overestimated due to limitations in the analysis.

The following projects were estimated to have a preliminary BCR less than 1 under all of the
scenarios tested in this report (using a discount rate of 7%):

x

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification), although the result with WEBs may be
underestimated due to limitations in the analysis.

x
x

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent infrastructure upgrades) 11;

x

Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel) – Newport to Clifton Hill;

x
x

Rowville Heavy Rail Line; and

Melbourne Metro 2 – Newport to Parkville only;

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line.

A BCR greater than 1 (at a 7% discount rate) should not be used as a pass or fail. Whilst the BCR is
an important benchmark, it is not the only consideration in IV’s evaluation framework. Moreover, each
project in this report is assessed for economic performance in isolation, meaning that the project
relationships and impacts on each other are not captured, nor is the effect of policy or technology
change considered.
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented for the Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
should be interpreted with caution. This project serves a unique market, and would be particularly
sensitive to inputs and assumptions in the demand modelling. This includes factors such as air travel
(and its distribution across eastern Australian airports), travel behaviour specific for access to the
airport, and different alignment and transport network connection assumptions. These assumptions
are specific to Melbourne Airport and have not been captured in the preliminary economic analysis.
There is relatively lower certainty on these assumptions than for the other projects and further data
gathering and modelling would be necessary to assess this option with a high degree of confidence.
The demand modelling undertaken using the VITM is indicative and due to rail network capacity
constraints a reduction in the number of services on the Sunbury line was required. A second
scenario tested in VITM modelled a dedicated Heavy Rail Line to Melbourne Airport that terminates in
the CBD and does not require a reduction in services on the Sunbury line. Under the dedicated rail line
scenario, the forecast patronage declined due to the absence of direct airport access from the
Dandenong corridor. A dedicated line would also require significantly higher capital investment.

11

Preliminary BCR is 0.97; which rounds up to 1.0 when the BCR is rounded to one decimal place.
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Modelling indicates that the City Loop Reconfiguration would likely cause a small shift from car to
public transport modes. The project offers significant benefits in the crowding relief it is expected to
provide for customers on the Craigieburn and Upfield lines and additional services on the Glen
Waverley rail line (even though this is not crowded). The project is likely to relieve crowding along
these lines to within ‘load standards’. However, modelling indicates that the rail corridor between
Wallan and Craigieburn is highly constrained, nearing ‘crush capacity’, even with additional services.
This suggests issues in the preliminary service plan used for the basis of this assessment, and that
more services should have started from Wallan rather than only starting from Craigieburn. There is no
reason to have ‘crush capacity’ on the outer extent of a metropolitan rail line. It is also important to
note that the future year Base Case for the road network has an impact on the modelling results in
this area, and may need to be refined through more detailed assessment. Overall, given the issues in
the modelling assumptions, it is likely that this assessment underestimates the benefits of this
project.
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented here for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection are not directly comparable with the previous analyses detailed in the East West Link
Project Business Case 12. The analysis undertaken here is of a preliminary nature, suitable for strategic
infrastructure planning purposes but not for detailed business case preparation. Furthermore, there
are differences in the strategic transport model used in this report relative to that used in the
Business Case as well as differences in the range of inputs and assumptions such as population and
employment forecasts, transport network assumptions, economic parameters and project timing.
As noted in the limitations of this study, the land use impacts of major transport projects have not
been assessed in this report. This is particularly relevant for Melbourne Metro 2 which will
significantly enhance the accessibility of Fishermans Bend major urban renewal area and make the
development more attractive. Urban consolidation facilitated by the Melbourne Metro 2 in the
Fishermans Bend area will in turn contribute to increased agglomeration benefits (WB1) arising from
cluster effects as well as move to more productive jobs (WB2b). Urban consolidation facilitated by
Melbourne Metro 2 in the Fishermans Bend area will also lead to increased conventional benefits
such as travel time and vehicle operating cost savings.
These impacts have not been estimated in this report and could significantly underestimate the
benefits associated with Melbourne Metro 2 and the urban consolidation facilitated by this project at
the Fishermans Bend urban renewal area in particular.

12

State Government of Victoria, 2014, http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/east-west-link-announcement/
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Table 1: Preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Preliminary BCR
without WEBs

Preliminary BCR
with WEBs 13

FYRR 14

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades)1

1.4 - 2.1

2.2 - 3.1

12.7% - 19.0%

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

1.4 - 2.1

1.6 - 2.3

5.6% - 8.4%

North East Link (without dependent infrastructure
upgrades)1

1.2 - 1.7

1.7 - 2.4

9.0% - 13.5%

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

1.0 - 1.4

1.2 - 1.6

0.5% - 0.8%

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan)

0.8 - 1.1

0.9 - 1.2

0.4% - 0.6%

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades)

0.7 - 0.9

1.1 - 1.4

5.1% - 6.6%

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan)2

0.6 - 0.8

0.6 - 0.8

1.9% - 2.8%

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without
dependent infrastructure upgrades)3

0.6 - 0.7

0.8 - 1.0

3.6% - 4.7%

Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)4

0.4 - 0.5

0.4 - 0.5

0.9% - 1.4%

Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel)

0.3 - 0.5

0.4 - 0.5

0.8% - 1.2%

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

0.3 - 0.5

0.3 - 0.5

0.7% - 1.1%

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

0.1 - 0.1

0.1 - 0.2

-0.3% - -0.5%

Project

Note: The BCR ranges presented are based on lower and upper project cost estimates.
1. North East Link without dependent upgrades: excludes widening on the Eastern Freeway, M80 and selected feeder routes.
2. City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan: no electrification or service level increase to Wallan.
3. Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection without dependent upgrades: excludes widening on the Eastern Freeway and
selected feeder routes.
4. Melbourne Metro 2 – Newport to Parkville: new rail tunnel extending to Parkville only, rather than Clifton Hill.

For those projects that deliver a preliminary BCR greater than 1 with WEBs under both lower and
upper project cost estimates, the optimal opening year from an economic perspective is also
assessed. The First Year Rate of Return (FYRR) was used as an indicator for assessing the optimal
opening year. The results are reported in Table 2.

13

Due to the preliminary nature of the modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to

overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
14

First Year Rate of Return (FYRR) assesses the economic return on investment in the first year after opening, and in this case

assumes that construction of each option commences in 2025.
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Table 2: Optimal opening year using FYRR as an indicator for projects that have a BCR greater than 1
(preliminary assessment) 15

Project

Preliminary assessment
Economically optimal opening
year – Lower cost

Preliminary assessment
Economically optimal opening
year – Upper cost

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades)

Immediate

Immediate

North East Link (without dependent infrastructure
upgrades)

Immediate

2022

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

2028

2032

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

2036

2039

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification)

2039

2045

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades)

2032

2047

Unlike roads, rail projects have been designed to deliver capacity over a long timeframe with benefits
realised over a very long period. In addition to the limitations explained earlier regarding the
assessment of WEBs, this contributes to the optimal timing for the rail projects tested in this report
being later than the road projects.

The level to which each project, policy or technology option will
address the five transport related Needs identified by IV
Each of the options were compared to the 2046 Base Case and measured for their contribution to the
transport related Needs in Figure 10 that can be assessed through strategic transport modelling.
Figure 10: IV’s five transport related Needs

The quantitative results of the modelling were used to rank the contributions to each Need as
Exceptional (E), High (H), Medium-High (M-H), Medium (M), Low-Medium (L-M) or Low (L) for
improved performance or Negative (N) for reduced performance. These are comparative ranks,
defined to draw distinctions between the different options (i.e. with the best performing options on
each Need setting the definition of “High” or “Exceptional”) and are not directly comparable with
other advice IV has received providing more qualitative and more absolute assessments of options.
The analysis (provided in Table 3) shows that none of the options achieve an Exceptional contribution
against all five Needs but many made Exceptional or High contributions to more than one Need.

15

This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed

land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.
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Individual policy and technology options
x

Both technology options tested (autonomous vehicles and advanced traffic management) using
VITM are expected to improve the transport network relative to each of IV’s transport related
Needs. Significant capacity enhancements assumed across the road network under these
scenarios drive this result.

x

The road space allocation (road space reduction to give bus and tram priority on selected
corridors) option tested in this study scores negatively across all transport related Needs possibly
because only select case study routes were tested in a small number of locations. The rating
should also be treated with caution due to the difficulty in using a strategic model for detailed road
network assessment.

x

The road pricing options deliver improved outcomes against most of IV’s transport related Needs,
particularly those relating to freight efficiency, carbon emissions and meeting demand for access
to central Melbourne. Both options encourage travel by public transport, providing congestion
relief across the road network, particularly in inner areas. The negative results are the effect of
imposing an additional cost (which counts as reduced accessibility), while structural limitations of
the VITM means that it does not allow people to flexibly respond to the change in travel cost by
travelling at different times.
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Individual project options
x

The Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is the best performing road project overall. This is because it
impacts a larger portion of Melbourne than the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection or North
East Link, and provides congestion relief to the high growth Northern and Western regions. The
scale of the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is significant in comparison to the other road projects –
it is more than three times longer than either the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection or
North East Link.

x

North East Link performs better than Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection in almost all of the
metrics assessed. The Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection provides relief to parts of the
existing network, while the North East Link creates a new freeway connection where none has
existed before, facilitating more efficient travel in this region. The scale of these impacts is small
relative to the technology and policy interventions tested.

x

Melbourne Metro 2 delivers the best overall contribution to the Needs of the eight projects, driven
by the large increase in capacity of the rail network that the project provides and direct
connections across the city that it facilitates. Modelling highlighted increased public transport
demand, reduced road demand, and improved accessibility to employment, health and tertiary
opportunities as well as positive impacts on freight and carbon dioxide emissions. If the land use
impacts associated with development of Fishermans Bend are also considered, Melbourne Metro
2 could generate even higher travel time and vehicle operating cost savings as well as WEBs.

x

City Loop Reconfiguration including Wallan electrification achieves medium and medium to high
scores for several transport related Needs and offers significant crowding relief to highly
congested rail corridors including Craigieburn.

x

The Rowville and Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Lines
score relatively low across most transport related Needs.
These projects affect smaller catchments than the better
performing rail projects.

Among the eight
project options,
focussing purely on
contribution towards
transport related
Needs, Melbourne
Metro 2 delivers the
best overall
contribution.

x

Although Rowville heavy rail is not situated in a high
growth area, it made a medium-high contribution on the
back of improved access to education from high growth
areas.

x

The negative rating for Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
for Need 11 relates to the assumptions made in the
modelling, including diverting some train services from
the Sunbury line to Melbourne Airport during peak periods
and assuming high frequency SkyBus services are no
longer provided. The rating would improve with measures
to further increase capacity on the Sunshine corridor and
ensuring a diversity of high quality transport services are
available to support employees of the airport precinct.

x

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line has been assessed as
incremental to Melbourne Metro 2 and achieves negative
scores against all of the transport related Needs. This
project relies on Melbourne Metro 2 being in place to provide the necessary capacity between
Clifton Hill and the CBD for Doncaster services.
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Table 3: Needs 16 assessment summary results – using 2046 modelling results for individual policies and
projects

Options

Need 1 Need 10

Individual projects

Policy and , technology options

Advanced traffic management

16

Need 11

Need 13 Need 18

M-H

M

M

M-H

M

Road pricing (double cordon)

N

H

M

H

H

Road pricing policy (cordon and distance based charge)

N

H

N

H

E

Road pricing (double cordon) and five rail projects

N

E

H

H

E

Road pricing (double cordon) and increased tram services

N

H

M

H

H

Road space allocation

N

N

N

N

N

Autonomous vehicles

E

E

E

E

M-H

Autonomous vehicles with increased trip generation

H

E

E

H

N

Autonomous vehicles with Increased trip generation and road pricing
(double cordon)

N

E

E

E

H

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including dependent
infrastructure upgrades)

L

L

L-M

L

N

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent
infrastructure upgrades)

N

N

N

L

N

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure upgrades)

L-M

L-M

M

L-M

N

North East Link (without dependent infrastructure upgrades)

N

L

L-M

L-M

N

M-H

L-M

H

M

M-H

H

H

H

L-M

L-M

M-H

M

L

L-M

N

N

N

N

N

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

M-H

L

M

L

L

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

L-M

L

N

L

L-M

City Loop Reconfiguration (including Wallan electrification)

M-H

M-H

M

L

L-M

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification)

M

M

L-M

N

L-M

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
Melbourne Metro 2
Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville)

M-H

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth; Need 10: Meeting growing demand for

access to economic activity in central Melbourne; Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan employment
centres; Need 13: Improve the efficiency of supply chains: Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use.
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Project and policy combinations
Combinations of options were also tested and found to achieve superior outcomes against IV’s
transport related Needs as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Needs 17 assessment summary results – using 2046 modelling results for policy and project
combinations

Project and policy combinations

Options

Need 1 Need 10

Need 11

Need 13 Need 18

Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop
Reconfiguration with Wallan, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and
North East Link

H

E

E

H

H

Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop
Reconfiguration with Wallan, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North
East Link and Eastern Freeway to CityLink connection

H

E

E

H

H

Road pricing (Double Cordon) with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road and North East Link

N

E

E

H

E

Road pricing (Double Cordon) with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link and Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection

N

E

E

H

E

Autonomous vehicles with Increased trip generation , Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link and Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection

E

E

E

E

N

Autonomous vehicles with Increased trip generation , road pricing
(Double Cordon) with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy
Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
and North East Link

H

E

E

E

E

Key findings are:

17

x

Autonomous vehicles (full access to vehicles assumed across Melbourne) was tested in
combination with the three road projects (Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection, North East
Link, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road). Providing additional road connections in a future
scenario with autonomous vehicles was found to boost accessibility to areas with high
population growth and improve performance of the network with regard to freight efficiency.

x

The best performing road and rail projects (Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link,
Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration) when
combined together, achieved Exceptional or High scores against each of IV's Needs relating
to transport. Adding the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection to this combination of
projects had no impact on performance against the Needs. Modelling indicates that the
addition of this project would provide some minor local relief to the road network, but have
minimal overall impact on transport network performance.

x

The addition of road pricing (double cordon) to the best performing road and rail projects
(Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link, Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport
Heavy Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration) had a more notable impact. This combination
is expected to improve performance against carbon emissions to Exceptional, but reduce
accessibility (despite faster travel times) to high growth areas due to the cost applied (noting
the modelling limitations discussed earlier). Adding the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection to this combination of projects had even less impact on road network

Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth; Need 10: Meeting growing demand for

access to economic activity in central Melbourne; Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan employment
centres; Need 13: Improve the efficiency of supply chains: Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use.
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performance than the equivalent scenario without road pricing. Modelling indicates that the
addition of this project would have no impact on performance against IV’s Needs.
x

The best outcome of any modelled scenario was achieved with autonomous vehicles (full
access to vehicles assumed across Melbourne), road pricing (double cordon), Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link and the three best performing rail projects
(Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration). This
scenario achieved Exceptional or High scores for every Need.

Road project combinations with rail capacity enhancements 18
Further scenarios were assessed to test the performance of the road projects in a scenario with
significant improvements to public transport capacity. Five rail projects were implemented in the
VITM – Doncaster Hill, Rowville and Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Lines, Melbourne Metro 2 and City
Loop Reconfiguration – as a way to model significant increases in public transport capacity across the
transport network. Even with significant increases in public transport capacity, a substantial amount of
the road network is predicted to remain congested.
x

x

Each of the three road project options were modelled
with the five rail projects as separate scenarios, and then
in combinations. As seen in Table 5, the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road had the most significant effect
either alone or in combination, suggesting it serves a
function not addressed by public transport projects
analysed in this report. Similarly, when the five rail
projects were combined with the Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road and North East Link, the results suggest that
these two road projects are complementary. Delivering
North East Link as well as the Outer Metropolitan Ring
Road is expected to result in increased demand along the
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, and vice versa. Freight
distance travelled on congested roads also decreased by
12% and daily carbon dioxide emissions decreased.
Conversely combining Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection and North East Link resulted in reduced
demand on both these corridors. The relative proximity of
the projects means that they compete for cross-city
traffic. If both projects were built to their individual
specifications as assumed in this analysis, the joint
economic performance may be less efficient than with
each project in isolation. Revisions to each project’s
configuration, capacity, connectivity and alignment may
be necessary to get the best out of a network that
included Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection and the
North East Link.

Combining Eastern
Freeway to CityLink
Connection and North
East Link resulted in
reduced demand on
both these corridors.
The relative proximity of
the projects means
that they compete for
cross-city traffic.

18

In general, because of the high contribution road pricing and autonomous vehicles made to a range of Needs, the five rail
projects modelled in combination with the road projects are scored using a different rating scale. The five rail projects achieves
a score of Medium, Low, Low, Medium, Low against the five Needs in Table 5, whereas using the same rating scale as the
policy options shown in Tables 3 and 4 the five rail projects would score High, Exceptional, High, Medium and Medium.
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Table 5: Needs 19 assessment summary results – using 2046 modelling results for all rail and road projects

Road projects with all rail projects

Need 13 Need 18

Need 1

Need 10

Need 11

Five rail projects

M

L

L

M

L

Five rail projects and Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection

M

L

L

L

L

Five rail projects and North East Link

M

M

L

L

L

Five rail projects and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

M-H

M

H

M

H

Five rail projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

M-H

M

H

M-H

H

Five rail projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection and North East Link

M

M

L

L

L

M-H

H

H

H

M-H

Options

Five rail projects, North East Link and Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road

19

Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth; Need 10: Meeting growing demand for
access to economic activity in central Melbourne; Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan employment
centres; Need 13: Improve the efficiency of supply chains: Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and context
Infrastructure Victoria (IV) is developing a 30-year infrastructure strategy for Victoria. IV’s All things
considered sets out a strategic framework for the 30-year strategy, including a suite of guiding
principles, objectives and ‘Needs’ intended to drive the framework’s vision.
Building on IV’s We Hear You publication detailing Victoria’s 19 Needs, the All things considered
options paper reflected on a multitude of policy reform, technology and project options with the
potential to address Victoria’s future infrastructure demand. The paper included high-level analysis
incorporating the whole of life costs and effectiveness of each option to address each Need, along
with an assessment of each option’s social, environmental and economic impacts. An option filtering
process with respect to option suitability and effectiveness identified those options requiring further
detailed assessment.

1.2 Scope
IV engaged KPMG, Arup and Jacobs to undertake high level, indicative transport demand modelling
and preliminary economic assessment that is suitable to assist with preparing a long-term
infrastructure strategy. Specifically, the agreed scope of services included:

x

establishing network constraints on key corridors and places;

x

understanding the high-level impacts of policy and technology options and major transport
projects on the metropolitan Melbourne’s transport network;

x

undertaking a preliminary assessment of the economic viability of IV’s nominated major transport
projects; and

x

informing the level to which each project, policy or technology option will address five of IV’s
transport sector related Needs through strategic transport model results.

The findings of this quantitative analysis will be used by IV to inform IV‘s 30-year infrastructure
strategy.

1.3 Approach
Figure 1 illustrates the overarching approach for undertaking transport modelling and preliminary
economic assessment for this engagement. The following pages present each of the key elements of
the approach adopted by KPMG, Arup and Jacobs.

1
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Figure 1: Overarching assessment approach

1.3.1 Demand modelling
Transport modelling is the mathematical modelling of transport systems using specialist computer
software. Transport models represent observed travel patterns (based on existing travel demand data)
and test these travel patterns for changing conditions (either now or in the future), the impact on
transport system performance, and how well different scenarios might satisfy people’s travel
requirements. Outputs from transport modelling quantify the extent of system changes and inform
the overall transport investment decision-making process.
Figure 1 presents how two different transport modelling were applied for this assessment:

x

Outline Transport Model (OTM); and

x

Victorian Integrated Transport Model (VITM).
2
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Each of the models is summarised below and further details are provided in Appendix A.

Outline Transport Model
The OTM is a strategic level transport model owned by the Department of Economic Development,
Jobs, Transport and Resources (the Department) and is based on and calibrated to the VITM
Reference Case for 2011 and 2046. The OTM is a spatially aggregated and lower resolution model
relative to VITM. OTM is designed to allow the user to assess high-level implications of future
demographic, pricing and technology on travel behaviour. The OTM includes the following features
and specifications:

x

built in Microsoft Excel;

x

uses a four-step travel model approach to approximate the 2011 VITM Reference Case;

x

31 geographical zones, dividing Melbourne into five orbital rings (CBD, Inner, Middle, Outer and
Far Outer) and nine radial corridors;

x

simplified trip generation, Distribution and Mode Share processes relative to VITM; and

x

the current version has a simplified ‘representative’ link system, which does not consider
individual roads or public transport links, representing an ‘unconstrained’ demand scenario.

The OTM reports on key indicators such as number of trips by travel purpose, mode shares and
average trip times and distances. The OTM also reports on a range of more detailed outputs by origin
and destination.
A key advantage of the OTM (relative to VITM) is that it is simpler to use and is less time intensive.
The aggregated nature of the model makes it ideal to understand the impact of each project and/ or
policy in terms of the broad direction of change and is useful in ‘filtering’ a range of project and policy
options.

Victorian Integrated Transport Model
The VITM is a strategic transport model of the Melbourne metropolitan area that is owned and
maintained by the Department. Built in Cube software, it is used to test and assess transport policies
and strategies, predict future demands on the transport network, and analyse the potential impacts of
road, public transport and land-use planning projects. The model’s four-step approach is broadly as
follows:

x

Trip generation : determining the intensity of trip making to/from land use parcels/zones;

x

Trip distribution and mode choice: distributing trips originating in any given zone across all
destination zones and predicting the intensity of travel between each origin and destination pair
on any one of the available travel modes; and

x

Assignment: allocating the intensity of trips between origin and destination zones to available
road and public transport routes.

The steps above are a simplification of the VITM as each step can have a number of sub-routines that
provide further input and sophistication to the model processes.
Various data inputs are defined at each stage of the model process for VITM, and include:

x

Land use information (e.g. population, employment, number of school and tertiary enrolments);

x

Road network (including timing for expected network improvements);

x

Public transport network and services; and

x

Travel costs (fares, vehicle-operating costs, values of time).
3
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Most major transport projects in Melbourne use VITM at varying levels of detail including to provide
input to strategy development, project business cases and to inform project design. Recent land use
and transport projects have applied VITM, including Regional Rail Link, Level Crossing Removal
Program, Cranbourne-Pakenham Line Upgrade, Melbourne Metro and various growth area planning
projects.
The Department has formed a “Reference Case” in VITM to establish a standardised set of
assumptions for strategic transport modelling across Government for current and future years. The
Reference Case is a suite of assumptions, interventions and future trends agreed across the transport
portfolio, in relation to inputs required by the VITM. The Reference Case was used as a starting point
from which Base Case and core option scenarios were developed. These options were specified at a
high level by IV and developed in consultation with the Department, VicRoads and Public Transport
Victoria (PTV). In specifying model inputs for option testing key assumptions developed for the Base
Case are maintained, while specific inputs related to the differences between options are varied. This
allows the impact of different options to be compared in a systematic way. While there are
weaknesses in the model, it is assumed that these weaknesses are unlikely to change the relative
performance of scenarios.

1.3.2 Preliminary economic appraisal
Cost Benefit Analysis
Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a form of triple-bottom line assessment, providing a systematic means
of analysing and quantifying the economic, social and environmental costs and benefits associated
with a project or policy. CBA is grounded in economic theory and has a long track record of use for
assessing impacts of transport policy and projects in Australia and overseas. CBA uses discounted
cash flow analysis to compare the transport related marginal cost and benefits of implementing the
project/policy relative to the Base Case. Total expected costs to the community are compared with
total expected benefits to measure the degree of net benefits (benefits minus costs) provided by an
individual project or policy. This methodology is well developed and reinforced by a comprehensive
evidence base detailed in widely used national guidelines for transport evaluation.
Use of CBA for Australian transport projects dates back to the early twentieth century, when it was
used to determine the feasibility of standardising rail gauge in Australia 20. The 1970s saw
standardised economic appraisal techniques developed, with the Whitlam Government implementing
CBA in 1972 to rank and prioritise public transport projects 21. Today, CBA is widely used by
Government during decision-making processes for transport projects, with recent Victorian major
project examples including Level Crossing Removal Program, Melbourne Metro and CranbournePakenham Line Upgrade. Figure 2 summarises the CBA approach used to quantify social, economic,
and environmental benefits for transport projects.

20

Office of Best Practice Regulation, Dobes, Dr.Leo. (2008). A Century of Australian Cost-Benefit Analysis.

21

Australian Transport Research Forum, Douglas N.J. and Brooker T. (2013) A Review of Transport Project Appraisal in NSW

Australia.
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Figure 2: CBA approach used to quantify social, economic, and environmental benefits for transport
projects

Figure 3 lists and describes the social, economic, and environmental benefits quantified in
conventional CBA for transport projects.
Figure 3: Conventional transport benefits
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CBA generates a range of economic indicators and allows direct comparisons between different
options. Figure 4 explains the indicators applicable to the preliminary economic appraisal for IV.
Figure 4: Economic indicators applicable to the appraisal for IV

There are a number of advantages to selecting conventional CBA as a means of appraising the
economic, social and environmental viability of a project, including:

x

assessing a wide-range of project/policy scope items;

x

comparing the viability of a variety of project/policy options; and

x

using a proven assessment methodology that is well developed and reinforced by a
comprehensive evidence base.

Detailed appraisal methodologies exist for CBA in Australia, with a number of robust standards and
guidelines used in the economic evaluation of major projects:

x

Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance (2013) Economic Evaluation for Business Cases Technical Guidelines;

x

Infrastructure Australia (2016) Assessment Framework Detailed Technical Guidance: Economic
Appraisal;

x

Transport and Infrastructure Council (2015) Australian Transport Assessment and Planning (ATAP);
and

x

Austroads (2012) Guide to Project Evaluation Part 4: Project Evaluation Data.
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Wider Economic Benefits
Wider Economic Benefits (WEBs are cumulative to the conventional CBA discussed above. WEBs
have entered the evaluation framework in the last 10 years to capture the additional benefits not
contained within traditional transport appraisals. Figure 5 summarises the four sources of WEBs
attributable to transport projects.
Figure 5: Sources of WEBs

Transport projects in developed countries that are characterised by reasonable transport access (i.e.
the majority of cities and regions in Australia) are unlikely to generate significant travel cost savings to
have any material impact on competition. Therefore, benefits from increased competition (WB4) are
not included. This assessment considers agglomeration economies, including proximity effects, but
not agglomeration effects associated with clustering due to land use change. Land use changes and
the change in distribution of jobs generate a move to more productive jobs benefits (WB2b). Land use
7
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projections and distribution of jobs remain constant between the Base and Project Cases, and move
to more productive jobs benefits are not included in this assessment for IV.

Preliminary economic assessment approach adopted for IV
Figure 6 summarises the preliminary economic evaluation framework adopted for IV to assess the
major transport project options. These include the conventional benefits captured in CBA, the sources
of WEBs and the key economic performance indicators.
Figure 6: Preliminary economic appraisal framework for major transport project options

Cost Benefit Analysis

Wider Economic Benefits

Capital expenditure

WB1 – Agglomeration economies

Operating and maintenance cost

WB2 – Labour market impacts

User benefits

WB3 – Output increase in
imperfectly competitive markets

Other societal impacts
Residual value

FYRR

NPV

BCR

Economic Performance
Measures including WEBs
FYRR

NPV

BCR

Conventional Economic
Performance Measures

The agreed scope for preliminary economic appraisal was limited to road and public transport projects
and did not include the technology and policy options. IV provided the existing PTV economic model
to conduct the preliminary economic assessment, with only minor superficial changes made by
KPMG to PTV’s economic model to remove redundant functions.

1.4 Limitations and interpretation
Model outputs are always an approximation of what could be expected in the real environment. The
models used are strategic planning tools that are best at representing strategic level demands and
patterns at a network wide and corridor level, rather than individual links within a transport network.
Notwithstanding this, there will usually be differences between forecasts or projected and actual
results, because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected or predicted, and
those differences may be material. KPMG, Arup and Jacobs does not make any confirmation or
assessment of the commercial merits, technical feasibility or compliance with any applicable
legislation or regulation of the transport policy reforms, technology interventions and/or major
transport projects described in this report.
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Outputs need to be interpreted with an understanding of the above general limitations as well as the
specific strengths and weaknesses of the model noted below and the input assumptions that are an
inherent part of the modelling process:

x

Land use forecasts 22: These inputs directly affect the trip generation (i.e. the number of trips
people make) and distribution (where people travel to) produced by the model. If the timing or
intensity of demographic growth at a travel zone level (for which there are approximately 3,000
zones in the model across Melbourne) differs from forecasts, travel behaviour will likely differ
from that modelled. The modelling assumes that there will be no change in land use (e.g.
population and employment in each travel zone) as a result of a project, despite the accessibility
offered by different projects likely to affect urban development patterns to some degree.
Different transport projects will have a differing impact on land use and will be driven by the
changes in accessibility. As a general principle, public transport projects assessed in this report
are likely to contribute to urban consolidation, whilst the road projects assessed in this report will
likely lead to urban dispersal. This has a number of implications including on infrastructure
demand as well as the assessment of the Wider Economic Benefits (WEBs). WEBs of public
transport projects reported in this study will tend to be underestimated as urban consolidation
effects are not captured, and the WEBs of road projects will tend to be overestimated as urban
dispersal effects are not captured.

x

Future road and public transport: Assumptions around the choice and timing of road and public
transport projects will affect modelled mode share and route choice. A range of improvements to
the road and public transport network are built into the Base Case used in this assessment in line
with the Department’s Reference Case. This includes the Western Ring Road upgrade, CityLinkTullamarine Freeway widening, Melbourne Metro, procurement of high capacity trains and trams,
Western Distributor, the Level Crossing Removal program, Mordialloc Bypass, Westall Road
extension, enhancements to the Monash and Calder Freeways, bus network enhancements,
Melton Electrification and high capacity signalling on several rail lines. The future year transport
networks modelled (2031 and 2046) incorporate an assumed level of transport infrastructure
investment as agreed across the transport portfolio.

x

Fixed travel behaviour: aggregate mode choice behaviour and other travel characteristics are
calibrated using 2006 Census and 2007 VISTA data. It is assumed that when faced by changes in
the performance of aspects of the transport system in the future people will make travel
decisions in a similar manner to now. The validity of such assumptions may be reduced if future
conditions lead to significant structural changes to the context in which travellers’ overall activities
occur and/or new technologies introduce unforeseen impacts on travel behaviour.

x

Fixed travel for each time period: the proportion of people travelling in each time period across
a day is fixed, meaning that peak spreading behaviour cannot be captured. Within each period, the
model also assumes average travel conditions. This is a simplification of reality, where changing
travel patterns and system performance will be observed across each period.

x

Intersections not explicitly modelled: during the traffic assignment phase of the model,
speed/flow curves are used to calculate the travel time for a link based on the assigned volume
and capacity of that link. This is a simplification of reality, where each section of the road will have
unique operational behaviour and queues may affect adjacent intersections.

A detailed description of the VITM, its suitability for this study and its limitations is provided in 0.

22

KPMG’s agreed scope specified the use of VIF 2014, as it is reasonably detailed and readily available at the small area level

of modelling in OTM and VITM. We note the Victorian Government released VIF 2016 in July 2016. According to the 2016
release Melbourne’s population is expected to grow to 6,058,800 million in 2031 and 7,512,988 in 2046. This is 3% and 4%
respectively higher than the VIF 2014 projections used in this report.
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A number of impacts and considerations have not been assessed as part of the work undertaken for
IV in this study. These include the assessment of the planning and environmental constraints. There is
a general acceptance within the transport sector that conventional CBA, as currently applied in
Australia to transport projects, has some limitations and some potential impacts that have not been
fully appraised in this study. For example, while CBA is good at measuring environmental externalities
from transport (such as noise, air pollution and greenhouse gases), in practice there are many
unquantifiable social and environmental impacts such as community severance, amenity, biodiversity,
heritage, public space, increased comfort, cleanliness and security. It is important to consider these
limitations when interpreting the results of the modelling reported in this study.

1.5 Report structure
Following this introductory section, the structure of the remaining report is as follows:

x

Section 2 provides background on IV’s All things considered paper and introduces the project,
policy reform, and technology options considered as part of this study.

x

Section 3 sets out the Base Case and establishes the transport challenges faced by Melbourne for
years 2031 and 2046. The Base Case includes projected demographics and employment,
infrastructure demand, and assumptions relating to transport infrastructure and provides a
Reference Case for comparison with the project and policy reform options.

x

Section 4 describes the scope of the policy reform and technology options considered and
presents the demand modelling results.

x

Section 5 presents the scope of the major transport project build options considered, including
demand modelling results and preliminary economic appraisal findings. Further analysis on the
network wide effects of each option is also included.

x

Section 6 includes alternative scenarios and sensitivity analysis of the modelled project options
including projected demand and relationships between the project options.

x

Section 7 summarises the key findings.
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2 All things considered
2.1 Background and context
IV was established in 2015 and tasked with providing transparent, independent and expert
infrastructure advice to the Victorian Government. IV’s purpose is to work with the community and
stakeholders to deliver long-term infrastructure planning through a thoughtful, evidence-based,
consultative and transparent process.
The vision that IV has set for Victoria is that “by 2046, we see a thriving, connected and sustainable
Victoria where everyone can access good jobs, education and services.” 23 As such, it is critical that
projects, technology and policy options be assessed from a whole-of-government and societal
perspective. Criteria that contemplates broader social, economic and environment indicators is
required and evaluation of how each option addresses IV’s need from a holistic standpoint is critical.
This will ensure any trade-offs and/or competing priorities are identified and dealt with early.
A key requirement of IV is to prepare and periodically review and update a 30-year infrastructure
strategy. This strategy will consider the Needs of all sectors with a particular focus on transport,
health, information and communications technology (ICT), cultural, education, water, justice,
environment and energy and will be complete in the last quarter of 2016. IV’s strategy must include:

x

a statement of social, economic and environmental objectives against which Victoria's
infrastructure Needs are able to be assessed and benchmarked;

x

an assessment of the current state of infrastructure in Victoria;

x

the identification of Victoria's short, medium and long term infrastructure Needs and priorities to
achieve the social, economic and environmental objectives, on the basis of detailed, objective and
quantitative evidence, including land use plans, population projections and economic data;

x

an assessment of options available to meet the identified infrastructure Needs and priorities,
including:

– new infrastructure projects;
– policy or reform options including demand management and regulatory reform;
x

consideration of the balance between investing in new infrastructure and making better use of
existing infrastructure in order to meet the identified infrastructure Needs; and

x

recommendations regarding:

– specific major projects, policies or reforms that will meet the identified infrastructure Needs;
– the funding options for the specified major projects, policies or reforms; and
– the level of priority for the specified major projects, policies or reforms. 24

23

Infrastructure Victoria, (2016).

24

Part 3, Division 1, Section 33. Infrastructure Victoria Act 2015.
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2.2 Initial assessment and 30-year strategy
IV began development of the 30-year infrastructure strategy by first publishing From the Ground Up in
November 2015. That document detailed high-level social, economic and environment statistics for
Victoria in 2016, and compared them with projections for the 30 years to 2046. Furthermore, IV
embarked on an extensive consultation program to set objectives and identify Needs for the
infrastructure strategy to address.

2.2.1 Key objectives and Needs
In February 2016, IV released Laying the Foundations which proposed 25 draft infrastructure Needs
connected to 10 draft objectives for consultation. Draft objectives and Needs were developed after
considering global and local trends across all sectors in conjunction with lessons learned from other
jurisdictions. Following Laying the Foundations, IV released We Hear You in April 2016 which
incorporated feedback received during the consultation period and finalised IV’s vision, guiding
principles, objectives, and Needs. In particular, the 10 draft objectives presented in Laying the
Foundations were revised to produce the final objectives 25 listed in Figure 7.
Figure 7: IV's final objectives

Source: Infrastructure Victoria

25

Infrastructure Victoria, (2016), We Hear You. Finalising the framework for Victoria’s 30-year infrastructure strategy.
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The draft Needs were reviewed and combined with feedback received during the consultation period.
The framework established 19 Needs, as identified and defined by IV and presented in Figure 8,
across various infrastructure sectors.
Figure 8: IV's final Needs
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None of the 19 Needs specifically mention transport, as IV believes there is not one transport need,
but many. Figure 9 depicts IV’s transport related Needs. While no individual Need was allocated
explicitly to transport, IV’s strategy is responsible for considering the broader societal, economic and
environmental needs of Victorians. Furthermore, by linking people and goods to destination points, an
effective transport system is a critical input and enabler of the solutions to many Needs.
Figure 9: Transport related Needs
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Transport mainly involves the linkage of people and goods between locations, therefore any need
which incorporates the term ‘access’ could include a transport solution. More broadly, transport has
the potential to affect other Needs as well, such as reducing energy use. The five Needs in Figure 10
were agreed with IV as the assessment criteria to compare each modelled transport policy reform,
technology or major project option against, because they are likely to be materially affected by the
major transport options, and are readily assessed with a strategic transport model.
While other needs could very much be influenced by the transport options examined here, they were
less amenable to assessing with a strategic model. For example, improved access for people in
regional and rural areas could not be assessed as the VITM has limited coverage beyond metropolitan
Melbourne. Physical activity and participation would likely be improved by options that encourage
active transport (such as transport network pricing and public transport projects) but this has not been
assessed.
Figure 10: Five Needs used as assessment criteria
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2.2.2 Project and policy options
Building on IV’s We Hear You publication detailing Victoria’s 19 Needs, the All things considered
options paper reflected on hundreds of policy reform, technology and project options with the
potential to address Victoria’s future infrastructure demand. The paper included high-level analysis
incorporating the whole of life costs and effectiveness of each option to address each Need, along
with an assessment of each option’s social, environmental and economic impacts. Filtering options
with respect to their suitability and effectiveness identified those options requiring further
assessment.
Building on the option scoping work completed to date, IV commissioned further quantitative analysis
of transport specific policy reform, technology and major project options. This report details the
findings of this quantitative analysis and considers transport specific options selected due to either
one or a combination of factors including:

x

high cost of implementation;

x

potential substantial impact at addressing a specific Need;

x

public or stakeholder challenge of IV’s initial assessment;

x

suitability for modelling with existing transport models including geographic limitations to
metropolitan Melbourne;

x

potential to address multiple transport related Needs; and

x

current lack of information in relation to the impact on future transport infrastructure Needs.

Figure 11 specifies that the options contain asset, policy and technology options to manage demand.
Figure 11: Major projects, policy reform and technology options assessed
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3 Transport challenges facing
Melbourne
3.1 Future Growth
Melbourne expects significant growth in the future, as illustrated in the Victoria in Future (VIF) 2014
projections provided in Table 1 26.
Table 1: Future population and employment summary (Melbourne Statistical Division) 27

Year

Population

Employment

2011

4,108,819

2,161,511

2031

5,872,483

3,072,522

2046

7,212,287

3,881,174

Figure 12 and Figure 13 demonstrate the expected spatial distribution of the population and
employment growth in Melbourne between 2011 and 2046. Almost half of all population growth is
expected to occur in outer growth areas with a bias towards the western and northern growth
corridors, whilst employment growth is expected to concentrate in the CBD and inner suburbs. This
spatial growth will create significant transport challenges for Melbourne. A growing number of people
are expected to live in outer suburbs, but will need to travel to inner Melbourne and other areas to
access jobs, health, education and other personal services.

26

KPMG’s agreed scope specified the use of VIF 2014, as it is reasonably detailed and readily available at the small area level of

modelling in OTM and VITM. We note the Victorian Government released VIF 2016 in July 2016. According to the 2016 release
Melbourne’s population is expected to grow to 6,058,800 million in 2031 and 7,512,988 in 2046. This is 3% and 4% higher than
the VIF 2014 projections used in this report.
27

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, Victoria in Future 2014.
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Figure 12: Change in population 2011 to 2046

Figure 13: Change in employment 2011 to 2046
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3.2 Base Case outcomes
Demand modelling uses Base Case transport networks that allow us to undertake comparative
testing of alternative scenarios. The 2011 Base Case is the VITM base year and provides an
illustration of existing conditions. Future year Base Cases have been developed for 2031 and 2046
and represent the transport networks in the future years without the core project options being
assessed and considered by IV. Detailed descriptions of the Base Case network assumptions are
provided in Section 3.1 of the Demand Forecasting Report in Appendix C.
Assessment against a common Base Case allows the impact of different options to be compared in a
systematic way. This section describes performance of the transport network in the Base Case and
highlights the implications of growth over the period to 2046.

3.2.1 2011 Base Case
At a network-wide level, modelling illustrates that the metropolitan Melbourne is highly car
dependent. Daily public transport mode share is less than 10% and accessibility to employment is
significantly better by car than public transport, particularly to National Employment Clusters (NECs)
outside of Melbourne’s CBD. This is not the case across the whole network, with daily public
transport mode share to the City of Melbourne Local Government Area (LGA) significantly higher at
over 50%.
Congestion is worst in inner Melbourne 28, with modelling showing that almost half of travel in this
area is occurring on congested roads 29. Road network congestion is illustrated in Figure 14, with
major freeways approaching or exceeding capacity in the morning peak period.

For this study, “inner Melbourne” is defined as the CBD, Docklands, Southbank, Fishermans Bend, Parkville,
East Melbourne and the Arden Precinct
28

29

Road volume over capacity ratio above 0.9
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Figure 14: Road volume to capacity 30: 2011 Base Case, AM peak period

A volume to capacity ratio is the number of vehicles travelling on a road divided by the theoretical
capacity of that road. Once roads reach a volume to capacity ratio of 0.7, road conditions lead to
vehicle interactions that reduce speeds, and travel times are longer. By the time a volume to capacity
ratio reaches 0.9, conditions are congested, with significant delays to travellers compared to
uncongested conditions. Roads with volume to capacity ratios above 1.0 exceed their theoretical
capacity. In reality, motorists face excessive delays to travel along these routes, and need to shift to
alternative routes, public transport or travel at another time of day.
Train is the dominant public transport mode in Melbourne. Figure 15 illustrates modelled 2011 rail
loading over capacity across the network. These show that most lines are approaching or are at
capacity near the city loop and some lines are heavily loaded over long sections. A rail loading to
capacity ratio is the number of passengers travelling on a line divided by the theoretical capacity of
that line, based on PTV ‘load standards’. Rail vehicle load standards are defined as 85% utilisation of
the seated capacity of the vehicle, plus an average four passengers per square metre over 90% of the
usable standing area. Rail loading to capacity ratios greater than 1.0 indicate heavy crowding, with
loadings approaching the ‘crush capacity’ of rail vehicles. This causes passenger discomfort and
higher levels of crowding lead to passengers being unable to board carriages.

30

Roads indicated in red are heavily congested and blue refers to relatively uncongested roads
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Figure 15: Rail loading over capacity 31: 2011 Base Case, AM peak period

3.2.2 2031 Base Case
Between 2011 and 2031, the 2031 Base Case reflects the following assumed developments:

x

Population growth of 43% and employment growth of 42% (consistent with Table 1).

x

Introduction of a range of new road projects including Peninsula Link, Western Distributor,
Mordialloc Bypass, Westall Road extension and a series of new connections within growth
corridors. Enhancements to the existing road network including upgrades to the M80, and the
Tullamarine, Monash and Calder Freeways and upgrades to numerous arterial roads, including
implementation of the committed 50 level crossing projects.

x

Increases in service provision across the rail network and a range of enhancements to the on-road
public transport network (bus and tram). Significant network-wide increases in service frequency
and capacity are expected from the rail upgrade projects completed since 2011 (i.e. Regional Rail
Link) and the assumed delivery by 2031 of Melbourne Metro including Melton electrification. The
metropolitan rail lines most affected are Mernda, Cranbourne, Pakenham, Sunbury, Werribee,
Frankston, Sandringham and Melton. Assumed enhancements to the tram network include the
extension of existing services, reconfiguration of city tram routes for Melbourne Metro, growth in
service frequencies and replacing existing tram fleet with high-capacity E-class trams. Changes to
the bus network include the provision of new services in growth areas, increased service
frequencies and rationalisation of existing bus network to improved connectivity and efficiency.

31

Public transport corridors indicated in red are heavily crowded and blue refers to relatively less crowding.
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Modelling indicates that trips across the transport network could increase by 43% during a typical
weekday by 2031.
Figure 16 shows projected demand on the road network is expected to grow considerably.
Congestion on the freeways will continue to increase, and arterials will begin to reach their capacities.
Significant increase in travel times to the CBD, NECs and between ports and terminals are projected.
Modelling indicates that the proportion of freight travel occurring on congested routes will increase by
almost 50%.
Figure 16: Road volumes over capacity: 2031 Base Case, AM peak period

Demand for public transport is projected to increase at a higher rate than car use, which is likely to be
driven by increased improvements on some routes. Projected daily public transport mode share
increases from 9.6% in 2011 to 13.6% in 2031, more than doubling patronage across train, tram and
bus. Figure 17 shows that this increase in rail demand translates to loading congestion across a
greater extent of the rail network. Increased travel across the road and public transport network are
forecast to increase carbon dioxide emissions from transport by more than 60% between 2011 and
2031 if there are no changes in vehicle technologies.
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Figure 17: Rail loading over capacity: 2031 Base Case, AM peak period

3.2.3 2046 Base Case
Between 2031 and 2046, the 2046 Base Case reflects the following assumed developments:

x

Population growth of 23% and employment growth of 26% (consistent with Table 1).

x

New road links and upgrades focused in outer regions, including new freeway connections at
Western Port Road and Koo Wee Rup Road. The Base Case road network between 2031 and
2046 assumes considerably less development than is included between 2011 and 2031.

x

Increases in service provisions on the rail network and a range of enhancements to the on-road
public transport network (bus and tram). Rail services are assumed to increase to a lesser extent
between 2031 and 2046 than prior to 2031, with a significant proportion of the network
experiencing no change. However, during this period it is assumed that the Melbourne Metro
corridor (Sunshine - Dandenong) will acquire new extended trains, enabling a fleet cascade that
provides increased capacity on corridors across the network. Assumed enhancements to the tram
network consist of further service extensions and increases in service frequencies. Some new
bus services are assumed in high growth areas, as well as service frequency enhancements and
rationalisation across the broader bus network.

Modelling indicates similar trends to those projected between 2011 and 2031. Between 2031 and
2046, trips across the transport network are projected to increase by 22% across the day and public
transport mode share is projected to increase further, from 13.6% in 2031 to 16.1% in 2046.
Demand for car travel is projected to grow significantly, increasing congestion across the road
network as illustrated in Figure 18. This is further reflected in significant travel time increasing to the
CBD and NECs. Modelling indicates that congestion in Melbourne’s northern and western regions will
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increase to levels reflective of the Inner City. This has implications for freight, which is projected to
undertake 35% more of its travel in heavily congested conditions compared to 2031. We note that
rapid growth in the cost of congestion in freight is ultimately passed onto customers, including
warehousing and supermarkets for example, which in turn is passed onto households. All Victorians
will pay for the increase in cost of freight, leading to higher costs of living.
Carbon dioxide emissions from transport are projected to rise by 30% between 2031and 2046, driven
predominantly by increased travel across the road network, assuming no change in vehicle
technologies.
Figure 18: Road volume to capacity: 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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Figure 19 illustrates projected rail volume to capacity at 2046. The network is highly constrained with
services reaching ‘crush capacity’ across most of the network.
Figure 19. Rail loading over capacity: 2046 Base Case, AM peak period

The analysis shows that relative to 2011 a person living in Epping will need to spend more than an
extra 45 minutes by car to travel to Melbourne’s CBD by 2046. This is 45 minutes less time per trip
that they can spend with family, or pursuing leisure activities.
Conversely, travel by public transport to the CBD will mostly remain similar in 2046 relative to 2011
due to planned improvements to public transport frequency. The challenge of projected over-crowding
with public transport access remains as Melbourne continues to grow (refer to Figure 17 and Figure
18). Modelling does not capture the impacts that increased crowding may have on rail punctuality or
reliability and therefore changes to public transport travel times may be underestimated.
Table 2: Case study of projected change in travel time to Melbourne CBD

Location

Change in travel time to access CBD in (2011 to 2046)
by Car
by Public Transport

Dandenong

+10 mins

Negligible change

Epping

+45 mins

Negligible change
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3.2.4 Comparison of Base Cases
As outlined above, despite significant investment in transport infrastructure over the period to 2046,
the projected growth in travel demand increases congestion on the road and public transport
networks. Figure 20 and Figure 21 illustrate the distribution of congestion levels occurring on the
respective networks across the forecast years from 2011 – 2046. The increasing congestion leads to
declining levels of service for users across many aspects of the transport system and the cumulative
dis-benefits associated with such congestion become increasingly significant.
The analysis highlights that 20% of all current travel on road is undertaken in congested roads (with a
volume to capacity ratio of 0.9 or greater). In future almost 40% of travel will occur in congested
conditions.
Figure 20: Road network volume to capacity change: 2011 Base Case – 2046 Base Case
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Figure 21 illustrates that between 2011 and 2031, passengers will experience less congestion on
Melbourne’s train network. This is largely attributable to the introduction of Melbourne Metro in 2026,
and the extra capacity this unlocks on the network. By 2046, additional passengers have increased
congestion levels to well above those in 2011, with passengers experiencing congestion (travelling on
a service with a volume to capacity ratio of 1.0 or more) for (on average) almost 30% of their trips.
Figure 21: Rail network loading over capacity change: 2011 Base Case – 2046 Base Case
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4 Non-build options
All things considered identified a number of broad policy reform and technology options for further
development, as listed in Figure 22.
Figure 22: Non-build, policy reform or technology options

IV held definition workshops to scope and agree the policy reform and technology options to be
modelled and the selection of appropriate tools for modelling these. The workshops were also used
to establish the approach to implementing the scenarios in the agreed models and key assumptions.
The OTM was used to test the policy reform and technology options. The model outputs were used
to compare performance of the transport network under the base and option cases on key corridors
and places throughout metropolitan Melbourne.
The results from the OTM were used to define and further scope policy reform and technology
options for additional assessment in the Victorian Government’s VITM, adopting the government’s
standard approach for transport modelling. Further detail on this modelling approach is provided in
Appendix A.
The following sections provide detail on the transport modelling approach adopted for policy reform
and technology interventions and the assessment of the options against IV’s identified transport
related Needs.
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4.1 Technology options
The autonomous vehicle revolution is coming – fully autonomous and driverless vehicles are no longer
just a concept. Tesla, Volvo, Google, Apple, Nissan and Ford are investing heavily in developing massmarket autonomous vehicles 32. It is plausible that autonomous vehicles will be the dominant mode of
transport by 2046; which falls within the planning horizon for IV’s 30-year infrastructure strategy.
Tesla Motors is investigating the merging of autonomous vehicle with electric and solar technology. In
a recent announcement Elon Musk, Tesla Motors CEO, outlined the firm’s strategy 33 to also develop
an autonomous vehicle car sharing system. If Musk’s plans come to fruition, Tesla owners will
eventually be able to add their car to a Tesla shared fleet when not in use to generate income, rivalling
existing ride-hailing services such as Uber:

“Create stunning solar roofs with seamlessly integrated battery storage. Expand
the electric vehicle product line to address all major segments. Develop a selfdriving capability that is 10X safer than manual via massive fleet learning. Enable
your car to make money for you when you aren’t using it.”
Elon Musk, Tesla Motors CEO, 20 July 2016
The social and economic benefits of autonomous vehicles include improved safety, increased mobility
for the elderly and disabled, and decreased fuel consumption. Autonomous vehicles will change
people’s behaviours as users are freed up to work or have leisure time while they travel. The
transport value of time may decrease as the time spent in-vehicle becomes more productive and/or
comfortable 34 and the value people place on their time whilst travelling will consequently decrease.
Autonomous vehicles may also reduce levels of personal vehicle ownership by encouraging more
users to take up ride-sourcing or car sharing services in lieu of car ownership. Mobility on demand
without the need to own a vehicle will increase accessibility in general.
Vehicles using electricity as their main energy source will also have a key role in the future of motor
vehicles. Reduced running costs, greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution will reduce the marginal
cost of travel for electric vehicle trips. The current perceived cost (inclusive of all taxes) of fuel for
electric vehicles is approximately 4.6 cents per kilometre 35, in comparison to that of conventional
petrol/diesel vehicles of approximately 13.3 cents per kilometre.
Furthermore, electric vehicles have substantially lower maintenance costs due to engines having
fewer moving parts in the drive train. Consequently, non-perceived costs of driving an electric vehicle

32
Information week, June 2016, Google, Tesla and Apple Race for Electric, Autonomous Vehicle Talent
(http://www.informationweek.com/it-life/google-tesla-and-apple-race-for-electric-autonomous-vehicle-talent/d/d-id/1324351).
33

Tesla Master Plan, Part Deux (https://www.tesla.com/blog/master-plan-part-deux)

34

Davis, A., 2013, Could driverless cars shape our major cities?

35

KPMG Analysis using ABS, RACV, ATO and Energy Council data.
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over the course of a year would be approximately 30% lower than that of a conventional engine
vehicle 36. A previous study commissioned by the Victorian Government modelled the penetration of
electric vehicles in the Victorian market. The study concluded that even without any government
intervention, electric and plug in hybrid electric vehicles will have significant market share in all vehicle
market segments within 15 years.
The introduction of new autonomous and electric vehicle technology has the potential to significantly
alter demand, land use and trip patterns through changes to trip making rates, lengths and mode
choice. When making trip decisions, travellers typically perceive the costs of their own time and fuel,
along with parking and toll costs. These are referred to as ‘perceived marginal costs of travel’. While
other costs are incurred during a trip, including costs related to vehicle finance, depreciation,
registration, insurance, tyres and maintenance, these are not typically perceived by the user on a per
trip basis. Rather, they are perceived as ‘sunk’ costs associated with the decision to own a private
vehicle. Research has shown autonomous private vehicles may motivate people to move from inner
and middle suburbs to outer suburbs 37. Conversely, if Elon Musk’s vision of autonomous ride-sharing
services reaching the mass market is achieved, a shift away from private car ownership could
encourage urban consolidation. This is due to the ‘perceived marginal costs of travel’ increasing, and
costs associated with car ownership (vehicle cost, registration and insurance) no longer being sunk
costs 38.
Autonomous vehicles will need roads to travel on and digital technology to support vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications. Advanced traffic management (ATM),
involving both current roadside technologies and future V2V and V2I technologies, has the potential to
increase use of existing assets and defer or avoid the need for capital investment (for example, on
road widening or new transport links). Current technologies in part rely upon drivers responding to
roadside signals and signs. In the future, these passive technologies will increasingly be replaced by
V2V and V2I technologies whereby vehicles can be controlled directly, overriding driver control,
removing the need for enforcement. More consistent journey times on a day-to-day basis will arise
from the reduction of the duration and frequency of unplanned disruptions. For vehicles making
business trips (e.g. freight), the reduced journey time variability enables a reduction in ‘buffer time’
added into journeys, and hence reduce transport costs and improve productivity. Research suggests
that the full implementation of V2V and V2I technologies has the potential to increase freeway
capacity by up to 60% and arterial road capacity by 15% (at 90% penetration level for autonomous
vehicles 39). These capacity increases are optimistic scenarios.

4.1.1 Scope
Four technology scenarios were modelled using the OTM, with the scenarios varying in terms of
autonomous and electric vehicle technology and car ownership. Several levers in the OTM were
adjusted to test the impact of these technology options, including value of time, vehicle operating
costs and vehicle occupancy. The results showed that these technology options could alter people’s
travel patterns and will require strong demand management policies.
In an ultimate futuristic scenario, most Melburnian’s are ride-sharing in self-driving robo-taxis, and the
perceived cost of transport increases as the full cost of car ownership and operating are factored into
the fares and value of time declines. During the modelled morning peak period, people shifted
towards public transport and spent less time (total person-hours) on motorised modes. The average

36

Victorian Department of Transport, May 2011, Forecast Uptake and Economic Evaluation of Electric Vehicles in Victoria.

Report prepared by AECOM.
37

Thakur, P. Kinghorn, R. Grace, R. 2016. Urban form and function in the autonomous era
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Thakur, P. Kinghorn, R. Grace, R. 2016. Urban form and function in the autonomous era

39

The Eno Center for Transportation, October 2013, Preparing a Nation for Autonomous Vehicles, p19.
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journey distance in cars also decreased, representing a significant decrease in demand for road
infrastructure.
In a more moderate scenario, if the uptake in ride-sharing was minimal and Melburnians continue to
own their own vehicles, but 100% of the fleet became autonomous and incorporated electric vehicle
technology, then the OTM estimated a significant increase in demand for road infrastructure. People
spent more time in motorised modes and average car trip distances increased. Electric vehicle
technology further reduces vehicle operating costs resulting in a reduced perceived cost of transport,
and the modelling showed that travellers are willing to accept longer travel times due to additional
comfort and productivity offered by autonomous vehicles.
Table 3 details how each scenario tested in the OTM could change people’s travel patterns.
Table 3: OTM – key findings of technology options

Scenario

Description

Findings

Autonomous vehicles
and robo-taxis

100% of the vehicle fleet in
Melbourne is autonomous/selfdriving and Melburnian’s stop
owning their own cars (except for a
select few for the novelty factor),
preferring to ride share using robotaxis.

Significant decrease in demand for road
infrastructure:
Reduction in total person-hours on motorised
modes
Mode shift towards public transport
Reduction in average car trip distance

Autonomous electric
vehicles and
autonomous taxis

100% of the vehicle fleet in
Melbourne is autonomous/selfdriving and electric vehicles and
Melburnian’s stop owning their own
cars (except for a select few for the
novelty factor), preferring to ride
share using robo-taxis.

Relatively neutral scenario; the effects of fully
driverless vehicles, full electric vehicles and ridesharing largely cancel each other out:
Substantial mode shift away from public
transport
Total person-hours in motorised modes either
increased or decreased depending on value of
time and vehicle operating costs assumptions
tested
Average car trip distance either increased or
decreased depending on value of time and
vehicle operating costs assumptions tested

Autonomous vehicles

100% of the vehicle fleet in
Melbourne is autonomous with
ownership patterns as per current
trends (i.e. everyone owns their
own car).

Significant increase in demand for road
infrastructure:
Increase in total person-hours on motorised
modes
Mode shift away from public transport
Increase in average car trip distance

Autonomous electric
vehicles

100% of the vehicle fleet in
Melbourne is autonomous, electric
vehicles with ownership patterns as
per the current trends (i.e. everyone
owns their own car).

Large increase in demand for road infrastructure:
Increase in total person-hours on motorised
modes
Mode shift away from public transport
Increase in average car trip distance

Further detailed findings using the OTM are presented in Appendix A.
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4.1.2 Demand modelling results
Based on the OTM findings, two technology scenarios were modelled in the VITM:

x

An autonomous vehicles scenario; and

x

An advanced traffic management scenario.

Autonomous vehicles
The impacts of autonomous vehicles as highlighted in literature 40 include the enhancement to the
road capacity and increase in safe travel speeds on freeways. These impacts are driven by the
advanced in V2V and V2I communication. These changes were modelled in VITM by:

x

increasing the capacity on freeways by 60%;

x

increasing the speed to 130km/h on freeways; and

x

increasing the capacity on arterials by 15%.

The literature is less certain about the impact of autonomous vehicle on arterial roads. Autonomous
V2V communication has the potential to minimise acceleration and braking, allowing traffic to flow
more efficiently at higher average speeds. 41 However, lower perceived travel costs associated with
autonomous vehicles is likely to increase demand and possibly counteract any V2V traffic flow
efficiency gains. For this reason the net effect may be ambiguous and increased speeds on arterial
roads was not modelled in VITM.
The scenario tested in VITM is a simplified one in which the impact of autonomous vehicles on travel
patterns and land use is not considered. It also differs from the OTM scenarios tested, which
explored the impact of things such as robo-taxis and ride sharing, electric vehicles and associated
changes in value of time and vehicle operating costs. The simplified scenario tested in VITM focused
purely on road network capacity increases and did not consider more complex issues such as ‘dead
running’ and changes in car ownership trends. Modelling indicates that this future scenario could
result in a significant increase in car trips and reduction in public transport trips across all modes.
Figure 23 shows projected road volume changes across the network, illustrating significant traffic
increases on freeways.
Despite significant increases in demand, modelling suggests that because of increased capacity and
speeds, the road network would become more reliable with congestion relief projected for all regions
and vehicle hours travelled reducing significantly at a network-wide level.

40

The Eno Center for Transportation, October 2013, Preparing a Nation for Autonomous Vehicles, p19.

41

The Eno Center for Transportation, October 2013, Preparing a Nation for Autonomous Vehicles, p5.
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Figure 23: Road volume difference: 2046 Autonomous Vehicles – 2046 Base Case, AM peak period

This autonomous vehicles scenario shows a positive impact on all of IV’s transport related Needs
relating to the transport network. Modelling indicates that autonomous vehicles will significantly
improve accessibility to employment, health, education, Central Melbourne and NECs (refer Figure
24).
Figure 24: Change in accessibility to employment - 2046 Autonomous Vehicles
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Despite more traffic on the road network, modelling also indicates that carbon dioxide emissions
could decrease as a result of the congestion relief provided by autonomous vehicles.
The VITM results estimate a substantial increase in vehicle kilometres travelled with the introduction
of autonomous vehicles. Everything else being equal and under current vehicle technology conditions,
an increase in vehicle kilometres travelled could lead to higher occurrence of crashes and associated
costs. V2V/V2I technology is concluded in the literature as being one of the key benefits associated
with autonomous vehicles, leading to improved road safety outcomes and associated crash cost
savings. The VITM model is unable to capture this key benefit.
The potential impacts of autonomous vehicles and the extent of these impacts are the subject of
wide debate in international literature, and there is uncertainty around what the outcome of this
technology will be. The modelling approach and results discussed here is just one possible scenario.
The VITM model does not capture possible changes in travel behaviour, land use and urban form that
may be catalysed by the autonomous vehicle era. This includes ‘dead running’ of autonomous
vehicles to avoid parking costs, autonomous vehicle fares that may eventuate or benefits to public
transport from autonomous vehicle technology such as reduced access times to stations and reduced
need for parking at stations.

Advanced Traffic Management
An ATM scenario was also modelled in the VITM. This represents a less significant advances in the
technology than autonomous vehicles, and models the improvements to capacity that may occur on
freeways as a result of enhanced road and vehicle technology contributing to maintaining safe and
reliable throughput at high demand levels. To represent this future scenario, capacity changes were
implemented in the model:

x

Inner freeways were increased from 1,800 vehicles per lane per hour to 2,200 vehicles per lane per
hour;

x

Outer freeways were increased from 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour to 2,200 vehicles per lane
per hour; and

x

Freeway ramps were increased from 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour to 2,200 vehicles per lane
per hour.

The scenario projected a mode shift towards private vehicles as a result of higher capacity on
Melbourne’s freeway network. Figure 25 illustrates modelled road volume difference with ATM
compared to the Base Case. Despite increasing traffic volumes, this scenario is projected to reduce
total vehicle hours travelled and relieve congestion across the network, most notably the inner and
eastern regions. Congestion relief across the network is projected to also cause a reduction in daily
carbon dioxide emissions.
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Figure 25: Road volume difference: 2046 Advanced Traffic Management – 2046, AM peak period

Modelling also shows small improvements in accessibility to inner, middle and outer economic
centres (refer Figure 26). The centre with the largest expected improvement in accessibility is
Melbourne Airport. This may be due to its proximity to the M80, Calder and Tullamarine Freeways,
which all increase in capacity as a result of the ATM assumptions applied.
Figure 26: Change in accessibility to employment: ATM - 2046, AM Peak period
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4.1.3 Does it address the Need?
Both technology options (i.e. AV and ATM) tested with the VITM are projected to improve the
performance of the transport network and help address each of IV’s transport related Needs.
Despite an increase in road traffic with both options, accessibility measures are projected to improve
across the network to both city destinations and NECs. The congestion relief provided by the
technology options also has positive implications through reduced carbon dioxide emissions and
improved freight efficiency.
Due to the higher level and more widespread nature of capacity enhancement assumptions adopted
for the autonomous vehicle scenario, it is projected to address IV’s transport related Needs to a
greater extent than the ATM option.

4.2 Road space allocation
All things considered defines road space allocation changes as prioritising public transport and active
transport on the road network into the central city and employment centres. Space is freed to allow
public transport services to flow more freely on key corridors by creating dedicated right of ways for
trams and reducing capacity for private cars on the affected routes.
For its size, Melbourne’s tram system has one of the lowest average operating speeds and an active
prioritisation approach could improve this outcome. Other cities have improved performance and
reliability of public transport by reallocating road space from road to public transport and providing
dedicated space, for example Adelaide’s O-Bahn bus routes.
Clearways are an example of road space allocation policy that has been used for many years to
increase capacity for private car trips in Victoria. More recently, road space has been rearranged in the
Melbourne CBD and in East Melbourne to remove a lane of car traffic to introduce or separate bike
lanes. Road space has also been allocated at certain limited locations for buses or trams for many
years.
Introducing road space allocation changes in Melbourne to benefit public transport and active modes
has the potential to transform how people move around the city and inner urban areas. The policy has
the potential to increase the throughput and reliability of public transport and improve the amenity of
areas currently accommodating large volumes of vehicle traffic. Efficiency gains could also be made in
public transport fleet size and operational costs.

4.2.1 Scope
While IV’s option envisages a broad roll-out of road space allocation changes, using all tools available
to optimise road space and solutions appropriate to each corridor, the detailed analysis required to
assess such a proposal was not feasible for this preliminary assessment and was not suited to
modelling in VITM. Instead, this assessment considered only limited case study locations and
implemented simplistic re-allocation of full traffic lanes to public transport.
Table 4 lists six case study corridors identified to improve bus and tram priority in the VITM. These
routes were selected by reviewing tram routes where road congestion was not prohibitive and routes
with high base levels of tram patronage. Bus routes were selected by looking at the existing road
capacity to absorb demand, and routes that serve multiple employment destinations.
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Table 4: Road space allocation case study corridors

Mode

Corridor

Tram

Brunswick Street between Victoria Parade and Merri Parade
Smith Street between Victoria Parade and Queens Parade
Victoria Street between Hoddle Street and Church Street
Swan Street between Hoddle Street and Burwood Road

Bus

Blackburn Road between Wellington Road and Whitehorse Road
Springvale Road between Mornington Peninsula Freeway and Mitcham Road

Figure 27 depicts the location of each corridor.
The road space allocation changes on the case study corridors were modelled in VITM by:

x

converting subject tram lines to dedicated tramways, allowing trams to move at a speed
independent of the surrounding road network;

x

converting subject bus corridors to bus only lanes, allowing buses to move at a speed
independent of the surrounding road network; and

x

removing a lane of traffic from the case study corridors.

Figure 27: Road space allocation corridors
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4.2.2 Demand modelling results
The VITM is a strategic planning tool that is best at representing strategic level demands and patterns
at a network wide and corridor level, rather than individual links within a transport network. Road
space allocation changes resulted in different outcomes on the three corridors:

x

In the inner north, along Brunswick and Smith Streets, the modelled increase to tram patronage is
equivalent to the decrease in car trips.

x

In the inner east, along Victoria and Swan Street, there is an overall modelled decrease in road
use, as tram patronage increases do not offset decreases in private vehicle use. Congestion is
also projected to increase on these routes.

x

Bus routes along Springvale and Blackburn Roads showed notable growth in projected patronage.
However road congestion increases on these corridors is forecast to significantly reduce car
volumes. Combined, these effects considerably reduce overall road use on this corridor.

The local network changes implemented to test road space allocation had little effect on the wider
transport network. Overall, these changes resulted in a slight increase in modelled public transport
trips and decrease in car travel. While the results of the analysis shows a marginal impact on the
transport network, there could be large impacts on operational efficiency, such as requiring less tram
or buses to run the same level of services.
The mixed results suggest that simply re-allocating lanes is not always the most effective solution in
managing demand on any bus or tram routes/corridor. Its application requires more detailed area
specific assessment to determine whether public transport benefits outweigh the impacts on roads,
and consideration of a broader range of tools (including traffic signal priority or other technologies) to
identify the best solution for a given corridor.

4.2.3 Does it address the Need?
Modelling indicates that these particular road space allocation changes could lead to a small decrease
in overall network accessibility to employment, health and education as a result of increased road
congestion on the case study corridors and parallel routes.
The freight network is projected to experience negative outcomes due to these treatments, with the
proportion of freight travel occurring on congested routes likely to increase slightly.
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4.3 Transport network pricing
With a growing population, liveability in Melbourne will continue to be challenged as transport
congestion increases. Transport network pricing has been introduced around the world to manage
demand. The Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity (2009) reveals that almost one-fifth of
trips made in the two hour morning peak are not related to travel to work or education. Motivating
people through pricing so that just 5% of these trips are made on alternative modes or at a different
time of day could lead to a significant improvement in travel times during peak periods for road users
making higher value trips.
Transport network pricing has been debated in Australia as a mechanism to address congestion. It
could provide a more equitable source of funding based on users pays principles which in turn can be
used to invest in addressing critical bottlenecks in the transport network.
If implemented properly, transport network pricing can help address both the demand and supply side
challenges. A 2006 inquiry undertaken by the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission
(VCEC) 42 summarised the root causes of congestion in terms of demand side and supply side factors
(refer Figure 28). While IV’s option for transport network pricing is for a holistic approach considering
all modes, for simplicity of assessment – and noting that the road network is the primary part of the
transport system where price signals for access are largely absent - this analysis has focussed on
road pricing.
Figure 28: Demand side and supply side factors of congestions

Source: KPMG based on VCEC, 2006

Transport network pricing can take many forms. Cities in Europe and Asia have adopted road pricing
aimed at changing travel behaviour using area charging or cordon charging schemes. Typically a
charge is applied to private car travel as a means to reduce the road network congestion, with
complementary enhancements to the public transport system to improve the experience for users
and offset the impact of road pricing by providing public transport alternatives.

42

VCEC, 2006, Making the right choices: options for managing transport congestion, Melbourne.
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Road pricing is deemed an effective policy tool for managing congestion and this has been widely
documented in publications such as the Henry Tax Review (2010) and Tax White Paper (2015), along
with agencies such as Infrastructure Australia, Productivity Commission, and the VCEC.
As listed in Figure 29 there are four main models of road pricing: location specific (cordon and area
charge), corridor specific, partial network and whole-of-network charging schemes. Within these
models, pricing can be targeted at the time of day, a particular vehicle fleet type, or distance travelled.
Figure 29: Road pricing models

Road pricing can:

x

help reduce low value travel during peak periods and encourage more efficient travel such as car
sharing, improved mode share etc.), in turn lowering the demand for additional road capacity; and

x

provide an additional and/or alternative funding pool for investment in infrastructure.

Implemented properly, road pricing could greatly assist in increasing the efficiency of Victoria’s road
network, and lift productivity and improve economic outcomes as a direct consequence. The
outcomes of any scheme are highly dependent on the design of the scheme and particularly the
pricing structure and the time of day when pricing is applied. Key potential impacts (costs and
benefits) of road pricing include:

x

reduced traffic congestion – giving time effective travel and economic benefits;

x

reduced emissions and greenhouse gas – giving environmental benefits;

x

increased government revenue stream – offsetting the reducing fuel tax revenue;

x

increased shift other modes including public and active transport; and

x

increased cost of travel, particularly for those households on the lower end of the income
distribution.
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4.3.1 Scope
Transport network pricing was discussed in All things considered as a mechanism to influence
behaviour and manage demand across the transport network at both peak and non-peak times in
order to encourage better use of assets.
Two scenarios, testing different road pricing models were assessed in the OTM:

x

distance based pricing by time of day; and

x

area based charge.

The distance based charge scenario assumed a price paid by all users for each kilometre travelled on
the road network. The area based charge scenario applied a price on all trips with an origin/destination
inside a defined area. Two areas were defined for testing – within five kilometres of the CBD and
between five and 15 kilometres from the CBD.
In line with the impact of road pricing schemes in international literature, modelling for both charge
scenarios estimated a decrease in person-kilometres by car and average car trip lengths, and a shift
towards public transport.
Road pricing schemes are highly complex. They require careful consideration of road pricing models,
and other factors such as equity, particularly for disadvantaged communities or areas lacking in
alternative transport networks (including alternative road and/or public transport). An unintentional
consequence of road pricing is the disproportionate impact on low-income groups, leading to
worsened transport accessibility for disadvantaged road users and the risk of social exclusion. The
OTM results illustrate this, with the effect of a distance based charge shown to be regressive.
Figure 30 demonstrates that when distance from the CBD and average weekly (2011) income is
analysed for a hypothetical 5c/km charge, outer suburb commuters on lower incomes are estimated
to spend the highest proportion of their weekly income on the road user charge. The majority of
revenue from a distance based road user charge would be collected from trips originating in outer
Melbourne, which also happen to have a relatively high proportion of households within the lower
income distribution. The analysis also indicates that revenue collected for a distance based charge
does not generate enough revenue from inner and middle suburb commuters to feasibly provide a
subsidy to those commuters from the outer and far outer communities impacted by the charge 43.

43

High-level analysis of OTM results during the morning peak period on a typical weekday in 2046.
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Figure 30: Proportion of (2011) weekly income spent under a distance based charge model, AM
commuting only

Source: KPMG Analysis. Includes the road prices associated with commuting trips during the morning peak period of a typical
weekday in 2046.

An indicative area based charge tested showed the opposite effect, as illustrated in Figure 31.
Despite having a smaller dampening effect on demand than distance based user charges, the majority
of the revenue generated by the area-based charge is derived from trips originating in the relatively
higher income inner and middle suburbs of Melbourne. The higher revenue raising potential, as well
as the progressive nature of the area based charge, suggests that this policy could assist in managing
road use demand as well as providing a funding stream to improve alternative transport options such
as public transport and active transport solutions and address critical infrastructure bottlenecks.
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Figure 31: Proportion of (2011) weekly income spent under an area based charge model, AM commuting
only

Source: KPMG Analysis. Includes the road prices associated with commuting trips during the morning peak period of a typical
weekday in 2046.

Table 5 details how each road network pricing scenario tested in the OTM could change people’s travel
patterns.
Table 5: OTM road network pricing findings

Scenario Findings
Distance based pricing by
time of day

Area based charge

Distance based pricing is regressive but highly effective in managing road demand:
Reduction in person-kilometres by car
Mode shift towards public transport
Reduction in average car trip distance
Lower income areas spend the highest proportion of weekly income on road pricing
An area based charge is progressive and is also effective at managing road demand:
Reduction in person-kilometres by car
Mode shift towards public transport
Reduction in average car trip distance
The majority of revenue is derived from trips originating in the higher income suburbs
(inner and middle)

Further detailed findings using the OTM are presented in Appendix A. Based on the OTM findings, a
combination of distance and area based pricing policy scenarios were modelled in VITM. The
modelling undertaken in this analysis does not take into account the effect of replacing existing
transport related taxes and levies with a new user charge system.
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Cordon versus area based charging schemes
The key difference between an area and a cordon based scheme is the charging of movements that
take place entirely with the defined boundary, as depicted in Figure 32. In an area based scheme,
vehicles travelling entirely within the scheme boundary are also charged, not just those who cross the
defined boundary line. Area schemes influence traffic that pass across the area boundary as well as
traffic moving within the area. This leads to a greater congestion reduction than a cordon scheme.
From a policy perspective, an area based charge is preferred over a cordon based scheme.
Figure 32: Differences between cordon and area based charging schemes

However, a cordon charging scheme is much simpler to implement with current technology. Charges
can be applied as vehicles pass under the gantries and are observed either by a transponder or video
technology. Capturing and charging all vehicles within an area based scheme is relatively more
complex and requires many more gantries to be implemented if current technology is to be used. The
challenge is to have sufficient coverage of the internal network within the area to ensure that there is
a near-complete ‘net’ that is able to identify all vehicles. This requires a balance between the capture
rate and the capital and operating investment, as well as the visual amenity impacts of so many
gantries. In the end, the area scheme must accept that full capture is not practical and a compromise
designed to endeavour to capture a large percentage of all travel (e.g. 90%). Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) technology is being used successfully in Germany and the US, but remains
untested in Australian conditions. In the future, Global Positioning System (GPS) technology would be
better able to capture all trips in the area scheme but this is not yet available across the entire vehicle
fleet to be a practical solution for an area based scheme.
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4.3.2 Demand modelling results
While the objective is to model an area based-charge, a cordon--based approach was modelled due to
limitations within the VITM. A simple analysis outside of the VITM was performed for trips occurring
within the cordon area to understand the likely impact on traffic inside the cordon area. The location of
the cordons used for modelling is illustrated in Figure 33. For modelling purposes, an indicative $3
charge was applied to the CBD cordon and a $2 charge was applied to the Inner cordon at all times of
the day.
Figure 33: Inner and CBD cordons modelled

VITM modelling indicates that a double cordon-pricing scheme would lead to a decrease in the
number of vehicle trips into the CBD, and the inner region of Melbourne is projected to experience a
significant decrease in congested travel. This is illustrated in Figure 34.
Further analysis of the VITM results for the double cordon option reveal that on an average weekday
by 2046 there are almost 149,000 trips occurring within the CBD cordon and 366,000 trips within the
Inner cordon. These intra-cordon trips represent approximately 25% of the vehicles crossing the
cordon over a typical day. Under an area-based scheme, these intra-cordon trips would also be
charged and could generate up to $1.2m in additional daily revenue. In practice the additional revenue
would not reach this figure as some vehicles would be exempt for the charge altogether (e.g.
emergency vehicles), concessions would likely be provided to residents, and non-residents may have
already exceeded the daily amount if there is a cap to the charge.
A corresponding increase in the number of public transport trips is also likely, particularly on the tram
network (refer to Figure 35).
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Figure 34: Road volume difference: 2046 Road Pricing - Double Cordon - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period

Figure 35: Public transport volume difference: 2046 Road Pricing - Double Cordon - 2046 Base Case, AM
peak period
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A second road pricing scheme was tested in VITM that charges vehicles crossing a cordon at the CBD
($3 charge) plus a distance-based charge across the network ($0.05/kilometre). The modelling
estimates that this would have broader impacts across the transport network and would further
reduce the attractiveness of car trips as illustrated in Figure 36. Vehicle kilometres travelled decreases
more in outer regions of Melbourne under this pricing scheme.
The spatial changes to demand occur further from the CBD when distance-based pricing is applied
and it is projected to cause an increase in bus patronage relative to the double cordon pricing scheme.
This is because the bus network extends across metropolitan Melbourne, providing an alternative to
car travel across wider areas that would be impacted by a distance-based charge.
Congestion relief and decrease in travel times are projected for both scenarios. This does not
translate to improvements in accessibility measures. Both pricing schemes provide notable
improvements to carbon emissions and the efficiency of freight.
Figure 36: Road volume difference: 2046 Road Pricing Single Cordon ($3 charge for CBD) and DistanceBased Charging ($0.05/km) – 2046 Base Casse, AM peak period

4.3.3 Does it address the Need?
Accessibility measures reduce to both inner locations and NECs under the road pricing schemes
tested in the VITM (refer Figure 37). This is because a charge for using the road network is applied
without enhancing public transport services. The model is also not able to capture peak spreading
behaviour, which particularly limits the modelling of the transport network pricing options. This is
further addressed in the policy and technology combinations tested in the next section of this report.
It is interesting to note that improvements to freight efficiency are expected to increase in the
scenario with distance-based pricing, implying a lower sensitivity for freight vehicles to increased
costs under this scheme.
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Figure 37: Change in accessibility to employment: Road Pricing Double Cordon - 2046 Base Case

4.4 Policy and technology combinations
4.4.1 Overview
Expanding on the core policy and technology options described Section 4.1 to 4.3 above, a number of
option combinations were defined and tested by IV. These combinations attempt to address some of
the demand risks identified including the significant demand increase estimated with the introduction
of autonomous vehicles and additional public transport demand generated by a potential road pricing
scheme. Policies are also tested to counteract the effect of major change in the transport system,
such as autonomous vehicles.
The scope of each policy and technical option scenario agreed with IV for modelling and the demand
results are discussed below.

4.4.2 Autonomous vehicles and trip generation increases
A further autonomous vehicle scenario in which technology increases capacity across the road
network and also increases demand was tested in the VITM as follows:

x

increasing the capacity on freeways by 60%;

x

increasing the speed to 130km/h on freeways;

x

increasing the capacity on arterials by 15%; and
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x

modifying model settings so that all households across Melbourne have access to autonomous
vehicles (whereas today 9% of households own no cars 44).

This model scenario differs from previous autonomous vehicle scenarios in that road use can increase
as users change their mode of travel from public transport (which occurs in previous cases) as well as
increasing their overall propensity to make trips due universal car availability (the additional feature of
this case). This leads to an increase in overall travel demand of approximately 5% and allows all
people to select travel via the road or public transport networks, ultimately increasing person car trips
by 9% in comparison to the Base Case.
In this scenario, significant traffic increases are forecast across the entire freeway network and the
majority of the arterial network, as illustrated in Figure 38. There is a small reduction in total vehicle
hours travelled and decreasing congestion across all regions, despite significant increases in vehicle
kilometres travelled. Despite network wide congestion relief, segments of the road network are
projected to operate at high levels of congestion, as indicated in Figure 39.
Figure 38: Road volume difference: 2046 Autonomous vehicles with trip generation increase - 2046 Base
Case, AM peak period

While increases to accessibility are projected for employment, health and education services,
accessibility improvements are less than those projected for the core autonomous vehicle scenario
considered (without full access to vehicles). However accessibility to inner City jobs rises relative to
the original autonomous vehicle scenario without increased trip generation. This due to the ability of
people to select between travel by car and public transport and decreasing delays for users previously
confined to public transport. Figure 40 illustrates this increase in accessibility to the inner City.

44

Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013

http://censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2011/quickstat/2GMEL
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Figure 39: Road volume to capacity: 2046 Autonomous vehicles with trip generation increase, AM peak
period

Figure 40: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 Autonomous vehicles with trip generation
increase - 2046 Base Case
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4.4.3 Autonomous vehicles, trip generation increases, and
road pricing
This scenario builds on the autonomous vehicles with increased trip generation scenario described
above, adding the double-cordon pricing option discussed in Section 0.
As shown in Figure 39, the modelled volume along highway links begins to approach capacity by 2046
in the ‘autonomous vehicles with trip generation increases’ scenario. The modelled congestion on
these roads is reduced with road pricing (adding the double cordon), resulting in the network
conditions shown in Figure 41.
Figure 41: Road volume to capacity: 2046 Autonomous Vehicles with trip generation increase and road
pricing Double Cordon, AM peak period

Figure 42 shows accessibility to employment, education and the inner city reduces slightly compared
to the equivalent scenario without road pricing, but is still projected to significantly outperform the
Base Case. Accessibility to health is projected to be lower than the Base Case, consistent with other
road pricing scenarios. Health trips are predominantly short and by car, and a large number of health
jobs are located within the pricing cordon boundaries, meaning that people must now pay to access
these facilities by car. Accessibility to NECs is projected to improve as a result of the road pricing
policy. This is likely due to some trips to the inner city being shifted to public transport, resulting in
higher speeds of travel on road for travellers to middle and outer NECs. Freight traffic is also projected
to significantly improve, with the most dramatic improvements to freight vehicle hours travelled and
travel time between terminals of any of the modelled scenarios.
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Figure 42: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 Autonomous vehicles with trip generation increase
and road pricing - 2046 Base Case

The indicative double cordon
road pricing scheme
increases travel costs to the
CBD. Accessibility is based
on the generalised cost of
travel and in this modelled
scenario accessibility in the
inner City is reduced due to
the increase in travel cost,
despite improved travel
times.

4.4.4 Road pricing and public transport improvements
Modelling indicates that a double cordon pricing scheme would increase public transport demand into
the city. Enhanced public transport would be required to cater for this demand. Two scenarios were
tested in VITM incorporating a double cordon pricing scheme and improvements to public transport:

x

Double cordon pricing scheme plus rail projects; and

x

Double cordon pricing scheme plus tram service uplift.

Double cordon pricing scheme plus rail projects
This option combines a double cordon pricing scheme with the five heavy rail projects described in
Section 5:

x

City Loop Reconfiguration;

x

Melbourne Metro 2;

x

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line;

x

Rowville Heavy Rail Line; and

x

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line.

This scenario has the most significant shift to public transport of all the scenarios modelled. Daily
public transport trips are projected to increase by 9.5% on the Base Case, which is a significant
increase on the double cordon pricing scheme alone, which shows an increase of almost 7%. Vehicle
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kilometres travelled in the inner city are projected to drop by over a third compared to the Base Case,
alleviating a significant proportion of congestion in the area.
Compared to the Base Case, modelled network-wide accessibility to employment and education
opportunities are projected to improve but accessibility to health services would decrease. Road
pricing is projected to impact access to health services more significantly than other transport related
Needs. Accessibility to inner, middle and outer employment centres is significantly improved on the
Base Case, as shown in Figure 43.
Figure 43: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 Double cordon pricing scheme and five rail Projects
- 2046 Base Case

The indicative double cordon
road pricing scheme
increases travel costs to the
CBD. Accessibility is based
on the generalised cost of
travel and in this modelled
scenario accessibility in the
inner City is reduced due to
the increase in travel cost,
despite improved travel
times.

Freight efficiencies are projected to increase in this scenario compared to the double cordon pricing
scheme alone, likely due to a reduction in on-road demand. Overall, a net decrease in carbon dioxide
emissions is projected.
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Double cordon pricing scheme plus tram service uplift
This option combines a double cordon pricing scheme with an increase in service frequencies across
the tram network of 25%.
This combined option is expected to have a similar impact to the road pricing and rail projects scenario
described above on inner city congestion relief, but provides reduced benefits in the outer areas (refer
Figure 44). This is consistent with the spatial extent of the tram network. Daily public transport trips
are projected to increase by 7.3% on the Base Case. Reductions in carbon dioxide emissions are also
greater in this scenario than the standalone double cordon pricing option.
Figure 44: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 Double cordon pricing scheme and tram service
uplift - 2046 Base Case

The indicative double cordon
road pricing scheme
increases travel costs to the
CBD. Accessibility is based
on the generalised cost of
travel and in this modelled
scenario accessibility in the
inner City is reduced due to
the increase in travel cost,
despite improved travel
times.

The modelled change in public transport demand for the double cordon pricing scheme with tram
service uplift is shown in Figure 45. Mode share is expected to increase marginally relative to the
double cordon pricing scenario alone.
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Figure 45: Public transport volume difference: 2046 Road pricing double cordon and tram service uplift 2046 Base Case, AM peak period

4.4.5 Does it address the Need?
Autonomous vehicles with increased trip generation (i.e. increase propensity to make trips due
universal car availability) provides increased accessibility and significant road demand increases were
found. The modelling also showed that road pricing reduces congestion on the road network,
highlighting the effectiveness of road pricing as a demand management policy.
Autonomous vehicles with increased trip generation are expected to increase accessibility to
employment in the CBD and Melbourne-wide. Including road pricing in this scenario led to a
significant modelled improvement in accessibility to every NEC within Melbourne.
Road pricing implemented with an uplift to public transport capacity results in a significant shift to
public transport and a drop in vehicle kilometres travelled. This alleviates congestion. Incorporating
additional public transport infrastructure with road pricing leads to overall improvements in
accessibility to employment and education network wide, although accessibility to health decreased
quite significantly. Without these public transport improvements, accessibility is projected to decline
for health, employment and education services.
All the modelled policy and technology combinations led to significant improvements for freight
efficiencies network-wide.
The analysis shows that relative to the 2046 Base Case, under a scenario with autonomous vehicles,
increased trip generation and road pricing, a person living in Epping will save almost an extra 40
minutes by car to travel to Melbourne’s CBD by 2046 equivalent to a reduction in travel time of 36%.
This is 40 minutes more time per trip that they can spend with family, or pursuing leisure activities.
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Conversely, travel time by public transport to the CBD is expected to remain relatively stable, though
as noted previously travel will occur in crowded conditions and impact public transport reliability.
Table 6: Case study of projected change in travel time to Melbourne CBD with autonomous vehicles (full
access to vehicles across Melbourne) and road pricing (double cordon)

Location

Change in travel time to access CBD in 2046
by Car
by Public Transport

Dandenong

-19 mins

Negligible change

Epping

-39 mins

Negligible change
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5 Build options
A number of major transport projects were defined for transport demand modelling and preliminary
economic assessment. These transport projects are listed in Figure 46 and the outcomes of this
analysis are presented below. Project costs 45 were provided by IV, and prepared by advisors
separately appointed by IV.
Figure 46: Major project options assessed

The specifics of each of the road and public transport projects were scoped in conjunction with IV and
strategic transport modelling was undertaken using VITM.
As many of the projects are at an early stage of development, the demand modelling and economic
appraisal has been undertaken at a more preliminary stage than would normally be the case for
preparation of detailed business cases. For example, a business case economic appraisal would
generally use detailed costs including probabilistic risk assessment, and refined and iterative demand
modelling to assess the benefits, which includes detailed model calibration and validation in the
relevant project corridor and testing of numerous route options. To factor in the level of uncertainty,
the preliminary economic analysis reflects indicative benefit assessment and low and high capital and
operating cost estimates.
Consequential impacts on other infrastructure are also not included in the analysis undertaken in this
report. For example the introduction of a new Heavy Rail Line, may require upgrades to CBD stations.

45

Major transport projects – preliminary costings, Supplement C, Prepared by AECOM and PwC
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Road and public transport projects analysed in this study use a single representative alignment and
specification guided by planning studies undertaken to date. There are numerous options to deliver
the projects and the analysis presented here does not necessarily identify the best performing
alignment or route option.
In some cases, variants of project options were also assessed:

x

North East Link and Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection were assessed both with and
without complementary widening on approach roads.

x

A shorter version of Melbourne Metro 2 was assessed, with a tunnel between Newport and
Parkville only. Melbourne Metro 2 mainly provides capacity increases for the Werribee line, and
the tunnel section between Parkville and Clifton Hill is to accommodate the expected patronage
growth on the Mernda corridor.

x

City Loop Reconfiguration is a precursor requirement for electrification of the rail line to Wallan
and Craigieburn and to provide additional capacity in the inner city rail system to accommodate
Wallan services. The project was assessed with and without electrification of the rail line to
Wallan.

5.1 Comparison with previous assessments
A number of the major road and public transport projects discussed in this report have been assessed
previously by the Victorian Government, with different levels of detail and at different times. For the
purpose of this analysis, the objective is to enable comparative analysis using a common set of inputs
and a common appraisal framework. This includes updating all capital costs and using the latest
available transport modelling tools, economic evaluation guidelines, population and employment
forecasts and current Victorian Government transport commitments (e.g. Melbourne Metro, Level
Crossing Removal Program, Western Distributor, CityLink-Tullamarine widening and procurement of
high capacity trains and trams). The high-level demand analysis and the preliminary economic
appraisal undertaken in this report are therefore not directly comparable with previous analyses.
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5.2 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
5.2.1 Scope
A new three lane, tolled freeway grade connection was modelled between the Eastern Freeway and
CityLink, which allows traffic to travel at 80km/h and bypass urban roads in inner northern Melbourne.
The scope of the project is shown in Figure 47 and also includes widening a section of the Eastern
Freeway and CityLink on the approaches to the new road to provide capacity for existing traffic on
these roads as well as traffic using the new connection. This ensures that the benefits of the new
road are not counteracted by disbenefits to other traffic. Section 5.3 details an alternative project
scenario where these complementary upgrades are excluded.
The detailed configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls
can materially influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project, and this
has not been investigated in this report.
Figure 47 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (with dependent infrastructure upgrades)

5.2.2 Demand modelling
Modelling indicates that the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection will provide relief to parts of the
existing road network, but will not have a significant impact at a network-wide level.
The project is expected to have little effect on overall road and public transport demand. This is likely
because it is located in a region that already has high levels of demand on the road network and good
existing public transport connections. A slight increase to demand for on-road modes (car and bus) is
expected, but overall public transport mode share does not change.
The new connection is projected to provide significant relief to the inner region of Melbourne, with
less travel occurring in heavy congestion compared to the Base Case. However, overall congestion
levels increased in the east and north due to the project, even with CityLink Tullamarine Upgrade
capacity offered in the Base Case and Eastern Freeway widening included in the project case.
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Figure 48 shows that the project is expected to increase traffic on the Tullamarine Freeway and
EastLink and reduce demand on the Monash Freeway and CityLink.
Figure 48: Road volume difference: 2046 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection – 2046 Base Case, AM
peak period

5.2.3 Preliminary economic modelling
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented here are not directly comparable with the
previous analysis detailed in the East West Link Project Business Case 46, because the results will be
influenced by strategic transport model used and differences in population and employment
forecasts, transport network assumptions, economic parameters and project timing.

5.2.3.1 Key economic indicators
The Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection is estimated to generate benefits between $6.0bn and
$6.2bn in present value terms (using a 7% real discount rate) over the assessment period. Road user
benefits account for the highest proportion of the total benefits at $5.5bn in present value terms
mainly due to reduced travel times and greater road reliability. WEBs also make up a large proportion
of the overall benefits, estimated to be $3.1bn in present value terms, although these may be
overstated as this modelling does not capture urban dispersal affects. Only small benefits of $140m in

46

State Government of Victoria, 2014, http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/east-west-link-announcement/
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present value terms expected for public transport users. These results are summarised in Table 7,
and a description of all findings is in Appendix C.
Table 7: Eastern Freeway to CityLink (with dependent infrastructure upgrades) preliminary economic
appraisal summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$8.7bn

$6.7bn

Benefits

$6.3bn

$6.0bn

0.7

0.9

NPV without WEBs

-$2.4bn

-$0.7bn

WEBs

$3.1bn

$3.1bn

NPV with WEBs

$0.7bn

$2.5bn

1.1

1.4

Preliminary BCR without WEBs

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

The analysis demonstrates that the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection delivers a preliminary
BCR of 0.7 to 0.9 without WEBs and 1.1 to 1.4 with WEBs.

5.2.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 5.1% to 6.6%, which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%. Using
FYRR and with lower project costs the optimal opening year for the project would be 2032, or 2047
which is just beyond the strategy horizon when using upper bound project costs.
Table 8: Eastern Freeway to CityLink preliminary economic appraisal optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

5.1%

6.6%

Beyond strategy horizon

2032

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.
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5.2.4 Sensitivity including Western Section to Western Ring
Road
A scenario was modelled with the VITM to understand the impact of high road capacity provision to
the West of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection. This is a “maximum capacity” sensitivity
test, in which physical requirements, duplication of connections (i.e. with Western Distributor) and
preferred tolling schemes were not considered. This is in addition to the road capacity already
included in the Base Case through the inclusion of the Western Distributor in the West.
Modelling indicates that the provision of additional capacity to the West would shift travel patterns
and provide relief on the West Gate, Tullamarine and Monash Freeways, as illustrated in Figure 49.
This scenario is forecast to improve travel times to the CBD and NECs and provide minor
improvements in accessibility to health, education and employment. Modelling indicates that despite
increases in vehicle kilometres travelled across the network, vehicle hours travelled would reduce,
particularly for freight vehicles.
Figure 49: Road volume difference: 2046 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection – including the Western
Section to Western Ring Road - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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5.2.5 Does it address the Need?
Modelling indicates that the project contribute to the Need of improving the efficiency of freight
supply, with freight spending around 1% less time overall travelling on the road network.
Carbon dioxide emissions are projected to remain relatively stable despite an increase in road demand
resulting from the project.
The project is expected to deliver low level improvements to the metropolitan-wide transport related
Needs of improving accessibility to employment, health, education, inner City and NECs as shown in
Figure 50.
Figure 50: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection – 2046
Base Case
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5.3 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
(without dependent infrastructure)
5.3.1 Scope
A variant of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection project as outlined in Section 0 was modelled
excluding the complementary road upgrades – widening of the Eastern Freeway on the approaches to
the new connection, as shown in Figure 51.
The detailed configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls
can materially influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project, and this
has not been investigated in this report.
Figure 51: Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent infrastructure)

5.3.2 Demand modelling
Modelling indicates that the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection without dependent
infrastructure would affect a smaller demand response than with the corresponding dependent
infrastructure upgrades included.
While the project without dependent infrastructure is forecast have minimal impacts at a networkwide level, road network conditions are predicted to improve in inner regions, with congested travel
reducing significantly. Congested travel reductions are more significantly with the dependent
infrastructure included (15.3% in the inner region with dependent infrastructure and 13.7% without
dependent infrastructure).
Figure 52 indicates that considerable parts of the road network are forecast to experience congestion
even with the introduction of the project. However without dependent infrastructure, the Eastern
Freeway to CityLink Connection is predicted to draw less traffic to the Eastern and Monash
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Freeways. Even so, congestion on the Eastern Freeway is forecast to be worse without the
dependent infrastructure included.
Figure 52: Road volume to capacity: 2046 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent
infrastructure), AM peak period

5.3.3 Preliminary economic modelling
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented here are not directly comparable with the
previous analysis detailed in the East West Link Project Business Case 47, because the results will be
influenced by strategic transport model used and differences in population and employment
forecasts, transport network assumptions, economic parameters and project timing.

5.3.3.1 Key economic indicators
The reduced scope version of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection is estimated to generate
benefits between $4.4bn and $4.6bn in present value terms (using a 7% real discount rate) over the
assessment period. Road user benefits and WEBs account for the highest proportions of total
benefits at $3.7bn and $1.8bn respectively in present value terms, although the WEBs may be
overstated as this modelling does not capture urban dispersal affects. Public transport benefits only

47

State Government of Victoria, 2014, http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/east-west-link-announcement/
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account for a small proportion of overall benefits at $49m in present value terms. These results are
summarised in Table 9, and a description of all findings can be found in Appendix C.
Table 9: Eastern Freeway to CityLink (without dependent projects) preliminary economic appraisal
summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$8.3bn

$6.4bn

Benefits

$4.6bn

$4.4bn

Preliminary BCR without WEBs

0.6

0.7

NPV without WEBs

-$3.7bn

-$2.0bn

WEBs

$1.8bn

$1.8bn

NPV with WEBs

-$1.9bn

-$0.2bn

0.8

1.0 48

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

The NPV for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without complementary upgrade projects)
is below zero with both lower and upper project costs, and without and with WEBs. Under both the
low and high project cost estimates, the project variant also has a lower preliminary BCR than the
Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection with dependent infrastructure upgrades included.

5.3.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 3.6% to 4.7%, which is below the assessment discount rate of 7% with both
lower and upper project costs. Based purely on the FYRR analysis the investment (in the absence of
dependent projects) could be deferred and the optimal opening year would be beyond IV’s strategy
horizon.
Table 10: Eastern Freeway to CityLink (without dependent projects) preliminary economic appraisal
optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

3.6%

4.7%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

5.3.4 Does it address the Need?
Without the provision of dependent infrastructure, the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection is
forecast to have negligible impacts on IV’s Needs, particularly those relating to accessibility.
The project is predicted to provide low levels of improvement to the efficiency of freight supply
chains, with freight spending marginally less time overall travelling on the road network.
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Preliminary BCR is 0.97; which rounds up to 1.0 when the BCR is rounded to one decimal place.
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5.4 North East Link
5.4.1 Scope
A new three lane, 80km/h, tolled freeway grade connection was tested between the Eastern Freeway
at Bulleen through to Greensborough and the Metropolitan Ring Road. North East Link creates a new
freeway connection where none has existed before, completing the Metropolitan Ring Road and
facilitating more efficient orbital travel for the region.
The scope of the project is depicted in Figure 53 and also includes widening sections of the Eastern
Freeway, Metropolitan Ring Road, Diamond Creek Road, Elgar Road, Middleborough Road, Surrey
Road and Access Road to La Trobe University to provide capacity for existing traffic on these roads as
well as traffic using the new connection. Section 5.5 details an alternative project scenario where
these complementary upgrades are excluded.
There are alternative corridors available for this project that have not been considered in this study..
The detailed configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls
can materially influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project. These
considerations have not been investigated as part of this study..
Figure 53 North East Link (with dependent infrastructure)

5.4.2 Demand modelling
Analysis indicates that the project would contribute to a small increase in car trips and reduction in
public transport trips across the network. Because of the location of the project, it competes most
directly with sections of the metropolitan rail network, principally the Hurstbridge, Mernda, Upfield
and Craigieburn corridors. This is reflected in an estimated reduction in train boardings of 25,000 on
an average weekday.
Figure 54 shows that North East Link is projected to reduce traffic on the Tullamarine Freeway,
CityLink and collector and arterial roads in Melbourne’s northeast, providing improved amenity for
residents. Increases in traffic are expected on routes that feed directly into the new link. The
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Metropolitan Ring Road, EastLink and the Eastern Freeway are all expected to experience increased
demand.
Despite increases in overall road based demand, modelling indicates that the total time spent
travelling on the road network reduces with the project. North East Link is projected to provide a level
of relief to the road network across all regions, particularly the inner region, and improve travel times
to the CBD.
Figure 54: Road volume difference: 2046 North East Link – 2046 Base Case, AM peak period

5.4.3 Preliminary economic modelling
5.4.3.1 Key economic indicators
Preliminary economic modelling reveals North East Link is estimated to generate benefits of between
$9.9bn and $10.1bn in present value terms using a 7% real discount rate over the assessment period.
Road user benefits, derived principally from travel time and vehicle operating cost savings, account for
the highest proportion of the total benefits at $9.6bn in present value terms over the assessment
period. WEBs are estimated at $5.2bn in present value terms, although these (particularly WEBs) may
be overstated as this modelling does not capture urban dispersal affects. Only small public transport
user benefits of $419m are anticipated in present value terms. These results are summarised in
Table 11, and a description of all findings is found in Appendix C.
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Table 11: North East Link preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$7.1bn

$4.8bn

Benefits

$10.1bn

$9.9bn

1.4

2.1

NPV without WEBs

$3.1bn

$5.1bn

WEBs

$5.2bn

$5.2bn

NPV with WEBs

$8.2bn

$10.3bn

2.2

3.1

Preliminary BCR without WEBs

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

The preliminary BCR for North East Link ranges from 1.4 to 2.1 without WEBs, and 2.2 to 3.1when
WEBs are included. Even with upper project costs and without WEBs, North East Link is estimated to
deliver a preliminary BCR of 1.4.

5.4.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 12.7% to 19.0%, which is above the assessment discount rate of 7%. Based
purely on the FYRR analysis the investment could be implemented immediately.
Table 12: North East Link preliminary economic appraisal optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

12.7%

19.0%

Immediate

Immediate

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

5.4.4 Does it address the Need?
Average car travel time to the CBD is projected to decrease during the morning peak period,
improving accessibility to the inner City. Analysis indicates that accessibility to Latrobe NEC would
improve significantly with the project, as illustrated in Figure 55 – although this could vary if an
alternate alignment were selected. The impact of the project on accessibility to other NECs is
expected to be negligible.
North East Link contributes to the Need to improve efficiency of freight supply chains, with freight
expected to spend almost 1% less time overall travelling on the road network and travel times
between ports and terminals decrease by almost 5%.
The project is projected to marginally increase carbon dioxide emissions (less than 1%) as a result of
increased demand on the road network.
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Figure 55: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 North East Link – 2046 Base Case
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5.5 North East Link (without dependent
infrastructure)
5.5.1 Scope
A variant of the North East Link project as outlined in Section 5.4 was modelled excluding the
complementary road upgrades – widening of the Eastern Freeway, Metropolitan Road and other roads
on the approaches to the new connection, as illustrated in Figure 56.
The detailed configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls
can materially influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project. These
considerations have not been investigated as part of this study.
Figure 56 North East Link (without dependent infrastructure)

5.5.2 Demand modelling
The impacts of North East Link are less significant when dependent infrastructure is excluded.
The project without dependent infrastructure is forecast to reduce demand on the Tullamarine
Freeway and increase demand along the Eastern Freeway and Metropolitan Ring Road. Upgrades to
these corridors are excluded under this scenario, which leads to an increase in congestion as
illustrated in Figure 57.
Modelling indicates that North East Link will provide congestion relief to Inner regions, regardless of
whether dependent infrastructure is provided.
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Figure 57: Road volume to capacity: 2046 North East Link (without dependent infrastructure), AM peak
period

5.5.3 Preliminary economic modelling
5.5.3.1 Key economic indicators
North East Link (without dependent infrastructure upgrades) is estimated to generate benefits of
between $7.6bn and $7.9bn in present value terms using a 7% real discount rate over the
assessment period. Road user benefits account for the highest proportion of total benefits at $7.1bn
in present value terms over the assessment period. Public transport user benefits of $377m are
anticipated in present value terms. WEBs are estimated at $3.4bn in present value terms, although
these may be overstated as this modelling does not capture urban dispersal affects. These results are
summarised in Table 13, and a description of all findings is in Appendix C.
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Table 13: North East Link (without dependent infrastructure upgrades) preliminary economic appraisal
summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$6.8bn

$4.6bn

Benefits

$7.9bn

$7.6bn

1.2

1.7

NPV without WEBs

$1.1bn

$3.0bn

WEBs

$3.4bn

$3.4bn

NPV with WEBs

$4.5bn

$6.5bn

1.7

2.4

Preliminary BCR without WEBs

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

The preliminary BCR for North East Link (without dependent projects) ranges from 1.2 to 1.7 without
WEBs, and 1.7 to 2.4 when WEBs are included. Even with dependant infrastructure upgrades
excluded from the project scope, the project returns a preliminary BCR above one for both lower and
upper cost estimates.

5.5.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 9.0% to 13.5%, which is above the assessment discount rate of 7%. Based
purely on the FYRR analysis presented here the optimal opening year for the project would be
immediately with lower project costs and 2022 with upper project costs.
Table 14: North East Link (without dependent infrastructure upgrades) preliminary economic appraisal
optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

9.0%

13.5%

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

2022

Immediate

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

5.5.4 Does it address the Need?
Performance of the project against accessibility metrics is forecast to reduce relative to the North
East Link variant including dependent infrastructure. Accessibility to health and Latrobe NEC drop
most significantly. This is because a new road connection providing access between North East Link
and La Trobe University is excluded.
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5.6 Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
5.6.1 Scope
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road was modelled as a new, two lane, 100km/h tolled freeway standard
connection between Princes Freeway and Metropolitan Ring Road. It links areas in the north and west
of Melbourne – Werribee, Melton, Tullamarine, Craigieburn and Epping (refer Figure 58). Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road is significantly larger in scale and is more than three times longer than the
Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection or the North East Link.
While this option would most likely be delivered in stages, it has been modelled as a whole.
The detailed configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls
can materially influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project. These
considerations have not been investigated as part of this study.
Figure 58 Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

5.6.2 Demand modelling
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road contributes to a greater impact on the transport network when
compared to other road projects modelled in this report. The project is expected to cause a small shift
towards road-based modes (car and bus). This shift is associated with a relatively large increase in
vehicle kilometres travelled and a large reduction in vehicle hours travelled at a network-wide level.
Figure 59 shows that the project is expected to divert traffic from the Western Ring Road, and the
Calder, Princes and Hume Freeways. Traffic increases are likely on the Western Freeway and Sunbury
Road. Modelling indicates that the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road would provide relief to the western
and northern regions of Melbourne, with significantly less travel occurring in heavy congestion
compared to the Base Case.
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Figure 59: Road volume difference: 2046 Outer Metropolitan Ring Road – 2046 Base Case, AM Peak Period

5.6.3 Preliminary economic modelling
5.6.3.1 Key economic indicators
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is projected to generate benefits ranging from $19.1bn to $19.6bn in
present value terms using a 7% real discount rate. Road user benefits account for the highest
proportion of the total benefits at $18.8bn in present value terms, comprising mostly of travel time
savings and greater road reliability. WEBs for the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road were estimated as
$2.2bn in present value terms, although these may be overstated as this modelling does not capture
urban dispersal affects. These results are summarised in Table 15, and a description of all findings is
in Appendix C.
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Table 15: Outer Metropolitan Ring Road preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$13.8bn

$9.2bn

Benefits

$19.6bn

$19.1bn

1.4

2.1

Preliminary BCR without WEBs
NPV without WEBs

$5.8bn

$9.8bn

WEBs

$2.2bn

$2.2bn

NPV with WEBs

$8.0bn

$12.0bn

1.6

2.3

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

The Outer Metropolitan Ring Road assessment demonstrates a preliminary BCR greater than one,
signifying that benefits outweigh the costs, for both the lower and upper project costs analysed in this
report. The preliminary BCR ranges from 1.4 to 2.1 without WEBs, and 1.6 to 2.3 with WEBs
included.

5.6.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 5.6% to 8.4%. This is above the assessment discount rate of 7% with lower
project costs, and below the hurdle rate in the upper project cost estimate. Using the FYRR and with
lower project costs the optimal opening year would be 2028, while with upper project costs the
investment could be deferred to 2032.
Table 16: Outer Metropolitan Ring Road preliminary economic appraisal optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1)

5.6%

8.4%

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

2032

2028

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

5.6.4 Does it address the Need?
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is expected to improve metropolitan wide accessibility to employment,
education and inner City jobs as shown in Figure 60. Modelling indicates that the project would also
improve accessibility to a number of NECs, most notably Melbourne Airport, Sunshine and East
Werribee.
The project addresses the Need to improve the efficiency of freight supply chains. As a result of the
new road connection it is expected that freight will travel less in heavy congestion and the distance
travelled by freight in congested traffic will improve by almost 10%.
Despite notable increases in vehicle travel across the network, the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is
expected to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by almost 2% as a result of the congestion relief it
provides.
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Figure 60: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 Outer Metropolitan Ring Road – 2046 Base Case
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5.7 City Loop Reconfiguration
5.7.1 Scope
City Loop Reconfiguration includes modifying the City Loop to facilitate through-movements across
the CBD and electrification of the rail line to Wallan and is highlighted in Figure 61. This assesses two
options identified by IV, with the Wallan electrification being dependent on the City Loop
Reconfiguration. The City Loop Reconfiguration project provides service level increases on the
Craigieburn, Upfield, Glen Waverley and Frankston lines and enables the Wallan electrification.
The Wallan electrification provides additional services to Wallan along the Craigieburn and Upfield
lines, and adds Wallan, Beveridge, Lockerbie and Donnybrook stations to the metropolitan rail
network.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project. These considerations have not been investigated as part of this study.
Figure 61 City Loop Reconfiguration

Service level increases on the
Craigieburn, Upfield, Glen
Waverley and Frankston lines.
Wallan, Beveridge, Lockerbie
and Donnybrook added to the
metropolitan rail network.

5.7.2 Demand modelling
The City Loop Reconfiguration project provides relief to highly congested parts of the rail network,
increasing peak period rail capacity into the CBD by approximately 10%.
Modelling indicates that the project would likely cause a small shift from car to public transport
modes. The project offers significant benefits in the crowding relief it is expected to provide for
customers on the Craigieburn and Upfield lines and additional services on the Glen Waverley rail line
(even though this is not crowded). Figure 62 shows that the project is likely to relieve crowding along
these lines to within ‘load standards’. However, modelling indicates that the rail corridor between
Wallan and Craigieburn is highly constrained, nearing ‘crush capacity’, even with additional services.
This suggests issues in the preliminary service plan used for the basis of this assessment, and that
more services should have started from Wallan rather than only starting from Craigieburn. There is no
reason to have ‘crush capacity’ on the outer extent of a metropolitan rail line. It is also important to
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note that the future year Base Case for the road network has an impact on the modelling results in
this area, and may need to be refined through more detailed assessment.
Overall, given the issues in the modelling assumptions, it is likely that this assessment
underestimates the benefits of this project.
Modelling of the project also predicts significant benefits to road users, despite being principally
directed towards benefitting public transport users. In 2046, road congestion in the northern suburbs
is relatively severe with northern roads amongst the slowest in peak periods. This includes long
delays in travel time from relatively small ‘pinch points’ in the network. The future year Base Cases
networks include some improvements to road capacity in these areas, but road congestion remains
severe. This context contributes to the level of road user benefits arising from project.
Figure 62: Rail loading over capacity: 2046 City Loop Reconfiguration, AM peak period

5.7.3 Preliminary economic modelling
5.7.3.1 Key economic indicators
The City Loop Reconfiguration is projected to generate benefits between $4.8bn and $5.0bn in
present value terms using a 7% real discount rate over the assessment period. Road user benefits
account for the highest proportion of the total conventional benefits, contributing 46% to 47% of the
total value. Reduced congestion on roads is due to an expected mode shift to public transport, with
less people driving. Public transport user benefits were estimated at 33% to 35% of total
conventional benefits. WEBs have been estimated of $319m in present value terms, although these
may be understated as this modelling does not capture urban consolidation affects. These results are
summarised in Table 17, and a description of all findings can be found in Appendix C.
Given the issues identified in the service plan assumptions, it is likely that benefits are understated.
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Table 17: City Loop Reconfiguration with Wallan electrification preliminary economic appraisal summary
results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$6.0bn

$4.3bn

Benefits

$5.0bn

$4.8bn

0.8

1.1

NPV without WEBs

-$0.9bn

$0.6bn

WEBs

$0.3bn

$0.3bn

NPV with WEBs

-$0.6b

$0.9bn

0.9

1.2

Preliminary BCR without WEBs

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

The preliminary BCR range of the City Loop Reconfiguration is 0.8 to 1.1 with WEBs excluded, and
0.9 to 1.2 with WEBs included. This range indicates that the City Loop Reconfiguration has a
preliminary BCR above one with the lower project cost estimates, and a preliminary BCR below one
with the upper project cost estimates analysed in this report.

5.7.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 0.4% to 0.6%, which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%
suggesting that the investment could be deferred. Using the FYRR analysis the optimal year to open
the project is 2039 with lower project costs, and 2045 with upper project costs.
Given the issues identified in the service plan assumptions, it is likely that the optimal opening year
would actually be earlier than shown below.
Table 18: City Loop Reconfiguration with Wallan electrification preliminary economic appraisal optimal
opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

0.4%

0.6%

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

2045

2039

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

5.7.4 Sensitivity without Wallan electrification
The City Loop Reconfiguration has also been assessed with a reduced scope that excludes the
extension of electric suburban services to Wallan.
This scenario has a reduced impact on demand across the transport network, despite providing a
similar capacity uplift to the CBD (almost 9%, as opposed to 10% with Wallan). Wallan is a significant
growth area that is projected to grow by more than 40,000 people between now and 2046. Figure 63
illustrates that while the project is expected to provide relief to highly congested parts of the network
into the CBD, it does not provide additional capacity north of Craigieburn.
Some of the key differences arising between the performance of the with/without Wallan
electrification sensitivity results arise from benefits to road users, as noted above. There are
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acknowledged limitations of assumptions within the VITM Reference Case in this area of the model
network. It may be that increased investment in the road network beyond that included in the Base
Cases is warranted. If this was to occur then the difference in road based benefits between the two
scenarios tested may diminish.
Figure 63: Rail loading over capacity: 2046 City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan, AM peak period

5.7.4.1 Key economic indicators
Removing the electrification to Wallan also reduces the project’s preliminary BCR. The economic
appraisal results without Wallan are shown in Table 19. The increment between City Loop
Reconfiguration with and without Wallan are shown in Table 20. In this scenario the preliminary BCR
range drops to 0.6 – 0.8, signifying that a significant proportion of the benefits delivered by City Loop
Reconfiguration are dependent on the Wallan electrification. While project costs are reduced by
around $2bn to $3bn, conventional benefits are reduced by around $3bn in present value terms and
WEBs are more than halved.
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Table 19: City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan electrification preliminary economic appraisal
summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$3.1bn

$2.1bn

Benefits

$1.8bn

$1.7bn

0.6

0.8

NPV without WEBs

-$1.3bn

-$0.5bn

WEBs

$0.1bn

$0.1bn

NPV with WEBs

-$1.2bn

-$0.3bn

0.6

0.8

Preliminary BCR without WEBs

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

Table 20: Increment in economic appraisal summary results for City Loop Reconfiguration with and
without Wallan

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$2.9bn

$2.2bn

Benefits

$3.2bn

$3.1bn

0.2

0.3

Preliminary BCR without WEBs
NPV without WEBs

$0.4bn

$1.1bn

WEBs

$0.2bn

$0.2bn

NPV with WEBs

$0.6bn

$1.2bn

0.3

0.4

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

5.7.4.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 1.9% to 2.8%, which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%
suggesting that the investment could be deferred. Using the FYRR analysis the optimal year to open
the project is beyond the strategy horizon under both the lower and upper project costs.
Table 21: City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan electrification preliminary economic appraisal
optimal opening year

Metric
FYRR1

(%)

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

2.8%

1.9%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.
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5.7.5 Does it address the Need?
The City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification) is expected to marginally improve
accessibility to employment, health, education and inner City jobs. The City Loop Reconfiguration
provides benefits in terms of relieving congestion on the parts of the rail network, making
contributions to addressing IV’s transport related Needs. Figure 64 shows that this improvement is
the result of improved access from the Craigieburn, Upfield and Glen Waverley lines.
Figure 64: Change in accessibility to employment: City Loop Reconfiguration with Wallan – 2046 Base Case

The ‘without Wallan scenario’ tested is expected to have similar impacts relative to IV’s transport
related Needs, but on a notably smaller scale (refer Figure 65).
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Figure 65: Change in accessibility to employment: City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan – 2046 Base
Case
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5.8 Melbourne Metro 2
5.8.1 Scope
Melbourne Metro 2 involves constructing a new rail tunnel between Newport and Clifton Hill via
Fishermans Bend and Parkville, with the roll-out of extended High Capacity Metro Train (HCMT)
vehicles on these corridors. The project provides increased service levels and capacity on the
Werribee (future Wyndham Vale), Williamstown and South Morang (future Mernda) lines, and also
enables all Altona Loop 49 and Williamstown services to run direct to the CBD via Footscray. Stations
are included at Newport, Wirraway, Plummer (Fishermans Bend), Southern Cross, Flagstaff, Parkville,
Carlton, Clifton Hill and Merri Creek. Of these, only Wirraway, Plummer and Carlton would be in areas
not already served by a rail station in the Base Case. Melbourne Metro 2 is illustrated in Figure 66.
The detailed configuration of the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits
created by the project. These considerations have not been investigated as part of this study.
Figure 66 Melbourne Metro 2

New rail tunnel connection from
Newport to Clifton Hill.
Provides additional capacity on
the Werribee (future Wyndham
Vale), Williamstown and South
Morang (future Mernda) lines.

49

Altona Loop is a section of the Werribee line which runs between Laverton and Newport via Westona, Altona and Seaholme

stations.
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5.8.2 Demand modelling
Melbourne Metro 2 increases peak period capacity into the CBD by approximately 20%, improving
accessibility to the inner City and more widely across Melbourne (refer Figure 67).
Figure 67: Change in accessibility to employment: Melbourne Metro 2 – 2046 Base Case

Modelling indicates that the project will notably increase rail patronage and reduce car trips across the
network.
The project provides direct rail connections across the city, where previously passengers would have
needed to change services. Analysis indicates that Melbourne Metro 2 will increase passenger
kilometres, while passenger hours remain constant. This implies that passengers are able to travel
more easily between destinations on the rail network.
Figure 68 shows that the project provides significant congestion relief to the Werribee and South
Morang Lines.
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Figure 68: Rail loading over capacity: 2046 Melbourne Metro 2, AM peak period

5.8.3 Preliminary economic modelling
5.8.3.1 Key economic indicators
The preliminary BCR for Melbourne Metro 2 ranges from 0.3 to 0.5 without WEBs, and 0.4 to 0.5 with
WEBs included. Melbourne Metro 2 is projected to generate benefits between $6.4bn and $6.9bn in
present value terms using real discount rate of 7%. The largest proportion of total benefits are derived
from public transport user benefits between 33% and 36%. Road user benefits also account for a
large portion of the total benefits 30% to 32%, as some users shift from car to public transport
resulting in less congestion on the road network, reduced travel times and greater reliability. WEBs
are estimated as $480m in present value terms, although these may be understated as this modelling
does not capture urban consolidation affects – particularly relevant for the potential affect of the
project on the Fishermans Bend precinct. However, it is unlikely that increased WEBs would provide
such a boost to the results that the preliminary BCR would reach 1.0. These results are summarised
in Table 22, and a description of all findings is in Appendix C.
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Table 22: Melbourne Metro 2 preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$20.3bn

$14.0bn

Benefits

$6.9bn

$6.4bn

0.3

0.5

-$13.4bn

-$7.6bn

$0.5bn

$0.5bn

-$12.9bn

-$7.1bn

0.4

0.5

Preliminary BCR without WEBs
NPV without WEBs
WEBs
NPV with WEBs
Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

While the project is estimated to deliver large benefits, the capital cost estimates provided by IV’s
cost advisors range between $13.9bn and $20.8bn. This represents a construction cost of up to
double Melbourne Metro Stage 1 ($10.2bn) 50 and three to four times the cost of the Western
Distributor ($5bn), 51 a major road project in Melbourne. When compared to the other rail projects
assessed in this report, Melbourne Metro 2 is three times the cost of Rowville Heavy Rail Line, and
five times the cost of Doncaster Heavy Rail Line.
The demand profile for Melbourne Metro 2 projects a maximum load profile of 30,000 to 40,000 on
average during the morning peak period. Rolling stock will only be procured as required in line with
demand, and as Victoria continues to grow. Significant demand beyond 2046 will be expected to
utilise the additional capacity provided by the long term Melbourne Metro 2 project.
The majority of the capital costs for Melbourne Metro 2 are a consequence of constructing long
tunnels running beneath the city, and many new underground stations, and this results in a low
preliminary BCR estimated for the project with both the lower and upper project cost estimates.
Melbourne Metro 2 is in the very early stages of project development and alternatives to reduce
these capital costs have not yet been fully investigated. As the project develops there may be
additional potential to further leverage the capacity that Melbourne Metro 2 offers to relieve other
parts of the rail network, such as the Sunshine corridor – increasing benefits.

5.8.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 0.8% to 1.2%, which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%. Using the
FYRR analysis the investment could be deferred and Melbourne Metro 2 does not have an optimal
opening year within the assessment period.
Table 23: Melbourne Metro 2 preliminary economic appraisal optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

0.8%

1.2%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

50

Melbourne Metro Business Case, February 2016.

51

Western Distributor Business Case, December 2015.
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5.8.4 Fishermans Bend alternative land use scenarios
As noted in the limitations of this study, the land use impacts of major transport projects have not
been assessed in this report. This is particularly relevant for Melbourne Metro 2 which will
significantly enhance the accessibility of Fishermans Bend major urban renewal area and make the
development more attractive. Urban consolidation facilitated by the Melbourne Metro 2 in the
Fishermans Bend area will in turn contribute to increased agglomeration benefits (WB1) arising from
cluster effects as well as move to more productive jobs (WB2b). Urban consolidation facilitated by
Melbourne Metro 2 in the Fishermans Bend area will also lead to increased conventional benefits
such as travel time and vehicle operating cost savings.
These impacts have not been estimated in this report and could significantly underestimate the
benefits associated with Melbourne Metro 2 and the urban consolidation facilitated by this project at
the Fishermans Bend urban renewal area in particular.

5.8.5

Does it address the Need?

Melbourne Metro 2 is projected to improve metropolitan wide accessibility to employment, health,
education and inner City jobs. Modelling indicates that the project would improve access to the CBD
for both public transport and car travel. The percentage of population within 45 minutes of the CBD
increases by between 2% and 3%.
The project is expected to improve accessibility to a number of NECs, most notably East Werribee
(6% increase) and Latrobe (3% increase), which are located at either end of Melbourne Metro 2.
Modelling indicates that Melbourne Metro 2 will cause a slight reduction in carbon dioxide emissions
as a result of decreased road traffic. It is also projected to have positive impacts on the efficiency of
freight supply chains, with freight spending less time travelling on the road network. The overall
contribution of this project to IV’s Needs is the highest of the 8 projects assessed.
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5.9 Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville
only)
5.9.1 Scope
Melbourne Metro 2 was also assessed with the scope reduced to include a tunnel between Newport
and Parkville only (i.e. not extending to Clifton Hill. It also provides additional capacity on the Werribee
(future Wyndham Vale) and Williamstown lines, and enables all Altona Loop and Williamstown
services to run direct to the CBD via Footscray. However, no additional capacity is provided for South
Morang (future Mernda) line services. This scenario is shown in Figure 69 and provides significantly
less rail capacity into the CBD - approximately 9%, as opposed to 20% with the full tunnel
connection. Capacity provisions to the West are unchanged from when the full tunnel was tested, but
capacity is reduced to the North-East.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project. These considerations have not been investigated as part of this study.
Figure 69 Melbourne Metro 2 - Newport to Parkville

New rail tunnel connection from Newport to Parkville.
Provides additional capacity on the Werribee (future
Wyndham Vale) and Williamstown lines.

5.9.2 Demand modelling
Modelling of Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville) indicates that the transport network would
respond in a similar way to the full Melbourne Metro 2 tunnel, but that the scale of change would be
less. Increases in rail patronage and private vehicle travel are projected and accessibility measures are
expected to improve.
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5.9.3 Preliminary economic modelling
5.9.3.1 Key economic indicators
The preliminary economic results for Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only) highlight a
preliminary BCR within the same range as the full tunnel project, i.e. 0.4 to 0.5 with WEBs. Without
WEBs included the preliminary BCR for the reduced scope tunnel between Newport and Parkville is
marginally higher at 0.4 to 0.5.
Table 24: Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only) preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$12.4bn

$8.5bn

Benefits

$4.4bn

$4.0bn

0.4

0.5

NPV without WEBs

-$8.0bn

-$4.5bn

WEBs

$0.3bn

$0.3bn

NPV with WEBs

-$7.7bn

-$4.2bn

0.4

0.5

Preliminary BCR without WEBs

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

5.9.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 0.9% to 1.4%, which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%. Using the
FYRR analysis the investment could be deferred, as using the scenarios tested in this analysis
Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkvillle only) does not have an optimal opening year within IV’s
strategy horizon.
Table 25: Melbourne Metro 2 preliminary economic appraisal optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

0.9%

1.4%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.
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5.9.4 Does it address the Need?
Accessibility patterns change under this scenario, with job accessibility most improved to East
Werribee NEC rather than Latrobe (refer Figure 70).
Figure 70: Change in accessibility to employment: Melbourne Metro 2 Newport to Parkville – 2046 Base
Case
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5.10 Doncaster Hil Heavy Rail Line
5.10.1 Scope
This project includes a new heavy rail line from Clifton Hill to Doncaster Hill, building on Melbourne
Metro 2 as illustrated in Figure 71. New stations are included at Doncaster Hill, Doncaster, Bulleen,
Burke Road and Kew.
This project relies on Melbourne Metro 2 being in place to provide the necessary capacity between
Clifton Hill and the CBD for Doncaster services as well as existing services from South Morang (future
Mernda) and Hurstbridge. Consequentially, this section discusses the project performance
incremental to Melbourne Metro 2.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project, and this has not been investigated in detail.
Figure 71 Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

New heavy rail line from Clifton Hill to Doncaster Hill.
Stations at Doncaster Hill, Doncaster, Bulleen, Burke
Road and Kew.
Relies on Melbourne Metro 2 to proceed.

5.10.2 Demand modelling
Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line provides a new rail connection directly to the CBD, slightly increasing
overall rail capacity into Central Melbourne. Modelling indicates that the project will increase rail
patronage and shift demand away from the road network.
The project is expected to provide a small level of congestion relief beyond that provided by Melbourne
Metro 2, particularly in the CBD. Modelling indicates that average travel times to the CBD by both car
and public transport would be improved slightly by the project.
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5.10.3 Preliminary economic modelling
5.10.3.1 Key economic indicators
Small benefits are estimated for the Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line – $438m in present value terms
using a real discount rate of 7% over the assessment period. Road user benefits account for the
highest proportion of the total conventional benefits at 34%. Public transport user benefits are 10%
per cent of total conventional benefits. WEBs are also estimated at $66m in present value terms.
These results are summarised in Table 26, and a full description of all findings is found in Appendix C.
Table 26: Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$4.3bn

$3.1bn

Benefits

$0.4bn

$0.4bn

0.1

0.1

Preliminary BCR without WEBs
NPV without WEBs

-$3.9bn

-$2.6bn

WEBs

$0.01bn

$0.01bn

NPV with WEBs

-$3.8bn

-$2.6bn

0.1

0.2

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

The preliminary BCR for Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line is 0.1 to 0.2 for upper and lower projects cost
estimates with WEBs included. Total project benefits are less than $450m and the project costs are in
the range of $3.1bn to $4.3bn (both in present value terms). This suggests the current bus service
operating in the Doncaster area is performing well, and adding a rail connection does not achieve a
preliminary BCR above one using either the low or high project cost estimates.

5.10.3.2 Optimal opening year
Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line has a negative FYRR ranging from -0.5% to -0.3% as there are net
disbenefits (project benefits less operating costs) in the first year of operation. Further analysis shows
that the FYRR does not exceed 7% for any opening year within the IV strategy horizon.
Table 27: Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line preliminary economic appraisal optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

-0.5%

-0.3%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

5.10.4 Scenario with modified bus services
A scenario with SmartBus services between Doncaster and the CBD run as feeder connections to the
Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line was tested in the VITM. The existing DART bus services running
between Doncaster and the CBD via the Eastern Freeway were truncated to run to/from Doncaster
Hill station only.
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The modelling showed that this scenario lead to higher rail patronage in comparison to the core option
discussed above, without bus feeder connections to Doncaster Hill station. The model also estimated
demand below the available number of seats during the morning peak period.
During the morning peak people were previously able to catch frequent and rapid bus services from
Doncaster Hill (every 3.5 minutes). In this scenario modelled travellers move to a faster, but less
frequent (every 10 minutes) heavy rail service. ‘One seat rides’ were previously possible using the
bus network, whereas once the rail services are introduced commuters are forced to transfer
between bus and rail. The VITM model considers three effects of these transfers:

x

Transfer walking time – the time taken to walk from one mode of transport to another, i.e. bus to
rail;

x

Transfer wait time – the time waiting at the station for the next mode of transport, i.e. rail, to
arrive; and

x

Transfer interchange penalties – travellers’ preference to remain on one mode of transport.

These cumulative transfer penalties 52 sum to reach an estimated 20 minutes in the model. During the
morning peak the VITM model estimates travel time from Doncaster Hill to the CBD of 37 minutes by
rail, compared to 59 minutes by bus. Once the 20 minute transfer penalty is taken into account in the
model, the journey by rail does not offer material travel time savings for public transport passengers
relative to bus.
Preliminary economic benefits including WEBs for this scenario were estimated as $299m in present
value terms using a real discount rate of 7%. This is around $200m less in present value terms than
the preliminary benefits estimated in the initial scenario for Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line discussed
in Section 5.10.3, where the bus services are not modified. The reduction in benefits is due mainly to
the VITM’s transfer time assumptions between bus and train mentioned above. Based on the
modelling assumptions, the Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line has lower preliminary economic benefits
when the rapid bus service acts as a feeder to the rail line compared to an alternative scenario with
bus services to the CBD remaining.

5.10.5 Does it address the Need?
Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line offers some benefits above those projected for Melbourne Metro 2.
Accessibility to employment, health, education are expected to improve slightly, as is accessibility to
CBD and NEC employment. Modelling indicates that the project will have negligible impacts on freight
and carbon dioxide emissions.
Doncaster Hill heavy rail alignment has limited ability to draw patronage at some stations as station
catchments are constrained by the Yarra River and Eastern Freeway. The existing rapid transit bus
services also offers competitive journey times to the CBD and very high service frequencies in
comparison to the service patterns agreed with IV and PTV and assumed for modelling the Doncaster
Hill Heavy Rail Line (e.g. 10 minute frequencies). The VITM model projects that with the introduction
of rail, there will be a considerable shift in passengers from existing bus services to rail. The shift from
car to rail is predicted to be less significant, generating lower road user benefits compared to other
projects analysed.

52

Transport and Infrastructure Council. (2006b). National Guidelines for Transport System Management in Australia: Volume
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5.11 Rowvil e Heavy Rail Line
5.11.1 Scope
The Rowville Heavy Rail Line creates a new rail connection where none existed before and includes a
new heavy rail line from Rowville to Huntingdale via Monash University and Clayton and connecting to
Melbourne Metro 1 (refer Figure 72). New stations are included at Monash University, Mulgrave,
Waverley Park and Rowville.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project. These considerations have not been investigated as part of this study.
Figure 72 Rowville Heavy Rail Line

New heavy rail line from
Rowville to Huntingdale
Stations at Monash University,
Mulgrave, Waverley Park,
Rowville.
Connects to Melbourne Metro 1.

5.11.2 Demand modelling
Modelling indicates that the project would cause a small increase in rail patronage (refer Figure 73)
and reduction in car travel. The model results also highlight that the project would have minimal
impacts on levels of congestion on the network or crowding across the rail network, noting that the
Base Case includes the Cranbourne Pakenham Line Upgrade, Melbourne Metro and 10 car trains on
the corridor.
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Figure 73: Public transport difference plot: 2046 Rowville Heavy Rail Line, AM peak period

5.11.3 Preliminary economic modelling
5.11.3.1 Key economic indicators
Rowville Heavy Rail Line is estimated to generate benefits between $2.4bn and $2.6bn in present
value terms using a real discount rate of 7% over the assessment period. Public transport user
benefits account for the highest proportion of the total conventional benefits, ranging from 44% to
47%, driven mainly by consumer surplus savings. Benefits of $235m in present terms are attributed
to WEBs, although these may be understated as this modelling does not capture urban consolidation
effects. However, it is unlikely that these would provide such a boost to the results that the
preliminary BCR would read 1.0. These results are summarised in Table 28, and a full description of all
findings is found in Appendix C.
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Table 28: Rowville Heavy Rail Line preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$8.2bn

$5.3bn

Benefits

$2.6bn

$2.4bn

0.3

0.5

NPV without WEBs

-$5.6bn

-$2.9bn

WEBs

$0.2bn

$0.2bn

NPV with WEBs

-$5.4bn

-$2.7bn

0.3

0.5

Preliminary BCR without WEBs

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.

The preliminary BCR for the Rowville Heavy Rail Line ranges from 0.3 to 0.5 without and with WEBs,
which is below the hurdle measure of one. While the Rowville Heavy Rail Line provides benefits of
over $2.4bn in both the upper and lower cost estimates, these benefits are outweighed by the large
capital costs ranging between $5.3bn and $8.2bn in present value terms.

5.11.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR ranges from 0.7% to 1.1%, which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%, indicating
the project could be deferred. Based purely on the FYRR analysis tested in this report, the optimal
opening year of the project is beyond IV’s strategy horizon for both the lower and upper project cost
estimates.
Table 29: Rowville Heavy Rail Line preliminary economic appraisal optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

0.7%

1.1%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.
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5.11.4 Does it address the ‘Need’?
Rowville Heavy Rail Line is projected to slightly improve metropolitan wide accessibility to employment,
health, education (2%) and Inner City jobs (increase of 3%). Figure 74 shows that due to the project’s
connection to Monash University, it is expected to improve access to the Monash NEC, with
accessibility to the Monash NEC increasing by almost 3%. Modelling indicates that the project will have
negligible impacts on freight and carbon dioxide emissions.
Figure 74: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 Rowville Heavy Rail Line – 2046 Base Case
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5.12 Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
5.12.1 Scope
The Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line is shown in Figure 75 and includes a new link from Melbourne
Airport to Albion, assumed to replace the existing SkyBus service. Services would run through the
Melbourne Metro 1 Tunnel connecting with Cranbourne/Pakenham line services and offer passengers
on these lines a one-seat journey to/from the Airport. Rail services would run every 10 minutes,
allowing passengers to reliably travel between Melbourne Airport and the CBD in 25 minutes.
Due to capacity constraints of the rail network (even with Melbourne Metro and 10 car trains in the
Base Case), Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line would require consequential upgrades on the network
or reductions in services on the Sunbury line. However even with reductions in services on the
Sunbury line, the overall number of services could increase along the Sunbury/Melton/Melbourne
Airport and Cranbourne/Pakenham corridors.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project. These considerations have not been investigated as part of this study,
Figure 75: Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

New heavy rail line from Melbourne
Airport to Albion.
Connects to Melbourne Metro 1.

5.12.2 Demand modelling
The scenario modelled in VITM assumes SkyBus services are replaced by the heavy rail services and
some reductions in services on the Sunbury line due to capacity constraints. Melbourne Airport Heavy
Rail Line is projected to have minimal impact on overall demand for road and public transport.
Modelling indicates that patronage on the new rail link would be higher than that expected for
SkyBus. While the shift in demand is not significant on this corridor, it moves passengers from a
congested route that travels with road traffic to a reliable rail connection.
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The project connects to Melbourne Metro 1, enabling passengers to travel by rail directly from the
Cranbourne/ Pakenham corridor to Melbourne Airport.
Figure 76 illustrates that Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line would provide minor relief to crowding for
passengers travelling on Melbourne Metro 1 due to the extra services provided on these corridors.
Figure 76: Rail loading over capacity: 2046 Melbourne Airport Rail Line, AM peak period

5.12.3 Preliminary economic modelling
5.12.3.1 Key economic indicators
Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line is estimated to generate benefits ranging between $3.7bn and
$3.8bn in present value terms using a discount rate of 7% over the assessment period.
The majority of these benefits are derived from public transport user benefits, accounting for 43% to
44% of the total conventional benefits. These benefits are predominantly driven by travel time
savings in 2046, where SkyBus will be considerably slower than rail due to road congestion. During
the morning peak the demand modelling estimated a 9% increase in patronage inbound and 48%
increase in patronage outbound with Melbourne Airport rail services. WEBs are estimated at $458m
in present value terms.
Road user benefits are estimated between 38% and 39% mainly due to reduced travel times and
greater road reliability. These results are summarised in Table 30, and a description of all findings is in
Appendix C.
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Table 30: Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

Costs

$3.6bn

$2.7bn

Benefits

$3.8bn

$3.7bn

1.0

1.4

Preliminary BCR without WEBs
NPV without WEBs

$0.1bn

$1.0bn

WEBs

$0.5bn

$0.5bn

NPV with WEBs

$0.6bn

$1.5bn

1.2

1.6

Preliminary BCR with WEBs

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Note that tables may not sum due to rounding.
4. The lower and upper project cost estimates do not consider potential infrastructure upgrades that would be required to
support service levels on Sunbury line.

The preliminary BCR for the Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line is between 1.0 and 1.4 without WEBs,
and 1.2 to 1.6 including WEBs.
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented for the Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
should also be interpreted with caution. This project serves a unique market, and would be particularly
sensitive to inputs and assumptions in the demand modelling. This includes factors such as air travel
(and its distribution across eastern Australian airports), travel behaviour specific for access to the
airport, and different alignment and transport network connection assumptions. These assumptions
are specific to Melbourne Airport and have not been captured in the preliminary economic analysis.
There is relatively lower certainty on these assumptions than for the other projects and further data
gathering and modelling would be necessary to assess this option with a high degree of confidence.
The demand modelling undertaken using the VITM is indicative and due to rail network capacity
constraints a reduction in the number of services on the Sunbury line was required. A second
scenario tested in VITM modelled a dedicated Heavy Rail Line to Melbourne Airport that terminates in
the CBD and does not require a reduction in services on the Sunbury line. Under the dedicated rail line
scenario, the forecast patronage declined due to the absence of direct airport access from the
Dandenong corridor. A dedicated line would also require significantly higher capital investment.
The modelling for Melbourne Airport Rail also assumed that the SkyBus will be replaced with the rail
service, and indicated that the increase in demand for passengers accessing the airport using public
transport (SkyBus or rail) is not significant along the corridor. Consequently, detailed consideration will
need to be given to SkyBus service planning if Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line was pursued.

5.12.3.2 Optimal opening year
The FYRR analysis suggests a range between 0.5% to 0.8%, which is below the assessment
discount rate of 7% and the optimal timing to open the project is between 2036 and 2039.
Table 31: Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line preliminary economic appraisal optimal opening year

Metric

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

0.5%

0.8%

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

2039

2036

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.
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5.12.4 Scenario with dedicated line
Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line has also been modelled under an alternative scope scenario with a
dedicated track, allowing services to run independently of the existing rail network. This means that
reductions in service frequencies are not required on the Sunbury line to cater for the new rail
connection. A dedicated track is also assumed to have implications for travel time, allowing services
to run between the CBD and Melbourne Airport in 20 minutes (as opposed to 25 minutes).
Expected train boardings in this scenario are not as high as they were for the Melbourne Airport
Heavy Rail Line scenario that connected directly to Melbourne Metro 1 (refer Figure 77). A key
differentiator with this scenario is that it no longer facilitates direct rail access to Melbourne Airport
from the Cranbourne/Pakenham corridor.
Changes in vehicle trips are expected to be negligible in this scenario. However, small reductions in
demand on the Tullamarine Freeway is still likely.
A preliminary economic appraisal was not undertaken in this alternative scenario for Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line with a dedicated track due to:

x

Cost estimates not being available but dedicated line is likely to cost more than the Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line that directly connects to the Melbourne Metro 1 as assessed in Section
5.11.3; and

x

Lower patronage relative to scenario that connected Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line that
directly connects to the Melbourne Metro 1 (Section 5.11.3) implying that preliminary BCR will
likely be lower than that reported in Section 5.11.3 above.

Figure 77: Rail loading plot: 2046 Melbourne Airport Rail Line, AM peak period
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5.12.5 Does it address the Need?
Demand modelling indicates that Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line and the sensitivity test with a
dedicated line will have low level imparts on IV’s identified transport related Needs.
Accessibility metrics improve slightly, however a decline in accessibility to the Sunshine NEC is
expected (refer Figure 78). This relates to the assumptions made in the modelling, including diverting
some train services from the Sunbury line to Melbourne Airport during peak periods and assuming
high frequency SkyBus services are no longer provided.
It is worth noting that the accessibility measures used to address IV’s transport related Needs are based
on employment. In reality a new rail connected to the airport would provide significant advantages for
travellers and people accessing Melbourne Airport for leisure purposes.
Figure 78: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line – 2046 Base Case
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6 Scenarios and sensitivity
6.1 Overview
A number of sensitivities were run to assess the resilience of road projects. This included testing the
performance of the road projects in a scenario that included significant improvements to public
transport capacity. The five rail projects were implemented in the VITM – Doncaster Hill, Rowville and
Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Lines, Melbourne Metro 2 and City Loop Reconfiguration – as a way to
model significant increases in public transport capacity across the transport network.
Further sensitivity runs were undertaken to determine how high performing projects and policy
interventions performed in combination. These additional tests included:

x

Best performing build options as a combination – includes Melbourne Metro 2, City Loop
Reconfiguration, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North East
Link;

x

Best performing build options (as per above) with road pricing (double cordon);

x

Sensitivity tests of the above two options with the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection to
understand how the project performs in this environment;

x

Best performing build options with road pricing (double cordon) and autonomous vehicles
(increased trip generation) to understand how this combination of projects perform if autonomous
vehicles were mainstream; and

x

Autonomous vehicles (increased trip generation) with the three road projects assessed (Eastern
Freeway to City Link Connection, North East Link and the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road) to
investigate the impacts of providing a high level of additional road connectivity.
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6.2 Key findings
6.2.1 Project combinations with all rail projects
The combined rail projects are expected to relieve some of the most congested trips on the road
network, reducing vehicle hours travelled significantly. Modelling indicates that travel times to the
CBD for both car and public transport trips will reduce during the morning peak period. However,
Figure 79 shows that even with maximum public transport capacity (i.e. all five rail projects), a
significant amount of the road network in 2046 remains under congested conditions with a volume to
capacity ratio above 0.9. The model also estimates that daily person car trips decrease by less than
1%, despite a significant 36% uplift in rail capacity into the CBD during the morning peak period. The
modelled benefits of the additional capacity primarily relate to reduced crowding on rail. In reality, the
level of crowing projected in 2046 could be enough to affect business decisions, such as whether
employers locate in central Melbourne, so the actual effects of this capacity uplift could be more
complex.
Figure 79: Road volume to capacity: 2046 with five rail projects - Base Case, AM peak period
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With the five rail projects included on the transport network, accessibility for employment, health and
education services are expected to improve across the network. Access to middle and outer NECs
are also expected to improve, most significantly for East Werribee, benefiting from the combination of
the City Loop Reconfiguration and Melbourne Metro 2. The change in accessibility to employment is
shown in Figure 80.
Figure 80: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 with five rail projects – Base Case
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Including the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road with the five rail projects generates a notable decrease in
the vehicle kilometres travelled along congested roads as expected, along with decreased vehicle
hours travelled across the network. Vehicle kilometres travelled for freight is expected to increase
overall, although freight vehicle hours travelled are expected to decrease.
Modelling also suggests that North East Link and the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road are
complementary projects. With the inclusion of North East Link on a network containing the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, demand is expected to increase along the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and
vice versa. In combination with the five rail projects a significant decrease in freight distance travelled
on congested roads is also likely (12% decrease). Figure 81 shows road network congestion for this
scenario.
Figure 81: Road volume to capacity ratio: 2046 five rail Projects, North East Link and Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road - Base Case
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As shown in Figure 82, access to inner city, middle and outer employment centres is also likely to
increase. The scale of this increase is the greatest in this modelled scenario, out of all the built
infrastructure options modelled. Daily carbon dioxide emissions are also projected to decrease relative
to the Base Case.
Figure 82: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 with Five Rail Projects, North East Link and Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road – Base Case

The analysis shows that relative to the 2046 Base Case, under a scenario including the five rail
projects combined with Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and North East Link, a person living in Epping
will save more than an extra 20 minutes by car to travel to Melbourne’s CBD by 2046. This is 20
minutes more time per trip that they can spend with family, or pursuing leisure activities. Conversely,
a person living in Epping will have roughly the same travel time by public transport to the CBD, with
travel experience significantly better than today due reduced crowding, particularly along parts of the
rail corridor close to the CBD. Modelling does not capture the impacts that increased crowding may
have on rail punctuality or reliability and therefore changes to public transport travel times may be
underestimated.
Table 32: Case study of projected change in travel time to Melbourne CBD with five rail projects, Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road and North East Link

Location

Change in travel time to access CBD in 2046
by Car
by Public Transport

Dandenong

-3 mins

Negligible change

Altona

-8 mins

Negligible change

Epping

-24 mins

Negligible change
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The five rail projects combined with Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection and Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road are projected to relieve congestion in the outer regions of Melbourne as well as inner
regions as shown in Figure 83.
Figure 83: Road volume to capacity ratio: 2046 five rail Projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road - Base Case
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A significant increase is also likely for access to Melbourne’s inner, middle and outer employment
centres (refer Figure 84). Freight and private vehicle hours travelled are also likely to fall significantly
resulting in improvements to freight supply chains.
Figure 84: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 with five rail Projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road – Base Case

6.2.2 Road projects with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration
Best performing build options
A scenario combining the best performing rail projects (Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy
Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration) was run in combination with North East Link and the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road. This combination of projects increases rail capacity into the CBD by
approximately 31% during the AM peak period (compared to 35% when all five rail projects are
combined), providing significant congestion relief across both the road and rail network.
Accessibility to health, employment and education are all forecast to improve with this combination of
road and rail projects. Modelling indicates that accessibility to Latrobe and East Werribee NECs will
benefit most, consistent with the location of Melbourne Metro 2, North East Link and the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road. Change in accessibility to Latrobe NEC employment relative to the Base
Case is illustrated in Figure 85.
This combination of road and rail projects has positive implications for freight supply chains, with freight
expected to spend almost 5% less time overall travelling on the road network. Reductions in vehicle
hours travelled for both car and freight results in a small reduction in carbon dioxide emissions despite
increasing demand for the road network.
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Network-wide results are similar to the equivalent scenario with five rail projects (instead of three).
However, there is a decrease in the number of public transport trips and a small reduction in
accessibility to education and Monash NEC due to the omission of the Rowville Heavy Rail Line.
Figure 85: Change in accessibility to East Werribee NEC employment: 2046 Best performing rail and road
projects (MM2, MARL, CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL)

Best performing build options with Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
Adding the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection to this combination of projects is forecast to have
little impact at a network-wide level. Modelling indicates that levels of congestion will decrease
slightly in Inner regions and increase slightly in Eastern regions. This is consistent with other Eastern
Freeway to CityLink Connection scenarios that have been tested. However the scale of impact of the
Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection is smaller in this instance than when it was added to the
Base Case network.
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6.2.3 Project and policy combinations
Best performing build options with road pricing (double cordon)
The introduction of double cordon pricing with the best performing road and rail projects (Melbourne
Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, North East Link, Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road) has positive network-wide impacts, consistent with other double cordon
pricing scenarios tested. This policy intervention is associated with a significant increase in public
transport mode share and reduction in both road and public transport travel times to the CBD.
Forecast accessibility shows significant improvements on the Base Case and modest improvements
on the best performing road and rail projects in combination (with the exception of accessibility to
heath, which decreases under all road pricing scenarios). As illustrated in Figure 86, access to
employment is forecast to improve for those living in the outer suburbs, but reduce for those in inner
areas, as a result of the charge applied.
Modelling indicates that vehicle hours travelled would reduce significantly with this combination of
projects, providing benefits for both car and freight travel. Congestion relief is forecast to be most
significant in the inner and western regions. Under this combination of options, carbon emissions are
forecast to fall by more than 6% compared to the Base Case.
Figure 86: Change in accessibility to employment: best performing rail and road projects (MM2, MARL,
CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL) with double cordon pricing

Best performing build options with road pricing (double cordon) and Eastern Freeway to City
Link Connection
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With this combination of options, the addition of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection has an
even smaller impact than when it was tested with the best performing build options (without road
pricing). The most evident benefit provided by the project in this situation is a small reduction in
congestion in the Inner region, beyond the significant reduction provided by double cordon pricing.
Best performing build options with road pricing (double cordon) and autonomous vehicles
(including increased trip generation)
In a scenario with autonomous vehicles (including increased trip generation), this combination of
projects and road pricing achieved the best outcome of any modelled scenario against IVs Needs. A
fundamental assumption in this test is increased capacity and speeds on the Outer Metropolitan Ring
Road and North East Link resulting from the implementation of autonomous vehicles. This, in
combination with increased trip generation, raises demand for car travel significantly relative to the
equivalent scenario without autonomous vehicles.
Under this scenario tram boardings are still projected to increase marginally relative to the Base Case,
suggesting that tram may still be attractive for inner city trips as a result of the double cordon charge.
Rail patronage is forecast to reduce on all lines not directly impacted by the three rail projects included
in this scenario (Melbourne Metro 2, City Loop Reconfiguration, Melbourne Airport Rail Link).
Modelling indicates that accessibility would significantly improve under this scenario. Forecast travel
times between ports and freight terminals reduce by almost 40%.
Autonomous vehicles (including increased trip generation) with three road projects (Eastern
Freeway to CityLink Connection, North East Link and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road)
A test was undertaken to investigate the impacts of providing a high level of additional road
connectivity (Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection, North East Link and the Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road) in a future scenario with autonomous vehicles (including increased trip generation).
This is an extreme future scenario in which significant sections of the road network are forecast to
experience flows above 7,500 vehicles per hour during peak periods, including North East Link. This
scenario generates a mode shift towards private vehicles that is most significant of any of the
scenarios modelled, with a predicted decrease of 21% in public transport mode share.
Increased capacity and new routes across the road network are projected to significantly improve
accessibility to health, education and employment in both central Melbourne and NECs. Melbourne
Airport is expected to have the largest increase in accessibility, likely due to its position near the
Tullamarine Freeway, M80 and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, as illustrated in Figure 87.
Freight travel time savings are forecast to be particularly high, with a reduction of almost 20% in
freight vehicle hours travelled. Despite significant congestion reductions across all Melbourne regions,
carbon dioxide emissions are predicted to increase, driven by the increase in private vehicle travel.
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Figure 87: Change in accessibility to Melbourne Airport employment: autonomous vehicles - increased
trip generation with 3 Road Projects (EWE, NEL, OMR)
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7 Synopsis and conclusions
Specific findings for policies, technology and major projects are summarised in the following pages.
Each of the options were compared to the 2046 Base Case and measured for their contribution to the
transport related Needs that can be assessed through strategic transport modelling. These five Needs
are reiterated in Figure 88 for ready reference.
Figure 88: Five transport related Needs

The quantitative results of the modelling were used to rank the contributions to each Need as
Exceptional (E), High (H), Medium-High (M-H), Medium (M), Low-Medium (L-M) or Low (L) for
improved performance or Negative (N) for reduced performance. These are comparative ranks,
defined to draw distinctions between the different options (i.e. with the best performing options on
each Need setting the definition of “High” or “Exceptional”) and are not directly comparable with
other advice IV has received providing more qualitative and more absolute assessments of options.
Table 33 summarises the performance of individual policies and projects against the Needs.
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Individual projects

Policies and technology

Table 33 Needs 53: assessment summary results – individual policies and projects

Options

Need 1 Need 10

Advanced traffic management

M-H

M

M

M-H

M

Road pricing (double cordon)

N

H

M

H

H

Road pricing policy (cordon and distance based charge)

N

H

N

H

E

Road pricing (double cordon) and five rail projects

N

E

H

H

E

Road pricing (double cordon) and increased tram services

N

H

M

H

H

Road space allocation

N

N

N

N

N

Autonomous vehicles

E

E

E

E

M-H

Autonomous vehicles with increased trip generation

H

E

E

H

N

Autonomous vehicles with increased trip generation and road
pricing (double cordon)

N

E

E

E

H

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including dependent
infrastructure upgrades)

L

L

L-M

L

N

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent
infrastructure upgrades)

N

N

N

L

N

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure upgrades)

L-M

L-M

M

L-M

N

North East Link (without dependent infrastructure upgrades)

N

L

L-M

L-M

N

M-H

L-M

H

M

M-H

H

H

H

L-M

L-M

M-H

M-H

M

L

L-M

N

N

N

N

N

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

M-H

L

M

L

L

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

L-M

L

N

L

L-M

City Loop Reconfiguration (including Wallan electrification)

M-H

M-H

M

L

L-M

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification)

M

M

L-M

N

L-M

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
Melbourne Metro 2
Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville)
Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

53

Need 11

Need 13 Need 18

Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth; Need 10: Meeting growing demand for

access to economic activity in central Melbourne; Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan employment
centres; Need 13: Improve the efficiency of supply chains: Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use.
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The analysis shows that none of the options achieve an Exceptional contribution against all five Needs
but many made Exceptional or High contribution to more than one Need.

Individual policy and technology options
x

Both technology options tested (autonomous vehicles and advanced traffic management) using
VITM are expected to improve the transport network relative to each of IV’s transport related
Needs. Significant capacity enhancements assumed across the road network under these
scenarios drive this result.

x

The road space allocation (road space reduction to give bus and tram priority on selected
corridors) option tested in this study scores negatively across all transport related Needs possibly
because only select case study routes were tested in a small number of locations. The rating
should also be treated with caution due to the difficulty in using a strategic model for detailed road
network assessment.

x

The road pricing options deliver improved outcomes against most of IV’s transport related Needs,
particularly those relating to freight efficiency, carbon emissions and meeting demand for access
to central Melbourne. Both options encourage travel by public transport, providing congestion
relief across the road network, particularly in inner areas. The negative results are the effect of
imposing an additional cost (which counts as reduced accessibility), while structural limitations of
the VITM means that it does not allow people to flexibly respond to the change in travel cost by
travelling at different times.

Individual project options
x

The Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is the best performing road project overall. This is because it
impacts a larger portion of Melbourne than the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection or North
East Link, and provides congestion relief to the high growth Northern and Western regions. The
scale of the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is significant in comparison to the other road projects –
it is more than three times longer than either the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection or
North East Link.

x

North East Link performs better than Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection in almost all of the
metrics assessed. The Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection provides relief to parts of the
existing network, while the North East Link creates a new freeway connection where none has
existed before, facilitating more efficient travel in this region. The scale of these impacts is small
relative to the technology and policy interventions tested.

x

Melbourne Metro 2 delivers the best overall contribution to the Needs of the eight projects, driven
by the large increase in capacity of the rail network that the project provides and direct
connections across the city that it facilitates. Modelling highlighted increased public transport
demand, reduced road demand, and improved accessibility to employment, health and tertiary
opportunities as well as positive impacts on freight and carbon dioxide emissions. If the land use
impacts associated with development of Fishermans Bend are also considered, Melbourne Metro
2 could generate even higher travel time and vehicle operating cost savings as well as WEBs.

x

City Loop Reconfiguration including Wallan electrification achieves medium and medium to high
scores for several transport related Needs and offers significant crowding relief to highly
congested rail corridors including Craigieburn.

x

The Rowville and Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Lines score relatively low across most transport
related Needs. These projects affect smaller catchments than the better performing rail projects.

x

Although Rowville heavy rail is not situated in a high growth area, it made a medium-high
contribution on the back of improved access to education from high growth areas.
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x

The negative rating for Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line for Need 11 relates to the assumptions
made in the modelling, including diverting some train services from the Sunbury line to Melbourne
Airport during peak periods and assuming high frequency SkyBus services are no longer provided.
The rating would improve with measures to further increase capacity on the Sunshine corridor and
ensuring a diversity of high quality transport services are available to support employees of the
airport precinct.

x

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line has been assessed as incremental to Melbourne Metro 2 and
achieves negative scores against all of the transport related Needs. This project relies on
Melbourne Metro 2 being in place to provide the necessary capacity between Clifton Hill and the
CBD for Doncaster services.

Project and policy combinations
Combinations of options were also tested and found to achieve superior outcomes against IV’s
transport related Needs as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Needs 54 assessment summary results – using 2046 modelling results for policy and project
combinations

Project and policy combinations

Options

Need 1 Need 10

Need 11

Need 13 Need 18

Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop
Reconfiguration with Wallan, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and
North East Link

H

E

E

H

H

Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop
Reconfiguration with Wallan, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North
East Link and Eastern Freeway to CityLink connection

H

E

E

H

H

Road pricing (Double Cordon) with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road and North East Link

N

E

E

H

E

Road pricing (Double Cordon) with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link and Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection

N

E

E

H

E

Autonomous vehicles with Increased trip generation , Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link and Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection

E

E

E

E

N

Autonomous vehicles with Increased trip generation , road pricing
(Double Cordon) with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy
Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
and North East Link

H

E

E

E

E

Key findings are:

54

x

Autonomous vehicles (full access to vehicles assumed across Melbourne) was tested in
combination with the three road projects (Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection, North East
Link, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road). Providing additional road connections in a future
scenario with autonomous vehicles was found to boost accessibility to areas with high
population growth and improve performance of the network with regard to freight efficiency.

x

The best performing road and rail projects (Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link,
Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration) when
combined together, achieved Exceptional or High scores against each of IV's Needs relating

Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth; Need 10: Meeting growing demand for

access to economic activity in central Melbourne; Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan employment
centres; Need 13: Improve the efficiency of supply chains: Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use.
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to transport. Adding the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection to this combination of
projects had no impact on performance against the Needs. Modelling indicates that the
addition of this project would provide some minor local relief to the road network, but have
minimal overall impact on transport network performance.
x

The addition of road pricing (double cordon) to the best performing road and rail projects
(Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link, Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport
Heavy Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration) had a more notable impact. This combination
is expected to improve performance against carbon emissions to Exceptional, but reduce
accessibility (despite faster travel times) to high growth areas due to the cost applied (noting
the modelling limitations discussed earlier). Adding the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection to this combination of projects had even less impact on road network
performance than the equivalent scenario without road pricing. Modelling indicates that the
addition of this project would have no impact on performance against IV’s Needs.

x

The best outcome of any modelled scenario was achieved with autonomous vehicles (full
access to vehicles assumed across Melbourne), road pricing (double cordon), Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link and the three best performing rail projects
(Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration). This
scenario achieved Exceptional or High scores for every Need.

Road projects with all rail projects55
Further scenarios were assessed to test the performance of the road projects in a scenario with
significant improvements to public transport capacity. Five rail projects were implemented in the
VITM – Doncaster Hill, Rowville and Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Lines, Melbourne Metro 2 and City
Loop Reconfiguration – as a way to model significant increases in public transport capacity across the
transport network. Even with significant increases in public transport capacity, a substantial amount of
the road network is expected to remain congested.
Further scenarios were assessed to test the performance of the road projects in a scenario with
significant improvements to public transport capacity. Five rail projects were implemented in the
VITM – Doncaster Hill, Rowville and Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Lines, Melbourne Metro 2 and City
Loop Reconfiguration – as a way to model significant increases in public transport capacity across the
transport network. Even with significant increases in public transport capacity, a substantial amount of
the road network is predicted to remain congested.
x

Each of the three road project options were modelled with the five rail projects as separate
scenarios, and then in combinations. As seen in Table 35, the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
had the most significant effect either alone or in combination, suggesting it serves a function
not addressed by public transport projects analysed in this report. Similarly, when the five rail
projects were combined with the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and North East Link, the
results suggest that these two road projects are complementary. Delivering North East Link
as well as the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is expected to result in increased demand along
the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, and vice versa. Freight distance travelled on congested
roads also decreased by 12% and daily carbon dioxide emissions decreased.

x

Conversely combining Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection and North East Link resulted
in reduced demand on both these corridors. The relative proximity of the projects means that
they compete for cross-city traffic. If both projects were built to their individual specifications
as assumed in this analysis, the joint economic performance may be less efficient than with

55

Because of the high contribution road pricing and autonomous vehicles made to a range of Needs, the five rail projects
modelled in combination with the road projects are scored using a different rating scale. The five rail projects achieves a score
of Medium, Low, Low, Medium, Low in Table 35, whereas using the same rating scale as the policy options shown in Table 33
the five rail projects would score High, Exceptional, High, Medium and Medium.
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each project in isolation. Revisions to each project’s configuration, capacity, connectivity and
alignment may be necessary to get the best out of a network that included Eastern Freeway
to CityLink Connection and the North East Link.

Road projects with all rail projects

Table 34: Needs 56 assessment summary results – all rail and road projects

Options

Need 1

Need 10

Need 11

Need 13

Need 18

Five rail projects
Five rail projects and Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection
Five rail projects and North East Link
Five rail projects and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
Five rail projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
Five rail projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection and North East Link
Five rail projects, North East Link and Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road

M
M

L
L

L
L

M
L

L
L

M
M-H
M-H

M
M
M

L
H
H

L
M
M-H

L
H
H

M

M

L

L

L

M-H

H

H

H

M-H

7.1 Key findings for policy reform and
technology options
The analysis indicates that autonomous vehicles, transport network pricing and a significant uplift in
public transport capacity through investment in heavy rail can significantly enhance accessibility of
Melbourne and help maximise the contribution to the five transport related Needs identified by IV.
The road pricing and/or autonomous vehicles scenario modelled dwarfs the impact of any one
individual road or public transport project assessed in this report. For simplicity, only Road Pricing was
assessed in this report, although the option identified by IV is for broader transport network pricing.
Key findings relating to the analyses of policy initiatives and technology options are noted below.

Road pricing
x

Almost one-fifth of car trips currently made in the two-hour morning peak are not related to travel
to work or education. If just 5% of the trips are suppressed, made on public transport or
undertaken at a different time of day, there will be significant improvements to travel times for
remaining road users. Road pricing is an effective policy tool for addressing this.

56

Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth; Need 10: Meeting growing demand for
access to economic activity in central Melbourne; Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan employment
centres; Need 13: Improve the efficiency of supply chains: Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use.
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x

An indicative area based charge was
applied in VITM through a double
cordon (i.e. through a dual charging
boundary as illustrated in the map –
around the CBD with a $3 charge and
inner areas of Melbourne with a $2
charge). The modelling results
highlighted reduced travel times to
the CBD and freight distance
travelled on congested roads. The
number of vehicle trips into the CBD
decreased, and the number of public
transport trips increased by 4.9%
during the morning peak period –
particularly on trams. With the double
cordon charge the inner areas of
Melbourne experienced a decrease in
congested travel on roads of more
than 35%.

x

When the indicative double cordon road pricing scheme was modelled in conjunction with public
transport improvements nominated by IV, public transport trips increased by up to 7.4% during
the morning peak. The implication here is that people need an effective alternative to any road
pricing reform. Specifically, with the double cordon road pricing scheme tested, public transport
improvements need to focus on heavy rail and tram upgrades to improve access to the CBD to
provide a suitable alternative.

x

The analysis suggests that the indicative double cordon road pricing with public transport
improvements has the capacity to emulate the ‘school holiday effect’ – relative to the non-school
holiday periods, traffic in the morning peak period in Melbourne during the school holidays is
typically lower by between 5 – 12% 57. The double cordon road pricing scheme tested in this
report is estimated to lower the road traffic across the metropolitan road network by between
4.9% and 7.4% during the morning peak.

x

The option as identified by IV is for holistic transport network pricing, not just road pricing. There
could be the opportunity to achieve more efficient use of the public transport network by
encouraging users to travel in off-peak periods 58.

x

A second indicative road pricing scenario was modelled in VITM through a CBD cordon charge of
$3 combined with a modest distance-based charge (5c per kilometre) across the whole network.
Personal car trips reduced and kilometres travelled in private vehicles also reduced – much more
in outer regions than in the CBD cordon area. This indicative scenario resulted in reduced
transport accessibility. This is because a distance-based charge was imposed on outer areas of
Melbourne without access to high quality public transport services in comparison to the inner
areas surrounding the cordon, which do have access to a high quality public transport network.

57 VicRoads
58

Traffic Monitor 2013-14, Traffic Volumes by week of the year.

In reality, some trips which are modelled to occur during the morning peak period are likely to move to the inter-peak period,

including some of the modelled 4.9% to 7.4% trips shifting to public transport. Peak spreading behaviour cannot be captured in
the VITM and this particularly limits the modelling of the transport network pricing options.
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Autonomous vehicles
x

The potential impacts of autonomous vehicles are the subject of wide debate in the international
literature. A range of scenarios were considered to test the likely impacts of autonomous
vehicles.

x

One of the scenarios tested assumed that autonomous vehicles use the existing capacity of the
road network more effectively through improvements in vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-toinfrastructure communication. Building on these traffic flow efficiency gains, a second scenario
assumed every household in Melbourne has access to autonomous vehicles (whereas today 91%
of households own cars 59). The modelling results under this scenario indicates that this will lead
to large increases in traffic on freeways. Congestion however is unlikely to worsen due to the
assumed infrastructure efficiency gains. The modelling showed significant increases in car trips
(up to 9%) and reductions in public transport trips, while average speed across the network
increased.

x

If autonomous vehicles do not realise assumed traffic efficiency gains then they are expected to
contribute to increased congestion. To maximise the benefits of autonomous vehicles, it is
necessary to implement policy mechanisms that support/ encourage ‘ride-sharing’ (to minimise
empty vehicle movements) and limit excessive travel for instance through road pricing.

x

Road pricing (double cordon) was tested with autonomous vehicles under a scenario, which
assumes that all households in Melbourne have access to autonomous vehicles. The modelling
results showed reduced congestion and improved accessibility, relative to the 2046 Base Case.
The time spent travelling reduced by more than 10%. There were also significant benefits for
freight, with travel in congested conditions reducing by more than 30%.

x

Accessibility changes significantly with road pricing (double cordon) and autonomous vehicles
with all households across Melbourne having access to an autonomous vehicle. Figure 89 shows
accessibility to employment is significantly better than the 2046 Base Case. The modelling
highlighted that with road pricing some trips to the inner city were encouraged to shift to public
transport, freeing-up network capacity, resulting in higher speeds on roads for travellers to middle
and outer employment centres. Altering accessibility on a similar scale by building infrastructure
would require significant investment in public transport and road capacity. For example, a similar
improvement in accessibility was achieved in a modelled scenario, which included the City Loop
Reconfiguration, Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail, Outer Metropolitan Ring
Road and North East Link.

x

Comparable changes in accessibility were not found from individual road and public transport
projects. Rather, combining the policy and technology options achieved superior outcomes
against IV’s transport related Needs.

59

Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013

http://censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2011/quickstat/2GMEL
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Figure 89: Change in accessibility in 2046 relative to Base Case: Autonomous vehicles and road pricing

The indicative double cordon
road pricing scheme
increases travel costs to the
CBD. Accessibility is based
on the generalised cost of
travel and in this modelled
scenario accessibility in the
inner City is reduced due to
the increase in travel cost,
despite improved travel
times.

7.2 Key findings for projects
Preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of 2025.
Preliminary benefit-cost ratios for each project were calculated using the lower and upper project cost
estimates provided by IV, and with and without WEBs. These results are reported in Table 36.
Under the scenarios tested in this report, the following projects were estimated to have a preliminary
benefit to cost ratio (BCR) greater than 1 (using a discount rate of 7%):

x
x

North East Link (both with and without dependent infrastructure upgrades);

x

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line.

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road; and

The following projects were estimated to have a preliminary BCR greater than 1 (using a discount rate
of 7%) under some, but not all scenarios tested in this report:

x

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification), although the result with WEBs may be
underestimated due to limitations in the analysis; and

x

Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection (including dependent infrastructure upgrades), although
the result with WEBs may be overestimated due to limitations in the analysis.

The following projects were estimated to have a preliminary BCR less than 1 under all of the
scenarios tested in this report (using a discount rate of 7%):
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x

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification), although the result with WEBs may be
underestimated due to limitations in the analysis.

x
x

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent infrastructure upgrades) 60;

x

Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel) – Newport to Clifton Hill;

x
x

Rowville Heavy Rail Line; and

Melbourne Metro 2 – Newport to Parkville only;

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line.

A BCR greater than 1 (at a 7% discount rate) should not be used as a pass or fail. Whilst the BCR is
an important benchmark, it is not the only consideration in IV’s evaluation framework. Moreover, each
project in this report is assessed for economic performance in isolation, meaning that the project
relationships and impacts on each other are not captured, nor is the effect of policy or technology
change considered.
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented for the Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
should be interpreted with caution. This project serves a unique market, and would be particularly
sensitive to inputs and assumptions in the demand modelling. This includes factors such as air travel
(and its distribution across eastern Australian airports), travel behaviour specific for access to the
airport, and different alignment and transport network connection assumptions. These assumptions
are specific to Melbourne Airport and have not been captured in the preliminary economic analysis.
There is relatively lower certainty on these assumptions than for the other projects and further data
gathering and modelling would be necessary to assess this option with a high degree of confidence.
The demand modelling undertaken using the VITM is indicative and due to rail network capacity
constraints a reduction in the number of services on the Sunbury line was required. A second
scenario tested in VITM modelled a dedicated Heavy Rail Line to Melbourne Airport that terminates in
the CBD and does not require a reduction in services on the Sunbury line. Under the dedicated rail line
scenario, the forecast patronage declined due to the absence of direct airport access from the
Dandenong corridor. A dedicated line would also require significantly higher capital investment.
Modelling indicates that the City Loop Reconfiguration would likely cause a small shift from car to
public transport modes. The project offers significant benefits in the crowding relief it is expected to
provide for customers on the Craigieburn and Upfield lines and additional services on the Glen
Waverley rail line (even though this is not crowded). The project is likely to relieve crowding along
these lines to within ‘load standards’. However, modelling indicates that the rail corridor between
Wallan and Craigieburn is highly constrained, nearing ‘crush capacity’, even with additional services.
This suggests issues in the preliminary service plan used for the basis of this assessment, and that
more services should have started from Wallan rather than only starting from Craigieburn. There is no
reason to have ‘crush capacity’ on the outer extent of a metropolitan rail line. It is also important to
note that the future year Base Case for the road network has an impact on the modelling results in
this area, and may need to be refined through more detailed assessment. Overall, given the issues in
the modelling assumptions, it is likely that this assessment underestimates the benefits of this
project.
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented here for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection are not directly comparable with the previous analyses detailed in the East West Link
Project Business Case 61. The analysis undertaken here is of a preliminary nature, suitable for strategic
infrastructure planning purposes but not for detailed business case preparation. Furthermore, there
are differences in the strategic transport model used in this report relative to that used in the

60

Preliminary BCR is 0.97; which rounds up to 1.0 when the BCR is rounded to one decimal place.

61

State Government of Victoria, 2014, http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/east-west-link-announcement/
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Business Case as well as differences in the range of inputs and assumptions such as population and
employment forecasts, transport network assumptions, economic parameters and project timing.
As noted in the limitations of this study, the land use impacts of major transport projects have not
been assessed in this report. This is particularly relevant for Melbourne Metro 2 which will
significantly enhance the accessibility of Fishermans Bend major urban renewal area and make the
development more attractive. Urban consolidation facilitated by the Melbourne Metro 2 in the
Fishermans Bend area will in turn contribute to increased agglomeration benefits (WB1) arising from
cluster effects as well as move to more productive jobs (WB2b). Urban consolidation facilitated by
Melbourne Metro 2 in the Fishermans Bend area will also lead to increased conventional benefits
such as travel time and vehicle operating cost savings.
These impacts have not been estimated in this report and could significantly underestimate the
benefits associated with Melbourne Metro 2 and the urban consolidation facilitated by this project at
the Fishermans Bend urban renewal area in particular.
Table 35: Preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Preliminary BCR
without WEBs

Preliminary BCR
with WEBs 62

FYRR 63

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades)1

1.4 - 2.1

2.2 - 3.1

12.7% - 19.0%

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

1.4 - 2.1

1.6 - 2.3

5.6% - 8.4%

North East Link (without dependent infrastructure
upgrades)1

1.2 - 1.7

1.7 - 2.4

9.0% - 13.5%

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

1.0 - 1.4

1.2 - 1.6

0.5% - 0.8%

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification)

0.8 - 1.1

0.9 - 1.2

0.4% - 0.6%

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades)

0.7 - 0.9

1.1 - 1.4

5.1% - 6.6%

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan)2

0.6 - 0.8

0.6 - 0.8

1.9% - 2.8%

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without
dependent infrastructure upgrades)3

0.6 - 0.7

0.8 - 1.0

3.6% - 4.7%

Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)4

0.4 - 0.5

0.4 - 0.5

0.9% - 1.4%

Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel)

0.3 - 0.5

0.4 - 0.5

0.8% - 1.2%

Project

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

0.3 - 0.5

0.3 - 0.5

0.7% - 1.1%

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

0.1 - 0.1

0.1 - 0.2

-0.3% - -0.5%

Note: The BCR ranges presented are based on lower and upper project cost estimates.
1. North East Link without dependent projects: excludes widening on the Eastern Freeway, M80 and selected feeder routes.
2. City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan: no electrification or service level increase to Wallan.
3. Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection without dependent upgrades: excludes widening on the Eastern Freeway and
selected feeder routes.
4. Melbourne Metro 2 – Newport to Parkville: new rail tunnel extending to Parkville, rather than Clifton Hill.

For those projects that deliver a preliminary BCR greater than 1 with WEBs under both lower and
upper project cost estimates, the optimal opening year from an economic perspective is also
assessed. The FYRR was used as an indicator for assessing the optimal opening year. The results are
reported in Table 37.

62

Due to the preliminary nature of the modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to

overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
63

First Year Rate of Return (FYRR) assesses the economic return on investment in the first year after opening, and in this case

assumes that construction of each option commences in 2025.
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Table 36: Optimal opening year using FYRR as an indicator for projects that have a BCR greater than 1
(preliminary assessment) 64

Project

Preliminary assessment
Economically optimal opening
year – Lower cost

Preliminary assessment
Economically optimal opening
year – Upper cost

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades)

Immediate

Immediate

North East Link (without dependent infrastructure
upgrades)

Immediate

2022

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

2028

2032

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

2036

2039

City Loop Reconfiguration

2039

2045

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades)

2032

2047

Unlike roads, rail projects have been designed to deliver capacity over a long timeframe with benefits
realised over a very long period. In addition to the limitations explained earlier regarding the
assessment of WEBs, this contributes to the optimal timing for the rail projects tested in this report
being later than the road projects.

64

This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed

land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.
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Appendix A - Modelling suitability
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Disclaimer and limitations
Inherent limitations
This report has been prepared as outlined in the Scope Section. The services provided in connection with this
engagement comprise an advisory engagement, which is not subject to assurance or other standards issued by the
Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards Board and, consequently no opinions or conclusions intended to convey
assurance have been expressed.
KPMG does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness, reasonableness, or reliability of
the information included (whether directly or by reference) in the report, statements, representations and documentation
provided by Infrastructure Victoria’s management and stakeholders consulted as part of the process, and/or the
achievement or reasonableness of any plans, projections, forecasts, management targets, prospects or returns described
(whether express or implied) in the report. There will usually be differences between forecast or projected and actual
results, because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected or predicted and those differences may
be material. Additionally, KPMG does not make any confirmation or assessment of the commercial merits, technical
feasibility or compliance with any applicable legislation or regulation of the transport policy reforms, technology
interventions and/or major transport projects described in this report.
KPMG have indicated within this report the sources of the information provided. We have not sought to independently
verify those sources unless otherwise noted within the report.
KPMG is under no obligation in any circumstance to update this report, in either oral or written form, for events occurring
after the report has been issued in final form.
The findings in this report have been formed on the above basis.

Third party reliance
This report is solely for the purpose set out in the Scope Section and for the information of Infrastructure Victoria, and is
not to be used for any other purpose or distributed to any other party without KPMG’s prior written consent.
This report has been prepared at the request of Infrastructure Victoria in accordance with the terms of KPMG’s contract
with the State of Victoria dated 15 September 2015. Other than our responsibility to Infrastructure Victoria, neither KPMG
nor any member or employee of KPMG undertakes responsibility arising in any way from reliance placed by a third party
on this report. Any reliance placed is that party’s sole responsibility.

Distribution
This KPMG report was produced solely for the use and benefit of Infrastructure Victoria and cannot be relied on or
distributed, in whole or in part, in any format by any other party. The report is dated 27 September 2016, and KPMG
accepts no liability for and has not undertaken work in respect of any event subsequent to that date which may affect
this report.
Any redistribution of this report requires the prior written approval of KPMG and in any event is to be a complete and
unaltered version of this report and accompanied only by such other materials as KPMG may agree.
Responsibility for the security of any electronic distribution of this report remains the responsibility of Infrastructure
Victoria and KPMG accepts no liability if the report is or has been altered in any way by any person.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Infrastructure Victoria (IV) has been established as an independent statutory authority, providing
expert advice and guiding decision-making on Victoria’s infrastructure needs and priorities. IV is
currently preparing a 30-year infrastructure strategy that will outline short, medium and longterm infrastructure needs and priorities for Victoria. To inform this strategy, IV is undertaking an
options assessment of policy reforms and infrastructure projects that would support core
objectives of improving social, economic and environmental outcomes for Victoria.
IV’s All things considered 1 options paper considered several policy reform, technology and
major project options which have the potential to address Victoria’s future infrastructure
demand. Building on the option scoping work completed to date, IV has commissioned further
quantitative analysis of transport specific policy reform, technology change and major project
options. KPMG, Arup and Jacobs have been engaged by IV to undertake demand modelling and
economic assessment to appraise a range of transport projects, technology changes and policy
reforms.

1.2 Purpose
This project is being completed to provide IV with a more robust approach to assess the major
transport projects and policies being considered in their 30-year infrastructure strategy.
Strategic transport modelling allows the impact of the options on the transport network and
accessibility to be assessed. Modelling outputs have been used to understand the ability of the
various options to address the needs identified in IV’s consultation report We Hear You 2.
Modelling has also been used to inform the economic assessment of the major transport
projects undertaken in this report.
It is expected that high-priority projects and policies, if pursued by Government, will be subject
to further investigation, modelling and assessment appropriate for business case development.

1

Infrastructure Victoria, All Things Considered: Exploring options for Victoria’s 30-year infrastructure strategy, May

2016.
2

Infrastructure Victoria, We Hear You: Finalising the framework for Victoria’s 30-year infrastructure strategy, April 2016.
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1.3 This report
This is a technical appendix describing the strategic transport modelling tools adopted in this
study, the tools’ suitability and the approach adopted to assess each of the options. Following
this introductory section, the remainder of this Appendix is structured as follows:

x

Section 2 sets out details of the transport demand modelling tools and their suitability for this
engagement. In particular, relevant inputs and assumptions that are inherent to the models
are highlighted along with any limitations and implications for interpreting the model results.

x

Section 3 describes the scope of policy reform and technological change options considered
and discusses the current policy context for each option.

x

Having articulated the limitations of the agreed models and the scope of policy reform options
being considered here, Section 4 describes the approach to modelling the policy reform and
technological change options.

2
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2 Demand modelling
For the purpose of developing a long term infrastructure plan and this engagement, the proposed
projects, policies and technology options (illustrated in Figure 1) are expected to undergo a highlevel assessment to establish priorities and confirm high level feasibility. It is expected that highpriority projects and policies, if pursued by the Government, will be subject to further detailed
modelling and assessment appropriate for business case development and funding submission.
Figure 1: Major projects, policy reform and technological change options assessed

Further detail on the models used for assessing high level demand is discussed in this section.
The modelling tools’ strengths and limitations within the context of the scope of this study are
also discussed.

2.1 Model overview
2.1.1 Victorian Integrated Transport Model
The Victorian Integrated Transport Model (VITM) is a strategic transport network demand model
of the Melbourne metropolitan area. The model is owned and maintained by the Department of
Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources (DEDJTR). The model is one of the tools
used by Victorian Government to:

x

inform its infrastructure and service planning;

x

develop projects and investment proposals submitted to government for funding
consideration; and
3
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x

forecast revenue from public transport fares and tolls.

VITM is used by the Government to test and assess transport policies and strategies, forecast
future demands on the transport network, and analyse the potential impacts of road, public
transport and land-use planning policies and projects. The model is based on a four-step approach
that can be described broadly as follows:

x

Trip Generation - determining the intensity of trip making to/from land use parcels/zones;

x

Trip Distribution and Mode Choice - distributing trips originating in any given zone across all
destination zones and predicting the intensity of travel between each origin and destination
pair on any one of the available travel modes; and

x

Assignment - allocating the intensity of trips between origin and destination zones to
available road and public transport routes.

The steps above are a simplification of the VITM as each step can have a number of sub-routines
that provide further input and sophistication to the model processes.

Model specification
The version of VITM used for this project is the May 2016 version held by DEDJTR 3. The model
features:

x

3,098 internal and 3,164 total travel zones, representing the Melbourne Metropolitan area
and surrounds;

x

four time periods (AM peak: 7-9am, inter-peak: 9am-3pm, PM peak: 3-6pm, and off-peak:
6pm-7am) representing an average non-school holiday weekday;

x

nine trip purposes;

x

road and public transport modes;

x

multiple vehicle types including car, light commercial vehicles, rigid trucks and articulated
trucks;

x

multiple public transport modes including train (metro and V/Line), trams and buses;

x

optional public transport capacity constraint; and

x

use of outputs from the Freight Movement Model (FMM) to forecast truck volumes.

This is the latest version of the VITM that has been through a validation process. No changes
have been made to this model for use on the IV project.

Inputs
For forecasting, various data inputs must be defined at each stage of the model process. A
summary of key inputs for VITM are:

x

land use information (e.g. population, employment, number of households);

x

road network (including timing for forecast network improvements);

x

public transport network and services; and

x

travel costs (fares, vehicle operating costs, tolls, values of time).

DEDJTR has formed a “Reference Case” in VITM to establish a standardised set of assumptions
for strategic transport modelling across Government for current and future years. The Reference
Case is a suite of assumptions, interventions and future trends agreed across the transport

3

VITM2015_160226_V4b_LXRA
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portfolio, in relation to inputs required by the VITM. Reference Case inputs were provided by
DEDJTR for 2011, 2021, 2031 and 2046.

2.1.2 Outline Transport Model
The Outline Transport Model (OTM) is a strategic level transport model maintained by DEDJTR
and is based on and calibrated to the VITM Reference Case for 2011 and 2046. The OTM is
spatially aggregated and lower resolution model relative to VITM. OTM has been designed to
allow the user to assess high level implications of future demographic, pricing and technology
changes on travel behaviour. The OTM includes the following features and specifications:

x

built in Microsoft Excel;

x

uses a four-step travel model approach to approximate the 2011 VITM Reference Case;

x

31 geographical zones, dividing Melbourne into five orbital rings (CBD, Inner, Middle, Outer
and Far Outer) and nine radial corridors;

x

simplified Trip Generation, Distribution and Mode Share processes relative to VITM; and

x

current version has a simplified ‘representative’ link system which does not consider
individual roads or public transport links.

A key difference between the OTM and VITM is that there is no feedback between the
Assignment and other modules in OTM, meaning that the OTM represents an ‘unconstrained’
demand scenario. The OTM also uses a gravity model for Trip Distribution while VITM uses a
combined mode and destination choice model.
The OTM reports on key indicators such as number of trips by travel purpose, mode shares and
average trip times and distances. The OTM also reports a range of more detailed outputs by
origin and destination.

Model specification
The latest OTM version (2.0.1) has been applied for this work. An accessibility module and some
additional reporting functionality has been incorporated for this study relative to the most recent
version available from DEDJTR (version 2.0.0). The model features:

x

31 travel zones, representing the Melbourne Metropolitan area;

x

57 representative links representing the road and public transport networks;

x

two time periods (AM peak: 7-9am, inter-peak: 9am-3pm); and

x

road and public transport modes.

The OTM considers person-trips separately by purpose (work, business and other trips using the
same definitions as VITM), by mode (car and public transport), by year (2011 and 2046) and by
period (AM and inter-peak).
The model is calibrated to VITM for Trip Generation, Trip Distribution and “headline results”. The
detailed results of the calibration are shown in Attachment A. The OTM has not been validated
at a link-flow level, or at any greater level of detail than that shown in Attachment A.

Inputs
The following inputs to OTM are similar to the inputs to VITM:

x

population by usual residence by age group (0-17, 18-64 and 65+) as per VITM;

x

employment by place of work by category (retail and non-retail) as per VITM;

x

value of travel time (VTT) of $34.78 for business trips and $10.87 for all other trips (in 2006
dollars);

5
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x

perceived vehicle operating cost (VOC) of $0.2057 and $0.1617 for business and all other
trips respectively in 2011 and $0.2883 and $0.2243 in 2046 (in 2006 dollars); and

x

parking costs which vary by location and purpose are included as per the VITM Reference
Case.

Further detail on the OTM including the calculation processes and geographical definitions of the
zone and link system and is shown in Attachment B.

2.2 Model suitability
2.2.1 Limitations of ‘four-step’ models
Notwithstanding the model specific limitations noted below, it is worth stating the limitations
associated with all strategic transport models – particularly those based on ‘four-step’ process.
Four-step transport models are designed to replicate current levels of demand, movement
patterns and system capacities. This detailed representation provides a powerful resource for
forecasting and for policy and strategy development purposes. Even if conventional transport
models are significantly extended in capability terms, some policy and strategy options will
remain difficult to fully test using a four stage approach. Conventional transport models therefore
need to be supplemented by other techniques when assessing the effects of transport system
changes that are expected to have a step-change in people’s mobility and travel behaviours.
People’s response to changes in the transport system using ‘four-step’ models are predicated
on past decision making, therefore testing paradigm shifts such as autonomous vehicles and ride
sharing would introduce more uncertainty than the traditional projects.
Strategic models are an estimate of future demand, trip making patterns and mode choice. Given
the uncertainty over long term model inputs, there is likewise uncertainty inherent to the
modelling outputs. Similarly a strategic model cannot be expected to accurately forecast short
term changes and is best suited to longer term projections.
The OTM and VITM are also both reliant on land use forecasts as a key input to the models and
the transport demand forecasts depend on the accuracy of these land use inputs. Neither model
is able to forecast departure time choice and are therefore restricted in modelling interventions
whose objective is to shift demand into time periods that are less congested (peak spreading).

2.2.2 Victorian Integrated Transport Model
Strengths
VITM is the State Government’s strategic transport model used for assessment of major
transport projects in Melbourne. VITM has been used in Victoria for provision of inputs to
strategy development, project business cases and funding submissions and to inform detailed
design. Recent land use and transport projects that have adopted VITM as the modelling tool
include Regional Rail Link, all growth area projects, Level Crossing Removal Program,
Cranbourne-Pakenham Line Upgrade and Melbourne Metro.
A wide variety of outputs can be extracted from VITM, with the most common being:

x

highway network statistics (traffic volumes, travel times, vehicle kilometres travelled);

x

public transport statistics (public transport patronage, passenger kilometres travelled,
passenger hours travelled);

x

mode share; and

x

trip lengths.
6
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Specific strengths of the VITM include:

x

a ‘four-step’ model, which is the common basis for many strategic transport models globally;

x

developed in Cube Voyager, a leading software platform for transport modelling;

x

parameters based on extensive household travel surveys for Melbourne;

x

has the capability of representing four distinct time periods and also daily travel (for an
average weekday);

x

comprises a detailed road network (over 67,000 one-way links) and public transport network
(all individual rail, bus and tram services);

x

has the capability of representing intricacies of the Melbourne transport network such as
level crossings, toll roads, park and ride, freight movements and airport trips;

x

detailed reporting capabilities which provide rich outputs, suitable for economic appraisal,
including wider economic benefits (WEBs) and is an important tool for the government in
preparing business cases for major projects and policy reforms; and

x

calibration / validation against significant observed data set of road volumes and public
transport demands.

Congestion is a major issue in Melbourne and the modelled network noted above allows road
congestion and public transport crowding effects to be modelled in detail and fed into overall
processes affecting trip distribution, mode choice and route choice.
The wide use of the model, and the openness of its inputs and modelling assumptions, mean
the VITM is also widely understood by most government departments and industry practitioners.
A number of independent reviews of the VITM and its application to transport projects in Victoria
have been undertaken over the years, including assessments by RAND Corporation and Evans
and Peck.

Limitations
While VITM is a powerful strategic transport modelling tool, it possesses a number of limitations
that should be considered in gauging its suitability for forecasting impacts of some types of
system changes:

x

Inability to model changes in ‘time of departure’ as the proportion of people travelling in each
time period is fixed. Testing pricing schemes such as dynamic pricing will therefore not
directly achieve the desired effect of shifting people to time periods with less congestion.
Similarly, the model assumes average travel conditions within the defined model periods and
changing travel patterns and system performance within these periods cannot be explicitly
modelled.

x

Mode choice behaviour is calibrated using 2007 VISTA survey and 2006 Census data. The
model assumes that people will continue to make decisions in a similar manner. This
increases the uncertainty of modelling policy scenarios and technological change.

x

Active modes are not assigned to the network, rather a fixed proportion of active trips are
assumed (based on trip purpose, car availability, region etc.) and removed from the demand
matrices.

x

The availability of a car to a household plays a significant role in mode choice and directly
modelling the impacts of ride sharing and driverless vehicles on trip making patterns is not
possible.

x

The current method for assigning freight trips (defined as trips undertaken by freight vehicles
4.5 tonnes and larger) to the road network treats trucks the same as cars (with trucks
possessing a higher value of time) – as a result VITM may assign truck trips to roads it is
known trucks do not use relative to the known truck preferred routes.
7
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x

The VITM toll module adopts a network-wide strategic approach to tolling, rather than the
more sophisticated approaches adopted in project-specific assessments. This means that
parts of the toll road network may perform differently than others when compared against
observed data and more detailed assessment would be required to understand the impacts
of individual road projects.

x

VITM does not explicitly consider many aspects of the city’s urban and economic system,
household and individual activity patterns and choice factors that also bear on travel
behaviour. For example, working hour patterns have a significant bearing on travel behaviour,
but the modelling process reflects the aggregate behaviour in the light of existing patterns.
Some of these broader aspects of the urban system may constrain or influence travel
behaviour in different ways as the city evolves and may impact (in an uncertain way) on the
extent to which some transport policy initiatives affect future travel behaviour.

x

DEDJTR have developed a State-wide Victorian Integrated Transport Model (SVITM) which
they are considering to integrate with the VITM. Regional travel is represented in the VITM
at a high level, with trips generated for areas external to metropolitan Melbourne and demand
assigned to V/Line services. A much greater level of detail is included for the metropolitan
Melbourne network, which is appropriate for this study given it focuses on metropolitan
issues.

x

Land use is an exogenous input to VITM, with transport network performance assessed using
a given set of land use assumptions. Like most ‘four-step’ models, VITM takes into account
induced demand through inclusion of suppressed demand. In order to fully estimate induced
demand and capture the overall impacts on travel behaviour and trip patterns, spatial
interactions between the land use and transport systems need to be considered.

x

While the VITM can report outcomes at a fine level of detail, caution should be taken when
interpreting results. For instance, volumes on individual road links and entries/ exits at
individual rail stations would be expected to vary in their accuracy.

Although not a limitation, a VITM usability issue is the protracted run time, taking up to 5 days to
run. This limits the ability for the model to be used for testing a variety of options in a timely
manner.

2.2.3 Outline Transport Model
Strengths
The OTM has been successfully used for policy and land use scenario testing to support the
development of transport network strategies being developed by DEDJTR. The OTM is calibrated
to the VITM and produces similar outputs, including person and vehicle kilometres, trip times,
distances and volumes by mode, purpose and time period. It also produces a range of other
useful strategic indicators, including accessibility metrics.
As the model is calibrated to VITM (at a higher level of spatial aggregation), the impacts can be
understood at a coarser geographical scale than the detailed transport zones reported in VITM.
This in turn implies that policy, pricing and technology reform options that require more detailed
analysis will then need to be assessed through VITM.
One of the main benefits of OTM is that the fixed and variable pricing (by mode, origin, destination
and/or link), behavioural parameters (values of time and vehicle operating costs) and
demographic/population scenarios can be easily defined and quickly run in the OTM.

Limitations
As the OTM is based on and calibrated to VITM, it shares all of VITM's limitations as described
in the section above. The key features of the OTM are that it is:

x

Significantly faster than VITM in terms of producing results, while providing similar
forecasting ability for high level indicators; and
8
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x

More user friendly than VITM in terms of setting up and testing a wide range of demographic,
pricing and technology scenarios.

In order to achieve these objectives, compromises on the scope, functionality and flexibility of
the model (relative to VITM) were necessary. Select relevant limitations of the OTM are described
below:

x

The OTM is a high level, strategic model with low spatial resolution. This means that impacts
on individual zones and links are subject to greater variability than VITM. For this reason, the
OTM is not suitable for assessing specific project alignments or configurations.

x

The OTM is not able to consider the effects of increased congestion and induced demand on
travel behaviour. In this sense, the OTM represents an 'unconstrained demand' case for
travel desire lines, as it is not able to account for the generalised cost implications of
additional traffic.

x

The OTM contains no representations of actual road or public transport links, instead relying
on a simplified representative transport network. Link capacities (and therefore VolumeCapacity ratios) based on the simplified link system are approximate and indicative only.

x

The OTM does not contain any representation of freight movements.

2.3 Implications for interpreting results
There are a number of implications for interpreting the model results given the above noted
model limitations and having considered the scope of this study.
Model outputs are always an approximation of what can be expected in the real environment.
The VITM as a strategic planning tool is better at representing strategic level demands and
patterns (i.e. across screen lines/cordons) than individual links or segments within a network. As
such, certain outputs from the VITM need to be treated with caution and interpreted with an
understanding of the model’s strengths and weaknesses and the input assumptions that are an
inherent part of the forecasting process.
For this study the VITM has been used for comparative testing of alternative scenarios. Key
assumptions are maintained, while specific inputs related to the differences between scenarios
are varied. This allows scenario impacts to be compared in a systematic way. While there are
weaknesses in the model, it is assumed that these weaknesses are unlikely to change the
relative performance of scenarios.
Modelling outcomes are directly related to the modelling inputs and assumptions applied.
Different sets of assumptions can lead to different results. The assumptions used for the policy
scenarios are more uncertain than the project scenarios. It is important to note that VITM outputs
for these options are considered as possible future scenarios rather than forecasts, and a range
of future outcomes are possible.
The OTM produces similar outputs to VITM. Given the limitations described previously, the OTM
is suitable for estimating indicative changes in unconstrained demand for variables which affect
the city as a whole, including shifts in the growth and spatial distribution of population and
employment, changes in valuation of travel time (VTT), perceived vehicle operating costs (VOC)
and various road pricing regimes. The OTM is also able to provide indicative revenue forecasts
for road pricing regimes. The OTM is not suitable for estimating the impacts of schemes which
affect localised areas (e.g. individual projects).
Implications for interpreting the modelled results for each project and policy will be discussed in
the final reporting as appropriate. As future demand is dependent on a number of variable
economic factors and forecasting inputs (e.g. demographics, urban form and settlement patterns,
income, employment rates, etc.), the economic appraisal results will be presented as a range to
capture how variations in demand may impact the outcomes.
9
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3 Policy Reform Options Scope
3.1 Introduction
The following section describes the specific policy reform options being considered by IV and the
needs to be assessed in this study. The objective is to understand the scope of policy options to
determine the most appropriate modelling tool to undertake the modelling and the approach for
implementing the policy in the model.

3.2 Technological change
3.2.1 Option as described in All things considered
All things considered listed three technological change options that require further development
in order to undertake an assessment:

x
x
x

Advanced Traffic Management (ATM) – expanding the use of traffic management tools (such
as lane use management, access ramp signalling and CCTV) to manage freeway flows and
achieve higher levels of efficiency and reliability.
Automated Car Technology – introducing regulations to permit the use of automated
driverless vehicle technology on Victorian roads.
Driverless vehicles and ridesharing – incentivising and facilitating the take up of fully
driverless vehicles as a shared mobility option for transport users.

All of the technological options are expected to contribute to Need 10 Meet growing demand for
access to economic activity in Melbourne and Need 11 Improve access to middle and outer
metropolitan major employment centres.
ATM was initially assessed as offering a significant contribution to Need 10, which on a whole of
life cost range between $500 million to $1 billion in benefits.

3.2.2 Sub-options considered
In addition to ATM, four sub-options were identified and agreed with IV for testing in this study.
These sub-options build on the technological changes identified in All things considered:

x

Sub-option A: Autonomous vehicles and autonomous taxis;

x

Sub-option B: Autonomous vehicles;

x

Sub-option C: Autonomous electric vehicles;

x

Sub-option D: Autonomous electric vehicles and autonomous taxis; and

x

Sub-option E: Advanced traffic management.
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3.2.3 Context and research
Driverless vehicles
Fully autonomous and driverless vehicles are no longer just a concept. Many of the world’s
largest companies, including Google, Apple, Tesla, Nissan and Ford are involved in a race to
develop mass-market autonomous vehicles (AVs) 4. These technologies are likely to be available
in the market by 2020. 5 In the United States, the Department of Transportation’s National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has distinguished five different levels of vehicle
automation 6:
1

No automation – driver is in complete control of primary controls;

2

Function-specific automation – driver can give limited authority to a primary control (e.g.,
maintenance of speed via cruise control);

3

Combined-function automation – automation of at least 2 primary control functions working
together (e.g., Adaptive Cruise Control and Lane Keeping Assist);

4

Limited self-driving automation – the driver may cede full control of all safety-critical vehicle
functions under certain conditions but is expected to be available for occasional control; and

5

Self-driving automation – in which the vehicle performs all functions and monitors roadway
conditions for the entire trip.

AVs have the potential to reduce the perceived marginal costs of travel and shift the economics
of transport to favour autonomous ride-sourcing services (autonomous taxis). This has the
potential to change the existing model of private car ownership. Reduced perceived costs of
travel may encourage citizens to accept longer travel times, increase demand for travel, increase
congestion and urban sprawl.
In addition, driverless freight vehicles may allow freight to be transferred overnight, reducing
freight costs and optimising supply chains. Conversely, if new autonomous ride-sourcing services
are to achieve mass take-up, this would increase the marginal cost of travel as the user perceives
100 per cent of the costs on a marginal basis as fare. This is contrary to the existing model of car
ownership in which most travel costs are sunk (such as vehicle cost, registration and insurance
for example) and are therefore not perceived on a marginal (i.e. per km) basis. A shift away from
private car ownership would therefore encourage urban consolidation and regeneration.
Notwithstanding regulatory hurdles and the time lag for AVs to penetrate existing fleet, AVs could
plausibly be the dominant mode of transport by 2046; and falls within the planning horizon for
IV’s 30-year infrastructure strategy.
Regulatory changes required for vehicles to operate autonomously on Australian roads are
currently the subject of a review by the National Transport Commission (NTC) after a request by
the Transport and Infrastructure Council. An issues paper (Regulatory Barriers to More
Automated Road and Rail Vehicles) was released in February 2016, and a discussion paper in
May 2016 (Regulatory Options for Automated Vehicles). The main regulatory changes highlighted
in these publications are the adaption of Australian road rules to allow vehicles to be operated
without a driver, and the adaption of Australian Deign Rules (ADRs) to set the appropriate
manufacturing standards for autonomous vehicles in Australia. Modern car manufacturing is a

4

Information week, June 2016, Google, Tesla and Apple Race for Electric, Autonomous Vehicle Talent
(http://www.informationweek.com/it-life/google-tesla-and-apple-race-for-electric-autonomous-vehicle-talent/d/did/1324351).

5

Driverless car market watch, accessed 17 June 2016 (http://www.driverless-future.com/?page_id=384).

NHTSA Press Release, May 2013,
(http://www.nhtsa.gov/About+NHTSA/Press+Releases/U.S.+Department+of+Transportation+Releases+Policy+on+Aut
omated+Vehicle+Development).
6
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globally integrated business, and commercialisation of autonomous vehicle technology will likely
give rise to the development of international standards which can be adopted by ADRs. Any new
international standards will need to be implemented in a timely manner to the ADRs to minimise
disruptions to the commercialisation process.
Clarity will also be needed on the role of the driver and the concept of control. Current regulations
stipulate the driver is responsible for operation of a motor vehicle, and accountable where a
vehicle is operated in breach of the rules. Responsibility for rule breaches may lie with range of
vehicle operators and providers of facilitating services, and would need to be defined in any rule
changes.
Electric vehicles
Electric vehicles (EVs) use electricity as their main energy source and will have a key role in the
future of motor vehicles. EVs will contribute to reduced running costs, greenhouse gas emissions
and air pollution. This will result in reduced marginal cost of travel for vehicle trips. The current
perceived cost (inclusive of all taxes) of fuel for electric vehicles is approximately 4.6 cents per
kilometre 7, in comparison to that of conventional petrol/diesel vehicles at approximately 13.3
cents per kilometre.
Furthermore, EVs have substantially lower maintenance costs due to engines having fewer
moving parts in the drive train. Consequently, non-perceived costs of driving an electric vehicle
over the course of a year would be approximately 30% lower than that of a conventional engine
vehicle 8.
The mass-market uptake of EVs in Australia however faces a number of challenges:

x

costs – EVs are currently more expensive than similar petrol vehicles, and operating cost
savings do no outweigh the higher purchase costs. The trends suggests that this could
change within the next few years as technology advances and economies of scale are
realised in EV production; and

x

charging infrastructure – supply of supporting infrastructure including battery recharging and
changeover stations are a limitation, though is increasingly being addressed through the
growing number of charging stations as well as higher mileage of EVs per charge.

A previous study commissioned by the Victorian Government modelled the penetration of electric
vehicles in the Victorian market. The study concluded that even without any government
intervention, electric and plug in hybrid electric vehicles will have significant market share in all
vehicle market segments within 15 years. The modelling also demonstrated that the electric
vehicle market is economically and financially strong in the long run, with economic benefits
ranging from $1.8 billion to $23.4 billion. 9
Advanced traffic management
Advanced traffic management (ATM) involving both current roadside technologies and future
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) technologies have the potential to
increase utilisation of existing assets and defer or avoid the need for capital investment such as
road widening or provision of new transport links. These technologies increase the capacity of
existing road links and intersections, enabling more vehicles to be moved with improved safety
at the same speeds. Current freeway incident management technology enables incidents such
as breakdowns and crashes to be detected, attended to and cleared much more quickly than on
non-managed roads. Future V2V and V2I crash avoidance technologies have the potential to avoid
such incidents altogether. Consequently, the duration and frequency of unplanned disruptions

7

KPMG Analysis using ABS, RACV, ATO and Energy Council data.

8

Victorian Department of Transport, May 2011, Forecast Uptake and Economic Evaluation of Electric Vehicles in

Victoria. Report prepared by AECOM.
9

Victorian Department of Transport, May 2011, Forecast Uptake and Economic Evaluation of Electric Vehicles in

Victoria. Report prepared by AECOM.
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will reduce in the future, enabling more consistent journey times on a day-to-day basis. For
vehicles making business trips (e.g. freight) reduced journey time variability enables them to
reduce ‘buffer time’ added into journeys, and hence reduce transport costs, thereby improving
productivity.
ATM initiatives can be broadly classified into two groups:

x

traffic flow improvement – e.g. lane management systems such as reversible lanes, incident
detection, CCTV, variable speed limits, ramp metering, traffic signal coordination, Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS) and real-time information; and

x

priority treatment initiatives – e.g. High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes, public transport
priority.

The United States Department of Transportation 10 measured the benefits of freeway
management through application of traffic flow improvement measures and preferential
treatment to high-occupancy vehicles. Table 1 below presents the estimated benefits.
Table 1: Benefits of freeway management
Measure

Benefit

Travel time

Decrease 20% to 48%

Travel speed

Increase 16% to 62%

Freeway capacity

Increase 17% to 25%

Accidents

Decrease 15% to 50%

Fuel consumption

Decrease of 41% in congested areas

Emissions

Decrease hydrocarbons (HC) emissions 1400 tons annually
Decrease nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions 1200 tons annually

Source: United States Department of Transportation

In Victoria, VicRoads has estimated similar benefits. The Monash-CityLink-West Gate Upgrade
Project in Melbourne was delivered in 2010 and included a $100 million Freeway Management
System. This included a lane use management system, use of CCTV, variable message signs,
coordinated freeway ramp signalling and advanced traveller information systems. VicRoads
report that these ATM measures achieved traffic volume increases of approximately 30% per
lane, and speed increases of 25km/h. 11
On the arterial road network, traffic signal control technologies are used to control access at
intersections. Variable message signs and in-vehicle GPS systems provide information to drivers
about road conditions so that they may change routes to avoid incidents.
Current technologies in part rely upon drivers responding to roadside signals and signs. Where
necessary, compliance is enforced by cameras or police. In the future, these passive
technologies will increasingly be replaced by V2V and V2I technologies whereby vehicles can be
controlled directly, overriding driver control, obviating the need for enforcement. Research
suggests that the full implementation of V2V and V2I technologies have the potential to increase
freeway capacity by 60 per cent and arterial road capacity by 15 per cent at 90 per cent
penetration level for AVs. 12

10

US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration, December 2013, Freeway Management and

Operations Handbook.
11

Monash-CityLink-West Gate Upgrade Project, John Gaffney, VicRoads.

12

The Eno Center for Transportation, October 2013, Preparing a Nation for Autonomous Vehicles, p19.
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3.3 Road space allocation changes
3.3.1 Option as described in All things considered
All things considered identifies road space allocation (RSA) changes as prioritising public transport
and active transport on the road network into the central city and employment centres. The
initiative was initially assessed as having a moderate cost of implementation ($1-$5 billion) and
would make a potentially significant contribution to meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in central Melbourne.
Cities around the world implement variations on RSA initiatives for a wide variety of strategic
reasons. Melbourne’s tram network is unique in many respects that make comparisons for
implementing an active RSA system in Melbourne difficult. Notably, for its size, Melbourne’s
tram system has one of the lowest average operating speeds and an active RSA approach could
improve this outcome. Approaches taken in other cities also include more active allocation of
space to buses such as Adelaide’s O-Bahn routes for buses travelling on dedicated road space –
this has improved performance and reliability.
For Melbourne, extensive introduction of an RSA policy to benefit throughput of public transport
and active modes has the potential to transform how people move around the city and inner
urban areas. The policy could have benefits both in terms of increasing the throughput and
reliability of public transport and in terms of improving the amenity of areas currently
accommodating large volume of car traffic on a daily basis.

3.3.2 Sub-options considered
Two sub-options have been considered for road space allocation changes:

x

Sub-option A: Bus and Tram Priority on selected corridors; and

x

Sub-option B: Active Transport Priority.

3.3.3 Context and research
RSA involves any initiative whereby space on the road is allocated from one form of travel to
another. Road management agencies today often use the RSA to describe a strategy where road
space is taken from traditional car based private transport and reallocated to high capacity modes
(such as public transport or active modes). These strategies may be implemented for part or all
of the day.
Clearways are an example of RSA policy which has been used for many years to increase capacity
for private car trips in Victoria. More recently road space has been rearranged in the Melbourne
CBD and in East Melbourne to remove a lane of car traffic to allow introduction or separated bike
lanes. Road space has also been allocated for many years at certain limited locations for buses
or trams.
The policy to be tested for IV involves implementation of RSA approach such that space is freed
to allow more public transport services to flow more freely on key corridors. This would be
achieved through creating dedicated right of ways for trams and a reduction in capacity for private
cars on the impacted routes.
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3.4 Transport network pricing
3.4.1 Option as described in All things considered
All things considered discusses a number of objectives that align closely with the consideration
of road pricing options to influence behaviour, manage demand at peak and non-peak times and
to encourage better use of assets. Road pricing was initially assessed to contribute to three of
IV’s identified 19 needs as follows:

x

Need 10. Meet growing demand for access to economic activity in central Melbourne –
Significant;

x

Need 11. Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan major employment centres –
Moderate; and

x

Need 13. Improve the efficiency of freight supply chains – Moderate.

The outcomes of any scheme are highly dependent on the design of the scheme and particularly
the pricing structure and the time of day when pricing is applied. Key impacts (costs and benefits)
of transport network pricing include:

x

Reduced traffic congestion – giving time effective travel and economic benefits;

x

Reduced emissions and greenhouse gas – giving environmental benefits;

x

Increased government revenue stream – offsetting the reducing fuel tax revenue;

x

Increased mode share to public transport (and other non-priced modes); and

x

Increased cost of travel to socially disadvantaged – generally these are outer suburban
residents on lower incomes.

3.4.2 Sub-options scoped
A range of sub-options for transport network pricing were defined and agreed for consideration
and testing:

x

Sub-option A: Distance based pricing by time of day;

x

Sub-option B: Cordon charge - two rings;

x

Sub-option C: Cordon charge - single ring;

x

Sub-option D: Area based charge;

x

Sub-option E: Tolls on specific roads - freeways and arterials;

x

Sub-option F: Time of day pricing for public transport; and

x

Sub-option G: High-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes.

3.4.3 Current context and research
When traffic on congested roads reduces by 5 per cent, traffic speeds can increase by up to 50
per cent. 13 Over the last few decades, transport network pricing schemes have been introduced
in major cities around the world as a means of managing travel demand and generating revenue
which can then be applied to infrastructure improvement projects. The schemes adopted around

13

NRMA, Decongestion: 10 ways to relieve Sydney’s traffic headache,

(http://www.mynrma.com.au/media/NRMA_Decongestion_Strategy.pdf).
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the world have taken a variety of forms related to the scheme objectives and the structure of the
particular cities.
Australian cities (i.e. Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane) have adopted toll roads as a means of
financing and implementing much needed road infrastructure ahead of when the Government
would have the capacity to deliver that infrastructure. The traditional approach of government
playing a major role in provision of roads (as a majority funder) is unlikely to be viable over the
medium to long term. Moreover, this approach is at odds with government’s primary role as a
facilitator of economic activity, influencing outcomes through policy and regulatory mechanisms,
and intervening to address market failure.
The traditional approach of the Government funding major roads also raises questions of equity;
such as who currently benefits from road usage as compared to who pays for the road, as well
as inter-generational questions regarding future users, and social questions about the
socio-economic background of road users.
A number of independent studies by bodies including Infrastructure Australia (IA), the Productivity
Commission (PC) and the Infrastructure and Finance Working Group (IFWG), have examined road
pricing policy. Two main conclusions arising from these studies are noted below:

x

Greater private sector investment in roads will help realise the long-term benefits and free
up Government funding to focus on policy areas that address social equity and/or market
failure; and

x

A “beneficiary pays” model is an appropriate mechanism to facilitate private investment in
roads.

For instance, IA noted that ‘tolling, or other types of charges’, can and should form part of the
solution. 14 Similarly, the PC noted that ‘direct user charges should be the default option’ for road
funding. 15
A 2006 inquiry undertaken by the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission (VCEC) 16
summarised the root causes of congestion in terms of demand side and supply side factors.
Figure 2: Demand side and supply side factors of congestion

Source: KPMG based on VCEC, 2006

14

Infrastructure Australia, 2013.

15

Productivity Commission, 2013.

16

VCEC, 2006, Making the right choices: options for managing transport congestion, Melbourne.
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Infrastructure Australia suggests the absence of price signals in the current system fails to
provide road users with an incentive to use the network in a cost-effective manner. Additionally,
infrastructure providers have limited information on the ‘true’ level of demand. The resulting
network is congested in peak times, with significant excess capacity at others.
The current system is unfair and inefficient. It is unfair, as it does not directly link usage to the
costs of building and maintaining infrastructure. This creates a system in which those who rarely
use transport infrastructure subsidise those who use it often.
The system is inefficient as users do not perceive the full cost of using the road. This drives inefficient travel behaviour with significant demand on the network during peak hour, while there
remains significant spare capacity in off-peak periods.
A well-considered approach to road pricing is deemed to be the most effective policy tool for
managing congestion. This has been widely documented in publications such as the Henry Tax
Review (2010) and Tax White Paper (2015), along with agencies such as Infrastructure Australia,
Productivity Commission, and the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission. If
implemented properly, it can help address both the demand and supply side challenges. Road
pricing can:

x

help reduce low value travel during peak periods and encouraging more efficient travel such
as car sharing, improved mode share etc.), in turn lowering the demand for additional road
capacity; and

x

provide an additional funding pool for investment in infrastructure.

Implemented properly, road pricing will greatly assist in increasing the efficiency of Victoria’s road
network, and will lift productivity and improve economic outcomes as a direct consequence.
Effective road pricing schemes can not only assist with managing demand, but can also provide
the funding necessary to address the transport infrastructure bottlenecks — thereby addressing
both the demand and supply side factors. There are four main models of road pricing: location
specific (cordon and area charge), corridor specific, partial network and whole-of-network
charging schemes. Within these models, pricing can be targeted on the time of day, a particular
vehicle fleet type, or distance travelled.
Figure 3: Road pricing models

Cordon Schemes
Cordon schemes generally identify an area of major congestion such as the centre of a large city,
draw a line around that area, and charge vehicles that cross that line, to reduce congestion on
routes leading into and through the cordoned area. Charges can be fixed at a single rate (for any
given vehicle type) with only one payment required per day, or vary by time (dynamically or by
17
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set periods) according to the actual or expected level of congestion; or between specific charge
points so that it would cost more to cross the cordon at charge points where congestion is higher.
Cordon schemes influence only traffic which passes across the cordon, not circulating inside the
cordon. This means that congestion reductions across the network rely largely on changes in the
behaviour of commuters who are travelling in from areas outside the cordon, to locations within
it. This provides a free ‘benefit’ to road users travelling within the cordoned area, who experience
reduced congestion but are not required to pay the charge unless they cross the cordon. Vehicle
use inside the cordon may therefore increase. On the other hand cordon charges could be seen
to reward those who choose to live closer to their key trip destinations.
Technology implications for Cordon Schemes and Area Schemes
As outlined above an area scheme is essentially the same as a cordon based scheme, with the
key difference being the charging of movements that are entirely within the area (see Figure 4).
In a cordon scheme these vehicles are able to travel at no cost, while the area scheme
endeavours to charge all vehicles within as well as those crossing the boundary. From a
technology perspective the cordon charging scheme is much simpler, with charges applied as
vehicles pass under the gantries (observed either by transponder or video technology). Capturing
and charging all vehicles within the area is much more complex and requires many more gantries
to be implemented (if the current technology is to be used). The challenge is to have sufficient
coverage of the internal network within the area to ensure that there is a near-complete ‘net’ that
is able to identify all vehicles. This requires a balance between the capture rate and the capital
and operating investment, as well as the visual amenity impacts of so many gantries. In the end
the area scheme must accept that full capture is not practical and a compromise scheme is
designed to endeavour to capture a large percentage of all travel (e.g. 90%). GPS technology
would be better able to capture all trips in the area scheme but is not yet available across the
vehicle fleet to be a practical solution for an area based scheme.
Figure 4: Cordon scheme versus area scheme

International examples
Transport network pricing can take many forms. Cities in Europe and Asia have adopted more
‘aggressive’ road pricing aimed at changing travel behaviour using area charging or cordon
charging schemes. Singapore was one of the pioneers to road pricing with cordon charges
applied around the central city supported by a substantial investment in highly efficient public
transport systems with high frequency, good network coverage and low cost. Singapore also
introduced an extremely high tax regime that strongly inhibits car ownership.
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Typically the application is to apply a charge to private car travel as a means to reduce the road
network congestion, by pricing drivers off the road. The schemes typically introduce
enhancements to public transport systems to improve the experience for users and offset the
road pricing. Increasing the pricing of public transport is counter to the principal objective of most
of these schemes, being the reduction in road congestion and associated environmental and
economic costs.
More recently there has been a realisation that the efficiency of the modern automotive fleet and
the relatively low price of fuel, together with some demonstrated reduction in annual travel per
vehicle have combined to reduce the fuel tax revenue collected by governments. The State of
Oregon in the USA identified that a potentially more reliable way of collecting revenue from car
travel in the long term, as well as to manage demand on road, was to introduce a road usage
charge. Various road pricing approaches implemented globally include:
Table 2: Global road pricing approaches
Scheme

Aims and Benefits
The LTA 17 identifies the benefits of the ERP system as:

Electronic Road Pricing, Singapore
Pay-as-you-use electronic road
pricing system to manage road
congestion.

x
x
x

minimising traffic volumes around heavily-used roads and
expressways.
promoting travel alternatives and thus optimising usage of the
broader road network.
providing fair pricing based on both frequency and time of
usage.

Stockholm adopted congestion charges via a political referendum
in 2007 18, and has subsequently implemented it on a permanent
basis:
Stockholm Congestion Charges
Cordon scheme with a variable
charge by time of day.

x
x
x

applies to all vehicles in Stockholm, regardless of whether or
not that vehicle is registered in Sweden.
effective at decreasing congestion and increasing public
transport mode share.
designed to remove car traffic during peak periods.

London Congestion Charge

Designed to remove car traffic during daytime activity:

Area Charging Scheme

x

managing car travel to, from and within the central area of the
city.

x

revenue is invested in enhancing public transport services,
roads, bridges and walking/cycling schemes.

17

Land Transport Authority of Singapore (2016) Electronic Road Pricing (http://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltaweb/en/roads-

and-motoring/managing-traffic-and-congestion/electronic-road-pricing-erp.html)
18

Eliasson, J (2014) The Stockholm congestion charges: an overview. Centre for Transport Studies, Stockholm.

18

Transport Styrelsen Congestion taxes in Stockholm and Gothenburg

(http://www.transportstyrelsen.se/en/road/Congestion-taxes-in-Stockholm-and-Goteborg/)
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Scheme

Aims and Benefits

Oregon Road User Charge

Targets overall reduction in travel:

Distance based charge

x
x
x

‘mileage’ charge registered via an on-board device with users
receiving credits for fuel purchase.
trial was introduced with a volunteer fleet of around 5,000
vehicles and is currently underway (with no nominated end
date).
other states such as California are monitoring the Oregon trial
and considering similar systems.

The NZ Ministry of Transport considered a variety of road pricing options for application in
Auckland in the Auckland Road Pricing Evaluation Studies (ARPES). The ARPES studies assessed
the schemes in relation to a number of objectives based on detailed transport modelling,
technological assessments, environmental analysis, social analysis and economic analysis.
ARPES evaluated schemes including:

x

Cordon pricing schemes (similar to Stockholm and Singapore) – single and dual cordons were
tested;

x

Area pricing schemes (similar to London);

x

Strategic network pricing (similar to toll roads);

x

Parking pricing schemes (similar to Melbourne parking levy); and

x

Network wide pricing (similar to Oregon).

The ARPES analysis indicated that the effectiveness of the various schemes is highly dependent
on the pricing structure adopted and the particular design of the scheme. The scheme needs to
be designed to suit the particular characteristics of the city’s transport network and the results
are quite different for the various areas considered.
Notably the options that are the most effective in terms of reducing congestion and emissions,
and delivered the greatest economic outcomes was also the most detrimental in terms of social
equity outcomes. Those people most affected by road pricing schemes are those who are
travelling further, tend to be least able to afford the increased cost of travel and have fewer travel
options available. A summary of the key outcomes is shown in Table 3, with blue shading
highlighting the pricing option that best addressed the assessment criteria. The insights from the
current schemes in operation around the world and the analysis from the ARPES studies were
used to develop the specific options for testing in this study.
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Table 3: Road pricing key outcomes

Traffic /
Congestion
Results

Environmental
Impacts

Social Impacts

Single Cordon

Area Charge

Double
Cordon

Strategic
Network

Parking Levy

Effective at
reducing trips
across the
cordon.

Effective
inside area,
but increases
at perimeter.

Overall 14%
of VKT in
congested
conditions

Overall 14%
of VKT in
congested
conditions

Effective on
both
motorways
and local
roads.

Very effective
on
motorways,
but a number
of local roads
congested.

Minor
reductions
across
Auckland
Isthmus.

7.0%
reduction in
VKT travelled
in sensitive
stormwater
catchments

9.3%
reduction in
VKT travelled
in sensitive
stormwater
catchments

10.9%
reduction in
VKT travelled
in sensitive
stormwater
catchments

5.3%
reduction in
VKT travelled
in sensitive
stormwater
catchments

2.9%
reduction in
VKT travelled
in sensitive
stormwater
catchments

12% reduction
in air
discharges
(PM10)

13.9%
reduction in air
discharges
(PM10)

17.8%
reduction in air
discharges
(PM10)

12.5%
reduction in air
discharges
(PM10)

4.6%
reduction in air
discharges
(PM10)

5.1%
reductions of
traffic levels
on arterial
roads in
communities

4.5%
reductions of
traffic levels
on arterial
roads in
communities

4.5%
reductions of
traffic levels
on arterial
roads in
communities

5.8%
reductions of
traffic levels
on arterial
roads in
communities

3.1%
reductions of
traffic levels
on arterial
roads in
communities

Impacts 9% of
all trips
undertaken in
the 6-10am
period.

Highest
proportion of
trips are
impacted by
the Area
scheme
(14%).

12% of trips
impacted.
66% of these
trips pay a
charge, with
33% changing
modes.

10% of trips
are impacted.

Impacts the
fewest trips
(6%) –
because fewer
vehicles
affected.

Half pay
charge, half
change mode.

17-29% of
households
are affected.

Most pay
charge, but
some take
actions to
avoid the
charge (mode
shift).
13-21% of
households
are affected.

Overall 12%
of VKT in
congested
conditions

Overall 15%
of VKT in
congested
conditions

The majority
pay the charge
– only a small
number
switch mode.
13-21% of
households
are affected.

Overall 18%
of VKT in
congested
conditions

8-13% of
households
are affected.

Highest
proportion of
households
(19-32%)
affected.

Note: VKT – vehicle kilometres travelled; VHT – vehicle hours travelled.
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4 Policy Reform Options
Modelling Approach
4.1 Introduction
The VITM and OTM specifications as well as their strengths and limitations were assessed
against the two distinct types of assessments necessary for this study, i.e. major transport
projects and policy options.
The detailed scope of the policy options considered by IV as well as the existing knowledge base
on the proposed policy options as reported in previous section was considered to assess the
specific option to be modelled and the approach for undertaking the assessment.
Two scope definition workshops were held with IV to scope and agree the base case, projects
and policy reform and technological change options to be modelled and the selection of
appropriate tools for modelling these (being VITM or OTM). The workshops were also used for
agreeing on the approach to implementing the scenarios in the agreed models and key
assumptions.
It was agreed that the major transport projects will be assessed using the State Government’s
transport model (VITM) and will adopt the Government’s standard approach for transport
modelling. In contrast, there is no standard/ agreed approach to assess non-build/ policy options.
The remainder of this section details how the policy reform and technological change options will
be assessed in OTM and VITM.
The detailed outcomes of the workshop including the list of options is provided in Attachment C.
Attachment D includes detailed OTM modelling results for policy reform and technological
change options undertaken to shortlist these options for progression to VITM modelling (see
below).

4.2 Technological change
4.2.1 Sub-option modelling approach
Autonomous vehicles have the potential to reduce the value of travel time (VTT), as users are
freed up to do work or have leisure time while they travel. Transport value of time may decrease
as time spent in-vehicle becomes more productive and/or comfortable 19. This change can be
implemented in the OTM by amending the VTT by mode and by purpose.
Autonomous vehicles have the potential to encourage more users to take up ride-sourcing or car
sharing services in lieu of car ownership. This is likely to reduce the annual costs of transport for
many users, but increase the per-trip costs as fixed costs like financing, insurance and
maintenance are internalised into fares. The OTM allows fixed and variable costs to be altered
19

Davis, A., 2013, Could driverless cars shape our major cities?
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by mode, purpose and time period. Vehicle occupancies may also increase under ride-sharing
scenarios if users are inclined to allow autonomous ride-sourcing services to pick up other
passengers en-route. This can also be modified in OTM.
A key limitation of both the OTM and VITM is that both models are based on current travel
patterns and trends. The introduction of new transport technology has the potential to
significantly alter demand, land use and trip patterns through changes to trip making rates,
lengths and mode choice. While both OTM and VITM are unable to model land use impacts,
research has shown autonomous private vehicles may incentivise people to move from inner and
middle suburbs to outer suburbs 20. Assuming driving is a less demanding task in autonomous
vehicles, people may be willing to accept longer travel times and move further away from
employment centres.
VITM is not well suited to modelling technology changes that fundamentally change the way
people travel – such as driverless vehicles and ride sharing. The same levers used by OTM are
also available in VITM, namely:

x

values of time;

x

vehicle operating cost; and

x

vehicle occupancy.

There are also additional levers available which could more realistically replicate the technology
change which include:

x

removing parking charges (assuming vehicles no longer need to park);

x

making cars available to everyone (assuming cars are no longer owned and are available on
demand);

x

increasing road capacity (assuming vehicles are smaller and can drive closer together due to
V2V communications that will be incorporated in AVs); and

x

increasing speeds on freeways, which assumes human attention and reaction times are no
longer limiting factors in determining safe travel speeds. Various factors may affect the
optimal speed limit to adopted, one consideration will be to increase speed until the
marginal value of time saved is equal to the marginal cost of increased fuel consumption 21.

It is not certain how responsive the VITM model will be to changing these inputs. Speed changes
on local and arterial roads have not been implemented as an input to replicate the autonomous
vehicle technology change. Autonomous vehicles could make driving a less demanding task on
the driver as other tasks can be undertaken while in transit. While autonomous vehicles could
make journeys safer and more amenable, this could encourage private vehicle travel to become
a more attractive proposition, and lead to increased vehicle traffic lowering the average speed on
local roads. It is important to note that VITM will not realistically replicate trip making patterns
made by empty running vehicles and significant ride sharing. VITM analysis therefore only tests
the impact of making car driving more or less attractive compared to public transport and altering
trip distribution in response to changes in VOC and VTT.
The effects of changes in vehicle technology and behaviour identified in this Section are
influenced by a large number of variables, each subject to considerable uncertainty. These include
take-up rates, emerging technologies, changes in vehicle sizes and overall trip-making behaviour
amongst others.
Road link capacity in OTM is unconstrained, meaning demand is not moderated by increased
generalised transport costs as links approach capacity. Results from the technology adoption

20

Thakur, P. Kinghorn, R. Grace, R. 2016. Urban form and function in the autonomous era

21

Wadud, Z. MacKenzie, D. Leiby, P. (2016) Help or hindrance? The travel, energy and carbon impacts of highly

automated vehicles
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option tests therefore need to be interpreted as representing an ‘unconstrained demand’
scenario. As a result, changes in the capacity of freeway and arterial road links (relating to Suboption E) cannot be modelled in OTM. This option can be considered in VITM by altering link
capacities to further sense-check the OTM findings.

4.2.1.1 Sub-option A: Autonomous vehicles and autonomous taxis
This scenario comprises the ultimate option, whereby 100% of the vehicle fleet in Melbourne is
autonomous/self-driving and Melbournians stop owning their own cars (except for select few for
novelty factor), preferring to travel using autonomous taxis.
Under this scenario, travellers are willing to accept longer travel times due to additional comfort
and productivity of autonomous vehicles. Perceived vehicle operating costs are increased,
representing the shift of sunk costs (under the existing model of private car ownership) to the
perception of all operating costs as a component of a taxi fare. The scenario also includes a 50
per cent increase in vehicle occupancies due to pooling.
Sub-option A was agreed to be modelled in OTM. The direct levers include:

x

VTT;

x

VOC; and

x

vehicle occupancy rates.

Two scenarios for fully driverless vehicles and ride sharing were agreed to be tested in OTM. All
references to increases and decreases are relative to the 2046 VITM Reference Case.

x

Scenario 1: perceived VOC increased by $0.30 per kilometre, VTT halved and vehicle
occupancy increased by 50 per cent.

x

Scenario 2: perceived VOC increased by $0.30 per kilometre, VTT reduced by a third and
vehicle occupancy increased by 50 per cent.

Relative to the VITM 2046 Reference Case, Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 was estimated to lead to
a 2.2 per cent and 2.8 per cent reduction in total person-hours respectively on motorised modes.
A mode shift towards public transport was found, with typical weekday AM peak work trips mode
share increasing from 32 per cent to 35 per cent and 36 per cent respectively. Average car trip
distance in the AM peak was estimated to reduce by 13 per cent and 17 per cent respectively.
This represents a significant decrease in demand for road infrastructure relative to the Reference
Case. This is due to reductions in marginal costs of travel due to reduced VTT being more than
offset by increase in perceived VOC due to autonomous taxis. Note that the additional
complexities related to dead running of empty vehicles and changes to parking arrangements
have not been considered in this scenario.

4.2.1.2 Sub-option B: Autonomous vehicles
This scenario assumes that 100% of the vehicle fleet in Melbourne is AV but that vehicle
ownership patterns remains as per the current trends (i.e. everyone owns their own car). In other
words, this assumes that ride-sharing does not take off as proposed by some in the literature.
Sub-option B therefore considers a reduction in VTT due to additional comfort and productivity of
autonomous vehicles only.

x

Scenario 1: VTT halved; and

x

Scenario 2: VTT reduced by a third.

Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 led respectively to an 8.5 per cent and 5.6 per cent increase in total
person-hours on motorised modes relative to the VITM 2046 Reference Case. A substantial mode
shift away from public transport was found, with typical weekday AM peak work trips mode
share reducing from 32 per cent to 27 per cent and 29 per cent respectively.
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Average car trip distance in the AM peak was estimated to increase by 26 per cent and 17 per
cent respectively. This represents a significant increase in demand for road infrastructure relative
to the Reference Case.

4.2.1.3 Sub-option C: Autonomous electric vehicles
Sub-option C is similar to Sub-option B, except it also incorporates EVs. EVs have the potential
to significantly reduce perceived vehicle operating costs. The perceived cost of running an
electric vehicle in Melbourne with today’s EV technology is estimated to be 4.6c per kilometre.
This is compared to 13.3c per kilometre for a petrol vehicle 22. This represents a 65 per cent
decrease in perceived vehicle operating costs. The potential reduction in per KM running cost
would be greater in the future. This is due to the expected increases in battery efficiency, relative
cost differential increasing due to decline in marginal cost of electricity and/or rise in petrol prices.
Two scenarios were tested in OTM:

x

Scenario 1: VTT halved and VOC reduced by 80 per cent; and

x

Scenario 2: VTT reduced by a third and VOC reduced by 70 per cent.

Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 led respectively to a 35 per cent and 21 per cent increase in total
person-hours on motorised modes relative to the VITM 2046 Reference Case. A substantial mode
shift away from public transport was found, with typical weekday AM peak work trips mode
share reducing from 32 per cent to 22 per cent and 24 per cent respectively.
Average car trip distance in the AM peak was estimated to increase by 99 per cent and 64 per
cent respectively. This represents a very large increase in demand for road infrastructure relative
to the Reference Case. While this excess demand would largely be moderated by higher travel
costs due to increased congestion, this scenario would lead to a significantly higher level of
congestion relative to the Reference Case.

4.2.1.4 Sub-option D: Autonomous electric vehicles and autonomous taxis
This option is a combination of Sub-option A and Sub-option C.
Two scenarios are tested in OTM:

x

Scenario 1: VTT halved and VOC reduced by 80 per cent, perceived VOC increased by $0.30
per kilometre, vehicle occupancy increased by 50 per cent; and

x

Scenario 2: VTT reduced by a third and VOC reduced by 70 per cent, perceived VOC increased
by $0.30 per kilometre, vehicle occupancy increased by 50 per cent.

Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 led respectively to a 1.4 per cent increase and 1.1 per cent decrease
in total person-hours on motorised modes relative to the VITM 2046 Reference Case. A
substantial mode shift away from public transport was found, with typical weekday AM peak
work trips mode share changing from 32 per cent to 30 per cent and 33 per cent respectively.
Average car trip distance in the AM peak was estimated to increase by 4.5 per cent and decrease
by 4.3 per cent in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 respectively. This represents a relatively neutral
scenario relative to the Reference Case.
This finding suggests that the effects of including fully driverless electric vehicles and take up of
ride-sharing largely cancel each other out in terms of changes to modes shares, trip lengths and
total person hours.

4.2.1.5 Sub-option E: Advanced traffic management
Sub-option E includes intelligent transport system mechanisms to improve road capacity such as
reversible lanes, closed-circuit television and ramp metering. The OTM does not distinguish
between arterials and freeways and is therefore not a suitable tool for testing this option. This

22

KPMG Analysis using ABS, RACV, ATO and Energy Council data.
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option can be modelled in VITM by increasing the road capacity on key arterial roads and
freeways.

4.2.2 Summary findings and implications
Detailed results for the sub-options assessed in OTM are provided in Attachment D. Key
findings are summarised below.
Table 4: Technological change options assessed in OTM
Sub-option

Findings relative to VITM 2046 Reference Case
Significant decrease in demand relative to Reference Case:

A

Autonomous
vehicles and
taxis

x
x
x

Reduction in total person-hours on motorised modes
Mode shift towards public transport
Reduction in average car trip distance

Significant increase in demand relative to Reference Case:
B

Autonomous
vehicles

x
x
x

Increase in total person-hours on motorised modes
Mode shift away from public transport
Increase in average car trip distance

Large increase in demand for road infrastructure relative to Reference Case:
C

Autonomous
electric vehicles

x
x
x

Increase in total person-hours on motorised modes
Mode shift away from public transport
Increase in average car trip distance

The effects of fully driverless vehicles, full electric vehicles and ride-sharing
largely cancel each other out:
D

E

Autonomous
electric vehicles
and autonomous
taxis

x
x

Advanced traffic
management

OTM is not a suitable tool for testing this option.

x

Substantial mode shift away from public transport
Total person-hours on motorised modes either increased or decreased
depending on scenario
Average car trip distance either increased or decreased depending on
scenario

4.2.3 Selected sub-options to be modelled in VITM
Two sub-options were agreed for implementation in VITM.

Autonomous vehicle sub-option
The introduction of driverless vehicles has the potential to significantly disrupt and change
travel demand. Given OTM is able to test the demand implications of a range of technology
scenarios efficiently, a scenario testing the road capacity impacts of fully driverless vehicles
was agreed for assessment in the VITM.
The proposed scenario for the 2046 forecast year involves focussing on increased road
capacity. Based on the research findings of the Eno Center 23 it was agreed that following
changes would be implemented in VITM:

23

The Eno Center for Transportation, October 2013, Preparing a Nation for Autonomous Vehicles, p19.
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x

Increase capacity on freeways by 60 per cent;

x

Increase speed to 130 km/h on freeways; and

x

Increase capacity on arterials by 15 per cent.

Speeds were not reduced on local and arterial roads as the literature is uncertain on autonomous
vehicle impacts to these connections. Autonomous vehicle-to-vehicle communication has the
potential to minimise acceleration and braking, allowing traffic to flow more efficiently at a higher
average speed. 24 Decreasing the speed limit on local and arterial roads could theoretically provide
a safer and more amenable journey without impacting on current travel times due to better traffic
flow. However, lower perceived travel costs associated with autonomous vehicles is likely to
increase vehicle travel and cause greater congestion on local and arterial roads, possibly
counteracting any vehicle-to-vehicle traffic flow efficiency gains. For this reason the net effect is
ambiguous and speed has not been changed on local and arterial roads in the VITM modelling.
Trip generation is also likely to be impacted by the introduction of autonomous vehicles, as
empty-running of vehicles back home or to relatively distant locations for cheaper or free parking
will create a new trip purpose. On this occasion trip generation has not been modified but will be
tested as a future policy scenario.
A summary of the impacted roads (2046 Base Case network) is shown below. Blue indicates
freeways, green primary divided arterial roads and red primary undivided arterial roads.
Figure 5: Impacted roads (2046 Base Case network)
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The Eno Center for Transportation, October 2013, Preparing a Nation for Autonomous Vehicles, p5
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Advanced traffic management
ATM can be modelled by increasing the capacity of the links where traffic management tools
have been implemented. The implementation of managed motorways on the Monash Freeway
resulted in a volumes increasing by 20-30 per cent 25, resulting in the freeway achieving its design
capacity of around 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour. The current assumptions in VITM, assume
freeways are already operating relatively efficiently (as judged by the speed-flow curves – it is
assumed that traffic on freeways travel at 95 per cent of the free flow speed) with a capacity of
1,800 (inner) to 2,000 (outer) vehicles per lane per hour. Therefore only a small additional increase
in capacity is likely to be achieved by ATM. This will be captured in VITM by increasing the
capacity of all freeways (inner and outer) and freeway ramps to 2,200 vehicles per lane per hour.
To represent this future scenario, the following capacity changes were agreed for implementation
in VITM:

x

Inner freeways increased from 1,800 vehicles per lane per hour to 2,200 vehicles per lane
per hour;

x

Outer freeways increased from 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour to 2,200 vehicles per lane
per hour;

x

Freeway ramps increased from 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour to 2,200 vehicles per lane
per hour.

4.3 Road space allocation changes
4.3.1 Sub-option modelling approach
Initial testing for the two sub-options (bus and tram priority and active transport priority) was
conducted in OTM. The analysis suggested that the OTM was not a suitable tool for modelling
road space allocation changes, as the policy requires changes to individual links in localised areas.

4.3.1.1 Sub-option A: Bus and Tram Priority
The prioritisation of public transport can be modelled in VITM by reallocating road space from
road to public transport. A VITM run was undertaken by coding changes to both the road and
public transport networks. Corridors to improve bus and tram priority were identified by reviewing
the 2046 Base Case VITM outputs. The following criteria were considered when identifying
candidate tram corridors:

x

Routes with high base levels of tram patronage;

x

Routes where road congestion was not prohibitive; and

x

Inner city routes were prioritised based on advice from IV and Public Transport Victoria.

A case study approach was agreed, encompassing the tram and bus corridors listed in Table 5
and illustrated in Figure 6.

25

Monash-CityLink-West Gate Upgrade Project, John Gaffney, VicRoads.
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Table 5: Tram and bus corridor case studies
Mode

Corridor
Brunswick Street between Victoria Parade and Merri Parade

Tram

Smith Street between Victoria Parade and Queens Parade
Victoria Street between Hoddle Street and Church Street
Swan Street between Hoddle Street and Burwood Road

Bus

Blackburn Road between Wellington Road and Whitehorse Road
Springvale Road between Mornington Peninsula Freeway and Mitcham Road

Figure 6: Road Space Allocation Corridors

4.3.1.2 Sub-option B: Active Transport Priority
VITM does not assign active modes (namely walking and cycling) to the network, but it does
make an assumption about the number of people that use active modes. After generating the
number of trips travelling between travel zones (by trip purpose), VITM removes a proportion of
the demand assumed for active modes prior to assigning it to the network. The exact proportion
is based on Household Travel Surveys and is a function of person type (age and work status), car
availability, household type (number of adults and workers), geographic segment and trip
purpose. The proportion is fixed for all time periods and all forecast years.
In consultation with IV, it was agreed that this option will not be progressed for detailed modelling
in VITM.
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4.3.2 Selected sub-option to be modelled in VITM
Bus and tram priority option can be modelled in VITM and the following changes were agreed to
be made in the VITM:

x

Converting agreed tram lines to dedicated tramways, allowing them to move at a speed
independent of the surrounding road network;

x

Converting agreed bus corridors to bus only lanes, allowing them to move at a speed
independent of the surrounding road network; and

x

Removing a lane of traffic from the above corridors.

Active transport priority can also be modelled using an approximate approach in VITM, but was
agreed that this option will not be modelled in VITM.

4.4 Transport network pricing
4.4.1 Sub-option modelling approach
4.4.1.1 Sub-option A: Distance based pricing by time of day
A distance based road user charge was tested in OTM. The charge was assumed to be a price
paid by all users for each kilometre travelled on the road network. The charges are in addition to
tolls applicable on toll roads included in the 2046 VITM Reference Case.
Three scenarios were tested in the OTM:

x

Scenario 1: 5 c/km road user charge;

x

Scenario 2: 10 c/km road user charge; and

x

Scenario 3: 20 c/km road user charge.

All three scenarios led to a decrease in person-kilometres by car, by 7.2%, 10.8% and 20.1%
respectively. Mode shares for AM peak work trips by public transport increased from 32% to
33%, 34% and 37% respectively. Average car trip lengths decreased by 6.4%, 9.2% and 17.4%
respectively.
The effect of a distance based charge by distance from the CBD and average weekly (2011)
income is shown in Figure 7 for Scenario 1 (5 c/km charge). This analysis only includes the road
prices associated with commuting trips during the morning peak period of a typical weekday. The
analysis demonstrates that a distance based charge is regressive. Assuming no compensation,
the lower income cohort are spending the highest proportion of their weekly income on road user
charge.
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Figure 7: Proportion of (2011) weekly income spent on 5c/km road user charge, AM commuting only

Source: KPMG Analysis

The total revenue in thousands of dollars per typical weekday AM peak period is shown in Table
6 for the differing levels of road user charge. Table 6 demonstrates that the majority of revenue
from a distance based charge would be collected from trips that originate in the outer (which also
happen to be lower income suburbs). Based on the high level analysis presented in Table 6, this
policy does not generate enough revenue from inner and middle commuters to feasibly provide
a subsidy to compensate outer and far outer commuters.
Table 6: Total revenue collected by orbital ring for a distance based road user charge, 2046 AM
peak, typical weekday ($000)
5c

10c

20c

40c

CBD (0-1 km)

7

14

26

45

Inner (1-5 km)

52

105

191

340

Middle (5-15 km)

240

481

879

1,458

Outer (15-30 km)

415

831

1,482

2,505

Far Outer (30+ km)

342

685

1,209

2,071

Total

1,057

2,115

3,787

6,419

Source: KPMG Analysis
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4.4.1.2 Sub-option B: Cordon charge - two rings
This is proposed to be implemented using link based charging rather than introducing a toll road
style charging system with daily caps. A toll road charge is designed to pay for the infrastructure
whereas a cordon charge is designed to reduce demand across the cordon. It is therefore
important to keep the cordon charge separate from the tolling network.
The implementation described above will mean anybody crossing the cordon (inbound to the city)
will be charged regardless of whether they stop within the cordon or pass through. There is also
no toll caps or reductions for residents within the cordon. In the case of somebody passing
through both cordons they will be charged twice.
This scenario is not able to be modelled in OTM as it involves charges imposed on individual
links. The OTM is only able to apply road user charging based on an origin-destination or per
kilometre (or per hour) bases.

4.4.1.3 Sub-option C: Cordon charge - single ring
This scenario is not able to be modelled in OTM as it involves charges imposed on individual
links. The OTM is only able to apply road user charging based on an origin-destination or per
kilometre (or per hour) bases.

4.4.1.4 Sub-option D: Area based charge
An area based road user charge was tested in OTM. The charge was assumed to be a price paid
on all trips with an origin and/or a destination within the relevant area. Trips which begin and end
in the same area do not get charged twice. Trips which begin and end in different areas and both
have an applicable charge get charged the higher of the two charges. The charge is in addition to
toll roads already included in the 2046 VITM Reference Case.
Six scenarios were agreed for testing in OTM:

x

Scenario 1: $3 / $2 per trip (beginning or ending) within 5km of the CBD and 5-15km from the
CBD respectively.

x

Scenario 2: $5 / $3 per trip within 5km of the CBD and 5-15km from the CBD respectively.

x

Scenario 3: $2 / $1 per trip within 5km of the CBD and 5-15km from the CBD respectively.

x

Scenario 4: $3 per trip within 5km of the CBD.

x

Scenario 5: $5 per trip within 5km of the CBD.

x

Scenario 6: $2 per trip within 5km of the CBD.

All six scenarios led to a decrease in person-kilometres by car, by 5.0, 7.8, 3.4, 2.9, 4.4 and 2.1
per cent respectively. Mode shares for AM peak work trips by public transport increased from 32
to 35, 37, 34, 34, 36 and 33 per cent respectively. Average car trip lengths decreased respectively
by 2.2, 3.1, 1.7, 1.3, 1.8 and 1.0 per cent.
In contrast to the distance based charges, the area based charges tested were found to be
progressive with respect to average weekly income. The effect of an area based charge by
distance from the CBD and average weekly (2011) income is shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 for
Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 respectively. This analysis only includes the road prices associated
with commuting trips during the morning peak period of a typical weekday.
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Figure 8: Area based charge of $3 for within 5km of the CBD and $2 for 5-15km from the CBD, AM
commuting only

Source: KPMG Analysis

Figure 9: Area based charge of $3 for within 5km of the CBD, AM commuting only

Source: KPMG Analysis

Despite having a smaller dampening effect on demand than distance based user charges, the
area based charges raise more revenue as shown in Table 7. The majority of the revenue is
derived from trips originating in the higher income inner and middle suburbs and this revenue
could be used to compensate people in the lower income outer and far outer areas.
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The higher revenue raising potential of the area based charge suggests that this approach can be
effective in managing demand as well as providing the funding stream to improve alternative
transport as well as address critical infrastructure bottlenecks.
Table 7: Total revenue collected by orbital ring for an area based road user charge, 2046 AM peak,
typical weekday ($000)
$3 / $2

$5 / $3

$2 / $1

$3

$5

$2

CBD (0-1 km)

76

108

56

74

105

55

Inner (1-5 km)

524

761

365

511

736

361

Middle (5-15 km)

1,592

2,313

870

228

269

177

Outer (15-30 km)

300

400

183

52

71

38

Far Outer (30+ km)

40

57

25

14

20

10

Total

2,531

3,639

1,498

879

1200

641

Source: KPMG Analysis

4.4.1.5 Sub-option E: Tolls on specific roads - freeways and arterials
This scenario is not able to be modelled in OTM as it involves changes to individual links.

4.4.1.6 Sub-option F: Time of day pricing for public transport
This scenario is not able to be modelled in OTM as it involves changes to individual links and
shifting demand between time periods.
This scenario cannot be modelled in VITM as well. As discussed in the model limitations section,
VITM does not model departure time choice and cannot shift people into different time periods.
It is also not currently possible to implement different PT fares by time of day in VITM.

4.4.1.7 Sub-option G: HOT lanes
A high-occupancy toll lane (HOT lane) is a type of traffic lane or roadway that is available to highoccupancy vehicles and other exempt vehicles without charge; other vehicles being required to
pay a variable fee that is adjusted in response to demand. They have been successfully
implemented in parts of the USA.
This scenario is not able to be modelled in OTM as it involves changes to individual links. A HOT
lane cannot be modelled in VITM as it is not possible to restrict the use of a lane (in VITM) to
high-occupancy vehicles or implement variable tolls.
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4.4.2 Summary findings and implications
Detailed results for the sub-options assessed in OTM are provided in Attachment D. Key
findings are summarised below.
Table 8: Transport network pricing OTM results
Suboption

Description

Findings relative to VITM 2046 Reference Case
A distance based charge is regressive but highly effective in
managing road demand:

x
x
x
x

Reduction in person-kilometres by car
Mode shift towards public transport
Reduction in average car trip distance
Lower income areas spend the highest proportion of weekly
income on road pricing

A

Distance based
pricing by time of day

B

Cordon charge – two
rings

OTM is not a suitable tool for testing this option.

C

Cordon charge –
single ring

OTM is not a suitable tool for testing this option.
An area based charge is progressive and is also effective at
managing road demand:

x
x
x
x

Reduction in person-kilometres by car
Mode shift towards public transport
Reduction in average car trip distance
The majority of revenue is derived from trips originating in the
higher income suburbs (inner and middle)

D

Area based charge

E

Tolls on specific
roads – freeways and
arterials

OTM is not a suitable tool for testing this option.

F

Time of day pricing
for public transport

OTM is not a suitable tool for testing this option.

G

HOT lanes

OTM is not a suitable tool for testing this option.

4.4.3 Selected sub-option to be modelled in VITM
Based on the results of the OTM, it was agreed with IV that the combination of sub-options A
and B be taken forward for detailed assessment in VITM.
For the modelling analysis of the schemes the cordon scheme is simple to apply and effective to
implement. The modelling of the area scheme can also be undertaken by applying a charge to all
vehicle movements generated within the area. Practically this will result in a major change to
travel behaviour as high charges will be applied to small car trips resulting in major changes to
the model outcomes. The VITM generalised cost of travel is not calibrated to accurately reflect
the behavioural response to this charge and cannot be relied upon with any confidence. While it
could be argued that it is appropriate to charge short car trips off the road, it may not be the intent
for this to be applied across the day. In addition, pricing long trips off the road will deliver a much
greater reduction in VKT and VHT than pricing short trips off the road. The balance of travel cost
and length of travel and time of day is a critical element of a successful area based scheme – but
it is not practical to analyse and model within the scope and timeframes of this project with the
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tools currently available. The cordon scheme modelling provides a practical modelling tool that
reflects travel behavioural responses to the charges in a suitable manner. A high-level
assessment of an area based scheme could be extrapolated from the cordon analysis, by
assuming the level of reduction in internal trips and associated congestion benefits and revenue
outcomes.
It was agreed that two different runs will be undertaken in VITM as follows:

x

Scenario 1: Dual cordon charge of $3 / $2

x

Scenario 2: Cordon + distance charge entailing single cordon around the CBD and distance
based charge of $0.05 per km.

A number of specific assumptions relating to selection of cordon area, location of cordons and
charge by time of day were agreed with IV:

x

Two cordons, CBD and inner (~5km from the CBD) will be incorporated into the VITM
Master Network.

x

A $3 charge will be applied to the CBD cordon and a $2 charge to the inner cordon. The
same charge will be applied to cars, light commercial vehicles and heavy commercial
vehicles. No daily caps or discounts for residents within the cordon will apply. Scripting
changes will be made to the VITM highway assignment to implement this charge.

x

Toll road charges as per the 2046 Base Case will continue to be applied. In the case of the
Inner cordon, this will entail some through vehicles remaining on toll roads being charged
for both the toll road and the cordon charge.

x

The cordon charge will be applied to the individual links travelling towards the city. This
means that every vehicle that crosses the cordon towards the CBD will be charged. A
vehicle will incur a double charge if it crosses two cordons.

x

The cordon charge will apply in all time periods.

The agreed inner and outer ring cordons are depicted in Figure 10 overleaf.
It was also agreed that the distance based charge will be tested by adding a cost to the vehicle
operating cost assumptions in VITM and applied as a per kilometre charge.
Figure 10: Inner and outer cordon rings
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5 Next Steps
The policy reform, technological change and major transport projects described in this report will
undergo further assessment in the Victorian Government’s strategic transport demand model
(VITM). The model outputs will be used to compare performance under the base and option
cases on key corridors and places throughout metropolitan Melbourne. Economic cost-benefit
analysis will be undertaken for the major transport projects to understand the project’s economic
viability and optimal timing.
The transport modelling and economic assessment will consider the contribution of each policy
or project to IV’s identified needs in All things considered. Sensitivity analysis will also be
completed to test the resilience of the major transport projects under different policy and land
use scenarios.
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Attachment A: OTM Calibration
The model was calibrated to VITM 2011 and 2046 Reference Case outputs for the AM (morning
peak, 7am – 9am) and IP (inter peak, 9am – 3pm) periods only. The charts in this section compare
the number of trips attracted or produced in VITM to the equivalent number in OTM. The line of
best fit equation (with intercept set to zero) and the R2 measure of goodness-of-fit. Both the
gradient of the line of best fit and the R2 measure should be close to one to indicate a strong
calibration.
The trip productions were able to be calibrated accurately to VITM for both 2011 and 2046. Trip
attractions were also calibrated accurately for 2011. 2046 attractions were less accurate,
however were still within an acceptable range. Figure A.1 to A.8 show the Trip Generation
calibration charts.

Trip Generation
AM period
Productions
Figure A.1: Trip production calibration, 2011, All Purposes, AM
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Figure A.2: Trip production calibration, 2046, All Purposes, AM
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Attractions
Figure A.3: Trip attraction calibration, 2011, All Purposes, AM
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Figure A.4: Trip attraction calibration, 2046, All Purposes, AM
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IP period
Productions
Figure A.5: Trip production calibration, 2011, All Purposes, AM
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Figure A.6: Trip production calibration, 2046, All Purposes, AM
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Attractions
Figure A.7: Trip attraction calibration, 2011, All Purposes, AM
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Figure A.8: Trip attraction calibration, 2046, All Purposes, AM
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The Trip Distribution calibration compared the trips between VITM and OTM at an O-D (Origin –
Destination) pair level. As the OTM zone system has 31 zones, there are 312 = 961 data points
on each chart. These charts shown in Figure A.9 to A.12 can be interpreted in the same way as
the Trip Generation charts. For each of the periods and years, the OTM was able to achieve a
strong calibration to the VITM Reference Case at the O-D level.

Trip Distribution
AM period
Figure A.9: Trip Distribution calibration, 2011, All Purposes, AM
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Figure A.10: Trip Distribution calibration, 2046, All Purposes, AM
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IP period
Figure A.11: Trip Distribution calibration, 2011, All Purposes, IP
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Figure A.12: Trip Distribution calibration, 2046, All Purposes, IP
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The headline results for each of the OTM and VITM, for 2011 and 2046 and for AM and IP periods
are shown in Table A.1 and Table A.2. Please note that the indicators for VITM may differ slightly
from those generated by DEDJTR as they are aggregated into the OTM zone system prior to
comparison.
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Overall, the calibration is quite strong. Notably, the OTM forecasts for public transport (PT) mode
share are somewhat below the VITM forecasts. In addition, OTM average trip times for public
transport are somewhat lower than those in VITM.
Please note that any indicators that rely on public transport trip distance (those asterisked in the
below Tables) are approximate and indicative only, and likely underestimated. This is because
public transport in-vehicle distances by origin-destination pair were not available for the
calibration. Car distances were included in their place, which in some cases may differ
significantly from public transport distances.

AM period
Table A.1: Headline results calibration, AM

OTM 2011

VITM 2011

OTM 2046

VITM 2046

2,172,851

2,158,534

3,748,885

3,727,547

Car mode share (trips)

86%

88%

83%

81%

PT mode share (trips)

14%

12%

17%

19%

16,760,803

16,830,226

23,702,094

23,200,301

457,242

449,340

699,358

671,452

36.7

37.5

33.9

34.6

Car average trip length (km)

9.0

8.9

7.6

7.7

Car average trip time (mins)

14.7

14.2

13.5

13.4

3,307,108

4,051,610

7,646,976

12,768,375

268,183

274,359

604,594

821,040

PT average speed (km/h)*

12.3

14.8

12.6

15.6

PT average trip length (km)*

11.0

15.3

12.2

17.7

PT average trip time (mins)

53.7

62.0

57.7

68.1

Total trips

Car person-km
Car person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)

PT person-km*
PT person-hours

* Values are approximate and indicative only.
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Inter Peak period
Table A.2: Headline results calibration, IP

OTM 2011

VITM 2011

OTM 2046

VITM 2046

4,368,663

4,360,360

8,333,607

7,723,906

Car mode share (trips)

90%

92%

89%

87%

PT mode share (trips)

10%

8%

11%

13%

34,110,801

33,507,717

56,331,833

52,314,682

771,077

748,554

1,343,992

1,219,010

44.2

44.8

41.9

42.9

Car average trip length (km)

8.6

8.3

7.6

7.8

Car average trip time (mins)

11.7

11.2

10.9

10.9

3,280,813

4,537,433

7,614,783

15,935,291

338,881

332,253

784,895

1,041,613

PT average speed (km/h)*

9.7

13.7

9.7

15.3

PT average trip length (km)*

7.8

13.2

8.1

15.5

PT average trip time (mins)

48.2

58.0

50.2

60.8

Total trips

Car person-km
Car person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)

PT person-km*
PT person-hours

* Values are approximate and indicative only.
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Attachment B: OTM Calculations,
zone and link system
Trip Generation
Trip generation is calculated using a linear regression between the demographic categories which
form the inputs to OTM (population and employment inputs) and the trip generations produced
in the VITM Reference Case.
Trip Distribution
Trip distribution is calculated using a standard gravity model. This differs from VITM, which uses
a combined mode and destination choice approach. The generalised travel costs inputs to the
OTM gravity model are input directly from the VITM Reference Case (albeit at a more spatially
aggregated level). Despite the different approaches to Trip Distribution between OTM and VITM,
the calibration between the two models is strong.
Mode Choice
Mode choice is estimated using a multinomial logit model with two modes; car and public
transport. This is a similar approach to VITM, however VITM combines the mode and destination
choice modules, which are separate in OTM. The public transport mode is an aggregation of the
sub-modes in VITM that represent public transport by walk access/egress and park and ride
access/egress. The calibration parameters for the logit model are derived by calibrating to VITM.
The OTM calibrates strongly to VITM for car trips in terms of key headline indicators. The public
transport calibration is less strong, but still within an acceptable range.
Assignment
Network assignment is calculated using an all-or-nothing assignment using the shortest path
between representative links (calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm). The assigned network is
compared to the estimated capacity of the representative links, but there is no feedback between
volumes on representative links and generalised travel costs on those links.
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Zone and link systems
Figure B11: OTM Zone System
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Figure B12: OTM Link System
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Attachment C: Agreed OTM Scope
Definition
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VITM 2046 Reference Case: OTM calibration

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

PO4-A.1 Distance based road pricing sc1: 5c/km road user charge.
PO4-A.2 Distance based road pricing sc2: 10 c/km road user charge.
PO4-A.3 Distance based road pricing sc3: 20 c/km road user charge.
PO4-D.1 Area based charge sc1: Additional origin and destination fixed cost of $3 for CBD and inner, $2 for middle ring.
PO4-D.2 Area based charge sc2: Additional origin and destination fixed cost of $5 for CBD and inner, $3 for middle ring.
PO4-D.3 Area based charge sc3: Additional origin and destination fixed cost of $2 for CBD and inner, $1 for middle ring.
PO4-D.4 Area based charge sc4: Additional origin and destination fixed cost of $3 for CBD and inner.
PO4-D.5 Area based charge sc5: Additional origin and destination fixed cost of $5 for CBD and inner.
PO4-D.6 Area based charge sc6: Additional origin and destination fixed cost of $2 for CBD and inner.

Transport network pricing:

11. PO3-A Bus and tram priority: Negative CBD and inner fixed destination cost of -three minutes for PT and +1 for car (-54c, +18c).
12. PO3-B Active transport priority: Negative CBD and inner fixed destination cost of +1 for car (+18c).

Road space allocation changes:

PO2-B.1 Autonomous vehicles sc1: VTT reduced by half.
PO2-B.2 Autonomous vehicles car sc2: VTT reduced by a third.
PO2-C.1 Autonomous electric vehicles sc1: VTT reduced by half. VOC reduced by 80%.
PO2-C.2 Autonomous electric vehicles sc2: VTT reduced by a third. VOC reduced by 70%.
PO2-A.1 Autonomous vehicles and robo-taxis sc1: VTT reduced by half. Perceived VOC increased by $0.30 per km. Occupancy increased by 50%.
PO2-A.2 Autonomous vehicles and robo-taxis sc2: VTT reduced by a third. Perceived VOC increased by $0.30 per km. Occupancy increased by 50%.
PO2-D.1 Autonomous electric vehicles and robo-taxis sc1: VTT reduced by half. VOC reduced by 80%. Perceived VOC increased by $0.30 per km.
Occupancy increased by 50%.
9. PO2-D.2 Autonomous electric vehicles and robo-taxis sc2: VTT reduced by a third. VOC reduced by 70%. Perceived VOC increased by $0.30 per km.
Occupancy increased by 50%.
10. PO2-E Advanced traffic management: Car speeds increased by 5% across the network.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Technology adoption scenarios:

1.

Reference Case

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

AM peak of a typical weekday
All modes and purposes
Plot shows inbound (and clockwise) trips
Demand is ‘unconstrained’ by congestion
1,304 person-hours in total
32% PT mode share (by trips) for work trips
Car average trip length of 7.6km

Highlights

Reference Case
Run 1
Year 2046
Period AM
Description VITM Reference Case
Changes in OTM None
Total
3,745,574
83%
17%
23,702,094
699,358
604,594
33.9
7.6
13.5

Work
1,049,113
68%
32%
8,678,648
258,381
374,801
33.6
12.2
21.7

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,379,270
37,830
2,719
36.5
10.7
17.7

Other
2,564,673
89%
11%
13,644,175
403,147
227,074
33.8
6.0
10.6

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

8.5% increase in total person-hours
11% mode shift away from PT for work trips
26% increase in average car trip length

Highlights

Technology adoption
Run 2
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO2-B.1 Autonomous
vehicles sc1
Changes in OTM VTT reduced by
half.
Total
3,745,574
86%
14%
30,836,131
903,906
511,468
34.1
9.6
16.8

Work
1,049,113
73%
27%
11,358,148
335,856
312,624
33.8
14.9
26.4

Business
131,789
99%
1%
1,977,120
52,552
1,021
37.6
15.2
24.2

Other
2,564,673
91%
9%
17,500,863
515,498
197,823
34.0
7.5
13.4

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

5.6% increase in total person-hours
9% mode shift away from PT for work trips
17% increase in average car trip length

Highlights

Technology adoption
Run 3
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO2-B.1 Autonomous
vehicles sc2
Changes in OTM VTT reduced by a
third.
Total
3,745,574
85%
15%
28,335,871
832,619
543,970
34.0
8.9
15.7

Work
1,049,113
71%
29%
10,323,947
305,919
333,238
33.7
13.8
24.6

Business
131,789
98%
2%
1,742,049
46,861
1,466
37.2
13.4
21.6

Other
2,564,673
90%
10%
16,269,875
479,840
209,266
33.9
7
12.4

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

35% increase in total person-hours
10% mode shift away from PT for work trips
99% increase in average car trip length
Likely to lead to significant land use impacts

Highlights

Technology adoption
Run 4
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO2-C.1: Autonomous
electric vehicles sc1.
Changes in OTM VTT reduced by
half. VOC reduced by 80%.
Total
3,745,574
89%
11%
50,725,826
1,366,596
394,557
37.1
15.1
24.4

Work
1,049,113
78%
22%
17,347,615
480,036
242,494
36.2
21.1
35.0

Business
131,789
99%
1%
2,571,866
65,456
624
39.3
19.7
30.0

Other
2,564,673
94%
6%
30,806,345
821,104
151,439
37.5
12.8
20.6

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

21% increase in total person-hours
8% mode shift away from PT for work trips
64% increase in average car trip length
Likely to lead to significant land use impacts

Highlights

Technology adoption
Run 5
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO2-C.2: Autonomous
electric vehicles sc2.
Changes in OTM VTT reduced by a
third. VOC reduced by 70%.
Total
3,745,574
88%
12%
41,175,093
1,138,304
445,438
36.2
12.5
20.7

Work
1,049,113
76%
24%
14,922,180
418,062
272,148
35.7
18.7
31.5

Business
131,789
99%
1%
2,154,793
55,681
976
38.7
16.5
25.6

Other
2,564,673
92%
8%
24,098,120
664,563
172,314
36.3
10.2
16.8

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

2.2% reduction in total person-hours
3% mode shift to PT for work trips
13% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Technology adoption
Run 6
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO2-A.1: Autonomous
vehicles and robo-taxis sc1.
Changes in OTM VTT reduced by
half. Perceived VOC increased by
$0.30 per km. Occupancy increased
by 50%.
Total
3,745,574
82%
18%
20,281,068
616,056
659,660
32.9
6.6
12.2

Work
1,049,113
65%
35%
6,810,532
211,446
408,772
32.2
10
18.6

Business
131,789
98%
2%
1,483,412
41,376
1,778
35.85
11.5
19.2

Other
2,564,673
87%
13%
11,987,123
363,234
249,110
33
5.3
9.8

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

2.8% reduction in total person-hours
4% mode shift to PT for work trips
17% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Technology adoption
Run 7
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO2-A.2: Autonomous
vehicles and robo-taxis sc2.
Changes in OTM VTT reduced by a
third. Perceived VOC increased by
$0.30 per km. Occupancy increased
by 50%.
Total
3,745,574
81%
19%
19,095,512
580,071
687,028
32.9
6.3
11.6

Work
1,049,113
64%
36%
6,319,592
195,978
426,537
32.3
9.4
17.6

Business
131,789
98%
2%
1,343,378
37,755
2,402
35.6
10.4
17.6

Other
2,564,673
87%
13%
11,432,542
346,340
258,089
33.0
5.1
9.3

-

Car ave trip time (mins)

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)

1.4% increase in total person-hours
2% mode shift away from PT for work trips
4.5% increase in average car trip length

Highlights

Technology adoption
Run 8
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO2-D.1: Autonomous
electric vehicles and robo-taxis sc1.
Changes in OTM VTT reduced by
half. VOC reduced by 80%.
Perceived VOC increased by $0.30
per km. Occupancy increased by
50%.
Work
1,049,113
70%
30%
8,980,711
273,104
352,869
32.9
12.3
22.4

Total
3,745,574
84%
16%
25,031,717
749,524
573,051
33.4
7.9
14.2

23.0

Business
131,789
99%
1%
1,851,107
49,916
1,167
37.1
14.2
11.2

Other
2,564,673
89%
11%
14,199,900
426,504
219,015
33.3
6.2

-

Car ave trip time (mins)

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)

1.1% decrease in total person-hours
1% mode shift to PT for work trips
4.3% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Technology adoption
Run 9
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO2-D.2: Autonomous
electric vehicles and robo-taxis sc2.
Changes in OTM VTT reduced by a
third. VOC reduced by 70%.
Perceived VOC increased by $0.30
per km. Occupancy increased by
50%.
Work
1,049,113
67%
33%
7,942,734
242,361
383,691
32.8
11.3
20.5

Total
3,745,574
83%
17%
22,585,507
677,454
614,907
33.3
7.3
13.0

20.4

Business
131,789
98%
2%
1,624,798
44,203
1,651
36.7
12.5
10.3

Other
2,564,673
88%
12%
13,017,975
390,891
229,565
33.3
5.7

INCONCLUSIVE

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

2.1% decrease in total person-hours
1% mode shift away from PT for work trips
2.2% increase in average car trip length

Highlights

Technology adoption
Run 10
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO2-E: Advanced traffic
management
Changes in OTM Car speeds
increased by 5% across the
network.
Total
3,745,574
83%
17%
24,301,215
680,977
595,157
35.7
7.8
13.1

Work
1,049,113
69%
31%
8,930,506
252,279
368,381
35.4
12.4
21.0

Business
131,789
98%
2%
1,428,785
37,135
2,485
38.5
11.1
17.3

Other
2,564,673
89%
11%
13,941,925
391,563
224,291
35.6
6.1
10.3

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

Not significantly different to Reference Case

Highlights

Road space allocation changes
Run 11
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO3-A: Bus and tram
priority
Changes in OTM Negative CBD and
inner fixed destination cost of -3
minutes for PT and +1 for car (-54c,
+18c)

INCONCLUSIVE
Total
3,745,574
83%
17%
23,575,472
694,358
615,452
34.0
7.6
13.4

Work
1,049,113
68%
32%
8,595,405
255,293
381,747
33.7
12.1
21.6

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,378,479
37,785
2,852
36.5
10.7
17.7

Other
2,564,673
88%
12%
13,601,588
401,281
230,854
33.9
6.0
10.6

INCONCLUSIVE

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

Not significantly different to Reference Case

Highlights

Road space allocation changes
Run 12
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO3-B: Active transport
priority
Changes in OTM Negative CBD and
inner fixed destination cost of +1 for
car (+18c)
Total
3,745,574
83%
17%
23,673,268
698,133
606,420
33.9
7.6
13.4

Work
1,049,113
68%
32%
8,664,183
257,776
375,748
33.6
12.2
21.7

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,379,125
37,815
2,742
36.5
10.7
17.7

Other
2,564,673
89%
11%
13,629,960
402,542
227,930
33.9
6.0
10.6

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

7.2% decrease in car person-km
1.6% decrease in total person-hours
1% mode shift to PT for work trips
6.4% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Transport network pricing
Run 13
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO4A.1: Distance
based road pricing sc1
Changes in OTM 5c/km road user
charge
Total
3,745,574
83%
17%
21,999,480
655,671
626,901
33.6
7.1
12.7

Work
1,049,113
67%
33%
7,914,476
238,462
389,869
33.2
11.3
20.4

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,323,219
36,537
2,900
36.2
10.3
17.1

Other
2,564,673
88%
12%
12,761,785
380,672
234,133
33.5
5.6
10.1

Average weekly income

CBD

$600
0.0%

$800

$1,000

$1,200

$1,400

$1,600

0.4%

0.6%

0.8%

1.0%

1.2%

Inner (1-5km)

Middle (5-15km)

Outer (15-30km)

1.4%

Far Outer (30km+)

Proportion of weekly income spent on road pricing (commuting only)

0.2%

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

10.8% decrease in car person-km
1.4% decrease in total person-hours
2% mode shift to PT for work trips
9.2% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Transport network pricing
Run 14
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO4A.2: Distance
based road pricing sc2
Changes in OTM 10c/km road user
charge
Total
3,745,574
82%
18%
21,147,976
632,945
652,997
33.4
6.9
12.4

Work
1,049,113
66%
34%
7,289,979
221,386
404,286
32.9
10.6
19.3

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,265,134
35,246
3,146
35.9
9.9
16.5

Other
2,564,673
88%
12%
12,592,863
376,313
245,564
33.5
5.6
10.0

Average weekly income

CBD

$600
0.0%

$800

$1,000

$1,200

$1,400

$1,600

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

Inner (1-5km)

Middle (5-15km)

Outer (15-30km)

2.5%

Far Outer (30km+)

Proportion of weekly income spent on road pricing (commuting only)

0.5%

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

20.1% decrease in car person-km
2.7% decrease in total person-hours
5% mode shift to PT for work trips
17.4% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Transport network pricing
Run 15
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO4A.3: Distance
based road pricing sc3
Changes in OTM 20c/km road user
charge
Total
3,745,574
80%
20%
18,934,200
571,329
697,728
33.1
6.3
11.4

Work
1,049,113
63%
37%
6,307,650
193,333
433,231
32.6
9.5
17.5

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,160,390
32,759
3,554
35.4
9.1
15.4

Other
2,564,673
87%
13%
11,466,159
345,237
260,943
33.2
5.2
9.3

Average weekly income

CBD

$600
0.0%

$800

$1,000

$1,200

$1,400

$1,600

2.0%

3.0%

4.0%

Inner (1-5km)

Middle (5-15km)

Outer (15-30km)

5.0%

Far Outer (30km+)

Proportion of weekly income spent on road pricing (commuting only)

1.0%

10c
14
105
481
831
685
2,115

20c
26
191
879
1,482
1,209
3,787

CBD (0-1 km)
Inner (1-5 km)
Middle (5-15 km)
Outer (15-30 km)
Far Outer (30+ km)
Total

$2 / $1
56
365
870
183
25
1,498
$3 / $2
76
524
1592
300
40
2,531

$5 / $3
108
761
2313
400
57
3,639

Equivalent area based charge for CBD and inner / middle suburbs

CBD (0-1 km)
Inner (1-5 km)
Middle (5-15 km)
Outer (15-30 km)
Far Outer (30+ km)
Total

5c
7
52
240
415
342
1,057

40c
45
340
1,458
2,505
2,071
6,419

Total revenue collected by orbital ring for a distance based road user charge, AM peak, typical weekday ($000)

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

5.0% decrease in car person-km
2.4% increase in total person-hours
3% mode shift to PT for work trips
2.2% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Transport network pricing
Run 16
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO4-D.1: Area based
charge sc1
Changes in OTM Additional origin
and destination fixed cost of $3 for
CBD and inner, $2 for middle ring.
Total
3,745,574
81%
19%
22,512,649
657,224
677,711
34.3
7.4
13.0

Work
1,049,113
65%
35%
8,063,446
237,423
409,600
34.0
11.9
21.0

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,347,496
36,844
3,604
36.6
10.6
17.4

Other
2,564,673
87%
13%
13,101,707
382,958
264,506
34.2
5.9
10.3

Average weekly income

CBD

$600
0.0%

$800

$1,000

$1,200

$1,400

$1,600

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

Inner (1-5km)

Middle (5-15km)

Outer (15-30km)

3.0%

Far Outer (30km+)

Proportion of weekly income spent on road pricing (commuting only)

0.5%

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

7.8% decrease in car person-km
4.1% increase in total person-hours
5% mode shift to PT for work trips
3.1% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Transport network pricing
Run 17
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO4-D.2: Area based
charge sc2
Changes in OTM Additional origin
and destination fixed cost of $5 for
CBD and inner, $3 for middle ring.
Total
3,745,574
79%
21%
21,858,536
633,084
724,006
34.5
7.4
12.8

Work
1,049,113
63%
37%
7,761,135
226,840
430,901
34.2
11.8
20.7

Business
131,789
96%
4%
1,331,268
36,318
4,157
36.7
10.5
17.2

Other
2,564,673
85%
15%
12,766,132
369,926
288,947
34.5
5.8
10.2

Average weekly income

CBD

$600
0.0%

$800

$1,000

$1,200

$1,400

$1,600

2.0%

3.0%

4.0%

Inner (1-5km)

Middle (5-15km)

Outer (15-30km)

5.0%

Far Outer (30km+)

Proportion of weekly income spent on road pricing (commuting only)

1.0%

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

3.4% decrease in car person-km
0.9% increase in total person-hours
2% mode shift to PT for work trips
1.7% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Transport network pricing
Run 18
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO4-D.3: Area based
charge sc3
Changes in OTM Additional origin
and destination fixed cost of $2 for
CBD and inner, $1 for middle ring.
Total
3,745,574
82%
18%
22,903,330
670,349
645,983
34.2
7.5
13.1

Work
1,049,113
66%
34%
8,293,947
245,116
395,921
33.8
12.0
21.3

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,364,869
37,334
3,299
36.6
10.7
17.5

Other
2,564,673
87%
13%
13,244,514
387,899
246,763
34.1
5.9
10.4

Average weekly income

CBD

$600
0.0%

$800

$1,000

$1,200

$1,400

$1,600

1.0%

1.5%

Inner (1-5km)

Middle (5-15km)

Outer (15-30km)

2.0%

Far Outer (30km+)

Proportion of weekly income spent on road pricing (commuting only)

0.5%

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

2.9% decrease in car person-km
0.6% increase in total person-hours
2% mode shift to PT for work trips
1.3% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Transport network pricing
Run 19
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO4-D.4: Area based
charge sc4
Changes in OTM Additional origin
and destination fixed cost of $3 for
CBD and inner.
Total
3,745,574
82%
18%
23,024,879
671,560
639,946
34.3
7.5
13.1

Work
1,049,113
66%
34%
8,331,499
245,322
395,971
34.0
12.1
21.3

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,365,365
37,314
3,420
36.6
10.7
17.6

Other
2,564,673
88%
12%
13,328,015
388,924
240,555
34.3
5.9
10.4

Average weekly income

CBD

$600
0.0%

$800

$1,000

$1,200

$1,400

$1,600

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

2.5%

Inner (1-5km)

Middle (5-15km)

Outer (15-30km)

3.0%

Far Outer (30km+)

Proportion of weekly income spent on road pricing (commuting only)

0.5%

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

4.4% decrease in car person-km
1.1% increase in total person-hours
4% mode shift to PT for work trips
1.8% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Transport network pricing
Run 20
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO4-D.5: Area based
charge sc5
Changes in OTM Additional origin
and destination fixed cost of $5 for
CBD and inner.
Total
3,745,574
81%
19%
22,653,069
656,333
662,345
34.5
7.5
13.0

Work
1,049,113
64%
36%
8,129,681
237,750
409,798
34.2
12.0
21.1

Business
131,789
96%
4%
1,353,305
36,860
3,866
36.7
10.7
17.4

Other
2,564,673
87%
13%
13,170,084
381,723
248,681
34.5
5.9
10.3

-

Total trips
Car mode share (trips)
PT mode share (trips)
Car person-km
Car person-hours
PT person-hours
Car average speed (km/h)
Car ave trip length (km)
Car ave trip time (mins)

2.1% decrease in car person-km
0.2% increase in total person-hours
1% mode shift to PT for work trips
1.0% decrease in average car trip length

Highlights

Transport network pricing
Run 21
Year 2046
Period AM
Description PO4-D.6: Area based
charge sc6
Changes in OTM Additional origin
and destination fixed cost of $2 for
CBD and inner.
Total
3,745,574
82%
18%
23,206,888
678,900
628,153
34.2
7.5
13.2

Work
1,049,113
67%
33%
8,440,835
249,398
389,201
33.8
12.1
21.4

Business
131,789
97%
3%
1,368,713
37,439
3,196
36.6
10.7
17.6

Other
2,564,673
88%
12%
13,397,340
392,063
235,756
34.2
5.9
10.4

Average weekly income

CBD

$600
0.0%

$800

$1,000

$1,200

$1,400

$1,600

1.0%

1.5%

Inner (1-5km)

Middle (5-15km)

Outer (15-30km)

2.0%

Far Outer (30km+)

Proportion of weekly income spent on road pricing (commuting only)

0.5%

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

AVs could lead to a large increase in demand for road space if value of travel time decreases
This increase in demand could be amplified further if electric vehicles lead to large reductions in perceived vehicle operating costs
This increase in demand could be mitigated / offset by either a significant shift to robo-taxis or a distance based road-pricing regime (or a
combination)
Distance based road user charges were found to be sharply regressive with respect to income
Conversely, area-based pricing regimes were found to be sharply progressive with respect to income, and also had a relatively lower
dampening effect on demand than distance based regimes.
A road pricing regime which combines the two, i.e. distance, location (and time of day) charging is a potential consideration.
A five cent per km distance based charge led to a 7.2% reduction in car person-km in the AM peak
A $5 / $3 area based charge led to a similar 7.8% reduction but raised $3.6M in revenue compared to $1.1M for a 5c/km distance based
charge

Key findings

Appendix B – Preliminary demand
modelling
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Disclaimer and limitations
Inherent limitations
This report has been prepared as outlined in the Scope Section. The services provided in connection with this engagement
comprise an advisory engagement, which is not subject to assurance or other standards issued by the Australian Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board and, consequently no opinions or conclusions intended to convey assurance have been expressed.
KPMG does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness, reasonableness, or reliability of the
information included (whether directly or by reference) in the report, statements, representations and documentation provided
by Infrastructure Victoria’s management and stakeholders consulted as part of the process, and/or the achievement or
reasonableness of any plans, projections, forecasts, management targets, prospects or returns described (whether express or
implied) in the report. There will usually be differences between forecast or projected and actual results, because events and
circumstances frequently do not occur as expected or predicted and those differences may be material. Additionally, KPMG
does not make any confirmation or assessment of the commercial merits, technical feasibility or compliance with any applicable
legislation or regulation of the transport policy reforms, technology interventions and/or major transport projects described in
this report.
KPMG have indicated within this report the sources of the information provided. We have not sought to independently verify
those sources unless otherwise noted within the report.
KPMG is under no obligation in any circumstance to update this report, in either oral or written form, for events occurring after
the report has been issued in final form.
The findings in this report have been formed on the above basis.

Third party reliance
This report is solely for the purpose set out in the Scope Section and for the information of Infrastructure Victoria, and is not to
be used for any other purpose or distributed to any other party without KPMG’s prior written consent.
This report has been prepared at the request of Infrastructure Victoria in accordance with the terms of KPMG’s contract with
the State of Victoria dated 15 September 2015. Other than our responsibility to Infrastructure Victoria, neither KPMG nor any
member or employee of KPMG undertakes responsibility arising in any way from reliance placed by a third party on this report.
Any reliance placed is that party’s sole responsibility.

Distribution
This KPMG report was produced solely for the use and benefit of Infrastructure Victoria and cannot be relied on or distributed,
in whole or in part, in any format by any other party. The report is dated 27 September 2016, and KPMG accepts no liability for
and has not undertaken work in respect of any event subsequent to that date which may affect this report.
Any redistribution of this report requires the prior written approval of KPMG and in any event is to be a complete and unaltered
version of this report and accompanied only by such other materials as KPMG may agree.
Responsibility for the security of any electronic distribution of this report remains the responsibility of Infrastructure Victoria
and KPMG accepts no liability if the report is or has been altered in any way by any person.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Infrastructure Victoria (IV) has been established as an independent statutory authority, providing
expert advice and guiding decision-making on Victoria’s infrastructure needs and priorities. IV is
currently preparing a 30-year infrastructure strategy that will outline short, medium and long-term
infrastructure needs and priorities for Victoria. To inform this strategy, IV is undertaking an options
assessment of policy reforms and infrastructure projects that would support core objectives of
improving social, economic and environmental outcomes for Victoria.
IV’s All things considered 1 options paper considered several policy reform, technology and major
project options which have the potential to address Victoria’s future infrastructure demand. Building
on the option scoping work completed to date, IV has commissioned further quantitative analysis of
transport specific policy reform, technology change and major project options. KPMG, Arup and
Jacobs have been engaged by IV to undertake demand modelling and economic assessment to
appraise a range of transport projects, technology changes and policy reforms.

1.2 Purpose
This project is being completed to provide IV with a more robust approach to assess the major
transport projects and policies being considered in their 30-year infrastructure strategy.
Strategic transport modelling allows the impact of the options on the transport network and
accessibility to be assessed. Modelling outputs have been used to understand the ability of the
various options to address the needs identified in IV’s consultation report We Hear You 2. Modelling
has also been used to inform the economic assessment of the major transport projects being
undertaken in this report.
It is expected that high-priority projects and policies, if pursued by Government, will be subject to
further investigation, modelling and assessment appropriate for business case development.

1

Infrastructure Victoria, All Things Considered: Exploring options for Victoria’s 30-year infrastructure strategy, May 2016.

2

Infrastructure Victoria, We Hear You: Finalising the framework for Victoria’s 30-year infrastructure strategy, April 2016.
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1.3 This Report
This is a technical appendix describing the strategic transport modelling undertaken for IV with the
Victorian Integrated Transport Model (VITM). Following this introductory section, the remainder of
this Appendix is structured as follows:

x

Section 2 presents the modelling approach that was applied.

x

Section 3 describes the options that were tested.

x

Section 4 provides detail on the key modelling inputs.

x

Section 5 examines future year modelling results by option.

x

Section 6 presents a comparison of modelling options.

2
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2 Modelling Approach
This section provides an overview of the strategic modelling approach, describing how the VITM was
used to test the various options.

2.1 Overview
A range of major transport projects, technology changes and policy reforms were assessed against
IV’s identified needs. Figure 1 illustrates the “core options” that were selected by IV. On top of this
a series of “scenarios and sensitivities” were tested to better understand the resilience and the
impact of various options.
Figure 1: Major projects, policy reform and technology change options assessed

An integrated approach was adopted for the assessment of the core options, utilising the Outline
Transport Model (OTM) and the Victorian Integrated Transport Model (VITM). A different approach
was implemented for the “build” and “non-build” options as summarised below and illustrated in
Figure 2.

x

Build options: modelled with the VITM and progressed to economic appraisal.

x

Non-build options: initially modelled with the OTM to develop a shortlist of technology and policy
reform options that were progressed to testing with the VITM. Economic appraisal was not
undertaken for non-build options.
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Figure 2: Overarching assessment approach
Subject of preliminary economic appraisal

Technology

Public
Transport

Policy

Road
Transport

Automated car
technology

Transport network
pricing

City Loop
reconfiguration

Eastern Freeway to
CityLink connection

Driverless cars
and ride sharing

Road space
allocation changes

Melbourne Metro 2

North East Link

Doncaster heavy
rail line

Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road

Advanced traffic
management

Rowville heavy
rail line

Modelled with Outline Transport Model

Melbourne Airport
heavy rail line

Shortlisted Technology & Policy Intervention Options

Modelled with Victorian Integrated Transport Model

Demand forecasting and key transport network statistics

Preliminary Economic Appraisal

Cost Benefit Analysis

Wider Economic Benefits

Assessment against Needs identified by IV

VITM outputs were used to assess IV’s needs for both build and non-build options. As a networkbased strategic transport model, the VITM was used to understand the broad metropolitan-wide
benefits and impacts of these options.

2.2 VITM
2.2.1 Model description
The VITM is a strategic transport model of the Melbourne metropolitan area that is owned and
maintained by DEDJTR. Built in Cube software, it is used to test and assess transport policies and
strategies, predict future demands on the transport network, and analyse the potential impacts of
road, public transport and land-use planning projects. The model is based on a four-step approach that
can be described broadly as follows:

x

Trip Generation: determining the intensity of trip making to/from land use parcels/zones.
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x

Trip Distribution & Mode Choice: distributing trips originating in any given zone across all
destination zones and predicting the intensity of travel between each origin and destination pair
on any one of the available travel modes.

x

Assignment: allocating the intensity of trips between origin and destination zones to available
road and public transport routes.

The steps above are a simplification of the VITM as each step can have a number of sub-routines that
provide further input and sophistication to the model processes.
For forecasting, various data inputs must be defined at each stage of the model process. A summary
of key inputs for VITM are:

x

Land use information (e.g. population, employment, number of enrolments)

x

Road network (including timing for forecast network improvements)

x

Public transport network and services

x

Travel costs (fares, vehicle operating costs, values of time)

A wide variety of outputs can be extracted from VITM, with the most common outputs as follows:

x

Highway network statistics (traffic volumes, travel times, vehicle kilometres travelled)

x

Public transport statistics (public transport patronage, passenger kilometres travelled, passenger
hours travelled)

x

Mode share

x

Trip lengths

VITM has been used for most major transport projects in Melbourne to provide input to strategy
development, project business cases and to inform project design. Recent land use and transport
projects to which the VITM has been applied include Regional Rail Link (RRL), Level Crossing
Removal Program, Cranbourne-Pakenham Line Upgrade, Melbourne Metro and various growth area
projects.

2.2.2 Model limitations
It is important to note that model outputs are always an approximation of what can be expected in
the real/built environment. The VITM as a strategic planning tool is better at representing strategic
level demands and patterns (i.e. across screenlines/cordons) than individual links or segments within
a network. Certain outputs from the VITM need to be treated with caution and interpreted with an
understanding of the model’s strengths and weaknesses and the input assumptions that are an
inherent part of the forecasting process.
Some limitations of the VITM worth considering in the context of the IV project are:

x

Land use forecasts: these inputs directly affect the trip generation and distribution behaviour
produced by the model. If the timing or intensity of demographic growth at a travel zone level
differs from forecasts, travel behaviour will likely differ from that modelled.

x

Future road and public transport: assumptions around the timing of road and public transport
projects will affect modelled mode share and route choice.

x

Fixed travel behaviour: mode choice behaviour is calibrated using 2006 Census and 2007
Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel Activity (VISTA) data. It is assumed that into the future
people make travel decisions in a similar manner.

x

Fixed travel for each time period: the proportion of people travelling in each time period across a
day is fixed, meaning that peak spreading behaviour cannot be captured. Within each time period
the model also assumes average travel conditions. This is a simplification of reality, where
changing travel patterns and system performance will be observed across each period.
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x

Intersections not explicitly modelled: during the traffic assignment phase of the model,
speed/flow curves are used to calculate the travel time for a link based on the assigned volume
and capacity of that link. This is a simplification of reality, where each section of the road will
have unique operational behaviour and queuing back may impact adjacent intersections.

A more detailed description of the VITM, its suitability to this engagement and its limitations is
provided in Appendix A: Modelling Suitability and Policy Reform Methodology.

2.3 VITM Modelling Approach
The version of VITM used for this project is the May 2016 version held by DEDJTR 3. This is the
latest version of the model that has been through a validation process. Validation establishes that
modelled values are reflecting observed values to an acceptable level.
For this study the VITM was used for comparative testing of alternative scenarios. This approach
utilises “Base Case” transport networks to which different options are added to evaluate their
impact. Base Case networks were developed for 2011, 2031 and 2046 for consistency with the
structure of the VITM and the 30-year horizon of the strategy being developed by IV.

x

The 2011 Base Case is the VITM base year and provides an illustration of existing conditions.

x

Future year Base Cases have been developed for 2031 and 2046 that represent the transport
networks in future years without the core options being assessed by IV.

DEDJTR has formed a “Reference Case” in VITM to establish a standardised set of assumptions for
strategic transport modelling across Government for current and future years. The Reference Case is
a suite of assumptions, interventions and future trends agreed across the transport portfolio, in
relation to inputs required by the VITM. The Reference Case was used as a starting point from which
Base Case and core option scenarios were developed. These options were specified by
Infrastructure Victoria and developed in consultation with DEDJTR, VicRoads and Public Transport
Victoria (PTV).
In specifying model inputs for option testing key assumptions developed for the Base Case are
maintained, while specific inputs related to the differences between options are varied. This allows
the impact of different options to be compared in a systematic way. While there are weaknesses in
the model, it is assumed that these weaknesses are unlikely to change the relative performance of
scenarios.

3

VITM2015_160226_V4b_LXRA
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3 Option Development
This section describes the options that were tested using the VITM. Details on the specific inputs
relating to these options is provided in Section 4.

3.1 Base Case
The Base Case scenarios developed for IV’s assessment are listed in Table 2.
Table 1: Base Case scenarios

Base Case

Key Assumptions

2011 Base Case

2011 VITM Reference Case

2031 Base Case

Future year Base Cases for comparison against various policy,
technology and project options. These represent the transport
network in future years without the core projects being assessed by
IV.

2046 Base Case

3.2 Core Options
3.2.1 Build Options
Table 3 describes the major project build options that were tested with the VITM. Scenarios were
run for 2031 and 2046 to inform the economic evaluation.
The core road project options were assumed to be consistent with their representation in the VITM
Reference Case (includes alignment, road classification, speed, lanes). For each of the core road
projects, a series of dependent projects was identified. These were additions or upgrades to the road
network included in future year VITM Reference Case networks that were considered unlikely to
proceed unless the associated core road project was built. Dependent project assumptions are
provided in Attachment A, Section 2. Base Case road networks were developed by removing the
core road project options and their dependencies from future year Reference Case networks. Base
Case road network assumptions are outlined in Section 4.2. The major road projects assessed are
hence specified as adding the core project as well as the dependent elements to the Base Case
network.
Service specifications originally developed by PTV were used to develop Base Case rail networks that
assumed sufficient investment to enable each of the five core public transport projects being
considered. Reference Case bus and tram network assumptions were maintained. Base Case public
transport network assumptions are outlined in Section 4.3.
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Table 2: Build options - major projects

4

Major Project

Key Assumptions 4

Graphic 5

Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection
(with dependent
infrastructure) (EWE)
New freeway
connection between
Eastern Freeway and
CityLink

3 lanes, 80km/h
Toll: $4.57
Dependent road projects
listed in Attachment A 6

Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection
(without dependent
infrastructure)
New freeway
connection between
Eastern Freeway and
CityLink

3 lanes, 80km/h
Toll: $4.57
Dependent road projects
excluded

North East Link (with
dependent
infrastructure) (NEL)
New freeway
connection between
the Eastern Freeway
at Bulleen through to
Greensborough and
Metropolitan Ring
Road

3 lanes, 80km/h
Toll: $4.52
Dependent road projects
listed in Attachment A

Tolls are in 2011 dollars.

5

Darker colours represent the core project, lighter shades represent dependent road projects or related rail lines.

6

Note that modelling for the 2012 East West Link business case was completed with a different model and assumptions do

not exactly mirror those previously tested.
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Major Project

Key Assumptions 4

Graphic 5

North East Link
(without dependent
infrastructure)
New freeway
connection between
the Eastern Freeway
at Bulleen through to
Greensborough and
Metropolitan Ring
Road

3 lanes, 80km/h
Toll: $4.52
Dependent road projects
excluded

Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road (OMR)
New Freeway
connection between
Princes Freeway and
Metropolitan Ring
Road

2 lanes, 100km/h
Toll: $12.00 (eastern
section $4.50, western
section $7.50)
Dependent road projects
listed in Attachment A

City Loop
Reconfiguration
(CLR)
Realignment of
services to facilitate
through-movements
across the CBD
Electrification of rail
line to Wallan

Service level increases on
the Craigieburn, Upfield,
Glen Waverley and
Frankston lines
Additional services to
Wallan along Craigieburn
and Upfield lines
Wallan, Beveridge,
Lockerbie and
Donnybrook added to the
Metropolitan rail network
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Major Project

Key Assumptions 4

Melbourne Metro 2
(MM2)
New rail tunnel
connection from
Newport to Clifton Hill
Roll-out of extended
High Capacity Metro
Train (HCMT) vehicles
on these corridors

Service level increases on
the Werribee (future
Wyndham Vale) and
South Morang (future
Mernda) lines
Increased rolling stock
capacities on these
services
Stops included at
Newport, Wirraway,
Plummer (Fishermans
Bend), Southern Cross,
Flagstaff, Parkville,
Carlton, Clifton Hill, Merri
Creek

Doncaster Hill Heavy
Rail Line (with MM2)

Relies on Melbourne
Metro 2 to proceed

New heavy rail link
from Clifton Hill to
Doncaster Hill

Stops included at
Doncaster Hill, Doncaster,
Bulleen, Burke Road and
Kew

Rowville Heavy Rail
Line

Service level increases on
MM1
Stops included at Monash
University, Mulgrave,
Waverley Park, Rowville

New heavy rail link
from Rowville to
Huntingdale
(connecting to
Melbourne Metro 1)

Graphic 5
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Major Project

Key Assumptions 4

Graphic 5

Melbourne Airport
Heavy Rail Line
(MARL)
New heavy rail link
from Melbourne
Airport to Albion
(connecting to
Melbourne Metro 1)

10 minute service
frequencies between
Melbourne Airport and
CBD, stopping at all
stations Sunshine to CBD
25 minutes travel time
between Melbourne
Airport and CBD
Decrease in services on
Sunbury line, however an
overall increase along the
Sunbury/Melton/
Melbourne Airport
corridor
Removal of SkyBus

3.2.2 Non-build options
Table 4 describes the non-build options that were tested. These options were developed based on
outcomes of more extensive options testing that was completed with the OTM. These options were
tested for 2046, consistent with the 30-year horizon of IV’s infrastructure strategy.
Table 3: Non-build options - technology change and policy reform

7

Technology Change/
Policy Reform

Key Assumptions

Graphic

Advanced Traffic
Management
(ATM)
Road network
capacity increases on
freeways as a result
of ATM

Freeway capacity increased
to 2,200 vehicles per hour
per lane 7

Managed Motorway projects in Victoria and NSW have led to an increase in volumes of 10-30%. In the VITM it is assumed

that freeways in inner regions have a capacity of 1,800 vehicles per lane per hour and that freeways in outer regions have a
capacity of 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour.
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8

Technology Change/
Policy Reform

Key Assumptions

Graphic

Autonomous
Vehicles (AVs)
Road network
capacity and speed
increases resulting
from the introduction
of AVs

Arterial capacities
increased by 15%
Freeway capacities
increased by 60% 8
Freeway speeds increased
to 130km/h

Road Space
Allocation (RSA)
Road space
reduction to give bus
and tram priority on
selected corridors

One lane of traffic removed
on sections of the
followings roads 9:
- Brunswick Street
- Smith Street
- Victoria Street
- Swan Street
- Blackburn Road
- Springvale Road
Road space re-allocated to
trams and buses on these
corridors, allowing them to
move at a speed
independent of the
surrounding road network

The Eco Enter for Transportation, Preparing a National for Autonomous Vehicles, October 2013.

9

Tram corridors: Brunswick Street between Victoria Parade and Merri Parade; Smith Street between Victoria Parade and
Queens Parade; Victoria Street between Hoddle Street and Church Street; Swan Street between Hoddle Street and Burwood
Road
Bus corridors: Blackburn Road between Wellington Road and Whitehorse Road; Springvale Road between Mornington
Peninsula Freeway and Mitcham Road
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Technology Change/
Policy Reform

Key Assumptions

Graphic

Road Pricing –
Double Cordon
Road pricing applied
to influence
behaviour and
manage demand

Cordon charge 10 applied at
two rings:
- CBD: $3
- Inner (~5km from CBD):
$2

Road Pricing –
Cordon & Distance
Charge
Road pricing applied
to influence
behaviour and
manage demand

Cordon charge applied at
CBD cordon only: $3
Distance-based charge of
$0.05/km applied for all
travel across the network

3.3 Scenarios and Sensitivities
Table 5 outlines the various scenarios and sensitivity tests that were run on the core options. These
scenarios test different configurations of the core options and also combine different core option
scenarios together.

10

Consistent cordon charge applied to all vehicles (car, commercial), in all time periods.
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Table 4: Scenarios and sensitivities

Scenarios and
Sensitivities

Key Assumptions

Graphic

Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection
- including Western
Section to Western
Ring Road

3 lanes, 80km/h
Toll: $4.57 for Eastern
Freeway to CityLink
Connection; $5 for additional
Western Section

New freeway
connection between
Eastern Freeway and
CityLink, including an
additional connection
to Western Ring Road

Dependent road projects
listed in Attachment A 11

City Loop
Reconfiguration –
without Wallan
electrification

Service level increases on
the Craigieburn, Upfield,
Glen Waverley and
Frankston lines

Realignment of
services to facilitate
through-movements
across the CBD
No electrification of
rail line to Wallan
Melbourne Metro 2 –
Newport to Parkville
New rail tunnel
connection from
Newport to Parkville
Roll-out of extended
HCMT trains on this
corridor

Service level increases on
the Werribee (future
Wyndham Vale)
Increased vehicle capacities
on these services
Stops included at Wirraway,
Plummer (Fishermans Bend),
Southern Cross and Parkville

11

Note that modelling for the 2012 East West Link business case was completed with a different model and
assumptions do not exactly mirror those previously tested.
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Scenarios and
Sensitivities

Key Assumptions

Doncaster Hill Heavy
Rail Line (with MM2)
– Modified Bus

Relies on MM2 to proceed
Stops included at Doncaster
Hill, Doncaster, Bulleen,
Burke Road and Kew
Bus network modifications:
SmartBus routes run as
feeder connections to
Doncaster rail (rather than
CBD); minor improvements
to local bus connectivity to
rail

New heavy rail link
from Clifton Hill to
Doncaster Hill

Graphic

Tram network modifications:
extent of 48 tram maintained
from 2011
Melbourne Airport
Heavy Rail Line –
Dedicated Line
New heavy rail link
from Melbourne
Airport to CBD,
running independently
of the existing
network

10 minute service
frequencies between
Melbourne Airport and CBD,
stopping at CBD North and
CBD South
Travel times between
Melbourne Airport and CBD
decreased to 20 minutes
(from 25 minutes when not
on a dedicated line)
No decrease in services on
the existing rail network
Removal of SkyBus

Policy & Technology
Combinations:
Autonomous
Vehicles – Increased
Trip Generation
Demand and road
capacity/speed
increases resulting
from the introduction
of AVs

All households have access
to vehicles. This leads to an
increase in demand due to
higher trip rates associated
with these households and
increased demand on the
road network as all travellers
are able to choose between
travel via car or public
transport.
Arterial capacities increased
by 15%
Freeway capacities
increased by 60%
Freeway speeds increased
to 130km/h
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Scenarios and
Sensitivities

Key Assumptions

Policy & Technology
Combinations:
Autonomous
Vehicles – Increased
Trip Generation &
Double Cordon
Pricing

All households have access
to vehicles. This leads to an
increase in demand due to
higher trip rates associated
with these households and
increased demand on the
road network as all travellers
are able to choose between
travel via car or public
transport.

Testing the effect of
road pricing on a
network where private
vehicle trips are more
attractive than the
Base Case
Demand and road
capacity/speed
increases resulting
from the introduction
of AVs
Road pricing applied to
influence behaviour
and manage demand
Road Pricing &
Public Transport
Improvements: Road
Pricing – Double
Cordon & Five Core
Rail Projects
Testing the effect of
increased public
transport service
provision on a network
where road pricing is
making travel into the
city via public
transport more
attractive.

Graphic

Arterial capacities increased
by 15%
Freeway capacities
increased by 60%
Freeway speeds increased
to 130km/h
Cordon charge applied at
two rings:
- CBD: $3
- Inner (~5km from CBD):
$2
Cordon charge applied at
two rings:
- CBD: $3
- Inner (~5km from CBD): $2
Combination of the five core
rail project options described
in Table 3
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Scenarios and
Sensitivities

Key Assumptions

Road Pricing &
Public Transport
Improvements: Road
Pricing – Double
Cordon & Tram
Capacity Uplift

Cordon charge applied at
two rings:
- CBD: $3
- Inner (~5km from CBD): $2

Testing the effect of
increased public
transport service
provision on a network
where road pricing is
making travel into the
city via public
transport more
attractive.
Five Rail Projects
Five core rail project
options combined

Five Rail Projects &
Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection

Graphic

Tram services increased by
25% across the network, in
all time periods

Combination of the five core
rail project options described
in Table 3:
- City Loop
Reconfiguration
- Melbourne Metro 2
- Melbourne Airport Heavy
Rail Line
- Rowville Heavy Rail Line
- Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail
Line

Combination of core build
options described in Table 3
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Scenarios and
Sensitivities

Key Assumptions

Graphic

Five Rail Projects &
North East Link

Combination of core build
options described in Table 3

Five Rail Projects &
Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road

Combination of core build
options described in Table 3

Five Rail Projects &
Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection
& North East Link

Combination of core build
options described in Table 3
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Scenarios and
Sensitivities

Key Assumptions

Graphic

Five Rail Projects &
North East Link &
Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road

Combination of core build
options described in Table 3

Five Rail Projects &
Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection
& Outer
Metropolitan Ring
Road

Combination of core build
options described in Table 3

Best Performing
Road and Rail
Projects (MM2,
MARL, CLR with
Wallan, OMR, NEL)

Combination of core build
options described in Table 3
Dependent road projects
included
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Scenarios and
Sensitivities

Key Assumptions

Graphic

Best Performing
Road and Rail
Projects (MM2,
MARL, CLR with
Wallan, OMR, NEL)
with Eastern
Freeway to CityLink
Connection

Combination of core build
options described in Table 3
Dependent road projects
included

Testing how EWE
performs in
combination with the
best performing build
projects
Best Performing
Road and Rail
Projects (MM2,
MARL, CLR with
Wallan, OMR, NEL)
with Double Cordon
Pricing

Combination of core build
and non-build options
described in Table 3 and
Table 4
Dependent road projects
included

Best performing build
projects in
combination with road
pricing

Best Performing
Road and Rail
Projects (MM2,
MARL, CLR with
Wallan, OMR, NEL)
with Double Cordon
Pricing and Eastern
Freeway to CityLink
Connection

Combination of core build
and non-build options
described in Table 3 and
Table 4
Dependent road projects
included

Testing how EWE
performs with the
best performing build
projects in
combination with road
pricing
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Scenarios and
Sensitivities

Key Assumptions

2046 Best
Performing Road and
Rail Projects (MM2,
MARL, CLR with
Wallan, OMR, NEL)
with Double Cordon
Pricing and
Autonomous
Vehicles - Increased
Trip Generation

Combination of core build
and non-build options
described in Table 3 and
Table 4
Dependent road projects
included
Increased trip generation
Autonomous Vehicle
assumptions as described
above.
Autonomous Vehicle road
network capacity
assumptions applied on
OMR and NEL:

Best performing build
projects in
combination with road
pricing and AVs

Autonomous
Vehicles - Increased
Trip Generation with
3 Road Projects
(EWE, NEL, OMR)
AVs with a high level
of additional road
connectivity provided
across the network

Graphic

Freeway capacities
increased by 60%
Freeway speeds
increased to 130km/h

Combination of core build
and non-build options
described in Table 3 and
Table 4
Dependent road projects
included
Increased trip generation
Autonomous Vehicle
assumptions as described
above.
Autonomous Vehicle road
network capacity
assumptions applied on
OMR, NEL and EWE:
-

Freeway capacities
increased by 60%
Freeway speeds
increased to 130km/h
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4 Modelling Inputs
A complete summary of the VITM scenarios modelled as part of this project is provided in
Attachment A. This section describes the key VITM inputs that are associated with these scenarios.
Other modelling components such as freight demand and model parameters are as per DEDJTRs
Reference Case.

4.1 Land Use
Land use inputs were provided by DEDJTR 12 and include population, employment and enrolment
forecasts at a travel zone level. These were developed using DEDJTRs Victoria in Future 2014
projections. A summary of land use forecasts to 2046 that provides the basis of the assessment is
provided in Table 6.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the distribution of forecast population and employment growth at a
travel zone level between 2011 and 2046. No further disaggregation of the travel zones was applied
as part of this project. Growth in population is predicted across Melbourne, with notable increases
around the CBD and within established growth corridors 13. Significant employment growth is
forecast in the CBD, at designated National Employment Clusters (NECs) and in many locations
adjacent to rail corridors throughout Melbourne.
Table 5: Land use summary (Melbourne Statistical Division)

Year

Population

Working Age
Population
(18-65)

Households

Employment

Enrolments
(school and
tertiary)

2011

4,108,819

2,686,763

1,566,123

2,161,511

1,208,399

2031

5,872,483

3,547,594

2,277,539

3,072,522

1,683,319

2046

7,212,287

4,312,116

2,854,730

3,881,174

2,002,615

12

Reference Case land use inputs: Demographic_w_ICSplit_2011_Z3098 v150810.DBF, Demographic_w_ICSplit_2021_Z3098

v150810.DBF, Demographic_w_ICSplit_2031_Z3098 v150810.DBF, Demographic_w_ICSplit_2046_Z3098 v150810.DBF,
provided by DEDJTR 16 June 2016.
13

Metropolitan Planning Authority, Growth Corridors Plan, June 2012.
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Figure 3: Change in population density (people per square km) 2011-2046

Figure 4: Change in employment density (jobs per square km) 2011-2046
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4.2 Road Networks
Base Case road networks were formed by removing the core road project options and their
dependencies from future year VITM Reference Case networks. These projects are shown together
in Figure 5, which illustrates the difference in scale of the projects. This is further reinforced by the
VITM road network statistics provided in Table 7, which indicate that the OMR adds significantly
more kilometres of road to the network than EWE and NEL.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate how the Base Case road network changes between 2011 and 2046.
Between 2011 and 2031 a range of new road projects are added to the network including Peninsula
Link, Western Distributor, Mordialloc Bypass, Westall Road extension and a series of new
connections within growth corridors 14. Enhancements to the existing road network include upgrades
to the M80, and the Tullamarine, Monash and Calder Freeways and upgrades to numerous arterial
roads, including implementation of the committed 50 level crossing projects. There is significantly
less development assumed in the Base Case road network between 2031 and 2046. New links and
upgrades are focused in outer regions, including new freeway connections at Western Port Road and
Koo Wee Rup Road.
A range of road networks that build on the Base Case were generated to test the scenarios outlined
in Section 3. These are described in Attachment A, Section 2, along with the dependent projects
associated with each of the core road project options.
Figure 5: Core road project options and dependent projects

14

An exhaustive list of road projects incorporated in the VITM is available in DEDJTRs Reference Case documentation:

DEDJTR, 2015 Transport Modelling Reference Case: Model Inputs and Parameters v1.07 VITM, 2015.
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Table 6: Road network supply statistics (2046 AM Peak 2 hours)

Road Network Scenario

Road Length (km)

Lane Length (km)

Base Case

14,845

-

21,987

-

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection

14,862

+17

22,067

+80

North East Link

14,864

+19

22,099

+112

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

15,196

+351

22,712

+725

Figure 6: Base Case road network changes: 2011 - 2031 (green: new road, blue: change to existing road)
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Figure 7: Base Case road network changes: 2031 - 2046 (green: new road, blue: change to existing road)

4.3 Public Transport Networks
Base Case public transport networks were developed that represent future year networks with the
core public transport project options removed. This is consistent with the approach adopted for
developing Base Case road networks.
As outlined in Section 3, all of the core public transport projects relate to major rail developments. A
high level summary of the rail projects included in the Base Case networks is provided in Table 8.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate how the number of rail services in the Base Case is assumed to
increase from 2011 through to 2046.
Between 2011 and 2031, increases in service provisions are seen across the rail network. This is
consistent with the assumption that Melbourne Metro will be delivered before 2031, providing
significant network-wide increases in service frequency and capacity. The most impacted lines are
Mernda, Cranbourne, Pakenham, Sunbury and Melton. Rail services are assumed to increase to a
lesser extent between 2031 and 2046, with a significant proportion of the network experiencing no
change. However during this period it is assumed that new extended trains will be acquired for the
Melbourne Metro corridor, enabling a fleet cascade that provides increased capacity on corridors
across the network.
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Table 7: Base Case rail network project assumptions

Rail Project

2011
Ref.
Case

2031
Base
Case

2046
Base
Case

Cranbourne Pakenham Line Upgrade

U

D

D

Cranbourne Duplication

U

D

D

Inter-peak frequency increases

U

D

D

Regional Rail Link

U

D

D

Mernda Extension

U

D

D

Hurstbridge Duplication - Heidelberg to Rosanna

U

D

D

Hurstbridge Duplication - Greensborough to Eltham

U

D

D

Upfield Link – Upfield to Somerton

U

D

D

New Regional Stations (RRL, Wallan Line and Toolern)

U

D

D

Regional Upgrade (HCDMU stock upgrade and track works)

U

D

D

Melbourne Metro

U

D

D

Sunshine - Deer Park Quadruplication

U

D

D

Melton Duplication and Electrification (including roll-out of HCMT)

U

D

D

High Capacity Signalling (HCS)

U

D

D

Clyde Extension

U

U

D

Wyndhamvale Extension

U

U

D

City Loop Reconfiguration

U

U

U

Wallan Electrification

U

U

U

Melbourne Metro 2 (including roll-out of HCMT)

U

U

U

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

U

U

U

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

U

U

U

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

U

U

U
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Figure 8: Change in Metro rail services: 2011 - 2031 Base Case (AM peak 2 hours)

Figure 9: Change in Metro rail services: 2031 - 2046 Base Case (AM peak 2 hours)
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Total public transport service kilometres for each of the core public transport project options is
provided in Table 9. This indicates that Melbourne Metro 2 will have the greatest impact on rail
service provision at an aggregate level. Melbourne Metro 2 will also replace smaller vehicles along
the Werribee and Mernda corridors with extended HCMT vehicles, providing an additional capacity
uplift. Service kilometre increases associated with Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, Doncaster Hill
Heavy Rail Line and Rowville Heavy Rail Line are similar to each other and significantly lower than
those assumed for MM2. A proportion of the service kilometres associated with V/Line is shifted to
Metro rail in the City Loop Reconfiguration scenario due to the electrification of Wallan.
Figure 10 through Figure 14 show how AM peak rail service frequencies change for each of the core
public transport options, allowing the spatial extent of the projects to be understood. Consistent with
total rail service kilometres, the Melbourne Metro 2 and City Loop Reconfiguration scenarios are seen
to have the greatest impact on service provision.
Table 8: Rail Network Supply Statistics (2046 AM Peak 2 hours)

Public Transport
Network Scenario

Metro Rail Service
Kilometres

V/Line Service
Kilometres

Tram Service
Kilometres

Bus Service
Kilometres 15

Base Case

20,877

-

9,458

-

14,584

-

104,420

-

City Loop
Reconfiguration

22,486

+1,609

9,082

-376

14,584

-

104,420

-

Melbourne Metro 2

23,547

+2,670

9,458

0

14,584

-

104,420

-

Doncaster Hill Heavy
Rail Line (with MM2)*

23,996

+449

9,458

0

14,508

-76

102,235

-2,185

Rowville Heavy Rail
Line

21,274

+397

9,458

0

14,584

-

104,420

-

Melbourne Airport
Heavy Rail Line

21,249

+372

9,458

0

14,584

-

104,420

-

* Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line is compared against Melbourne Metro 2 (rather than Base Case)

15

Excludes SkyBus
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Figure 10: Change in Metro rail services: 2046 Base Case - City Loop Reconfiguration (AM peak 2 hours)

Figure 11: Change in Metro rail services: 2046 Base Case - Melbourne Metro 2 (AM peak 2 hours)
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Figure 12: Change in Metro rail services: 2046 Melbourne Metro 2 - Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line (with
MM2) (AM peak 2 hours)

Figure 13: Change in Metro rail services: 2046 Base Case - Rowville Heavy Rail Line (AM peak 2 hours)
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Figure 14: Change in Metro rail services: 2046 Base Case - Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line (AM peak 2
hours)
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5 Modelling Results
5.1 Evaluation Framework
This section describes the framework that was used to evaluate the options modelled with the VITM.
A framework was developed in conjunction with IV that focuses on metrics that address needs
identified in IV’s consultation report We hear you. Of the 19 Needs identified by IV, none relate
solely to transport, as IV believes there is not one transport need, but many. The following five needs
were identified as relating to transport or access and having the potential to be addressed by VITM
modelling:

x

Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth

x

Need 10: Meet growing demand for access to economic activity in Central Melbourne

x

Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan major employment centres

x

Need 13: Improve efficiency of freight supply chains

x

Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use

Table 10 summarises the key metrics identified for each of these five needs. Attachment B provides
a detailed description of how the accessibility metrics are calculated and how freight and carbon
emissions have been addressed.
Table 9: Key VITM metrics
Needs assessment framework item

Key Metrics

1. Address infrastructure demands in areas with
high population growth

Accessibility to employment (from high growth LGAs)
Accessibility to health (from high growth LGAs)
Accessibility to education (from high growth LGAs)

10. Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in central Melbourne

Accessibility to Inner City jobs
Average travel time to CBD
Proportion of the population within 45 minutes of the
CBD
Inbound capacity to CBD

11. Improve access to middle and outer
metropolitan major employment centres

Accessibility to employment centre jobs (Melbourne
Airport and NECs: Monash, Dandenong South,
Sunshine, East Werribee, Latrobe)
Average travel time to nearest employment centre or
CBD
Proportion of the population within 30 minutes of an
employment centre or the CBD

13. Improve the efficiency of freight supply chains

Freight vehicle kilometres travelled
Freight vehicle hours travelled
Reliability
Travel time between Ports and Terminals

18. Transition to lower carbon energy supply and
use

Total carbon dioxide emissions
Emissions per person kilometre travelled
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The following sections examine the performance of each of the modelled options against the key
Needs listed above. A detailed description of what each item means and how it should be
interpreted is provided below.
Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth 16

x

Accessibility to employment (high growth LGAs): accessibility index for employment from high
growth LGAs relative to the Base Case for the same year.

x

Accessibility to health (high growth LGAs): accessibility index for health services from high
growth LGAs relative to the Base Case for the same year.

x

Accessibility to education (high growth LGAs): accessibility index for tertiary education places
from high growth LGAs relative to the Base Case for the same year.

Need 10: Meet growing demand for access to economic activity in Central Melbourne

x

Accessibility to Inner City jobs: accessibility index for employment to the Inner City relative to the
Base Case for the same year. The Inner City is shown in Figure 15 and includes the CBD,
Docklands, Southbank, Fishermans Bend, Parkville, East Melbourne and the Arden Precinct.

x

Average travel time to CBD (mins): average travel time from all travel zones in VITM to the
nearest zone in the CBD, as shown in Figure 15. Results are weighted by population, recorded in
minutes and listed separately for car and public transport.

x

% of population within 45 mins of CBD: proportion of the Melbourne population that can travel
from their home to the nearest zone in the CBD within 45 minutes. Results are listed separately
for car and public transport.

x

AM peak capacity into CBD: road and rail capacity into the CBD during the AM peak period (7–9
AM). Road capacity into the CBD is measured at the CBD cordon boundary shown in Figure 16
(note that this is different from the CBD region boundary). Rail capacity into the CBD is
measured at the rail cordon points shown in Figure 17.

Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan major employment centres 17

x

Accessibility to centres: accessibility index for employment centres relative to the Base Case for
the same year.

x

Average travel time to nearest centre or CBD (mins): average travel time from all travel zones in
VITM to the nearest zone in either an employment centre or the CBD. Results are weighted by
population, recorded in minutes and listed separately for car and public transport.

x

% population within 30 mins of centre or CBD: proportion of the metropolitan Melbourne
population that can travel from their home to the nearest travel zone in either an employment
centre or the CBD within 30 minutes. Results are listed separately for car and public transport.

Need 13: Improve efficiency of freight supply chains

x

Freight VKT: Daily vehicle kilometres travelled by road freight vehicles across metropolitan
Melbourne.

x

Freight VHT: Daily vehicle hours travelled by road freight vehicles across metropolitan Melbourne.

16

High growth LGAs are defined as Wyndham, Whittlesea, Melton, Hume, Cardinia, Casey, Melbourne, Port Phillip,

Maribyrnong, Moreland, Darebin, Greater Dandenong, Mornington Peninsula
17

Employment centres are defined as Melbourne Airport and NECs: Monash, Dandenong South, Sunshine, East Werribee,

Latrobe
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x

% VKT in heavy congestion: Proportion of freight vehicle kilometres spent on roads with a
volume to capacity ratio of 0.9 or more.

x

Average time between ports and terminals (mins): Average travel time by road between
nominated ports (Port of Melbourne, Webb Dock, Port of Hastings and Bay West) and key
intermodal terminals (Lyndhurst, Somerton and Truganina) during the AM peak period.

Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use

x

Daily CO2 Emissions: Annual carbon dioxide emissions produced by transport, either directly (tail
pipe) or indirectly (emissions from the production of electricity).

Road Network Impacts

x

Daily person car trips: Total daily person trips made across metropolitan Melbourne in a car (driver
and passenger).

x

Daily car VKT: Daily vehicle kilometres travelled by cars across metropolitan Melbourne.

x

Daily car VHT: Daily vehicle hours travelled by cars across metropolitan Melbourne.

x

Regional impacts (AM) - VKT: Vehicle kilometres travelled by cars within specific regions of
Melbourne as shown in Figure 18.

x

Regional impacts (AM) - Congestion: Proportion of car vehicle kilometres travelled within specific
regions of Melbourne that are spent on roads with a volume to capacity ratio of 0.9 or more.

Public Transport Network Impacts

x

Daily person PT trips: Daily public transport person trips made across metropolitan Melbourne.

x

PT mode share: Daily public transport mode share: PT / (Car + PT)

x

% PKT on crowded services: Percentage of daily passenger kilometres travelled on public
transport crowded beyond PTV load standards.

x

% PHT on crowded services: Percentage of daily passenger hours travelled on public transport
crowded beyond PTV load standards.

x

Boardings: Daily boardings, including transfer passengers, for train, tram and bus. Train includes
metropolitan and V/Line services, bus includes metropolitan services, Smartbus and Skybus. The
inclusion of multi-leg PT trips means that total boardings exceed daily person PT trips.

x

PKT: Daily passenger kilometres travelled on public transport across metropolitan Melbourne,
reported separately for train, tram, bus and total public transport.

x

PHT: Daily passenger hours travelled on public transport across metropolitan Melbourne, reported
separately for train, tram, bus and total public transport.
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Figure 15: CBD and Inner regions

Figure 16: CBD and Inner charging cordons
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Figure 17: CBD rail cordon points

Figure 18: Regions reported
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5.2 Base Cases
5.2.1 2011 Base Case
Needs analysis
Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
N/A
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
47.0
85.1
(mins)
% of population within 45
48.4%
16.8%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD 81,300 179,300

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
N/A
Employment
N/A
Health
N/A
Education
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Car

PT

16.5

69.8

90.7%

10.1%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
8,091,600
152,000
16.1%
65.0

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
38,744 tonnes

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
1.231,800
PT mode share
9.6%
% PKT on crowded services
5.2%
% PHT on crowded services
3.8%
PT mode: Boardings
PKT
PHT
Train
954,200
15,764,900 390,200
Tram
511,500
1,650,400
111,100
Bus
383,700
2,122,100
105,800
Total
1,849,400 19,537,400 607,100

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
11,595,200
Daily car VKT
85,677,500
Daily car VHT
1,917,300
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Congestion
Inner
911,700
46.3%
South-eastern
3,089,400
25.3%
Western
1,686,500
33.3%
Northern
2,061,000
35.0%
Eastern
1,986,000
27.6%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
The 2011 Base Case provides an illustration of existing conditions.
At a network-wide level, modelling indicates that the city is highly car dependent. Public transport
mode share is less than 10% and travel times are significantly better by car than public transport
to both NECs and Melbourne’s CBD. This is not the case across the whole network, with public
transport mode share to Melbourne Local Government Area (LGA) relatively high at over 50%.
Congestion is worst in Inner Melbourne, with modelling showing that almost half of travel in this
area occurring on congested roads. Road network congestion is illustrated in Figure 19, with
major freeways approaching or exceeding capacity in the AM peak period.
Train is the dominant public transport mode. Figure 20 illustrates modelled 2011 rail loading to
capacity across the network. These show that most lines are approaching or at capacity near the
city loop and some lines are heavily loaded over long sections.

Figure 19: Road volume to capacity: 2011 Base Case, AM peak period
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Figure 20: Rail loading to capacity: 2011 Base Case, AM peak period
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5.2.2 2031 Base Case
Needs analysis
Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner
City jobs
N/A
Car
PT
Average travel time to
53.5
84.4
CBD (mins)
% of population within
42.6%
18.0%
45 mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into
88,500
388,400
CBD

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
N/A
Health
N/A
Education
N/A
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within 30
mins of centre or CBD

Car

PT

20.1

69.1

81.8%

13.0%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
13,312,400
275,200
24.2%
67.5

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
62,384 tonnes

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
2,485,100
PT mode share
13.6%
% PKT on crowded services
5.2%
% PHT on crowded services
3.8%
Mode:
Boardings
PKT
PHT
Train
2,240,000 39,701,500
935,600
Tram
1,003,500
2,813,300
198,000
Bus
830,500
4,363,800
224,800
Total
4,074,000 46,878,600 1,358,400

15,829,400
114,061,900
2,757,000
VKT
Congestion
1,016,200
48.3%
4,407,000
33.6%
2,813,800
37.9%
3,350,200
44.7%
2,267,300
32.1%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
Between 2011 and 2031 population is forecast to grow by 43% and jobs by 42%. This growth, in
combination with the road and public transport network enhancements described in Section 4, is
predicted to increase trips across the transport network by 43%.
Forecast demand on the road network grows considerably, increasing congestion as shown in
Figure 21. Increases are predicted for travel times to the CBD, NECs and between ports and
terminals, rising by 14%, 22% and 4% respectively. Modelling indicates that the proportion of
freight travel occurring on congested routes will increase by almost 50% compared to 2011.
Demand for public transport is forecast to increase at a higher rate than car use, which is likely
driven by increased congestion on the road network as well as service level improvements on
some routes. Forecast overall public transport mode share increases from 9.6% in 2011 to
13.6% in 2031, more than doubling patronage across train, tram and bus. Figure 22 shows that
this increase in rail demand translates to loading congestion across a greater extent of the rail
network.
CO2 emissions are predicted to rise by 61% as a result of increased travel across the road
network and increased public transport provisions.

Figure 21: Road volume to capacity: 2031 Base Case, AM peak period
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Figure 22: Rail loading to capacity: 2031 Base Case, AM peak period
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5.2.3 2046 Base Case
Needs analysis
Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner
City jobs
N/A
Car
PT
Average travel time to
62.6
83.8
CBD (mins)
% of population within
37.0%
18.4%
45 mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into
88,500
422,900
CBD

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
N/A
Employment
N/A
Health
N/A
Education
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within 30
mins of centre or CBD

Car

PT

22.5

68.3

76.9%

14.8%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
19,029,200
438,600
32.3%
79.7

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
81,185 tonnes

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
3,589,700
PT mode share
16.1%
% PKT on crowded services
1.9%
% PHT on crowded services
1.5%
Mode:
Boardings
PKT
PHT
Train
3,186,100 57,585,800 1,338,200
Tram
1,438,300
3,787,800
275,500
Bus
1,251,400
6,267,200
338,700
Total
5,875,800 67,640,800 1,952,400

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

18,724,200
130,212,800
3,495,600
VKT
Congestion
1,107,600
5,121,100
3,462,100
3,978,100
2,588,200

57.7%
37.5%
48.1%
57.0%
40.6%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
Between 2031 and 2046 population is forecast to grow by 23% and jobs by 26%. Modelling
indicates similar trends to those forecast between 2011 and 2031. Trips across the transport
network are forecast to increase by 22% across the day and public transport mode share is
predicted to rise further, from 13.6% in 2031 to 16.1% in 2046.
Demand for car travel is forecast to grow significantly, increasing congestion across the road
network as illustrated in Figure 23. This is further reflected in travel time increases predicted to
the CBD and NECs. Modelling indicates that congestion in Melbourne’s Northern and Western
regions will increase to levels reflective of the Inner region. This has implications for freight,
which is predicted to undertake 33% more of its travel in heavily congested conditions compared
to 2031.
Figure 24 illustrates forecast rail network congestion at 2046. The network is highly constrained
with services reaching “crush capacity” across significant segments of the network.
CO2 emissions are predicted to rise by 30% from 2031, driven mainly by increased travel across
the road network.

Figure 23: Road volume to capacity: 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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Figure 24: Rail loading to capacity: 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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5.3 Non-build Options
5.3.1 Technology Change: Autonomous Vehicles
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+3.4%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-25.8%
-1.2%
(mins)
+34.4
% of population within 45
+0.2%
mins of CBD
%
+12.1
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+6.3%
Health
+11.5%
Education
+5.8%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+5.5%
+4.7%
+6.7%
+4.6%
+6.5%
+12.8%
Car
PT
-15.3%

-1.6%

+10.2%

+0.9%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+4.9%
-17.9%
-30.0%
-27.2%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-1.6%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
-5.0%
Daily person PT trips
-5.1%
PT mode share
% PKT on crowded services
-43.7%
% PHT on crowded services
-38.3%
PT mode:
Boardings
PKT
PHT
Train
-7.5%
-8.6%
-8.3%
Tram
-2.5%
-1.4%
-2.8%
Bus
-4.1%
-1.6%
-7.7%
Total
-5.6%
-7.6%
-7.4%

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
+1.1%
Daily car VKT
+11.5%
Daily car VHT
-9.7%
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Congestion
Inner
+15.4%
-15.4%
South-eastern
-0.1%
-21.3%
Western
+6.5%
-24.9%
Northern
+9.3%
-18.5%
Eastern
-4.4%
-35.1%
VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
A future scenario in which road capacity and speeds on higher order roads increase as a result of
AVs would have significant impacts across the transport network. This is a simplified future
scenario in which the impact of AVs on travel patterns and land use is not considered.
Modelling indicates that this possible future scenario could result in a significant increase in car
trips and reduction in public transport trips across all modes. Figure 25 shows forecast road
volume changes across the network, illustrating significant traffic increases on freeways.
Despite increases in demand, forecasts suggest that because of increased capacity and speeds,
the road network would become more reliable, with congestion relief predicted for all regions,
and VHT reducing significantly at a network-wide level.
This future AV scenario is predicted to have a positive impact on all five of IV’s needs relating to
the transport network.
Significant improvements in accessibility to employment, health, education, Central Melbourne
and NECs are forecast. Figure 26 illustrates where accessibility to health services is predicted to
change most considerably.
The congestion relief provided by the technology change options also has positive implications for
CO2 emissions and freight efficiency.

Figure 25: Road volume difference: 2046 AVs - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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Figure 26: Change in accessibility to health services: 2046 AVs - 2046 Base Case
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5.3.2 Technology Change: Advanced Traffic Management
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.4%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-6.9%
-0.2%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+0.2%
+0.2%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.7%
Health
+1.0%
Education
+0.6%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes
+0.5%
+0.4%
+0.8%
+0.6%
+1.0%
+1.1%
Car
PT

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within 30
mins of centre or CBD

-1.1%

-0.2%

+0.3%

+0.1%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+1.0%
-3.4%
-7.6%
-6.7%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-1.0%

PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

VKT
+4.3%
+1.1%
+2.5%
+1.4%
-1.0%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-0.9%
PT mode share
-0.9%
% PKT on crowded services
-13.0%
% PHT on crowded services
-10.5%
PT mode:
Boardings
PKT
PHT
Train
-1.4%
-1.7%
-1.6%
Tram
-0.5%
-0.2%
-0.4%
Bus
-0.9%
-0.3%
-1.3%
Total
-1.1%
-1.5%
-1.4%

+0.2%
+1.8%
-1.7%
Congestion
-5.8%
-5.0%
-5.5%
-4.8%
-9.0%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
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Summary
The Advanced Traffic Management option modelled is predicted to cause a small mode shift
towards private vehicles as a result of higher capacity on Melbourne’s freeway network.
Figure 27 illustrates modelled road volume difference with ATM compared to the Base Case.
Despite increasing traffic volumes, ATM is predicted to reduce total VHT and relieve congestion
in all regions, most notably the inner and eastern regions.
Modelling shows small improvements in accessibility to inner, middle and outer economic
centres as well as an overall improvement in accessibility to employment, health and education.
The employment centre with the largest forecast improvement in accessibility is Melbourne
Airport, as illustrated in Figure 28. This may be due to its proximity to the M80, Calder and
Tullamarine Freeways, all of which increase in capacity as a result of ATM.
Despite increases in VKT for both private and freight vehicles, forecast reductions in total VHT
lead to reductions in CO2 emissions and improvements in the efficiency of freight movements,
which travel less in congested conditions.

Figure 27: Road volume difference: 2046 ATM - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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Figure 28: Change in accessibility to Melbourne Airport employment centre: 2046 ATM – 2046 Base Case
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5.3.3 Road Space Allocation
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
-0.1%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
+0.7%
-0.2%
(mins)
% of population within 45
-2.4%
+0.1%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
-2.9%
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
-0.3%
Health
-0.7%
Education
-0.1%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

-0.7%
-0.2%
-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.2%
-0.8%

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within 30
mins of centre or CBD

Car

PT

+0.6%

-0.4%

-0.1%

+0.8%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
-0.0%
+0.3%
+0.2%
+4.8%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
+0.0%

PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

VKT
-0.1%
-0.3%
+0.0%
-0.1%
-0.8%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+0.3%
PT mode share
+0.4%
+0.9%
% PKT on crowded services
+0.9%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.1%
-0.3%
-0.1%
Congestion
+4.6%
+2.6%
+0.0%
-0.3%
+0.6%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings

PKT

PHT

+0.1%
+0.8%
+0.5%
+0.4%

+0.1%
+2.4%
+1.3%
+0.3%

+0.0%
+1.3%
-0.8%
+0.1%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
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Summary
The road space allocation option was completed as a case study, investigating the impacts of
local changes to three public transport corridors (defined in Section 3) on the wider network.
Road space allocation changes resulted in different outcomes on the three corridors that were
tested:

x

In the inner north, along Brunswick and Smith Streets, the modelled increase to tram
patronage is equivalent to the decrease in car trips

x

In the inner east, along Victoria and Swan Street, there is an overall modelled decrease in
road use, as tram patronage increases do not offset decreases in private vehicle use.
Congestion is also predicted to increase on these routes

x

Bus routes along Springvale and Blackburn Roads showed notable growth in forecast
patronage as road congestion increases. However significant volume reductions on these
roads are forecast, considerably reducing overall road use.

The local network changes implemented had little effect on the wider transport network. Overall,
these changes resulted in a slight increase in modelled public transport trips and decrease in car
trips. Figure 29 shows that road traffic is forecast to shift to routes parallel to the RSA corridors,
increasing traffic on a long section of EastLink.
Modelling indicates that road space allocation changes could lead to a minor deterioration of the
transport network against IVs needs, particularly freight which is predicted to undertake almost
5% more of its travel in heavily congested conditions. This is likely because of the removal of a
lane of traffic on Springvale and Blackburn Roads, which are major north-south corridors.
While the results of the analysis shows a marginal impact on the transport network, it could
potentially have a much bigger impact on operational efficiency, such as requiring less tram or
buses to run the same level of services.
The mixed results suggest that simply re-allocating lanes is not always the most effective
solution in managing demand on any bus or tram routes/corridor. Its application requires more
detailed area specific assessment to determine whether public transport benefits outweigh the
impacts on roads, and consideration of a broader range of tools (including traffic signal priority or
other technologies) to identify the best solution for a given corridor.
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Figure 29: Road volume difference: 2046 RSA - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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5.3.4 Transport Network Pricing – Double Cordon
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
-0.2%
Car
PT
Average travel time to
-13.8%
-0.5%
CBD (mins)
% of population within 45
+18.9%
+1.4%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into
0.0%
0.0%
CBD

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
-0.5%
Health
-17.9%
Education
-0.4%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within 30
mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

+0.3%
+0.1%
-0.2%
-0.0%
+0.7%
+0.1%
Car
PT
-2.6%

-0.5%

+0.3%

+1.1%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+0.2%
-4.3%
-5.3%
-9.7%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-3.6%

PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-30.0%
South-eastern
-1.9%
Western
-2.8%
Northern
-3.0%
Eastern
-4.0%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+6.8%
PT mode share
+6.9%
+5.4%
% PKT on crowded services
+11.1%
% PHT on crowded services

-1.5%
-3.3%
-7.7%
Congestion
-36.9%
-1.3%
-5.4%
-2.6%
-8.2%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings

PKT

PHT

+3.8%
+9.9%
+8.2%
+6.2%

+2.8%

+3.0%
+9.6%
+5.9%
+4.5%

+8.5%
+4.0%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
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Summary
VITM modelling indicates that a double cordon pricing scheme would lead to a decrease in the
number of vehicle trips into the CBD, and a corresponding increase in the number of public
transport trips, particularly on the tram network. This is illustrated in Figure 30 and Figure 31 and
reflected in a significant increase in public transport mode share.
Under this option, the Inner region is predicted to experience a significant decrease in congested
travel. At a network-wide level, forecasting indicates that both VKT and VHT will reduce. Average
travel time to the CBD is predicted to decrease significantly relative to the Base Case.
The pricing scheme is predicted to have minimal impact on accessibility to employment and
education, but could cause a significant decrease in accessibility to health services due to the
central location of several major health facilities.
Modelling indicates that the double cordon pricing scheme could provide notable improvements
to CO2 emissions and the efficiency of freight, with heavy vehicles spending less time overall
travelling on the road network and reduced travel time between ports and freight terminals.

Figure 30: Road volume difference: 2046 Double Cordon Pricing - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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Figure 31: Public transport volume difference: 2046 Double Cordon Pricing - 2046 Base Case, AM peak
period
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5.3.5 Transport Network Pricing – Cordon & Distance-Based
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
-0.5%
Car
PT
Average travel time to
-14.0%
-0.6%
CBD (mins)
% of population within 45
+17.1%
+0.3%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into
0.0%
0.0%
CBD

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
-1.5%
Health
-19.6%
Education
-0.9%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within 30
mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

-1.7%
-2.1%
-1.9%
-1.9%
-0.8%
-3.0%
Car

PT

-5.7%

-0.7%

+3.0%

+1.0%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+0.1%
-5.2%
-7.8%
-9.7%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-5.7%

PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-18.6%
South-eastern
-7.4%
Western
-6.6%
Northern
-5.3%
Eastern
-9.4%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+6.8%
PT mode share
+7.0%
+5.6%
% PKT on crowded services
+10.3%
% PHT on crowded services

-1.5%
-5.5%
-10.7%
Congestion
-24.6%
-8.8%
-9.6%
-4.0%
-12.4%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings

PKT

PHT

+4.7%
+7.1%
+10.3%
+6.4%

+4.2%
+9.1%

+4.3%
+6.7%
+8.7%
+5.4%

+5.2%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
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Summary
A road pricing scheme that charges vehicles crossing a cordon at the CBD plus a distance-based
charge across the network is predicted to have broad impacts and would notably reduce the
attractiveness of car trips as illustrated in Figure 32. VKT decreases more in outer regions of
Melbourne under this pricing scheme.
Modelling indicates that changes to demand would occur further from the CBD when compared
to the double cordon pricing scheme. This is reflected in a significant mode shift towards buses,
which provide wider network coverage than other public transport modes.
Accessibility measures to both inner locations and NECs reduce under this road pricing scheme.
This is partly because a charge for using the road network is applied without enhancing public
transport services.
Figure 33 shows the change in accessibility to Melbourne Airport employment, highlighting that
the modelled decrease in accessibility is typically occurring far from the CBD and the busiest
roads.
CO2 emissions are predicted to reduce across the network as a result of decreased car travel.
Advantages to the freight network are predicted, with VHT and travel time between ports and
freight terminals forecast to reduce.

Figure 32: Road volume difference: 2046 Cordon & Distance-Based Pricing - 2046 Base Case, AM peak
period
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Figure 33: Change in accessibility to Melbourne Airport employment centre: 2046 Cordon & Distance
Based Pricing – 2046 Base Case
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5.3.6 Policy and Technology Combinations: Autonomous
Vehicles and Trip Generation Increase
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+4.1%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+6.3%
Health
+5.2%
Education
+5.5%

Average travel time to
CBD (mins)
% of population within 45
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into
CBD

Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

Car

PT

-19.7%

-0.9%

+21.9%

+0.2%

+12.1%

0.0%

All Modes
Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

+4.8%
+4.4%
+6.3%
+4.8%
+4.7%
+11.8%
Car
PT
-13.3%

-1.3%

+9.5%

-0.2%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+5.1%
-15.2%
-24.4%
-19.0%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
+2.8%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-15.6%
PT mode share
-19.6%
-47.6%
% PKT on crowded services
-47.4%
% PHT on crowded services

Daily person car trips
+8.9%
Daily car VKT
+15.8%
Daily car VHT
-2.0%
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Congestion
Inner
+25.6%
-7.2%
South-eastern
+4.8%
-17.1%
Western
+11.1%
-21.1%
Northern
+12.6%
-15.7%
Eastern
+1.8%
-26.7%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings

PKT

PHT

-16.8%
-10.7%
-20.0%
-16.0%

-15.3%
-13.8%
-18.6%
-15.5%

-15.7%
-12.7%
-22.7%
-16.5%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
This AV scenario assumes that every household has access to vehicles. This change
differentiates the scenario from the previous AV scenario in that road use can increase by users
changing their mode of travel from public transport as well as by users increasing their overall
propensity to make trips due to increased accessibility afforded by universal car availability. There
is an increase in the number of trips generated across the network of approximately 5% as a
result of modified car availability assumptions.
This possible future scenario results in the highest private vehicle mode share of any of the
modelled scenarios. Significant traffic increases are predicted along the entire freeway network
and the majority of the arterial network as illustrated in Figure 34.
Despite notable increases in VKT, there is a small reduction in total VHT and decreasing
congestion across all regions in comparison to the Base Case. Nevertheless significant segments
of the road network are forecast to operate at high levels of congestion, as indicated in Figure 35.
Increases in accessibility are predicted for employment, health and education services.
Accessibility improvements are less than those predicted for the core AV scenario considered
(without trip generation increases). It is interesting to note that accessibility to Inner City jobs
rises relative to the core AV scenario without increased trip generation. This is likely due to the
ability of people to select between travel by car and public transport, decreasing delays for users
previously confined to public transport. Figure 36 illustrates this increase in accessibility to the
Inner City.

Figure 34: Road volume difference: 2046 AVs with Trip Generation Increase - 2046 Base Case, AM peak
period
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Figure 35: Road volume to capacity: 2046 AVs with Trip Generation Increase, AM peak period

Figure 36: Change in accessibility to Inner City employment: 2046 AVs with Trip Generation Increases –
2046 Base Case
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5.3.7 Policy and Technology Combinations: AVs, Trip
Generation Increase and Double Cordon Pricing
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+3.7%
Car
PT
Average travel time to
-34.7%
-1.6%
CBD (mins)
% of population within 45
+63.3%
+1.3%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into
+12.1%
0.0%
CBD

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+5.7%
Health
-12.6%
Education
+5.0%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

+5.1%
+4.5%
+6.3%
+4.5%
+5.6%
+12.6%
Car
PT
-16.3%

-1.9%

+10.5%

+1.3%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-33.2%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-2.7%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-15.8%
South-eastern
+1.9%
Western
+6.0%
Northern
+7.2%
Eastern
-4.3%

Heavy Vehicles
+5.0%
-19.5%
-33.0%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-7.1%
PT mode share
-11.3%
-37.2%
% PKT on crowded services
-30.9%
% PHT on crowded services

+7.1%
+11.2%
-11.2%
Congestion
-39.1%
-19.8%
-29.5%
-20.5%
-34.4%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings

PKT

PHT

-11.5%
+0.9%
-10.2%
-8.2%

-11.1%
+1.2%
-9.7%
-10.3%

-11.4%
-1.2%
-16.3%
-10.8%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
This scenario builds on the autonomous vehicles with increased trip generation scenario
described previously, adding the double cordon road pricing option discussed in Section 5.3.4.
As shown in Figure 35, the modelled volume along highway links begins to approach capacity by
2046 in the AVs with trip generation increases scenario. With road pricing, the modelled
congestion on these roads is reduced, resulting in the network conditions shown in Figure 37.
Accessibility to employment, education and Inner City jobs reduces slightly on the equivalent
scenario without road pricing, but is still predicted to significantly outperform the Base Case.
Accessibility to health is predicted to decrease relative to the Base Case, consistent with other
road pricing scenarios. Accessibility to NECs is forecast to improve as a result of the road pricing
policy. This is likely due to some trips to the Inner City being shifted to public transport, resulting
in higher speed of travel in middle and outer regions. Freight traffic is also forecast to significantly
improve, with the most dramatic improvements to freight VHT and travel time between terminals
of any of the modelled scenarios tested independently.

Figure 37: Road volume to capacity: Autonomous Vehicles, Trip Generation Increase and Double Cordon
Pricing, AM peak period
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5.3.8 Road Pricing and Public Transport Improvements:
Double Cordon Pricing & Five Rail Projects
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+4.1%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-17.0%
-1.7%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+23.9% +5.9%
mins of CBD
+36.5
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+5.2%
Health
-16.3%
Education
+7.3%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

+5.4%
+1.8%
+2.3%
+7.2%
+5.7%
+1.7%
Car

PT

-4.5%

-0.9%

+1.4%

+3.9%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-7.1%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-4.7%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-32.7%
South-eastern
-2.8%
Western
-4.2%
Northern
-5.0%
Eastern
-5.0%

Heavy Vehicles
+0.3%
-5.3%
-7.1%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+9.5%
PT mode share
+9.8%
-70.3%
% PKT on crowded services
-66.1%
% PHT on crowded services

-2.1%
-4.2%
-10.1%
Congestion
-38.2%
-2.1%
-7.4%
-5.2%
-11.6%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+13.4%
+8.3%
+5.3%
+10.4%

PKT

PHT

+9.4%
+8.3%
-5.6%
+7.9%

+8.3%
+4.0%
-2.6%
+5.8%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
Modelling indicates that a double cordon pricing scheme would increase public transport demand
into the city. Enhanced public transport provision would be required to cater for this demand.
This scenario increases rail provision in response to double cordon pricing.
Daily public transport trips are predicted to increase by 9.5% on the Base Case, which is a
significant increase on the double cordon pricing scheme, which shows an increase of almost
7%. Forecast change in public transport volume is illustrated in Figure 38, showing similar
patterns to those seen for the five rail projects alone.
VKT in the Inner City is predicted to drop by almost a third compared to the Base Case, alleviating
a significant proportion of congestion in the area. This in turn improves travel times into the CBD.
Compared to the Base Case, modelled accessibility to employment and education from high
growth areas is forecast to improve, but accessibility to health services could decrease. Road
pricing is predicted to impact access to health services more significantly than other needs,
consistent with other road pricing scenarios. Accessibility to inner, middle and outer employment
centres is significantly improved on the Base Case.
Freight efficiencies are forecast to increase in this scenario compared to the double cordon
pricing scheme alone, likely due to reduced on-road demand. Overall, a significant net decrease
in CO2 emissions is forecast.

Figure 38: Public transport patronage difference: 2046 Double Cordon Pricing & 5 Rail Projects, AM peak
period
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5.3.9 Road Pricing and Public Transport Improvements:
Double Cordon Pricing & Tram Service Uplift
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.5%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-14.0%
-0.6%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+19.1% +1.6%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
+0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.1%
Health
-17.5%
Education
+0.1%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

+0.5%
+0.4%
+0.1%
+0.2%
+0.9%
+0.4%
Car

PT

-2.8%

-0.5%

+0.6%

+2.1%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-5.1%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-3.8%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-30.6%
South-eastern
-1.9%
Western
-2.9%
Northern
-3.3%
Eastern
-4.2%

Heavy Vehicles
+0.1%
-4.2%
-5.8%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+7.3%
PT mode share
+7.5%
% PKT on crowded services
+1.2%
% PHT on crowded services
+2.1%
PT mode:
Boardings
PKT
PHT
Train
+2.3%
+2.4%
+2.5%
Tram
+21.3%
Bus
+5.9%
+7.1%
+4.4%
Total
+7.7%
+4.1%
+5.5%

-1.6%
-3.3%
-7.7%
Congestion
-36.6%
-1.5%
-6.0%
-2.8%
-8.7%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
This option combines a double cordon pricing scheme with an increase in service frequencies
across the tram network of 25%. This uplift in tram services is provided to cater for increased
demand for public transport resulting from the road pricing scheme.
Modelled change in public transport demand is shown in Figure 39. Mode share is forecast to
increase marginally relative to the double cordon pricing scenario alone.
This project is predicted to have a similar impact to the road pricing and rail projects scenario
described above on inner city congestion relief, but provides reduced benefits in the outer areas.
This is consistent with the spatial extent of the tram network.
Carbon dioxide emissions reductions are greater in this scenario than the standalone double
cordon pricing option.

Figure 39: Public transport patronage difference: 2046 Double Cordon & Tram Uplift - 2046 Base Case
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5.4 Build Options
5.4.1 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.1%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-0.3%
-0.1%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+2.0%
+0.3%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.1%
Health
+0.0%
Education
+0.3%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

+0.3%
+0.1%
-0.0%
+0.0%
+0.4%
-0.8%

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

Car

PT

-0.2%

-0.1%

-0.1%

0.0%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Road network impacts

-1.9%
-0.3%
+0.1%
-0.6%
+2.8%

All Modes
+0.2%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts

VKT

-2.5%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

Heavy Vehicles
+0.6%
-0.9%
-1.2%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-0.2%
PT mode share
-0.2%
% PKT on crowded services
-1.1%
% PHT on crowded services
-1.0%
PT mode:
Boardings
PKT
PHT
Train
-0.4%
-0.3%
-0.4%
Tram
-0.4%
-0.2%
-0.5%
Bus
+0.4%
+0.3%
+0.2%
Total
-0.3%
-0.2%
-0.3%

+0.0%
+0.3%
-0.9%
Congestion
-15.3%
-1.0%
-0.8%
+2.2%
+1.8%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
Modelling indicates that the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection will provide relief to parts of
the existing road network, but will not have a significant impact at a network-wide level.
The project is forecast to have little effect on overall road and public transport demand. This is
likely because it is located in a region with already high levels of demand on the road network
and good existing public transport connections. A slight increase to demand for on-road modes
(car and bus) is predicted, but overall public transport mode share effectively does not shift.
The new connection is forecast to provide significant relief to the Inner region, with less travel
occurring in heavy congestion compared to the Base Case. Figure 40 shows that the project is
forecast to increase traffic on the Tullamarine Fwy and EastLink and reduce demand on the
Monash Fwy and CityLink.
The project is predicted to cause only a low level of improvement to the metropolitan-wide needs
of improving accessibility to employment, health, education, Central Melbourne and NECs.
Modelling indicates that the project addresses the need of improving the efficiency of freight
supply, with freight spending less time overall travelling on the road network.
CO2 emissions are forecast to increase marginally because of increased road demand from the
project.

Figure 40: Road volume difference: 2046 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection, AM peak period
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5.4.2 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without
dependent infrastructure)
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.1%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
(mins)
+0.1%
+0.0%
% of population within 45
mins of CBD
-0.2%
+0.3%
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.0%
Health
-0.2%
Education
+0.1%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+0.1%
+0.1%
-0.1%
-0.0%
+0.0%
-0.1%
Car
+0.1%

PT
-0.0%

-0.1%

-0.2%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-1.8%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
+0.1%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-1.6%
South-eastern
-0.3%
Western
+0.1%
Northern
-0.3%
Eastern
+1.1%

Heavy Vehicles
+0.3%
-0.7%
-0.1%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
-0.1%
Daily person PT trips
-0.1%
PT mode share
-1.8%
% PKT on crowded services
-2.2%
% PHT on crowded services

+0.0%
+0.1%
-0.7%
Congestion
-13.7%
-0.6%
-0.6%
+0.8%
+2.2%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
-0.3%
-0.4%
+0.4%
-0.2%

PKT
-0.2%
-0.3%
+0.1%
-0.2%

PHT
-0.2%
-0.5%
+0.4%
-0.2%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
Modelling indicates that the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection without dependent
infrastructure would elicit a smaller demand response than the corresponding project including
associated infrastructure.
The forecast impact of the project on accessibility metrics is negligible. However, localised road
network conditions are predicted to improve in the Inner region, with congested travel reducing
significantly.
Figure 41 indicates that considerable parts of the road network are forecast to experience
congestion even with the introduction of the project. However without dependent infrastructure,
the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection is predicted to draw less traffic to the Eastern
Freeway.
The project is predicted to provide low levels of improvement in the efficiency of freight supply
chains, with freight spending marginally less time overall travelling on the road network.

Figure 41: Road volume to capacity: 2046 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent
infrastructure), AM peak period
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5.4.3 North East Link
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.2%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-4.0%
-0.2%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+5.9%
+0.2%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.2%
Health
-0.2%
Education
+1.0%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

+0.2%
+0.1%
+0.1%
+0.1%
+3.3%
+0.2%
Car

PT

-0.9%

-0.3%

+0.2%

+0.0%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+1.0%
-1.1%
-0.9%
-4.7%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
+0.3%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-0.4%
PT mode share
-0.4%
-4.8%
% PKT on crowded services
-6.4%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-2.1%
South-eastern
-0.3%
Western
-0.2%
Northern
+1.3%
Eastern
+2.9%

+0.1%
+0.6%
-1.7%
Congestion
-5.7%
-0.9%
-1.1%
+0.0%
-0.2%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
-0.8%
-0.3%
+0.1%
-0.5%

PKT
-0.7%
-0.1%
+0.3%
-0.6%

PHT
-0.8%
-0.5%
-0.1%
-0.7%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
North East Link creates a new freeway connection where none has existed before, facilitating
more efficient circumferential travel in this region.
Forecasting indicates that the project would cause a small increase in car trips and reduction in
public transport trips across the network. Because of the location of the project, it competes
most directly with sections of the Metropolitan rail network. This is reflected in a predicted
reduction in train boardings.
Figure 42 shows that North East Link is predicted to reduce traffic on the Tullamarine Freeway,
CityLink and a number of routes in the north east relative to the Base Case. Increases in traffic
are forecast on routes that feed directly into the new link. The Metropolitan Ring Road, EastLink
and the Eastern Freeway are all predicted to experience increased demand.
Despite increases in overall road based demand, modelling indicates that the total time spent
travelling on the road network reduces with the project. North East Link is forecast to provide a
level of relief to the road network across all regions and improve travel times to the CBD.
North East Link is forecast to have minimal impacts on the Metropolitan-wide Needs of
improving accessibility to employment, health and education. However, average car travel time
to the CBD is forecast to decrease during the AM peak period, improving accessibility to Central
Melbourne.
Forecasting indicates that accessibility to Latrobe NEC jobs would improve significantly with the
project, as illustrated in Figure 43. The impact of the project on accessibility to other middle and
outer employment centres is predicted to be negligible.
North East Link addresses the need to improve efficiency of freight supply chains, with travel
times between Ports and freight terminals decreasing almost 5%.
The project is forecast to increase CO2 emissions by a small amount as a result of increased
demand on the road network.
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Figure 42: Road volume difference: 2046 North East Link, AM peak period
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Figure 43: Change in accessibility to Latrobe NEC employment: 2046 North East Link - 2046 Base Case
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5.4.4 North East Link (without dependent infrastructure)
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.1%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-3.1%
-0.1%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+3.0%
+0.1%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.1%
Health
-1.0%
Education
+0.1%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
-0.0%
+0.1%
+0.0%
+0.1%
+0.9%
-0.1%
Car
PT
-0.2%

-0.2%

-0.3%

-0.4%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+0.6%
-0.6%
-0.5%
-4.2%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
+0.1%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-0.3%
PT mode share
-0.3%
-4.3%
% PKT on crowded services
-5.7%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-2.2%
South-eastern
-0.1%
Western
-0.2%
Northern
+0.6%
Eastern
+1.5%

+0.1%
+0.3%
-1.4%
Congestion
-5.2%
0.0%
-1.5%
-0.5%
-0.2%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
-0.5%
-0.3%
+0.2%
-0.3%

PKT
-0.5%
-0.0%
+0.5%
-0.4%

PHT
-0.6%
-0.3%
+0.0%
-0.4%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
The impacts of North East Link are less significant when dependent infrastructure is excluded, as
is evident when comparing Figure 44 to Figure 42.
The project is predicted to reduce demand on the Tullamarine Freeway and increase demand
along the Eastern Freeway and Metropolitan Ring Road. Upgrades to these corridors are
excluded under this scenario, which leads to an increase in congestion as shown in Figure 45.
Modelling indicates that North East Link will provide congestion relief to Inner regions, regardless
of whether dependent infrastructure is provided.
Performance of the project against accessibility metrics is forecast to reduce relative to the
scenario including dependent infrastructure. Accessibility to health and Latrobe NEC drop most
significantly. This is likely because a new road connection providing access between North East
Link and La Trobe University is excluded.

Figure 44: Road volume difference: 2046 North East Link (without dependent infrastructure), AM peak
period
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Figure 45: Road volume to capacity: 2046 North East Link (without dependent infrastructure), AM peak
period
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5.4.5 Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+1.1%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-4.0%
-0.4%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+1.1%
+0.3%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+2.5%
Health
+0.0%
Education
+2.0%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes
+0.6%
+0.7%
+2.9%
+2.1%
+1.4%
+6.3%
Car
PT

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

-11.8%

-0.8%

+6.2%

0.0%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+1.6%
-2.9%
-9.8%
-4.0%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-1.7%

PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

VKT
-0.2%
-0.1%
-6.9%
-0.5%
-0.0%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-0.6%
PT mode share
-0.7%
-12.6%
% PKT on crowded services
-7.6%
% PHT on crowded services

+0.1%
+1.9%
-4.6%
Congestion
-3.3%
+1.1%
-26.7%
-15.6%
-1.0%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
-0.8%
-0.1%
+0.2%
-0.4%

PKT
-1.3%
+0.0%
+0.9%
-1.1%

PHT
-1.1%
-0.1%
-1.0%
-0.9%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
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Summary
As discussed in Section 4.2, the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is significantly larger in scale
compared to the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection and North East Link. This contributes
to a greater impact on the transport network.
The project is predicted to cause a small shift towards road-based modes (car and bus). However
this shift is associated with a relatively large increase in VKT and a large reduction in VHT at a
network-wide level.
Figure 46 shows that the project is forecast to divert traffic from the Western Ring Road, and the
Calder, Princes and Hume Freeways. Traffic increases relative to the Base Case are predicted on
the Western Freeway and Sunbury Road. Modelling indicates that the Outer Metropolitan Ring
Road would provide relief to the Western and Northern regions, with significantly less travel
occurring in heavy congestion compared to the Base Case.
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is predicted to improve metropolitan wide accessibility to
employment, education and Inner City jobs. Modelling indicates that the project would also
improve accessibility to a number of middle and outer employment centres, most notably
Melbourne Airport, Sunshine and East Werribee.
The project addresses the need to improve the efficiency of freight supply chains. As a result of
the new road connection it is predicted that freight will travel less in heavy congestion and the
travel time between ports freight terminals will improve.
Despite notable increases in vehicle travel across the network, the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
is predicted to reduce CO2 emissions as a result of the congestion relief it provides.
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Figure 46: Road volume difference: 2046 Outer Metropolitan Ring Road - 2046 Base Case, AM peak
period
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5.4.6 City Loop Reconfiguration
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.5%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-1.0%
-0.0%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+0.2%
+1.0%
mins of CBD
+10.1
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+1.1%
Health
+0.3%
Education
+1.1%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+0.3%
+0.1%
+0.6%
+2.6%
+0.9%
-0.1%
Car
PT
-1.2%

-0.1%

+0.5%

-0.1%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
-0.1%
-0.5%
+0.1%
-0.5%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-0.3%

PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
+0.2%
South-eastern
-0.2%
Western
-0.1%
Northern
-0.8%
Eastern
-0.1%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+1.0%
PT mode share
+1.0%
-28.1%
% PKT on crowded services
-31.1%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.2%
-0.3%
-1.2%
Congestion
-1.1%
+0.4%
-0.9%
-0.5%
-2.0%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+0.6%
+0.4%
+1.4%
+0.7%

PKT
+1.2%
-0.5%
+1.7%
+1.1%

PHT
+2.1%
-0.7%
+1.0%
+1.5%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
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Summary
The City Loop Reconfiguration project provides relief to highly congested parts of the rail
network, increasing peak period rail capacity into the CBD by approximately 10%.
Modelling indicates that the project would likely cause a small shift from car to public transport
modes. Where the project offers significant benefits is in the crowding relief it is forecast to
provide for customers on the Craigieburn, Upfield and Glen Waverley rail lines. Figure 47 shows
that the project is predicted to relieve crowding along these lines to within “load standards”.
However even with additional services, modelling indicates that the rail corridor between Wallan
and Craigieburn is highly constrained, nearing “crush capacity”. This suggests issues in the
preliminary service plan used for the basis of this assessment, and that more services should
have started from Wallan rather than only starting from Craigieburn.
While CLR provides benefits in terms of relieving congestion on parts of the rail network, the
project does not make large contributions to addressing IV’s Needs. CLR is predicted to
marginally improve accessibility to employment, health, education and Inner City jobs.
Modelling indicates that job accessibility is most improved to East Werribee NEC as a result of
the project. Figure 48 shows that this improvement is the result of improved access from the
Craigieburn, Upfield and Glen Waverley groups.

Figure 47: Rail loading to capacity: 2046 City Loop Reconfiguration, AM peak period
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Figure 48: Change in accessibility to East Werribee NEC employment: 2046 City Loop Reconfiguration 2046 Base Case
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5.4.7 Melbourne Metro 2
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+2.7%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-2.0%
-0.6%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+2.4%
+2.8%
mins of CBD
+19.5
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+3.7%
Health
+0.5%
Education
+3.4%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes
+1.2%
+1.5%
+1.3%
+6.2%
+3.4%
+0.1%
Car
PT

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

-0.1%

-0.3%

+0.2%

+2.2%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+0.0%
-0.6%
-0.5%
-1.6%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-0.3%

PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

VKT
-1.0%
-0.1%
-0.9%
-0.4%
-0.1%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+1.1%
PT mode share
+1.1%
-49.7%
% PKT on crowded services
-45.6%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.8%
Congestion
-1.1%
+0.7%
-1.4%
-0.2%
-1.7%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+4.5%
-0.5%
+1.1%
+2.5%

PKT
+0.9%
-2.1%
+0.5%
+0.7%

PHT
-0.2%
-2.6%
+0.4%
-0.5%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
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Summary
Melbourne Metro 2 increases peak period capacity into the CBD by 19.5%, improving
accessibility to the Inner City and more widely across Melbourne. Forecasting indicates that the
project will notably increase rail patronage and reduce car trips across the network.
The project provides direct rail connections across the city, where previously passengers would
have needed to change services. Forecasting indicates that Melbourne Metro 2 will increase
passenger kilometres, while passenger hours remain constant. This implies that passengers are
able to travel between destinations on the rail network more easily.
Figure 49 shows how the project is predicted to impact demand on the rail network, shifting
patronage away from RRL and the existing line between Newport and North Melbourne. Figure
50 shows that the project provides significant congestion relief to the Werribee and South
Morang Lines.
Melbourne Metro 2 is forecast to improve metropolitan wide accessibility to employment, health,
education and Inner City jobs. Modelling indicates that the project would improve access to the
CBD for both public transport and car travel.
Figure 51 shows improved accessibility to employment along the new line. The project is
predicted to improve accessibility to a number of NECs, most notably East Werribee and Latrobe,
which are located at either end of Melbourne Metro 2.
Modelling indicates that Melbourne Metro 2 will cause a slight reduction in CO2 emissions as a
result of decreased road traffic. It is also forecast to have positive impacts on the efficiency of
freight supply chains, with freight spending slightly less time travelling on the road network.
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Figure 49: Public transport patronage difference: 2046 Melbourne Metro 2 – 2046 Base Case, AM peak
period
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Figure 50: Rail loading to capacity: 2046 Melbourne Metro 2, AM peak period

Figure 51: Change in accessibility to employment: 2046 Melbourne Metro 2 - 2046 Base Case
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5.4.8 Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line (with MM2)
Needs analysis
All changes reported below are relative to the 2046 Melbourne Metro 2 scenario

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.3%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-0.1%
-0.2%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+0.1%
+1.1%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
+2.1%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.1%
Health
+0.1%
Education
+0.2%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+0.2%
+0.2%
+0.2%
+0.2%
+0.1%
+0.2%
Car
PT
+0.0%

-0.2%

+0.0%

-0.1%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

+0.1%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
+0.1%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-0.2%
South-eastern
+0.2%
Western
0.0%
Northern
-0.1%
Eastern
0.0%

Heavy Vehicles
+0.0%
+0.0%
+0.2%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+0.2%
PT mode share
+0.2%
-3.2%
% PKT on crowded services
-4.7%
% PHT on crowded services

0.0%
0.0%
-0.1%
Congestion
-3.5%
-0.1%
+0.2%
+0.4%
+1.4%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+1.6%
-1.0%
-0.6%
+0.5%

PKT
+0.7%
-1.2%
-1.6%
+0.4%

PHT
+1.0%
-1.3%
-1.5%
+0.3%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line builds on Melbourne Metro 2, providing a new rail connection
directly to the CBD.
Modelling indicates that the project will increase rail patronage and provide a small level of
congestion relief beyond that provided by MM2 in the eastern region. Modelling indicates that
average travel times to the CBD by both car and public transport would be improved slightly by
project.
Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line offers minor overall benefits above those forecast for MM2.
Accessibility to employment, health and education from high growth areas are predicted to
improve slightly, as is accessibility to CBD and NEC employment. Modelling indicates that the
project will have negligible impacts on freight and CO2 emissions.
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5.4.9 Rowville Heavy Rail Line
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.7%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-0.3%
-0.5%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+0.9%
0.0%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
+2.2%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.4%
Health
+0.2%
Education
+2.2%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

+2.9%
-0.1%
+1.1%
+0.5%
+0.3%
+0.5%
Car

PT

-0.1%

-0.1%

+0.0%

+0.6%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+0.0%
+0.0%
-0.1%
-0.0%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-0.1%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+0.5%
PT mode share
+0.5%
-0.2%
% PKT on crowded services
+0.0%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
+0.4%
South-eastern
-0.4%
Western
+0.1%
Northern
+0.2%
Eastern
-0.1%

-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.2%
Congestion
-0.3%
-0.1%
-0.1%
+0.7%
-0.9%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+1.5%
-0.2%
-1.3%
+0.5%

PKT
+1.1%
-0.3%
-1.8%
+0.8%

PHT
+1.0%
-0.3%
-2.1%
+0.3%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
Rowville Heavy Rail Line creates a new rail connection where none was existing before.
Modelling indicates that the project would cause a small increase in rail patronage and reduction
in car travel.
Forecasting predicts that the project would have minimal impacts on levels of congestion on the
road network or crowding across the rail network. Modelled change in public transport
patronage is shown in Figure 52.
Rowville Heavy Rail Line is forecast to slightly improve metropolitan wide accessibility to
employment, health, education and Inner City jobs. Figure 53 shows that due to the project’s
connection to Monash University, it is predicted to improve access to tertiary education across
most parts of Melbourne that can easily access rail.
Modelling indicates that the project will have negligible impacts on freight and carbon dioxide
emissions.

Figure 52: Public transport patronage difference: 2046 Rowville Heavy Rail Line - 2046 Base Case, AM
peak period
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Figure 53: Change in accessibility to tertiary education: 2046 Rowville Heavy Rail Link – 2046 Base
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5.4.10 Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
-0.0%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-0.7%
-0.0%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+1.6%
+0.1%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
+1.5%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.0%
Health
+0.7%
Education
+0.2%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes
+0.1%
+0.3%
-1.0%
-0.1%
+0.1%
-1.8%
Car
PT

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

+0.1%

-0.0%

-0.1%

+0.1%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+0.0%
-0.2%
-0.8%
-0.7%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-0.5%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+0.0%
PT mode share
+0.1%
+1.0%
% PKT on crowded services
+1.7%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

VKT
-0.9%
-0.6%
-0.3%
-0.5%
-0.2%

-0.0%
-0.4%
-0.7%
Congestion
-1.3%
-0.5%
-0.5%
-0.9%
-1.6%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+2.1%
+0.2%
-2.7%
+0.6%

PKT
+2.6%
+0.1%
-11.1%
+1.2%

PHT
+1.4%
-0.1%
-5.4%
-0.0%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line is forecast to have minimal impact on overall demand for road
and public transport. Modelling indicates that patronage on the new rail link is of a similar order to
that predicted for SkyBus if Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line was not provided. While the shift
in demand is not significant on this corridor, it moves passengers from a congested bus route
that travels with road traffic to a reliable rail connection. It is also worth noting that because the
project connects to Melbourne Metro 1, it enables passengers to travel by rail directly from the
Cranbourne/Pakenham corridor to Melbourne Airport.
As illustrated in Figure 54, the project is forecast to decrease traffic on the Tullamarine Freeway
relative to the Base Case.
Figure 55 shows that MARL is predicted to provide minor relief to crowding for passengers
travelling on Melbourne Metro 1 due to the extra services provided on these corridors.
Demand forecasting indicates that MARL would have minimal impacts on IV’s identified needs.
Accessibility metrics generally improve slightly, however a drop in accessibility to the Sunshine
NEC is forecast, most likely as a response to the reduction in services along the Sunbury corridor
associated with the project. It is worth noting that the accessibility measures used to address
IV’s needs are based on employment. In reality a new rail connected to the airport would provide
significant advantages for travellers and people accessing Melbourne Airport for leisure
purposes.

Figure 54: Road volume difference: 2046 Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line - 2046 Base Case, AM peak
period
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Figure 55: Rail loading to capacity: 2046 Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, AM peak period
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5.4.11 Build Option Sensitivity: Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection – including Western Section to Western
Ring Road
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.4%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-6.1%
-0.2%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+5.8%
+0.2%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.4%
Health
+0.4%
Education
+0.5%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+0.5%
+0.3%
+0.1%
+0.0%
+0.9%
+0.4%
Car
PT
-0.2%

-0.2%

-0.3%

+0.3%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+1.3%
-2.9%
-4.3%
-6.5%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
+0.1%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-0.5%
PT mode share
-0.5%
-7.2%
% PKT on crowded services
-8.2%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
+0.0%
South-eastern
-0.2%
Western
+0.8%
Northern
-1.0%
Eastern
+2.8%

+0.1%
+0.8%
-2.0%
Congestion
-12.4%
-1.2%
-1.5%
-1.1%
+3.5%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
-1.1%
-0.7%
+0.7%
-0.6%

PKT
-0.8%
-0.2%
+0.8%
-0.6%

PHT
-0.9%
-0.9%
+0.4%
-0.7%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
This scenario was run to understand the impact of high road capacity provision to the West of
the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection. This is a “maximum capacity” sensitivity test, in
which physical requirements, duplication of connections and preferred tolling schemes were not
considered.
Modelling indicates that the provision of additional capacity to the West would shift travel
patterns and provide relief on the West Gate, Tullamarine and Monash Freeways, as illustrated in
Figure 56.
This scenario is forecast to improve travel times to the CBD and NECs and provide minor
improvements in accessibility to health, education and employment. Modelling indicates that
despite increases in VKT across the network, VHT would reduce, particularly for freight vehicles.

Figure 56: Road volume difference: 2046 Eastern Freeway to Citylink Connection – including the Western
Section to Western Ring Road - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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5.4.12 Build Option Sensitivity: City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan electrification
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.4%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
+0.1%
+0.1%
(mins)
% of population within 45
-0.4%
+1.3%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
+8.9%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.5%
Health
+0.0%
Education
+0.9%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+0.1%
+0.1%
+0.2%
+1.3%
+0.0%
-0.6%
Car
PT
+0.2%

+0.0%

-0.2%

+0.0%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

+0.2%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-0.1%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
+0.4%
South-eastern
-0.2%
Western
-0.0%
Northern
+0.0%
Eastern
-0.1%

Heavy Vehicles
+0.0%
+0.0%
-0.3%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+0.3%
PT mode share
+0.4%
-17.9%
% PKT on crowded services
-21.5%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.2%
Congestion
-0.4%
+0.1%
-0.8%
-0.5%
-2.0%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
-0.0%
+0.1%
+0.4%
+0.1%

PKT
+0.1%
-0.5%
+0.6%
+0.1%

PHT
+0.6%
-0.7%
+0.3%
+0.4%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
This variant of the City Loop Reconfiguration realigns services from Upfield and Craigieburn
through to Baxter and Glen Waverley. This project does not include the electrification to Wallan,
and V/Line services continue to run from Wallan to the CBD (via Upfield).
This scenario has a reduced impact on demand across the transport network, despite providing a
similar capacity uplift to the CBD (almost 9%, as opposed to 10% with Wallan). Figure 57
illustrates that while the project is predicted to provide relief to highly congested parts of the
network into the CBD, it does not provide additional capacity for Wallan, which is a significant
growth area.
Compared to the City Loop Reconfiguration project with Wallan there is a decrease in
accessibility to employment, health and education. Accessibility to middle and outer employment
centres also decreases without Wallan.

Figure 57: Rail loading to capacity: 2046 City Loop Reconfiguration - without Wallan electrification, AM
peak period
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5.4.13 Build Option Sensitivity: Melbourne Metro 2 - Newport
to Parkville
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+1.5%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-0.9%
-0.4%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+0.6%
+1.8%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
+9.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+1.8%
Health
+0.3%
Education
+1.7%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains

+0.6%
+0.8%
+0.2%
+2.2%
+1.4%
+0.4%

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

Car

PT

+0.5%

-0.2%

-0.2%

+1.2%

Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

All Modes
-0.2%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts

VKT
-0.6%
-0.3%
-0.8%
-0.1%
-0.1%

-1.1%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

Heavy Vehicles
-0.1%
-0.4%
-0.3%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+0.6%
PT mode share
+0.6%
-36.0%
% PKT on crowded services
-29.5%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.1%
-0.2%
-0.5%
Congestion
-0.7%
+0.6%
+0.0%
-0.1%
-1.5%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+3.2%
-0.8%
+0.5%
+1.6%

PKT
-0.0%
-1.4%
+0.3%
-0.1%

PHT
-0.7%
-1.8%
-0.1%
-0.7%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
Melbourne Metro 2 was also assessed under an alternative scenario with the scope reduced to
include Newport to Parkville only. This scenario provides significantly additional less rail capacity
into the CBD (approximately 9% during the AM peal period, as opposed to 20% with the full
tunnel connection).
Modelling indicates that the transport network would respond in a similar way with the partial
Melbourne Metro 2 tunnel, but that the scale of change would be less. Increases in rail
patronage and private vehicle travel are forecast and accessibility measures are all improved.
Accessibility patterns change under this scenario, with job accessibility most improved to East
Werribee NEC rather than Latrobe.
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5.4.14 Build Option Sensitivity: Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line
(with MM2) and on road PT modifications
Needs analysis
All changes reported below are relative to the 2046 Melbourne Metro 2 scenario

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.3%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-0.1%
-0.2%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+0.1%
+1.1%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
+0.0%
+2.1%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.1%
Health
+0.1%
Education
+0.2%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+0.2%
+0.2%
+0.3%
+0.3%
+0.2%
+0.1%
Car
PT
-0.1%

-0.2%

+0.0%

+0.0%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

+0.0%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
+0.1%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-0.2%
South-eastern
0.0%
Western
+0.1%
Northern
-0.1%
Eastern
-0.1%

Heavy Vehicles
-0.0%
-0.0%
+0.4%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+0.2%
PT mode share
+0.2%
-1.3%
% PKT on crowded services
-2.3%
% PHT on crowded services

0.0%
0.0%
-0.1%
Congestion
-3.1%
+0.1%
-0.2%
+0.0%
-0.5%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+2.0%
-0.2%
-1.0%
+0.9%

PKT
+1.0%
-1.3%
-3.7%
+0.4%

PHT
+1.4%
-1.3%
-3.2%
+0.2%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
This scenario builds on MM2 with a new heavy rail link from Clifton Hill to Doncaster Hill. It also
assumes a reconfigured Doncaster Area Rapid Transit (DART) to feed into the new Doncaster Hill
Heavy Rail Line (instead of the CBD). Network-wide results are very similar to the core Doncaster
Hill scenario without bus modifications.
The region served by Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line is currently well served by DART, providing a
good level of service to a physically constrained catchment (constrained by the Yarra River and
Eastern Freeway). While rail is faster and has higher capacities, it is less frequent than bus
services, which in 2046 are assumed to run into the city every 3.5 minutes during the AM peak
period (as opposed to every 10 minutes for a rail service). Given the limited walking catchment of
the rail line, bus connections will be important. The DART service allows customers to travel
directly to the CBD on a priority route. Under the modified bus scenario tested, customers would
need to interchange at Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line. Thus while providing some benefit over
the core Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line scenario the overall impact is still relatively small in
comparison to the Base Case .
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5.4.15 Build Option Sensitivity: Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail
Line – Dedicated Line
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+0.0%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-0.7%
-0.0%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+1.6%
+0.3%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%
+4.5%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+0.0%
Health
+0.3%
Education
+0.1%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+0.0%
+0.0%
-0.1%
-0.0%
+0.1%
-0.6%
Car
PT
+0.3%

-0.0%

-0.2%

0.0%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

+4.1%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-0.3%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-0.3%
South-eastern
-0.3%
Western
+0.1%
Northern
-0.5%
Eastern
-0.0%

Heavy Vehicles
+0.1%
-0.0%
-0.4%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-0.2%
PT mode share
-0.1%
-1.6%
% PKT on crowded services
-0.5%
% PHT on crowded services

+0.0%
-0.3%
-0.3%
Congestion
-1.7%
+0.4%
+0.3%
-0.8%
-1.6%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+1.4%
+0.7%
-3.0%
+0.3%

PKT
+2.4%
+0.5%
-11.4%
+1.0%

PHT
+1.2%
+0.5%
-5.5%
-0.0%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line has also been assessed in an alternative scenario with a
dedicated track, allowing it to run independently of the existing rail network. This means that
reductions in service frequencies are not required on the Sunbury line to cater for the new rail
connection. A dedicated track is also assumed to have implications for travel time, allowing
services to run between the CBD and Melbourne Airport in 20 minutes (as opposed to 25
minutes).
Forecast rail boardings in this scenario are not as high as they were for the core Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line scenario that connected directly to Melbourne Metro 1. A key
differentiator with this scenario is that is no longer facilitates direct rail access to Melbourne
Airport from the Cranbourne/Pakenham corridor. This option also does not serve intermediate
stations between Melbourne Airport and CBD North. Public transport volume difference on the
Base Case is illustrated in Figure 58, illustrating a shift of existing users from the SkyBus to the
MARL service.
Changes in vehicle trips are predicted to be negligible in this scenario. However, small
reductions in demand on the Tullamarine Freeway are still predicted.

Figure 58: Public transport patronage difference: Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line - Dedicated Line 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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5.4.16 Five Rail Projects
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+4.4%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-4.7%
-1.3%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+4.0%
+5.0%
mins of CBD
+36.5
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+5.8%
Health
+1.9%
Education
+7.7%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes
+5.2%
+1.7%
+2.5%
+7.2%
+5.2%
+1.0%
Car
PT

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

-1.9%

-0.6%

+1.0%

+2.7%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+0.0%
-1.4%
-1.2%
-3.6%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-1.1%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+2.8%
PT mode share
+2.9%
-74.5%
% PKT on crowded services
-74.3%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

VKT
-2.3%
-0.8%
-1.2%
-2.2%
-1.0%

-0.7%
-1.1%
-3.0%
Congestion
-5.3%
-0.2%
-3.2%
-2.7%
-3.0%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+9.5%
-1.3%
-2.0%
+4.4%

PKT
+6.7%
-4.0%
-12.7%
+4.3%

PHT
+5.4%
-4.9%
-7.7%
+1.7%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
This scenario incorporates all service uplifts from these separate projects, increasing rail capacity
into the CBD by approximately 36% in the AM peak period.
The number of public transport trips taken daily is predicted to rise, increasing mode share for
public transport by 2.9%. This increase comes from a 10% increase in rail boardings, which are
partially offset by predicted decreases in tram and bus boardings. Figure 59 and Figure 60 show
that despite increasing volumes, considerable relief is provided to the rail network relative to the
Base Case.
The combined rail projects are predicted to relieve congested trips on the road network, notably
reducing VHT relative to car trip and VKT reductions. Forecasting indicates that modelled travel
times to the CBD for both car and public transport trips reduce during the AM peak period.
Across the network, there are predicted to be significant improvements in accessibility to
employment, health and education from high growth areas. Access to middle and outer
employment centres is also forecast to improve, most significantly for East Werribee, which is
predicted to benefit from the combination of the City Loop Reconfiguration and Melbourne Metro
2.

Figure 59: Public transport patronage difference: 2046 Five Rail Projects - 2046 Base Case, AM peak
period
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Figure 60: Rail loading to capacity: 2046 Five Rail Projects, AM peak period
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5.4.17 Five Rail Projects and Eastern Freeway to City Link
Connection
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+4.5%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-4.6%
-1.3%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+5.2%
+5.0%
mins of CBD
+36.5
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+5.9%
Health
+1.8%
Education
+8.0%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+5.5%
+1.8%
+2.5%
+7.2%
+5.6%
+0.8%
Car
PT
-1.9%

-0.7%

+0.9%

+2.7%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-0.8%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-0.8%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-4.3%
South-eastern
-0.9%
Western
-0.9%
Northern
-2.4%
Eastern
+1.7%

Heavy Vehicles
+0.6%
-2.1%
-2.2%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+2.6%
PT mode share
+2.7%
-74.7%
% PKT on crowded services
-74.6%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.6%
-0.7%
-3.6%
Congestion
-17.2%
-2.3%
-2.6%
-1.4%
+0.8%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+9.0%
-1.6%
-1.8%
+4.1%

PKT
+6.3%
-4.2%
-12.3%
+4.0%

PHT
+5.0%
-5.4%
-7.6%
+1.3%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
The inclusion of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection on a transport network with the five
rail projects is expected to have a greater impact on the number of trips taken by car than
without the rail projects.
The inclusion of the Eastern Freeway connection is predicted to reduce the use of Melbourne
Metro in the AM peak, likely as a result of the improved connection offered on the road network.
The combination of these projects is predicted to notably decrease the VKT along congested
roads in the Inner region, and decrease VHT across the network.
The projects are predicted to improve access to employment, health, the CBD and NECs.
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5.4.18 Five Rail Projects and North East Link
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+4.6%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-8.3%
-1.4%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+10.2% +5.0%
mins of CBD
+36.5
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+6.0%
Health
+1.6%
Education
+8.7%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+5.3%
+1.8%
+2.7%
+7.3%
+8.5%
+0.9%
Car
PT
-3.0%

-0.8%

+1.5%

+3.1%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+1.0%
-2.4%
-1.9%
-3.4%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-0.7%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+2.4%
PT mode share
+2.5%
-74.8%
% PKT on crowded services
-75.1%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-4.6%
South-eastern
-1.0%
Western
-1.5%
Northern
-1.2%
Eastern
+1.9%

-0.6%
-0.4%
-4.5%
Congestion
-6.1%
-1.4%
-3.2%
-3.3%
-2.1%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+8.6%
-1.6%
-2.2%
+3.8%

PKT
+5.8%
-4.2%
-12.3%
+3.6%

PHT
+4.5%
-5.4%
-7.9%
+0.9%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
The inclusion of North East Link reduces the modelled demand for the northern section of
Melbourne Metro 2, along the Mernda corridor. This is consistent with the areas that both
projects operate in.
Daily VHT is predicted to drop for both private vehicles and freight vehicles, improving freight
supply efficiency across the network.
This scenario is forecast to significantly improve access to education, with improvements in
access to health and employment also predicted.
While access to the CBD is not predicted to significantly change compared to the Project
scenario, access to middle and outer employment centres is forecast to improve. This is most
significant for the La Trobe NEC, shown in Figure 61, which is impacted by both MM2 and North
East Link.

Figure 61: Change in accessibility to Latrobe NEC employment: 2046 Five Rail Projects & North East
Link - 2046 Base Case
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5.4.19 Five Rail Projects and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+5.1%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-7.8%
-1.6%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+4.0%
+5.0%
mins of CBD
+36.5
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+7.6%
Health
+1.8%
Education
+9.0%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes
+5.6%
+2.0%
+4.8%
+8.8%
+6.2%
+7.4%
Car
PT

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

-12.4%

-1.2%

+6.9%

+2.7%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+1.7%
-3.9%
-11.1%
-2.0%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-2.8%

PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

VKT
-2.7%
-0.8%
-8.5%
-2.0%
-1.0%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+1.9%
PT mode share
+1.9%
-79.6%
% PKT on crowded services
-77.9%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.4%
+0.9%
-6.8%
Congestion
-5.5%
+0.5%
-28.9%
-18.4%
-3.6%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+8.1%
-1.4%
-2.8%
+3.5%

PKT
+4.6%
-4.2%
-12.5%
+2.6%

PHT
+3.7%
-5.0%
-9.3%
+0.2%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
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Summary
Modelling for this scenario suggests significant decreases in car and freight VHT, even with
increases to VKT. Increases in VKT are predicted to be lower than between the standalone Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road scenario and the Base Case.
Accessibility to employment, health and education are forecast to increase as a result of these
projects. Consistent with the location of the OMR, there is forecast to be an improvement in
accessibility to middle and outer employment centres.
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5.4.20 Five Rail Projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection and North East Link
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+4.6%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-8.2%
-1.4%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+9.8%
+5.0%
mins of CBD
+36.5
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+6.1%
Health
+1.3%
Education
+8.9%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+5.5%
+1.9%
+2.8%
+7.4%
+8.5%
+1.1%
Car
PT
-3.1%

-0.9%

+1.5%

+3.1%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-4.2%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-0.7%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-5.5%
South-eastern
-1.0%
Western
-1.3%
Northern
-1.5%
Eastern
+2.9%

Heavy Vehicles
+1.1%
-2.8%
-2.1%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+2.3%
PT mode share
+2.4%
-75.0%
% PKT on crowded services
-75.0%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.5%
-0.3%
-5.0%
Congestion
-18.0%
-1.6%
-2.9%
-5.9%
+0.3%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+8.3%
-1.8%
-1.7%
+3.7%

PKT
+5.6%
-4.3%
-11.9%
+3.5%

PHT
+4.3%
-5.7%
-7.8%
+0.8%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
The two more inner road projects combined with the five rail projects are predicted to cause a
shift in demand towards public transport, which is of the same order as the demand shift
forecast with the five rail projects and North East Link alone.
Daily car and freight VHT are expected to reduce with these projects, as is the modelled
percentage of VKT along congested roads. Access to middle and outer employment centres is
predicted to remain similar to the five rail projects and North East Link scenario, which is
consistent with the location of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection, and its predominant
impact on Inner Melbourne. Access to employment and education from high growth areas are
predicted to rise as a result of these projects.
The inclusion of both road projects is predicted to reduce the demand for both North East Link
and the CityLink to Eastern Freeway Connection. This result can be understood by the relative
proximity of the two projects, and their competition for cross city traffic. Demand along the
Eastern Freeway to the west of North East Link is predicted to increase to a volume greater than
that modelled for the Five Rail Projects and North East Link or Five Rail Projects and the Eastern
Freeway to CityLink Connection project.
The above observations raise some questions that may warrant further consideration:

x

If both projects are built (to the original specification of each individual project) it appears that
their joint economic performance may be less efficient than that of the individual projects

x

If both projects are to be built would their configuration necessarily need to provide the same
capacity (or indeed connectivity and alignment) as that specified for each as individual
projects

Figure 62 shows road volume difference with this project combination relative to the Base Case.
Relief provided on the Tullamarine Freeway by North East Link does not outweigh increased
demand for the road from the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection.
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Figure 62: Road volume difference: 2046 Five Rail Projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection and
North East Link - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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5.4.21 Five Rail Projects, North East Link and Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+5.3%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-12.3%
-1.7%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+6.9%
+5.0%
mins of CBD
+36.5
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+7.9%
Health
+1.5%
Education
+10.1%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+5.7%
+2.2%
+5.0%
+9.0%
+9.6%
+7.4%
Car
PT
-13.3%

-1.4%

+7.2%

+3.1%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-6.6%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-2.3%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-6.3%
South-eastern
-0.8%
Western
-9.2%
Northern
+1.7%
Eastern
+1.3%

Heavy Vehicles
+2.5%
-4.9%
-12.0%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+1.5%
PT mode share
+1.5%
-81.5%
% PKT on crowded services
-80.7%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.4%
+1.5%
-8.3%
Congestion
-11.7%
+0.3%
-29.1%
-17.1%
-2.5%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+7.2%
-2.0%
-2.6%
+2.9%

PKT
+3.8%
-4.6%
-11.8%
+1.9%

PHT
+2.9%
-5.7%
-9.1%
-0.4%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
Modelling suggests that North East Link and the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road are
complementary projects, with the inclusion of North East Link on a network containing the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road predicted to increase the demand along the Outer Metropolitan Ring
Road and vice versa.
This scenario forecasts an overall decrease in VHT across the network for private and freight
vehicles. However, these benefits are focussed in Melbourne’s inner, western and northern
regions.
This scenario showed significant modelled improvement in access to employment opportunities
and education services. Access to Inner City and NEC employment is forecast to increase the
most of the built infrastructure scenarios. Daily CO2 emissions are forecast to decrease relative
to the Base Case.

Figure 63: Road volume difference: 2046 Five Rail Projects, North East Link and Outer Metropolitan Ring
Road - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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Figure 64: Accessibility to employment: 2046 Five Rail Projects, North East Link and Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road
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5.4.22 Five Rail Projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+5.2%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-8.0%
-1.6%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+5.3%
+5.0%
mins of CBD
+36.5
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+7.7%
Health
+1.8%
Education
+9.3%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+5.9%
+2.2%
+4.8%
+8.9%
+6.8%
+7.3%
Car
PT
-12.6%

-1.2%

+6.9%

+2.7%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-4.6%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-2.6%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-4.4%
South-eastern
-0.9%
Western
-8.5%
Northern
-2.6%
Eastern
+1.9%

Heavy Vehicles
+2.2%
-4.8%
-12.2%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+1.6%
PT mode share
+1.7%
-80.4%
% PKT on crowded services
-78.8%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.4%
+1.2%
-7.7%
Congestion
-18.7%
-1.8%
-28.9%
-16.6%
+1.0%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+7.7%
-1.7%
-2.4%
+3.2%

PKT
+4.3%
-4.3%
-12.0%
+2.3%

PHT
+3.3%
-5.4%
-9.0%
-0.1%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
The inclusion of the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road on the transport network with the Eastern
Freeway to CityLink Connection and the five rail projects is predicted to shift demand on the road
network as illustrated in Figure 65. Volume reductions are forecast on the M80 and Princes
Freeway, volume increases are predicted on routes feeding directly into the road projects,
including the Eastern Freeway and Sunbury Road.
Overall, this scenario is predicted to significantly increase access to Melbourne’s inner, middle
and outer employment centres. Most significantly, this combination of projects is predicted to
cause a significant increase in accessibility to East Werribee NEC, as shown in Figure 66.
Freight and car VHT are predicted to significantly fall as a result of these projects, providing
significantly improvements to freight supply chains.

Figure 65: Road volume difference: 2046 Five Rail Projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection and
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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Figure 66: Change in accessibility to East Werribee NEC employment: 2046 Five Rail Projects, Eastern
Freeway to CityLink Connection and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
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5.4.23 Best Performing Rail and Road Projects (MM2, MARL,
CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL)
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+4.3%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-12.1%
-1.0%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+6.9%
+4.1%
mins of CBD
+31.2
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+7.2%
Health
+1.2%
Education
+7.6%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+2.4%
+2.5%
+3.9%
+8.3%
+8.9%
+6.1%
Car
PT
-13.2%

-1.2%

+7.2%

+2.4%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-11.2%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-2.0%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-6.0%
South-eastern
-0.4%
Western
-9.0%
Northern
+2.4%
Eastern
+1.8%

Heavy Vehicles
+2.5%
-4.7%
-11.1%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+0.8%
PT mode share
+0.9%
-81.5%
% PKT on crowded services
-79.4%
% PHT on crowded services

-0.2%
+1.7%
-7.8%
Congestion
-11.7%
+0.5%
-27.2%
-16.5%
-1.7%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+4.1%
-0.8%
-0.7%
+1.9%

PKT
+2.0%
-3.2%
-8.8%
+0.7%

PHT
+0.8%
-4.3%
-5.7%
-1.0%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
A scenario combining the best performing rail projects (Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport
Heavy Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration) was run in combination with North East Link and
the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road. This combination of projects is forecast to cause a small
reduction in car trips and corresponding increase in public transport trips. These projects
increases rail capacity into the CBD by approximately 31% during the AM peak period (compared
to 35% when all five rail projects are combined), providing significant congestion relief across
both the road and rail network as illustrated in Figure 67 and Figure 68.
Accessibility to health, employment and education from high growth areas are all forecast to
improve with this combination of road and rail projects. Modelling indicates that accessibility to
Latrobe and East Werribee NECs will benefit most, consistent with the location of Melbourne
Metro 2, North East Link and the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road. Change in accessibility to
Latrobe NEC employment relative to the Base Case is illustrated in Figure 69.
This combination of road and rail projects has positive implications for freight supply chains, with
freight expected to spend almost 5% less time overall travelling on the road network. Reductions
in VHT for both car and freight results in a small reduction in carbon dioxide emissions despite
increasing demand for the road network.
Network-wide results are similar to the equivalent scenario with five rail projects (instead of
three). However, there is a decrease in the number of public transport trips and a small reduction
in accessibility to education and Monash NEC due to the omission of the Rowville Heavy Rail
Line
Figure 67: Road volume to capacity: 2046 Best Performing Rail and Road Projects (MM2, MARL, CLR with
Wallan, OMR, NEL), AM peak period
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Figure 68: Rail loading to capacity: 2046 Best Performing Rail and Road Projects (MM2, MARL, CLR with
Wallan, OMR, NEL)

Figure 69: Change in accessibility to East Werribee NEC employment: 2046 Best Performing Rail and
Road Projects (MM2, MARL, CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL)
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5.4.24 Best Performing Rail and Road Projects (MM2, MARL,
CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL) with Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+4.3%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-12.2%
-1.1%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+8.9%
+4.1%
mins of CBD
+31.2
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+7.3%
Health
+0.5%
Education
+7.8%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+2.6%
+2.5%
+3.9%
+8.3%
+9.3%
+6.2%
Car
PT
-13.7%

-1.2%

+7.4%

+2.4%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+2.7%
-4.4%
-12.8%
-11.8%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-2.5%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+0.8%
PT mode share
+0.8%
-81.4%
% PKT on crowded services
-79.3%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-7.6%
South-eastern
-0.5%
Western
-8.4%
Northern
+1.2%
Eastern
+3.2%

-0.2%
+1.6%
-8.4%
Congestion
-15.8%
+0.1%
-29.1%
-17.5%
+0.1%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+3.9%
-0.9%
-0.3%
+1.8%

PKT
+1.8%
-3.1%
-8.2%
+0.6%

PHT
+0.7%
-4.4%
-5.4%
-1.1%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
Adding the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection to the best performing build options is
forecast to have little impact at a network-wide level.
Modelling indicates that levels of congestion will decrease slightly in Inner regions and increase
slightly in Eastern regions. This is consistent with other Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
scenarios that have been tested. However the scale of impact of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection is smaller in this instance than when it was added to the Base Case network.
One key difference in the impact of Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection is that it is
associated with a reduction in carbon dioxide emissions when combined with the best
performing build options. When the project was added to the Base Case, it was forecast to
cause a small increase in carbon dioxide emissions (see Section 5.4.1).
Figure 70 shows how this combination of projects affects road network volumes. Volume
increases on the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection are relatively small in this environment.

Figure 70: Road volume difference: Best Performing Rail and Road Projects (MM2, MARL, CLR with
Wallan, OMR, NEL) with Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection, AM peak period
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5.4.25 Best Performing Rail and Road Projects (MM2, MARL,
CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL) with Double Cordon
Pricing
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+3.9%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-24.1%
-1.5%
(mins)
+29.5
% of population within 45
+5.5%
%
mins of CBD
0.0%
+31.2
AM peak capacity into CBD

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+6.6%
Health
-16.6%
Education
+7.3%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+2.7%
+2.6%
+3.7%
+8.3%
+9.4%
+7.1%
Car
PT
-15.8%

-1.6%

+8.2%

+3.7%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+2.2%
-8.7%
-16.8%
-18.2%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-6.2%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+7.8%
PT mode share
+8.0%
-74.9%
% PKT on crowded services
-67.6%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-38.6%
South-eastern
-2.5%
Western
-11.2%
Northern
-2.3%
Eastern
-2.7%

-1.7%
-1.8%
-14.9%
Congestion
-44.7%
-2.8%
-32.7%
-21.2%
-9.6%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+8.2%
+9.2%
+7.0%
+8.2%

PKT
+5.0%
+9.7%
-1.3%
+4.7%

PHT
+4.1%
+5.0%
-0.5%
+3.4%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
The introduction of double cordon pricing with the best performing road and rail projects (MM2,
MARL, CLR, NEL, OMR) has positive network-wide impacts, consistent with other double
cordon pricing scenarios tested. This policy intervention is associated with a significant increase
in public transport mode share and reduction in both road and public transport travel times to the
CBD.
Forecast accessibility shows significant improvements on the Base Case and modest
improvements on the best performing road and rail projects in combination (with the exception of
accessibility to heath, which decreases under all road pricing scenarios). As illustrated in Figure
71, access to employment is forecast to improve for those living in the outer suburbs, but reduce
for those in inner areas, as a result of the charge applied.
Modelling indicates that VHT would reduce significantly with this combination of projects,
providing benefits for both car and freight travel. Congestion relief is forecast to be most
significant in the inner and western regions. Under this combination of options, carbon emissions
are forecast to fall by more than 6% compared to the Base Case.

Figure 71: Change in accessibility to employment: Best Performing Rail and Road Projects
(MM2, MARL, CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL) with Double Cordon Pricing
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5.4.26 Best Performing Rail and Road Projects (MM2, MARL,
CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL) with Double Cordon
Pricing and Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+4.0%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-23.8%
-1.6%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+30.1% +5.5%
mins of CBD
+31.2
AM peak capacity into CBD
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+6.7%
Health
-17.0%
Education
+7.4%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport
Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

All Modes
+2.9%
+2.7%
+3.7%
+8.2%
+9.8%
+7.3%
Car
PT
-16.2%

-1.5%

+8.4%

+3.7%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+2.4%
-8.6%
-18.7%
-17.9%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-6.7%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
+7.8%
PT mode share
+8.0%
-74.8%
% PKT on crowded services
-67.5%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM): VKT
Inner
-41.2%
South-eastern
-3.1%
Western
-11.2%
Northern
-3.2%
Eastern
-2.0%

-1.7%
-2.0%
-15.4%
Congestion
-48.9%
-3.5%
-32.9%
-21.8%
-7.7%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
+8.2%
+9.2%
+7.2%
+8.2%

PKT
+4.9%
+9.8%
-0.8%
+4.7%

PHT
+4.0%
+5.0%
-0.4%
+3.4%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled
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Summary
With this combination of projects, the addition of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
has an even smaller impact than when it was tested with the best performing build options
(without road pricing).
The most evident benefit provided by the project in this situation is a small reduction in
congestion in the Inner region, beyond the significant reduction provided by double cordon
pricing. This impacts a further small reduction in freight travel in congested conditions and carbon
dioxide emissions.
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5.4.27 Best Performing Rail and Road Projects (MM2, MARL,
CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL) with Double Cordon
Pricing and Autonomous Vehicles - Increased Trip
Generation
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+7.2%
Car
PT
Average travel time to
-43.3%
-2.4%
CBD (mins)
% of population within
+101.6%
+5.2%
45 mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into
+12.1%
+31.2%
CBD

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+11.7%
Health
-11.6%
Education
+12.2%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes
+7.3%
+6.8%
+9.0%
+11.6%
+13.3%
+16.8%
Car
PT

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

-26.9%

-2.8%

+19.5%

+4.0%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

Heavy Vehicles
+6.8%
-22.7%
-42.8%
-39.7%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
-5.6%

Transport network impacts
Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-6.4%
PT mode share
-10.6%
-89.2%
% PKT on crowded services
-83.7%
% PHT on crowded services

Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

+6.9%
+13.4%
-17.3%
VKT
Congestion
-27.3%
-51.1%
+0.4%
-20.8%
-11.0%
-56.2%
+4.0%
-45.1%
-1.3%
-32.1%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
PHT: passenger hours travelled

Boardings
-8.2%
+0.1%
-11.9%
-6.9%

PKT
-10.4%
-2.1%
-18.9%
-10.8%

PHT
-11.6%
-5.2%
-20.7%
-12.3%
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Summary
In a future scenario with AVs (including increased trip generation), this combination of projects
and road pricing achieved the best outcome of any modelled scenario against IVs Needs. A
fundamental assumption in this test is increased capacity and speeds on the Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road and North East Link resulting from the implementation of AVs. This in combination
with increased trip generation, raises demand for car travel significantly relative to the equivalent
scenario without AVs.
Under this scenario tram boardings are still predicted to increase marginally relative to the Base
Case, suggesting that tram may still be attractive for inner city trips as a result of the double
cordon charge applied. As shown in Figure 72, rail patronage is forecast to reduce on all lines not
directly impacted by the three rail projects included in this scenario (MM2, CLR, MARL).
Modelling indicates that accessibility would significantly improve under this scenario. Outcomes
are beneficial for freight, which is less sensitive to road pricing. Forecast travel times between
ports and freight terminals reduce by almost 40%.

Figure 72: 2046 Public transport patronage difference: Best Performing Rail and Road Projects (MM2,
MARL, CLR with Wallan, OMR, NEL) with Double Cordon Pricing and Autonomous Vehicles - Increased
Trip Generation - 2046 Base Case, AM peak period
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5.4.28 Autonomous Vehicles - Increased Trip Generation with 3
Road Projects (EWE, NEL, OMR)
Needs analysis
All changes reported are relative to the 2046 Base Case

Meet growing demand for access to
economic activity in Central Melbourne
All Modes
Accessibility to Inner City
jobs
+5.7%
Car
PT
Average travel time to CBD
-29.9%
-1.4%
(mins)
% of population within 45
+39.7% +0.2%
mins of CBD
AM peak capacity into CBD
+12.1%
0.0%

Address infrastructure demands in
areas with high population growth
Accessibility to:
All Modes
Employment
+9.2%
Health
+4.6%
Education
+9.2%
Improve access to middle & outer
metropolitan major employment
centres
Accessibility to centres:
Monash
Dandenong South
Sunshine
East Werribee
Latrobe
Melbourne Airport

All Modes
+5.9%
+5.3%
+9.1%
+5.9%
+9.4%
+17.1%
Car
PT

Average travel time to
nearest centre or CBD
% of population within
30 mins of centre or CBD

-24.3%

-2.4%

+18.9%

-0.2%

Improve efficiency of freight supply
chains
Freight VKT
Freight VHT
% VKT in heavy congestion
Average time between
ports and terminals (mins)

-33.8%

Transition to lower carbon energy
supply and use
Daily CO2 emissions

All Modes
+0.6%

PHT: passenger hours travelled

Transport network impacts
Road network impacts
Daily person car trips
Daily car VKT
Daily car VHT
Regional impacts (AM):
Inner
South-eastern
Western
Northern
Eastern

Heavy Vehicles
+7.4%
-19.4%
-35.9%

Public Transport Network impacts
(daily)
Daily person PT trips
-17.0%
PT mode share
-21.0%
-65.2%
% PKT on crowded services
-63.7%
% PHT on crowded services

+9.2%
+19.5%
-8.7%
VKT
Congestion
+16.4%
-16.6%
+3.5%
-17.0%
-3.6%
-45.4%
+11.8%
-33.2%
+10.8%
-25.7%

PT mode:
Train
Tram
Bus
Total

Boardings
-19.0%
-11.9%
-20.2%
-17.5%

PKT
-17.8%
-14.7%
-18.4%
-17.6%

PHT
-18.2%
-14.1%
-24.3%
-18.7%

VKT: vehicle kilometres travelled
VHT: vehicle hours travelled
PKT: passenger kilometres travelled
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Summary
A test was undertaken to investigate the impacts of providing a high level of additional road
connectivity (Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection, North East Link and the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road) in a future scenario with AVs (including increased trip generation).
As shown in Figure 73, this is an extreme future scenario in which significant sections of the
road network are forecast to experience flows above 7,500 vehicles per hour during peak
periods, including North East Link. Mode shift towards private vehicles is the most significant of
any of the scenarios modelled, with a predicted decrease of 21% in public transport mode share.
Increased capacity and new routes across the road network are predicted to improve
accessibility to health, education and employment in both central Melbourne and NECs.
Melbourne Airport is predicted to have the largest increase in accessibility, likely due to its
position near the Tullamarine Freeway, M80 and OMR, as illustrated in Figure 74.
Freight travel time savings are forecast to be particularly high, with a reduction of almost 20% in
freight VHT. Despite significant congestion reductions across all Melbourne regions, carbon
dioxide emissions are predicted to increase, driven by the major increase in vehicle travel.

Figure 73: Road volume: Autonomous Vehicles - Increased Trip Generation with 3 Road Projects (EWE,
NEL, OMR)
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Figure 74: Change in accessibility to Melbourne Airport employment centre: Autonomous Vehicles Increased Trip Generation with 3 Road Projects (EWE, NEL, OMR)
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6 Comparison of Options
6.1 Base Cases
Despite some significant investment in transport infrastructure over the period to 2046, the forecast
growth in travel demand leads to an increase in levels of congestion on the road and public transport
networks. This is illustrated in Figure 75 and Figure 76, which show the distribution of congestion
levels occurring on the respective Base Case networks across the years. This congestion leads to
declining levels of service for users across many aspects of the transport system. As the overall
number of users is growing, the cumulative dis-benefits associated with such congestion become
increasingly significant.
Figure 76 shows that between 2011 and 2031, passengers are forecast to experience less congestion
on Melbourne’s train network. This is largely attributable to the introduction of Melbourne Metro in
2026, and the extra capacity this unlocks on the network. By 2046, additional passengers have
increased congestion to well above 2011 levels.
Figure 75: Road network volume to capacity change: 2011 Base Case – 2046 Base Case
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Figure 76: Rail network loading to capacity change: 2011 Base Case – 2046 Base Case

6.2 Comparison of options against needs
6.2.1 Needs assessment ranking
IV’s consultation process to date has revealed that Melburnians value responding to population
change, fostering communities, reducing disadvantage, lifting productivity, economic growth and
enhancing workforce participation. Each of the projects was compared against the following needs
identified by IV:

x

Need 1 – Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth

x

Need 10 – Meet growing demand for access to economic activity in central Melbourne

x

Need 11 – Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan employment centres

x

Need 13 – Improve the efficiency of supply chains

x

Need 18 – Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use

As described in preceding sections each project was assessed in terms of its performance against
IV’s needs. The assessment is undertaken relative to the Base Case. Details of the approach
adopted for this assessment are described in Section 5.1. In addition to assessing individual metrics
associated with each Need an approach was developed to provide an overall indicator of how the
project addresses each Need. In summary key features of this approach are:

x

Each metric used is turned into an index where the 2046 Base Case represents 100. A value of
greater than 100 represents an improvement.

x

The metrics are used to generate an overall index value for each project against each Need.
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x

Projects that perform strongly based on their index score against the Base Case and other
projects are identified as Exceptional (E) and separated from the general group of projects.

x

The remaining projects are compared to the Base Case and other projects using their index
scores. This comparison is used to allocate options a High (H), Medium-High (M-H), Medium (M),
Low-Medium (L-M) or Low (L) ranking for their relative performance in improving performance
against each Need. If the option leads to performance decreasing it is allocated a Negative (N)
ranking.

x

This process, together with the actual measures used to assess each Need, means that it is
appropriate to only compare relative performance between projects within each specific Need.
Hence it is appropriate to say that a rank of H for Need 1 is better than a rank of M for Need 1, but
not necessarily the case that a rank of H for Need 1 is better than a rank of M for Need 11.

It should be noted that results for the non-build options represent one possible future scenario.
Results are directly related to input assumptions, which are subject to a large number of variables,
with different types and levels of uncertainty applicable to the build and non-build options. This
should be considered when comparing build and non-build options in the following section.

6.2.2 Comparison of options against IV’s needs
Table 11 summarises the ranking each of the core options and a range of sensitivities across the five
needs identified by IV. Key observations from this assessment of performance against Needs are
outlined below:
Non-build options and sensitivities

x

Both technology options tested with the VITM (autonomous vehicles and advanced traffic
management) are predicted to improve the transport network relative to each of IV’s transport
related Needs. Significant capacity enhancements assumed across the road network under these
scenarios drive this result. However, due to the higher level and more widespread nature of
capacity enhancement assumptions adopted for the autonomous vehicle scenario, it is predicted
to address the Needs to a greater extent than the Advanced Traffic Management option.

x

The Road Space Allocation (road space reduction to give bus and tram priority on selected
corridors) option tested in this study scores negatively across all transport related Needs. It
should be noted that only select case study routes were tested in a small number of locations.
This rating should be treated with caution due to the difficultly in using a strategic model for
detailed road network assessment.

x

Both Road Pricing options deliver improved outcomes against most of IV’s transport related
Needs, particularly those relating to freight efficiency, carbon emissions and meeting demand for
access to central Melbourne. Both options encourage travel by public transport, providing
congestion relief across the road network, particularly in inner areas. Negative performance
against Need 1 is the result of imposing an additional cost (which counts as reduced accessibility),
while not allowing people the full flexibility to respond to this price (e.g. by travelling at a different
time).

x

The Road Pricing option with a distance based charge has a greater impact on travel in outer
regions of Melbourne, worsening accessibility to middle and outer employment centres and
improving carbon emission reductions.

x

The autonomous vehicles scenario with increased trip generation does not perform as well
against IV’s Needs as the core autonomous vehicle scenario. Of the options tested on their own,
this scenario causes the greatest reduction in public transport mode share, which is likely due to
the ability of all people to select between travel by car and public transport.
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It should be noted in the case where trip generation has increased, that this process hasn’t
necessarily captured the full level of accessibility benefits that are associated with people being
able to make more trips.

x

When the autonomous vehicles scenario with increased trip generation is tested with double
cordon pricing, outcomes are improved against Needs 13 and 18 compared to the same scenario
without double cordon pricing. This is likely explained by the reduced congestion forecast across
the network under this scenario. This option does not perform as well against Need 1, with
accessibility measures worsening with double cordon pricing.

x

In comparison to double cording pricing alone, incorporating additional public transport
infrastructure led to similar performance against IV’s Needs with a tram service uplift, but
improved performance with the five rail projects.

x

Combining double cordon pricing with the five rail projects led to the most significant shift to
public transport of all the modelled scenarios and significantly improved performance of the
transport network against Needs 10 and 11.

Build options and sensitivities

x

The Outer Metropolitan Ring Road is the best performing road project overall when compared
against IV’s transport related Needs. This is because it is larger in scale than the Eastern Freeway
to CityLink Connection and North East Link, and provides improved connectivity to the high
growth Northern and Western regions.

x

The Eastern Freeway to CityLink connection provides relief to parts of the existing network, while
North East Link creates a new freeway connection where none has existed before, facilitating
more efficient travel in this region. North East Link performs better than Eastern Freeway to City
Link Connection in almost all of the metrics assessed. However, both projects have a negative
impact on Need 18, causing a small increase in carbon emissions.

x

Melbourne Metro 2 delivers the best overall contribution to the needs of the eight projects, driven
by the large increase in capacity of the rail network that the project provides and direct
connections across the city that it facilitates. This project also outscores the Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road in relation to Needs 1 and 10.

x

City Loop Reconfiguration including the Wallan electrification performs well against IV’s Needs
and offers significant crowding relief to highly congested rail corridors such as Craigieburn.

x

The Rowville and Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Lines score relatively low across most transport
related Needs. These projects impact smaller catchments than the better performing rail projects.

x

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line is incremental to Melbourne Metro 2 and achieves negative scores
against all of IV’s Needs relating to transport.

Build and non-build combinations
Combinations of options were also tested and found to achieve superior outcomes against IV’s
transport related Needs:

x

Autonomous vehicles (full access to vehicles assumed across Melbourne) was tested in
combination with the three road projects (Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection, North East
Link, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road). Providing additional road connections in a future scenario
with autonomous vehicles was found to boost accessibility to areas with high population growth
and improve performance of the network with regard to freight efficiency.

x

The best performing road and rail projects (Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link,
Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line and City Loop Reconfiguration) when
combined together, achieved Exceptional or High scores against each of IV's Needs relating to
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transport. Adding the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection to this combination of projects had
no impact on performance against the Needs. Modelling indicates that the addition of this project
would provide some minor local relief to the road network, but have minimal overall impact on
transport network performance.

x

The addition of road pricing (double cordon) to the best performing road and rail projects (Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link, Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
and City Loop Reconfiguration) had a more notable impact. This combination is expected to
improve performance against carbon emissions to Exceptional, but reduce accessibility to Central
Melbourne due to the cost applied. Adding the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection to this
combination of projects had even less impact on road network performance than the equivalent
scenario without road pricing. Modelling indicates that the addition of this project would have no
impact on performance against IV’s Needs.

x

The best outcome of any modelled scenario was achieved with autonomous vehicles (increased
trip generation), road pricing (double cordon), Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link and
the three best performing rail projects (Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
and City Loop Reconfiguration). This scenario achieved Exceptional or High scores for every Need.

x

Further scenarios were assessed to test whether road projects are required even with significant
improvements to public transport capacity. The five rail projects were implemented in VITM as a
way to model a significant increase in public transport capacity across the network. Each of the
three road project options were modelled with the five rail projects as separate scenarios, and
then in combinations. As seen in Table 12 (which ranks the performance of projects on a different
scale to that shown in Table 11), the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road had the most significant effect
either alone or in combination, suggesting it serves a function not addressed by the public
transport projects assessed in this study.
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Build options and sensitivities

Non-build options and sensitivities

Table 10: Needs assessment summary results – policies and projects 18

Options 19

Need 1

Need 10

Need 11

Advanced Traffic Management

M-H

M

M

M-H

M

Autonomous Vehicles

E

E

E

E

M-H

Road Space Allocation

N

N

N

N

N

Road Pricing (Double Cordon)

N

H

M

H

H

Road Pricing Policy (Cordon and Distance Based Charge)

N

H

N

H

E

Autonomous Vehicles with Increased Trip Generation

H

E

E

H

N

Autonomous Vehicles with Increased Trip Generation and Road
Pricing (Double Cordon)

N

E

E

E

H

Road Pricing (Double Cordon) and Five Rail Projects

N

E

H

H

E

Road Pricing (Double Cordon) and Increased Tram Services

N

H

M

H

H

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including dependent
infrastructure upgrades)

L

L

L-M

L

N

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent
infrastructure upgrades)

N

N

N

L

N

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure upgrades)

L-M

L-M

M

L-M

N

North East Link (without dependent infrastructure upgrades)

N

L

L-M

L-M

N

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

M-H

L-M

H

M

M-H

City Loop Reconfiguration (including Wallan electrification)

M-H

M-H

M

L

L-M

Melbourne Metro 2

H

H

H

L-M

L-M

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

N

N

N

N

N

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

M-H

L

M

L

L

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

L-M

L

N

L

L-M

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification)

M

M

L-M

N

L-M

M-H

M-H

M

L

L-M

Five Rail Projects

H

E

H

M

M

Autonomous Vehicles with Increased Trip Generation, Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link and Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection

E

E

E

E

N

Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop
Reconfiguration with Wallan, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and
North East Link

H

E

E

H

H

Road Pricing (Double Cordon) with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road and North East Link

N

E

E

H

E

Autonomous Vehicles with Increased Trip Generation, Road Pricing
(Double Cordon) with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy
Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
and North East Link

H

E

E

E

E

Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop
Reconfiguration with Wallan, Outer Metropolitan Ring Road, North
East Link and Eastern Freeway to CityLink connection

H

E

E

H

H

Road Pricing (Double Cordon) with Melbourne Metro 2, Melbourne
Airport Heavy Rail Line, City Loop Reconfiguration, Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, North East Link and Eastern Freeway to
CityLink Connection

N

E

E

H

E

Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville)

Build and non-build combinations

Need 13 Need 18
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Table 11: Needs assessment summary results - all rail projects with road project combinations 20

Need 1

Road projects with all rail projects

Options

18

Need 10

Need 11

Need 13

Need 18

Five Rail Projects

M

L

L

M

L

Five Rail Projects and Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection

M

L

L

L

L

Five Rail Projects and North East Link

M

M

L

L

L

Five Rail Projects and Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

M-H

M

H

M

H

Five Rail Projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection and
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

M-H

M

H

M-H

H

Five Rail Projects, Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection and
North East Link

M

M

L

L

L

Five Rail Projects, North East Link and Outer Metropolitan Ring
Road

M-H

H

H

H

M-H

Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth; Need 10: Meeting growing demand for

access to economic activity in central Melbourne; Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan employment
centres; Need 13: Improve the efficiency of supply chains: Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use.
19

Core options are shown in black text, scenarios and sensitivities are shown in grey text.

20

Need 1: Address infrastructure demands in areas with high population growth; Need 10: Meeting growing demand for

access to economic activity in central Melbourne; Need 11: Improve access to middle and outer metropolitan employment
centres; Need 13: Improve the efficiency of supply chains: Need 18: Transition to lower carbon energy supply and use.
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Base Case for comparison against
various policy and project options.

2031 Base Case

2031 OMR

2046 NEL
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2031 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2011 Ref. Case

Land Use

2031 OMR

2046 NEL

2031 NEL

2046 EWE

2031 EWE

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2011 Ref. Case

Road Network

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2011 Ref. Case

Public Transport
Network

VITM Inputs
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North East Link – Bullen alignment (with
dependent infrastructure)

2031 NEL

2046 EWE

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
(with dependent infrastructure)

2031 EWE

Build Options: Major Projects

2046 Base Case

2011 Reference Case

Scenario Description

2011 Base Case

Base Case

Scenario ID

Table 12: Scenario modelling summary: core options

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

VITM Modifications

The scenarios modelled as part of this project are summarised in Table 13 and Table 14. Unless otherwise noted, all scenarios were run with public transport
capacity constraint enabled.

Scenario Modelling Summary

Attachment A VITM Modelling Inputs

Melbourne Metro 2 – Newport to Clifton
Hill

Doncaster Heavy Rail Line to Doncaster
Hill – extension of MM2

2031 MM2

2031 Doncaster Hill

Advanced Traffic Management

Road space re-allocation to public
transport on selected tram and bus
corridors

2046 ATM

2046 RSA
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2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 RSA

2046 Base Case

2046 AVs

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 NELALT

2046 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2046 MARL

2031 MARL

2046 ROW

2031 ROW

2046 MM2DONH

2031 MM2DONH

2046 MM2

2031 MM2

2046 CLR

2031 CLR

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case
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Autonomous Vehicles: road capacity
implications

2046 AV

Non-Build Options: Technology Changes and Policy Reform

2046 MARL

2031 Ref. Case

2031 MARL

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2046 Rowville

2031 Rowville

2046 Doncaster Hill

2046 MM2

2046 CLR

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

City Loop Reconfiguration – with Wallan
electrification

2046 Ref. Case

2031 CLR

2046 NEL without additions

2031 Ref. Case

North East Link – Bullen alignment
(without dependent infrastructure)

2031 NEL without additions

2031 NELALT

2046 EWEALT

2046 Ref. Case

without

2046
EWE
additions

2031 EWEALT

2031 Ref. Case

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
(without dependent infrastructure)

without

2031
EWE
additions

2046 OMR

2046 Ref. Case

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road – whole
project

2046 OMR

Public transport
assignment

Speed flow curves

Speed flow curves

-

-

-

-

2046 Doncaster Hill

2031 Doncaster Hill

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Road pricing: cordon charge applied at
CBD ring & distance-based pricing

2046 Road Pricing - Cordon
& Distance Charge

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
- including Western Section to Western
Ring Road

City Loop Reconfiguration – without
Wallan electrification

2046 EWE & EWW

2031 CLR without Wallan

2046 MARL Dedicated Line

2046 Doncaster Hill

2031 Doncaster Hill

2046 Doncaster
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2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2046 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2031 Ref. Case
2046 Ref. Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2031 Base Case

2046 EWE+EWW

Road Network

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2031 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

Land Use

2046 Base Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 Base Case

2046 Base Case

2046 MARL2

2046 MM2DONHB

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

VITM
Modifications

Vehicle operating
costs

Highway assignment;

Highway assignment

2031 MM2DONHB

2046 MM2DON

2031 MM2DON

2046 MM2PRK

2031 MM2PRK

2046 CLRWOW

2031 CLRWOW

2046 Base Case

Public Transport
Network

VITM Inputs

2046 Base Case

2046 Ref. Case
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Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line with
a dedicated line, running independently
of the existing network

Doncaster Heavy Rail Line to Doncaster
Hill – extension of MM2 with bus
network modifications

Doncaster Heavy Rail Line – extension
of MM2

2031 Doncaster

2046 MM2 to Parkville

Melbourne Metro 2 – Newport to
Parkville

2031 MM2 to Parkville

2046 CLR without Wallan

Scenario Description

Scenario ID

Table 13: Scenario modelling summary: scenarios and sensitivities

Road pricing: cordon change applied at
two rings – CBD and Inner

2046 Road Pricing - Double
Cordon

2046 EWE + OMR

2046 Ref. Case

2046 5 Rail Projects + EWE
& OMR

2046 5PRJ

2046 5PRJ

2046 5PRJ

2046 5PRJ

2046 5PRJ

2046 5PRJ

2046 5PRJ

2046 TRMCAP

2046 5PRJ

2046 Base Case

2046 Base Case
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153

2046 NEL + OMR

2046 Ref. Case

2046 5 Rail Projects + NEL
& OMR

2046 5 Rail Projects +
OMR

2046 EWE + NEL

2046 EWE

2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 5 Rail Projects + EWE
& NEL

Project combinations involving the five
rail projects and various combinations of
the core road project options

2046 5 Rail Projects + EWE

2046 Base Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 OMR

CLR, MM2, MARL, Rowville and
Doncaster Hill rail projects

2046 5 Rail Projects

2046 Base Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

Road pricing: cordon change applied at
two rings – CBD and Inner &
Increase in tram capacity across the
network

2046 Pricing 1 + Tram
Uplift

2046 Base Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 NEL

Road pricing: cordon change applied at
two rings – CBD and Inner &
CLR, MM2, MARL, Rowville and
Doncaster Hill rail projects

2046 Pricing 1 + 5 Rail
Projects

2046 AVs

2046 AVs

2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

Autonomous Vehicles: road capacity and
demand implications &
Road pricing: cordon change applied at
two rings – CBD and Inner

2046 AV2 + Pricing 1

2046 5 Rail Projects + NEL

Autonomous Vehicles: road capacity and
demand implications

2046 AV2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Highway
assignment

Highway
assignment

Speed flow
curves;
Trip generation;
Highway
assignment

Trip generation

Speed flow
curves;

Project and policy combinations

2046 NEL, OMR, MM2,
MARL, CLR, Pricing 1

2046 EWE + NEL +
OMR
2046 EWE + NEL +
OMR + AVs

2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 EWE, NEL, OMR,
MM2, MARL, CLR, Pricing
1

2046 EWE, NEL, OMR,
AV2

2046 Base Case

2046 3PRJ

2046 3PRJ

2046 3PRJ

2046 3PRJ

2046 3PRJ
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2046 NEL + OMR

2046 Ref. Case

2046 NEL, OMR, MM2,
MARL, CLR, Pricing 1, AV2

2046 EWE + NEL +
OMR

2046 Ref. Case
2046 NEL + OMR

2046 NEL + OMR

2046 Ref. Case

2046 Ref. Case

2046 EWE, NEL, OMR,
MM2, MARL, CLR

Project combinations with the best
performing rail projects (CLR, MM2,
MARL) and various combinations of the
core road projects

2046 NEL, OMR, MM2,
MARL, CLR

Speed flow
curves;
Trip generation

Highway
assignment

Speed flow
curves;
Trip generation;
Highway
assignment

Highway
assignment

-

-

Road Network Summary
A range of road networks that build on the Base Case were generated to test the scenarios outlined
in Attachment A, Section 1. These are described in Section 3. Note that when the road projects
listed below are included in the network, their dependent projects are also incorporated as detailed in
Table 16 through Table 18.
Table 14: Road Network Scenarios 21

Road Network
Scenario

Description

Base Case

Base Case road network

EWE

Base Case road network with Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
and its dependent projects

NEL

Base Case road network with North East Link and its dependent projects

OMR

Base Case road network with the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and its
dependent projects

EWE + EWW

Base Case road network with Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
and its dependent projects, plus Western Section to Western Ring Road

EWE + NEL

Base Case road network with both Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection, North East Link and both of their dependent projects

NEL + OMR

Base Case road network with both North East Link, the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road and both of their dependent projects

EWE + OMR

Base Case road network with both Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection, the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and both of their
dependent projects

EWE + NEL + OMR

Base Case road network with Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection,
North East Link, the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and all of their
dependent projects

EWE + EWW

Base Case road network with Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
and its dependent projects, plus Western Section to Western Ring Road

EWEALT

Base Case road network with Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
only (without dependent infrastructure)

NELALT

Base Case road network with North East Link only (without dependent
infrastructure)

AVs

Base Case road network with freeway speeds increased to 130km/h

RSA

Base Case network with one lane of traffic removed on the selected tram
and bus corridors (see Section 3) and dedicated to public transport

EWE + NEL + OMR
with AVs

Base Case road network with Eastern Freeway to Citylink Connection,
North East Link, the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road and all of their
dependent projects

21

VITM toll files were created for each road network scenario, reflecting the inclusion of different combinations of road

projects.
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Freeway speeds increased to 130km/h, including speeds on the three
new road projects

Table 15: Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection - dependent road project assumptions

Dependent Project

Scope

Eastern Freeway – North East Link to Doncaster Road

Widening (10 lanes)

Eastern Freeway - Doncaster Road to Springvale Road

Widening (1 extra lane)

Eastern Freeway - Chandler Highway to Bulleen Road

Widening (10 lane freeway)

Elgar Road - Eastern Freeway to Woodhouse Gr

Widening (6 lanes divided)

Middleborough Road - Eastern Freeway to Springfield Road

Widening (6 lanes divided)

Surrey Road - Eastern Freeway to Springfield Road

Widening (4 lanes divided)

Table 16: North East Link - dependent road project assumptions

Dependent Project

Scope

Eastern Freeway – North East Link to Doncaster Road

Widening (10 lanes)

Eastern Freeway - Doncaster Road to Springvale Road

Widening (1 extra lane)

M80 - Plenty Road to Greensborough Highway

Widening (8 lane freeway)

Diamond Creek Road - Greensborough Bypass to Yan Yean
Road

Widening (6 lanes divided)

Eastern Freeway - Chandler Highway to Bulleen Road

Widening (10 lane freeway)

Greensborough Bypass - Metropolitan Ring Road to Diamond
Creek Road

Conversion to freeway (4 lanes)

Elgar Road - Eastern Freeway to Woodhouse Gr

Widening (6 lanes divided)

Middleborough Road - Eastern Freeway to Springfield Road

Widening (6 lanes divided)

Surrey Road - Eastern Freeway to Springfield Road

Widening (4 lanes divided)

Access Road from La Trobe University

Widening (4 lanes)

Table 17: Outer Metropolitan Ring Road - dependent road project assumptions

Dependent Project

Scope

M80 - Plenty Road to Greensborough Highway

Widening (8 lane freeway)

Hume Highway - Craigieburn Road to Hume Freeway

Widening (6 lanes divided)

Hume Freeway - OMR to south of Donnybrook Road

Widening (6 lane freeway)

Hume Freeway - south of Donnybrook Road to Hume Highway

Widening (8 lane freeway)

Western Freeway - Western Highway to Hopkins Road

Widening (6 lanes)

Western Freeway - Deer Park Bypass

Widening (6 lane freeway)
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Western Freeway - OMR to Coburns Road

Widening (6 lanes)

Tullamarine Freeway Extension - Melbourne Airport to
Somerton Road

New route (6 lane freeway)

Western Freeway - Hopkins Road to Leakes Road

Widening (6 lanes)

East-West Freeway - OMR to Deer Park Bypass

New route (4 lane freeway)

Greens Road - Ison Road to OMR

Sealing (2 lanes)

Childs Road - Bowman Dr to Proposed E6

Duplication (4 lanes divided)

Leakes Road - Iramoo Road to Taylors Road

Widening (4 lanes)

Ballan Road - OMR to Bulban Road

Widening (4 lanes divided)

Leakes Road - Davis Road to Shanahans Road

Widening (4 lanes divided)

OMR - Easterly oriented ramps at Sunbury Road

New freeway ramps (1 lane)

VITM Modifications
A range of modifications were made to VITM inputs and scripting to represent some of the non-build
scenarios outlined in Attachment A, Section 1. Table 19 provides a summary of these modifications.
More detail on the non-build options tested is provided in Section 3.
Table 18: VITM modifications summary

Scenario

VITM Modification

Description

AV

Speed flow curves

Freeway capacities increased by 60%
Arterial capacities increased by 15%

AV2

Speed flow curves

Freeway capacities increased by 60%
Arterial capacities increased by 15%

Trip generation

Trip generation scripting changed so that all
households have access to vehicles. I.e. all
travellers are able to choose between travel
via car or public transport.

ATM

Speed flow curves

Freeways capacities increased to 2,200
vehicles per lane per hour.

RSA

Public transport
assignment

Public transport travel time function modified
such that tram and bus services on RSA
corridors travel in their own lane, at speeds
independent of the congested road speed.

Pricing 1

Highway assignment

Highway assignment modified such that a
cordon charge is added to the network at two
cordon locations (CBD: $3, Inner: $2),
converted to a cost matrix and read into the
generalised cost calculations.

Pricing 2

Highway assignment

Highway assignment modified such that a
cordon charge is added to the network at one
cordon location (CBD: $3), converted to a cost
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matrix and read into generalised cost
calculations.
Vehicle operating costs

Vehicle operating costs increased to
incorporate a $0.05/km distance charge.
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Attachment B Evaluation Framework
Accessibility
What is accessibility?
The primary function of the transport network is to connect residents with opportunities. Accessibility is a
measure of how well the transport network performs this function. Accessibility is the ease and convenience of
access to opportunities.

Projects or policies have the potential to improve accessibility. They can achieve this by making travel easier
between residential areas and employment areas, or to tertiary opportunities. For example, a road or a rail
upgrade might make it easier to travel from Werribee to Melbourne CBD. This would result in an increase in
accessibility for Werribee residents.

Three measures have been developed to assess people’s accessibility to employment, education and
health. The methodology outlined below allows for results to be presented as an overall city-wide
metric, for specific places, corridors or as plots for all travel zones in VITM. Furthermore the results
can be presented separately for car, public transport or as a combined transport measure.
The process is as follows:
1) Select a study area (i.e. metropolitan Melbourne)
2) Define the ‘opportunities’ (jobs, health services or education) and where they are located
3) Extract the generalised cost of travel between the study area and the opportunities
4) Use a decay curve to calculate a decay weight for each opportunity from each travel zone in the
study area
5) Multiply the opportunities by the decay weight for each O-D pair
6) For each travel zone in the study area sum all opportunities - this is the accessibility index (AI) for
each zone and is used for plotting
7) Weight each travel zone by population and sum all zones to determine the AI for the entire study
area.
Details on the inputs for steps 1-3 are provided in Table 20. The decay curves and how they were
developed is described below.
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Table 19: Accessibility Model Inputs

Input

Employment

Study area
Opportunities

Health

Education

Metropolitan Melbourne (3098 VITM zones)
22

Generalised cost 23

Total employment for
either all of Melbourne
or for the NECs shown
in Figure 77

Health jobs from
zones containing major
medical precincts as
illustrated in Figure 78

Tertiary enrolments for
travel zones with more
than 5,000 enrolments
as illustrated in Figure
79

VITM home based
work trips (AM peak)

VITM home based
other trips (inter-peak)

VITM home based
education tertiary trips
(AM peak)

Figure 77: Employment centre locations

22

Source: Victoria in Future, 2014

23

Car and PT generalised costs were combined using a logsum with a lambda value of -0.3
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Figure 78: Major medical precinct locations

Figure 79: Major tertiary education centres
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Decay curves
VITM 2011 model outputs were used to calibrate the decay curves. The distribution of car and public
transport trips made by generalised cost 24 were analysed for the trip purposes listed in Table 21. It
was decided to adopt car for both modes and the combined modes as it has a sharper decay curve
and will provide more differences in the plots. It also represents the convenience that public
transport should aspire too rather than its level of service in 2011.
This ‘observed’ data is shown in Figure 80 along with the decay curve that was fitted. Essentially the
decay curves provide a weight to acknowledge that a job 10 minutes from a person’s home is of
more benefit to them than a job 60 minutes from home. Looking at the curve in Figure 80 for an
employment trip with a generalised cost of 80 (minutes) would be assigned a weight of 20%,
whereas a generalised cost of 20 (minutes) would be assigned a weight of 95%. The different curves
by trip purpose reflect peoples journey patterns for the different trip purpose – trips for health
purposes are shorter than trips for employment.
The decay curve fits a negative exponential curve as described below, the fitted model parameters
are provided in Table 21.

Table 20: Decay curve inputs

Curve

a

b

c

Employment

18

-0.025

200

Education

8

-0.025

200

Health

5

-0.07

200

Employment

18

-0.025

200

24

Generalised cost was used rather than measures such as travel time as it wil provide a better comparison of accessibilty for

the pricing scenarios.
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Figure 80: Decay curves

Presentation of results
Accessibility results can be reported as accessibility plots (see example in Figure 81) or as an overall
city wide metric by car, public transport or combined. All of the results presented in this document
represent the combined accessibility.
Eight additional accessibility metrics have been created in addition to the accessibility index.

x

The proportion of the metropolitan population with access to at least one of the employment
centres or the CBD by car within 30 minutes

x

The proportion of the metropolitan population with access to at least one of the employment
centres or the CBD by public transport within 30 minutes

x

Average travel time from all zones in VITM to the nearest zone in the CBD by car, weighted by
population

x

Average travel time from all zones in VITM to the nearest zone in the CBD by public transport,
weighted by population

x

The proportion of the metropolitan population with access to the CBD by car within 45 minutes

x

The proportion of the metropolitan population with access to the CBD by public transport within
45 minutes

x

Average travel time from all zones in VITM to the nearest zone in employment centres or the CBD
by car, weighted by population

x

Average travel time from all zones in VITM to the nearest zone in employment centres or the CBD
by public transport, weighted by population

Note that the metrics which use a travel time cut-off could potentially mask changes that occur to
travel times away from the chosen cut-off. For example two scenarios could look identical using this
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metric, but one may have a much larger proportion of the population just outside the cut-off, say 3035 minutes from the CBD.
Figure 81: Accessibility Index to all jobs, 2046 Base Case

Masking on plots
A number of zones, particularly in the northern corridor, were identified as producing abnormal
accessibility outcomes. These were investigated further and found to be minor inconsistencies
inherent in VITM results, with little impact on overall conclusions presented in this report. In total, 76
VITM travel zones (2.5% of all internal zones) were masked to show no change in accessibility.
However, these zones are still used in the calculation of all Needs Assessment metrics and economic
analysis.

Freight
To address Need 13, metrics were developed based on outcomes from the Victorian Freight and
Logistics Plan 25. The following three quantitative Key Performance Indicators were selected for
inclusion in this assessment:

x

25

Total freight vehicle travel distance on the network

State Government of Victoria, Victoria The Freight State: The Victorian Freight and Logistics Plan, August 2013.
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x

Total freight vehicle travel time on the network

x

Reliability, freight’s exposure to bottlenecks in the supply chain that lead to unreliable distribution
of freight (proportion of freight vehicle kilometres travelled on links with a volume to capacity ratio
greater than 0.9)

In addition to these the AM peak travel times between current and future port locations and key
intermodal freight terminals were extracted from VITM. The port locations are Port of Melbourne,
Port of Hastings, Webb Dock and Bay West. The intermodal facilities are Somerton, Truganina and
Lyndhurst.

Greenhouse gas emissions
To address Need 18 carbon emissions were calculated in a consistent methodology to that applied to
the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Assessment of the Environment Effects Statement prepared for the
Melbourne Metro Rail Project. A set of GHG emissions factors were derived from the following
sources

x

General: National Greenhouse Accounts (NGA) Factors, Aug. 2015;
Commonwealth Department of the Environment, Australia’s emissions projections 2014–15,
March 2015.

x

Car (emissions by congestion): Based on Barth, M. & Boriboonsomsin, K. Traffic congestion and
greenhouse gases in 'Access' No.35, Fall 2009

x

Heavy vehicles: NSW EPA (2012): Air Emissions Inventory 2008 - Fleet emissions factors for NSW

Public Transport GHG emission factors are factors are applied directly to the total service kilometres
travelled by each vehicle type. Electric rail emission factors are based on the rolling stock used and a
reduction in energy use as a result of regeneration braking capability in the future and the ‘greening’
of Victoria’s electricity grid.
Car and heavy vehicle GHG emission factors vary by traffic conditions. As vehicles move from freeflow to congested conditions emissions generally increase. The composition of the vehicle fleet is
assumed not to change over time. The factors are applied directly to the total vehicle kilometres
travelled by congestion level and vehicle type.
Combining the above measures provides an estimate of total CO2-e emissions generated by transport
in metropolitan Melbourne for an average weekday. In addition public transport and car (including
heavy vehicles) are compared by calculating the grams of CO2-e emitted per person and vehicle
kilometre travelled. This shows the impacts of congestion on emissions from cars and the impact of
improvements to rolling stock and the greening of the grid for public transport.
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Disclaimer and limitations
Inherent limitations
This report has been prepared as outlined in the Scope Section. The services provided in connection with this engagement
comprise an advisory engagement, which is not subject to assurance or other standards issued by the Australian Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board and, consequently no opinions or conclusions intended to convey assurance have been expressed.
KPMG does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness, reasonableness, or reliability of the
information included (whether directly or by reference) in the report, statements, representations and documentation provided
by Infrastructure Victoria’s management and stakeholders consulted as part of the process, and/or the achievement or
reasonableness of any plans, projections, forecasts, management targets, prospects or returns described (whether express or
implied) in the report. There will usually be differences between forecast or projected and actual results, because events and
circumstances frequently do not occur as expected or predicted and those differences may be material. Additionally, KPMG
does not make any confirmation or assessment of the commercial merits, technical feasibility or compliance with any applicable
legislation or regulation of the transport policy reforms, technology interventions and/or major transport projects described in
this report.
KPMG have indicated within this report the sources of the information provided. We have not sought to independently verify
those sources unless otherwise noted within the report.
KPMG is under no obligation in any circumstance to update this report, in either oral or written form, for events occurring after
the report has been issued in final form.
The findings in this report have been formed on the above basis.

Third party reliance
This report is solely for the purpose set out in the Scope Section and for the information of Infrastructure Victoria, and is not to
be used for any other purpose or distributed to any other party without KPMG’s prior written consent.
This report has been prepared at the request of Infrastructure Victoria in accordance with the terms of KPMG’s contract with
the State of Victoria dated 15 September 2015. Other than our responsibility to Infrastructure Victoria, neither KPMG nor any
member or employee of KPMG undertakes responsibility arising in any way from reliance placed by a third party on this report.
Any reliance placed is that party’s sole responsibility.

Distribution
This KPMG report was produced solely for the use and benefit of Infrastructure Victoria and cannot be relied on or distributed,
in whole or in part, in any format by any other party. The report is dated 27 September 2016, and KPMG accepts no liability for
and has not undertaken work in respect of any event subsequent to that date which may affect this report.
Any redistribution of this report requires the prior written approval of KPMG and in any event is to be a complete and unaltered
version of this report and accompanied only by such other materials as KPMG may agree.
Responsibility for the security of any electronic distribution of this report remains the responsibility of Infrastructure Victoria
and KPMG accepts no liability if the report is or has been altered in any way by any person.
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Glossary
Term

Description

Agglomeration economies

Positive externalities derived from the spatial concentration of
economic activity.

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR)

A measure of the overall value for money of the project, equal to
the present value of net benefits divided by the present value of
costs of the project.

Increased labour supply

The impacts generated from more people choosing to work due to
changes in effective wage rates, i.e. after commuting cost wage.

Consumer Price Index (CPI)

Measures quarterly changes in the price of goods and services. An
estimate of CPI of 2.5% per annum is applied to certain cash flows
in this analysis.

Cost Benefit Analysis
(CBA)

An economic appraisal tool used to compare the monetised
benefits and costs of the projects over the appraisal period.

Escalation rate

Annual percentage increase in either an operating cost or revenue.

First Year Rate of Return
(FYRR)

A measure of the net benefits to society in the first year of
operation as a percentage of the total capital cost.

Net Present Value (NPV)

A measure of the magnitude of net benefit to society from the
project, equal to the present value of benefits less the present
value of costs of the project.

Vehicle operating cost
(VOC)

Vehicle operating cost represents the resource cost of vehicle use,
including factors such as fuel, oil, tyres, repairs and maintenance
and depreciation of vehicle assets.

Value of travel time saving
(VTTS)

An economic parameter used in transport appraisal to monetise
benefits of travel time savings, varied by trip purpose and vehicle
class within the appraisal (i.e. Business, Commuter, LCV, etc.).

Victorian Integrated
Transport Model (VITM)

Demand analysis was undertaken using the Victorian Integrated
Transport Model (VITM) May 2016 version – a strategic transport
model held and maintained by the Victorian Department of
Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources.

Wider Economic Benefits
(WEBs)

Wider economic benefits refer to additional impacts arising from
the presence of market imperfections and not captured in
conventional CBA. These include the benefits and or costs
associated with agglomeration economies (WB1) (proximity
effects), increased labour supply (WB2a) and increased output in
imperfectly competitive markets (WB3). Agglomeration economies
(cluster effects) and move to more or less productive jobs (WB2b)
have not been considered in core scenarios in this report as they
require consideration of land use impacts.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background

Infrastructure Victoria (IV) has been established as an independent statutory authority, providing
expert advice and guiding decision-making on Victoria’s infrastructure needs and priorities. IV is
currently preparing a 30-year infrastructure strategy that will outline short, medium and long-term
infrastructure needs and priorities for Victoria. To inform this strategy, IV is undertaking an options
assessment of policy reforms and infrastructure projects that would support core objectives of
improving social, economic and environmental outcomes for Victoria.
IV’s All things considered 1 options paper considered several policy reform, technology and major
project options which have the potential to address Victoria’s future infrastructure demand. Building
on the option scoping work completed to date, IV has commissioned further quantitative analysis of
transport specific policy reform, technology change and major project options. KPMG, Arup and
Jacobs have been engaged by IV to undertake demand modelling and economic assessment to
appraise a range of transport projects, technology changes and policy reforms.

1.2

Purpose

This project is being completed to IV in assessing the major transport projects and policies being
considered in their 30-year infrastructure strategy.
Economic appraisal allows the economic, social and environmental impacts of the option on the
whole of society to be assessed and compared against the cost of delivering the option. Economic
modelling has been used to understand the ability of the various options to address the triple bottom
line impacts on the Victorian community.
As many of the projects are at an early stage of development, the demand modelling and economic
appraisal was undertaken at a preliminary level and is not comparable to the level of detail that would
be normally be undertaken for preparation of detailed business cases. For example, a business case
economic appraisal would generally use detailed costs including probabilistic risk assessment, and
refined demand modelling to assess the benefits, which includes detailed model calibration and
validation in the relevant project corridor, model iteration to improve project scope and definition, and
testing of numerous route options. In particular, the detailed service plans for public transport projects
and detailed tolling assumptions for road projects can have a material effect on the results.
To factor in the level of uncertainty, the preliminary economic analysis reflects indicative benefit
assessment and lower and upper bound capital cost estimates.

1

Infrastructure Victoria, All Things Considered: Exploring options for Victoria’s 30-year infrastructure strategy, May 2016.
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1.3

This report

This is a technical appendix describing the preliminary economic modelling undertaken for IV.
Following this overview, the remainder of this Appendix is structured as follows:

x
x
x
x
x
x

Section 2 details the approach adopted for undertaking the preliminary economic appraisal.
Section 3 describes the projects assessed in this analysis.
Section 4 describes the estimated economic costs for each project.
Section 5 describes the estimated economic benefits for each project.
Section 6 describes the results of the preliminary economic appraisals, including headline
indicators such as BCR and NPV.
Section 7 summarises the key findings.
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2 Approach to preliminary
economic appraisal
2.1

Overview

The preliminary economic appraisal has been undertaken by KPMG using transport demand modelling
inputs from Arup and Jacobs, cost estimates from IV’s separately appointed cost advisors and draws
upon the relevant guidelines and agreed assumptions from IV. Public Transport Victoria’s (PTV) existing
cost-benefit analysis model was provided by IV to conduct the preliminary economic assessment, with
only superficial changes made by KPMG to remove redundant functions.
The framework adopted for preliminary economic appraisal is summarised in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Preliminary economic appraisal framework

Two types of quantitative economic analysis were undertaken to assess the associated benefits and
costs of the projects assessed in this report:

x

Conventional CBA – This includes assessment of conventional transport-related benefits and
costs (such as travel time savings, reduced crowding, improved reliability, reduced crashes and
environmental externalities) and contrasting these against the capital and operating costs. This is
used to determine whether an investment is economically efficient from a whole-of-society
perspective based upon its performance against two key indicators – the BCR and NPV. Other
conventional benefits of rail projects, such as reliability benefits, were not estimated because of
reliance on different simulation models.

x

WEBs – These are benefits arising from the presence of market imperfections and accrue to
society as a whole as a result of improvements in transport connectivity. These include
agglomeration benefits (WB1), labour market deepening (WB2) and increased output in
imperfectly competitive markets (WB3). These benefits are additional to the conventional CBA.
Therefore, BCR and NPV indicators are reported with both the exclusion and the inclusion of
WEBs. This assessment considers agglomeration economies, including proximity effects, but not
3
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agglomeration effects associated with clustering due to land use change. Land use changes and
the change in distribution of jobs also generate move to more productive jobs benefits/ costs
(WB2b). Land use projections and distribution of jobs remain constant between the Base and
Project Cases, and agglomeration benefits from cluster effects and move to more productive jobs
benefits are not included in this assessment.
Operationalising the analytical framework entailed the following broad steps:

x
x
x
x

Definition of project options and the Base Case scenario (without the project).
Quantification of identified economic costs and benefits.
Comparison of each project’s economic costs against benefits over its useful asset life using
discounted cash flow analysis. Both an upper and a lower cost estimate is considered.
Preliminary economic appraisal of each project using specific economic performance measures,
such as the Net Present Value (NPV) and Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR). For projects the have a BCR
greater than 1, a First Year Rate of Return (FYRR) was also estimated.

2.2 Key inputs
Key inputs to the conventional CBA include:

x

x
x

Transport model outputs from VITM for the years 2031 and 2046. For each model year, outputs
were provided for four time periods across an average weekday from which benefits have been
calculated. Key transport model outputs include travel times and distances by transport mode and
origin-destination pair. The transport demand modelling outputs are summarised in Appendix B.
Project costs were provided by IV and their advisors 2. These costs include capital, operating and
maintenance costs and are detailed in Section 4.
Project benefits were calculated based on traffic model outputs and quantified by applying relevant
parameters derived from the appropriate economic appraisal guidelines. Project benefits are
discussed in Section 0.

Key inputs to the WEBs analysis include:

x
x
x

demographic forecasts (population and employment) for Greater Melbourne as per VITM, which
uses Victoria in Future (2014) projections;
average wage by usual residence and place of work from the ABS 2011 Census; and
appraisal parameters including agglomeration elasticities by industry for Greater Melbourne,
elasticity of labour supply and average and marginal tax rates.

Inputs for the WEBs analysis are discussed further in Section 5.6.

2.3 Economic appraisal guidelines
The approach adopted for the analysis is consistent with relevant project appraisal guidelines, including:

x
x
x
x
x

2

Infrastructure Australia (2016), Assessment Framework Detailed Technical Guidance, January.
Australian Government Civil Aviation Safety Authority (2010), Standard Economic Values Guidelines,
November.
Transport and Infrastructure Council (2006a; 2006b; 2006c; 2014; 2015) Australian Transport
Assessment and Planning (ATAP) Guideline.
Austroads (2012) Guide to Project Evaluation Part 4: Project Evaluation Data.
Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources (DEDJTR) (2015a) Standard
approach to strategic transport modelling.

Major transport projects – preliminary costings, Supplement C, Prepared by AECOM and PwC
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x

Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources (2015b) 2015 Reference
Case.

The economic parameters and expansion factors adopted for the analysis are summarised in Table 1
below.
Table 1: Standard economic parameters used for the appraisal

Parameter

Value

Description

Discount rate (real)

7%

Consistent with Infrastructure Australia and Victorian
Department of Treasury and Finance 3 recommended
rate.

Appraisal period

30 years

From first year of operation of all projects to be
consistent with ATAP.

Base year for
discounting

2025

To align with first year of cash outflows.

Price base

2016 (Q2)

To align with the price base used for the construction
cost estimates 4.

Construction
period

Varies by project
(see Section 4)

Provided by IV with cost estimates.

First year of
operation

Varies by project
(see Section 4)

Designed to commence immediately at the
conclusion of the construction period.

Public transport
expansion factors

Peak to Annual Factor (PT) = 242
Off Peak to Annual Factor (PT) = 357

Derived from PTV patronage data. These expansion
factors are the same as those used in the Melbourne
Metro Business Case 5

Road expansion
factors

Peak to Annual Factor (road) = 330
Off Peak to Annual Factor (road) =
330

Road expansion factors are based on analysis of
traffic counts undertaken on CityLink and the West
Gate Freeway. 6

Modelled years

2031 and 2046.

Modelled years are as specified by the VITM.
Benefits were interpolated between VITM model
years 2031 and 2046 (interpolation approach
discussed below).

Interpolation and
extrapolation

Linear interpolation - 2031 to 2046
and linear extrapolation to plateau
year

Linear interpolation has been used to estimate
benefits between 2031 and 2046.
Linear extrapolation is used to estimate benefits prior
to 2031 and after 2046.

Cost escalation

Cost escalated using real escalation
rates

Real escalation rates are used as set by DEDJTR
(see Section 4.3)

Value of travel
time savings

2016 – as per ATAP:
$49.76 for business-to-business
trips; $15.42 for all other trips.
Beyond 2016 – no indexation applied

Indexed as per ATAP.

Residual value

Minimum of replacement cost and
future net benefits

Residual value method as per Department of
Treasury and Finance (2013) Guidelines.
Further details provided in Section 5.5

Wider Economic
Benefits (WEBs)
productivity
growth

WEBs excludes productivity growth

Indexed as per ATAP. Further details provided in
Section 5.6

3

Department of Treasury and Finance. (2013). Economic Evaluation for Business Cases - Technical Guidelines. Melbourne:
State Government of Victoria.
4
Major transport projects – preliminary costings, Supplement C, Prepared by AECOM and PwC
5
Melbourne Metro Business Case (2016, p10). http://metrotunnel.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/40494/MM-BusinessCase-Feb-2016-APPENDIX-06.PDF
6
This factor is consistent with that being used for the Western Distributor project (Department of Treasury and Finance, 2015,
p. 35).
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2.3.1

Discount rates

The discount rate is used to express future cost and benefits over the 30-year appraisal period in
present values.
There are two main schools of thought on an appropriate basis for discounting the benefits of
transport projects – the ’social time preference’ (STP) approach and the ‘social opportunity cost of
capital’ (SOC) approach. The STP approach is the rate at which consumers are willing to trade off
present against future consumption, while the SOC approach uses a long term average of returns to
the private sector.
While current Victorian Government (Department of Treasury and Finance) and Infrastructure Australia
guidance for economic evaluation of transport projects recommends the use of a SOC approach, the
appropriate discount rate for public projects is a matter of ongoing debate.
To remain aligned with Department Treasury and Finance and Infrastructure Australia guidance, the
preliminary economic assessment has been undertaken using a 7 % discount rate.
Further detailed analysis should include sensitivity tests using alternative discount rates.

2.4 Appraisal scenario definitions
To account for the uncertainty inherent in demand forecasts, costs and economic appraisal
parameters, separate CBAs have been undertaken for upper and lower project cost estimates. In both
cases all economic assumptions outlined in Table 1 remain the same. Only the project cost estimates
vary between the highest and lowest values in the cost range provided by IV and their cost advisors.
As a result all economic findings are presented in a range throughout this report.

2.5 Economic performance indicators
The final stage of the CBA and WEBs analysis is a discounted cash flow analysis to contrast the
economic costs and benefits of the Project Case relative to the Base Case over the appraisal period.
Conventional benefits, WEBs and operating costs are calculated from the project opening year and
discounted at a rate of 7 % (real). Capital costs are distributed across the construction period and
discounted at a rate of 7 % (real).
The following economic performance measures are calculated to estimate in the preliminary
economic appraisal:

x
x

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) – a measure of the overall value for money of the project, equal to the
present value of net benefits divided by the present value of costs of the project.
Net Present Value (NPV) – a measure of the magnitude of net benefit to society from the
project, equal to the present value of benefits less the present value of costs of the project.

Analysis of the results considers the BCR and NPV metrics inclusive of both conventional CBA
method and WEBs as the primary measures of economic viability. The same metrics with only the
conventional CBA method (without WEBs) as a secondary measure of viability is also estimated.
For those projects that have a BCR greater than 1, the optimal year of opening was assessed using
the First Year Rate of Return (FYRR) metric. FYRR is a measure used to determine the optimal year
for opening a project, and is derived by comparing the net benefits in the first year of operation to the
overall capital cost. It is calculated as a percentage by dividing the present value of benefits in the first
year of operation less operating costs, divided by the present value of capital cost. The optimal year of
opening is where the FYRR is equal to the discount rate. If the FYRR is higher than the discount rate,
the project should be constructed sooner; where it is lower than the discount rate, the project should
be deferred.
6
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3 Projects Assessed
3.1

Overview

IV’s All things considered options paper considers a range of policy reform and project options with
the potential to address Victoria’s future infrastructure demand. This publication includes high level
analysis of the whole of life costs and effectiveness of each option at addressing each need, along
with an assessment of each option’s social, environmental and economic impacts. This enabled
options to be filtered with respect to their suitability and effectiveness, also identifying those options
requiring further assessment.
Building on the option scoping work completed to date, IV commissioned further quantitative analysis
of transport specific major project options. This report details the preliminary economic findings of this
quantitative analysis and considers transport specific options selected due to either one or a
combination of factors including:

x
x
x
x

High cost of implementation;
Potential substantial impact at addressing a specific transport related Need as identified by IV;
Potential to address multiple transport related Needs as identified by IV; and
Current lack of information in relation to the impact on future transport infrastructure Needs.

3.2 Economic Base Case
The Economic Base Case is based upon the DEDJTR Reference Case for the years 2031 and 2046.
The Economic Base Case includes the Reference Case projections for land use and the transport
network, but does not include major transport projects forming the subject of this preliminary
economic appraisal.
The modelling was undertaken with a range of other network upgrades included by DEDJTR in its
Reference Case. These include for instance Mordialloc Bypass, Westall Road extension and
enhancements to the Monash and Calder Freeways, bus network enhancements, 10 car trains
operating via Melbourne Metro, Melton Electrification and high capacity signalling on several rail lines.
In other words, the analysis undertaken here is not based on a ‘Do nothing’ scenario; rather a range of
significant upgrades have been included in the Base Case in order to further test the options which
are the focus of this report.
The Base Case transport network includes committed projects plus an agreed set of projects
including arterial road upgrades, rail service upgrades, motorway improvements, tram and bus
upgrades and service levels to supply a reasonable capacity that is supportive of the future demand
associated with the Reference Case land use. Further detail is available with the Demand Forecasting
Report in Appendix B.
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3.3 Project Cases
Preliminary economic modelling was undertaken on the following projects and project options
described in Table 2.
Table 2: Project cases

Project

Description

1

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection

New tolled freeway connection between the
Eastern Freeway and CityLink. Includes
widening on the Eastern Freeway and
selected feeder routes.

2

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
(without dependent infrastructure)

Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection
without dependent infrastructure; excludes
widening on the Eastern Freeway and
selected feeder routes.

3

North East Link

New tolled freeway connection between the
Eastern Freeway at Bulleen through to
Greensborough and Metropolitan Ring Road.

4

North East Link (without dependent
infrastructure)

North East Link without dependent
infrastructure: excludes widening on the
Eastern Freeway, M80 and selected feeder
routes

5

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

New tolled freeway connection between
Princes Freeway and Metropolitan Ring Road.

6

City Loop Reconfiguration with Wallan
electrification

Realignment of services to facilitate throughmovements across the CBD and electrification
of the rail line to Wallan.

7

City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan
electrification

Realignment of services to facilitate throughmovements across the CBD without
electrification of the rail line to Wallan.

8

Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel)

New rail tunnel connection from Newport to
Clifton Hill and the roll-out of extended High
Capacity Metro Train (HCMT) vehicles on the
Werribee and Mernda corridors.

9

Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville
only)

New rail tunnel connection from Newport to
Parkville and the roll-out of extended High
Capacity Metro Train (HCMT) vehicles on the
Werribee corridor.

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

New heavy rail link from Clifton Hill to
Doncaster Hill, and is reliant on Melbourne
Metro 2. New stations are included at
Doncaster Hill, Doncaster, Bulleen, Burke
Road and Kew.

11

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

New heavy rail link from Rowville to
Huntingdale, connecting to Melbourne Metro
1 and increasing service frequencies on the
Dandenong group.

12

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

New heavy rail link from Melbourne Airport to
Albion, assumed to replace the existing
SkyBus service.

10
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4 Economic costs
4.1

Overview

The preliminary economic appraisal relies on project cost estimates as provided by IV and its advisors.
The following section describes the economic costs of the project cost estimates, including:

x
x

Capital costs - all non-recurrent capital costs that are expected to be incurred after the economic
appraisal period commences; and
Operating and maintenance costs - all necessary recurrent costs to operate and maintain the
asset over the appraisal period.

The following Sections describe the cost estimates and assumptions in detail.

4.2 Capital costs
The real capital cost estimates used for the analysis are summarised in Table 3 provided by IV and its
cost advisors 7. The estimates are representative of all costs incurred in delivering and commissioning
the infrastructure. They are presented as a range and include all design, materials, labour, and land
acquisition costs.
Table 3: Infrastructure capital cost estimates (2016 prices, unescalated, i.e. actual project delivery costs
will be higher)

Lower Project Upper Project Construction
Costs
Costs
period (years)

Project
Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades)

$6,337m

$8,238m

5

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without
dependent projects)

$6,031m

$7,840m

5

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades)

$4,572m

$6,858m

6

North East Link (without dependent projects)

$4,373m

$6,560m

6

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

$8,689m

$13,033m

4

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification)

$3,148m

$4,911m

4

Melbourne Metro 2

$13,871m

$20,806m

6

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

$2,102m

$3,153m

5

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

$2,590m

$3,885m

4

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

$4,849m

$7,795m

4

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan
electrification)

$1,799m

$2,832m

4

Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)

$8,448m

$12,672m

6

Source: Major transport projects – preliminary costings, Supplement C, Prepared by AECOM and PwC

7

Major transport projects – preliminary costings, Supplement C, Prepared by AECOM and PwC
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For rail projects, further cost estimates were provided for the rolling stock necessary to meet the
2031 and 2046 modelled service levels. They are summarised in Table 4.
Table 4: Rolling stock capital cost estimates (2016 prices, unescalated, i.e. actual project delivery costs
will be higher)

Project

2031

2046

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan
electrification)

$383m

$698m

Melbourne Metro 2

$351m

$878m

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

$205m

No additional rolling
stock required

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

$225m

No additional rolling
stock required

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

$146m

No additional rolling
stock required

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan)

$290m

$230m

Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)

$230m

$420m

Source: Major transport projects – preliminary costings, Supplement C, Prepared by AECOM and PwC

Linear interpolation and extrapolation was used to estimate the rolling stock requirement in the
opening year of each project. The opening year rolling stock costs were added to the capital cost
estimates of the last three years of the construction period under the following procurement
schedule:

x
x
x

40% of opening year rolling stock cost three years prior to opening;
30% of opening year rolling stock cost two years prior to opening;
30% of opening year rolling stock cost for the year prior to opening.

Additional rolling stock required to operate the 2046 service level were added incrementally in equal
instalments between 2031 and 2046.Rolling stock cost estimates are the same in both the upper and
lower cost estimates.
Cost escalation was included for both the upper and lower cost estimates. The upper and lower
project cost estimates have been escalated using rates 8 set by DEDJTR as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Escalation rates, nominal rates (real rates in parentheses)

Capital costs – road

Capital costs – rail

2015/16 to 2017/18

3.8% pa (1.3% pa)

2.6% pa (0.1% pa)

2018/19 onwards

4.0% pa (1.5% pa)

3.2% pa (0.7% pa)

Source: DEDJTR (2014).
Note: Real rates (shown in parentheses) have been derived assuming an inflation rate of 2.5%.

8

Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources. (2014). Schedule of escalation rates, discount rates
and other information for cost estimates to be used in Funding Submissions 2015-16.
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4.3 Operating and maintenance costs
Annual operating and maintenance costs were provided by IV and their project cost advisors 9. These
were supplied to KPMG in real dollars (in 2016 Q2 prices). Operating and maintenance costs
increased from 2031 to 2046 in four rail projects due to an increase in rolling stock required to meet
the modelled service levels. Where this occurs, operating and maintenance costs are interpolated
between 2031 and 2046 (and backcast for opening years prior to 2031), then remain at the 2046 level
for the remainder of the assessment period. Table 6 lists the operating and maintenance cost
estimates for each project.
DEDJTR 10 guidelines assume no real escalation for operating and maintenance costs.
Table 6: Operating and maintenance cost estimates (2016 prices, unescalated, i.e. actual project delivery
costs will be higher)

Project

2031

2046

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
(including dependent infrastructure upgrades)

$24m

$24m

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection
(without dependent projects)

$24m

$24m

North East Link (including dependent
infrastructure upgrades)

$26m

$26m

North East Link (without dependent projects)

$26m

$26m

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

$9m

$9m

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan
electrification)

$51m

$67m

Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel)

$67m

$89m

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

$54m

$54m

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

$34m

$34m

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

$52m

$52m

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan)

$2m

$4m

Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)

$45m

$63m

Source: Major transport projects – preliminary costings, Supplement C, Prepared by AECOM and PwC

9

Major transport projects – preliminary costings, Supplement C, Prepared by AECOM and PwC
Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources. (2014). Schedule of escalation rates, discount rates
and other information for cost estimates to be used in Funding Submissions 2015-16.
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5 Economic benefits
5.1

Overview

The following section describes the economic benefits associated with the major transport projects.
The benefits associated with the projects principally comprise:

x

User benefits (public transport and road users) – benefits to private and public transport users
as a result of the introduction of the project. User benefits include travel time savings, vehicle
operating cost savings, and reliability benefits. User benefits also include reductions in crowding
and waiting times on public transport.
x Other societal impacts – benefits accruing to society as a whole as a result of changes to travel
behaviour following the introduction of the project. This includes changes in road crash costs,
environmental externalities and road maintenance savings.
x Infrastructure residual value – the infrastructure to be constructed will have an economic life
beyond the end of the appraisal period. The residual value is an estimate of the economic benefit
of the infrastructure from the end of the appraisal period to the end of the economic life of the
asset.
Wider Economic Benefits– additional economic benefits not captured in the previously described
benefit categories. These include agglomeration (WB1), increased labour supply (WB2) and output
change in imperfectly competitive markets (WB3) benefits.
Quantification of the economic benefits relied on the outputs of the VITM strategic transport model.
These outputs are described in detail in Appendix B. VITM outputs were provided for an average
weekday by four time periods for the years 2031 and 2046. Results were provided for each Base and
Project Case.

5.2 Public transport user benefits
Public transport user benefits accrue from changes to the service levels resulting in improvements to
capacity, quality and convenience. The components of these user benefits are described below.
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Table 7: Public transport user benefits

Benefit type

Description

Generalised Travel
time savings

The change in door-to-door travel times includes time spent walking (or driving) to and
from stops/stations (and interchanging between services); waiting for a train, tram or
bus; and time spent on-board the vehicle.
Various components of time are weighted to reflect how passengers perceive their
time in accordance with weightings given in the ATAP 11. For example, passengers
generally perceive time spent waiting for a service to be longer than time spent on
board a moving vehicle. Consequently, passengers tend to value improvements in
frequency (leading to reduced wait times) more than they do improvements in invehicle time.

Reduced crowding
on trains and trams

Crowding, or crowded in-vehicle time (IVT) reflects the discomfort passengers feel
from travelling in varying levels of crowded conditions. As crowding levels increase to
crush capacity, the valuation of crowding in IVT minutes also increases.

5.3 Road user benefits
Road transport benefits accrue principally due to expansion of road capacity, or from road users
switching from car in the Base Case to public transport in the Project Case. Consequently, there is
less congestion on roads and other road users including freight vehicles benefit from the reduced
traffic on the road. The various types of road user benefits are described in Table 8.
Table 8: Road user benefits

Benefit type

Description

Travel time savings

The change in door-to-door travel times resulting from higher speed on the road
network due to road capacity expansion or some car users switching to public
transport.

Vehicle operating
cost savings

Operating costs of vehicles, such as fuel and maintenance, are a function of distance
and speed travelled across the network. In general, fuel consumption is higher at low
speeds in interrupted flow/stop-start conditions than it is on free flowing conditions.
As a result of some drivers switching from car to public transport, road network
speeds can increase leading to fuel savings for other road users.
For vehicles which operate in fleets (such as commercial vehicles), if travel times
decrease as a result of network speeds increasing, then operators will be able to
undertake either the same freight task with a smaller number of fleet vehicles or
undertake more trips with the same vehicle. This leads to savings related to vehicle
capital costs including time-related depreciation, registration and insurance.
A resource cost correction is applied to the unperceived (non-fuel) component of
vehicle operating costs.

Road journey time
reliability

Travel time reliability is a function of congestion in the road network – when links are
at or near capacity, then any unplanned incident, such as a crash or breakdown is
more likely to result in major delays to other vehicles than if the crash or breakdown
occurred on a more lightly trafficked route. Consequently, drivers must allow more
buffer time before making trips to ensure that they arrive on time.

Travel time in
congested
conditions

Research from overseas 12 shows that the value of time increases with the level of
congestion, reflecting the increased stress and effort associated with driving in more
congested conditions.

11

Transport Infrastructure Council, National Guidelines for Transport System Management in Australia (ATAP). Volume 4,
Appendix A, (2006).
12
See for example: Wardman, M & Ibanez J N, The congestion multiplier: Variations in motorists’ valuations of travel time with
traffic conditions. Transportation Research Part A 46 (2012), p 213-225.
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5.4 Other societal impacts
Externalities are costs which accrue to society as a whole, resulting from people changing their travel
behaviour. They are not factored into the decision making of the transport user but impose an external
cost on the Victorian economy.
Non-user benefits include reductions in road crashes and environmental externalities (resulting from
drivers switching from road to public transport), and improvements in public health due to public
transport users tending to be more active than car drivers (as they will walk or cycle to or from a
public transport stop as part of their journey). Externality benefits have been calculated using outputs
of VITM and valued using parameters given in the ATAP (2014; 2015) and Austroads (2012).
As externalities are unperceived by transport users they are not subject to the consumer surplus
calculation approach. Instead, they are calculated from the total change in consumption of resources.
Table 9 describes the types of non-user benefits considered in this study.
Table 9: Non-user benefits

Externality type

Description

Crashes

Crash costs are a function of the number of vehicle kilometres travelled on a
particular road type. In general, limited access roads such as freeways have
lower crash rates per vehicle kilometre travelled than roads in residential
areas.

Environmental
externalities

Environmental externalities quantified include greenhouse gas emissions, air
pollution, noise pollution, water pollution, nature and landscape impacts,
urban separation effects and upstream and downstream impacts. Benefits
are calculated using network wide changes in vehicle kilometres travelled or
net tonne kilometres travelled by road and public transport vehicles and
application of valuation parameters.

Improved health
by walking and
cycling

Public transport users walk an average of 41 minutes per day compared to 8
minutes per day for car users. As a result of car drivers switching to public
transport, these individual’s levels of physical activity will increase, resulting
in improved health. Walking undertaken by new public transport users (i.e.
those who mode shift from car) incurs a benefit. 13

5.5 Residual value
Benefits have been assessed over a 30 year appraisal period from project opening. However, the
infrastructure will have an economic life beyond the end of the appraisal period. The residual value is
an estimate of the economic benefit of the infrastructure from the end of the appraisal period to the
end of the economic life of the asset.
The analysis assumes the asset life of the infrastructure in each project will vary as per the ATAP
guidelines. Asset lives have been estimated by weighting the individual components (e.g. road
pavement, train station, tunnel) of each project by their approximate capital cost, and are presented in
Table 10 below.

13

TIC, National Guidelines for Transport System Management Revision – Active Travel (2014), 27-28.
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Table 10: Economic life of infrastructure

Project

Economic life (years)

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades)

95

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent projects)

95

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure upgrades)

95

North East Link (without dependent projects)

95

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

85

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification)

85

Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel)

80

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

80

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

70

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

85

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification)

100

Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)

80

Each project has an economic life greater than the 30 year assessment period, therefore it is
necessary to accurately reflect the residual value of the assets beyond the end of the appraisal period.
DTF’s Economic Evaluation Technical Guidelines (2013) state the residual value should be the lower
of either the replacement cost or the future stream of net benefits at the earlier end of the project.
For this preliminary economic appraisal, the analysis uses the Department of Treasury and Finance
(2013).

5.6 Wider economic benefits
Wider Economic Benefits (WEBs) are improvements in economic welfare which are acknowledged
but not captured by conventional cost benefit analysis (CBA) until recently. While the theoretical basis
behind WEBs is well established, the practice of quantifying and incorporating WEBs into transport
appraisals is a relatively recent development in Australia.
Historically, most transport projects have been evaluated using conventional CBA. Typically, this
entails quantification of changes in generalised travel costs to existing and new users, as well as
environmental externalities and accidents. These benefits are then contrasted against the economic
cost.
CBA is based on the assumption of perfect competition and lack of any market ‘imperfections’. The
presence of market ‘imperfections’, beyond those externalities typically identified in a standard CBA,
means that the generalised cost of travel does not equate to the marginal social cost of transport
supply. This divergence between price and marginal social cost raises the potential for additional
impacts (benefits or costs) that are not captured in the conventional CBA.
Consequently, the conventional CBA has the potential to either under or over-estimate the true costs
and/or benefits of the project being assessed. These impacts, which have been typically excluded
from ‘conventional’ CBA in the past, are now commonly referred to as WEBs. The existence of WEBs
has been long acknowledged in the literature.
Until recently, there has been no guidance for assessing the WEBs of transport projects in Australia.
This has resulted in multiple different approaches to estimating the inputs and resultant WEBs.
Recent work undertaken to revise the ATAP in Australia has offered the most consistent and rigorous
approach to estimating WEBs. The WEBs scoping study undertaken for the ATAP Revision
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Committee 14 provides information on the approach for assessing in the interim whilst the detailed
guidance is being developed; the approach as detailed in the scoping study and as applied for the
Melbourne Metro Business Case 15 was applied for assessing WEBs in this appraisal.

5.6.1 WB1 – Agglomeration economies
‘Agglomeration economies’ refers to the economic benefits that flow to firms and workers operating
in close proximity to one another. The benefits derive from the economies and externalities that arise
from the geographic concentration of economic activity. Firms located in economically dense regions
may receive productivity benefits from their access to larger product, input and labour markets and
from information exchange, networking and knowledge spillovers:
Transport plays two distinct roles in supporting agglomeration economies – proximity effects (due to
transport network impacts) and cluster effects (due to the enabling of land use intensification).

x

x

Proximity effects refer to agglomeration economies that arise from firms being able to interact
more easily with each other through improved transport connectivity. Proximity effects are
therefore attributable to improvements in transport network performance, independent of any
changes in land use.
Cluster effects refer to agglomeration economies that occur due to more firms being able to
locate in more employment-dense areas than would otherwise be the case. Agglomeration
economies attributable to cluster effects arise if a transport improvement addresses commuting
constraints to a dense cluster of economic activity, such as the CBD. This in turn allows jobs in
the dense core to grow by enabling existing businesses to expand or new businesses to locate in
the area.

Assessment of agglomeration economies arising from cluster effects requires assessment of land
use impacts. The analysis presented in this report did not include consideration of land use analysis.
For this reason, only proximity effects are able to be estimated. This omission is likely to bias the
WEBs analysis against projects which enable densification of activity in the inner cities (i.e. public
transport) and towards projects which encourage dispersion of activity (i.e. roads).

5.6.2 WB2 – Labour Market deepening
Transport projects can enable labour market benefits by reducing the generalised cost of commuting.
Lower generalised costs of commuting reduces barriers to people taking up work, working longer
hours or switching to jobs that better match their skills and areas of interest, i.e. moving to more
productive jobs. Conventional economic analysis captures the benefits of transport infrastructure to
new users through time and operating cost savings, but does not capture the benefits of additional
tax revenue due to increased labour force participation or increased productivity of workers.
Therefore, labour market deepening benefits arise from the market imperfection created by taxation,
in which the Government realises a proportion of the benefits of increased economic activity.
Labour market deepening benefits arise from increased participation in the labour market (WB2a:
increased labour supply) and from existing workers switching to more productive jobs (WB2b: move
to more productive jobs). The estimation of benefits derived from WB2b requires assessment of land
use impacts. As noted in Section 5.6.1, land use impacts were not assessed and thus the scope of
Labour Market Deepening considered in study is limited to WB2a only 16.
As per the interim approach provided in the ATAP and Melbourne Metro Business Case, the labour
supply elasticity of 0.05 17 was applied to the estimated change in perceived benefit from working to
assess the change in labour force participation due to each project scenario. Finally, the overall
14

Developing productivity elasticities for estimating WEBs in Australia – Scoping Study, report prepared by KPMG for
Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development, available for download from
https://bitre.gov.au/publications/2015/files/cr_002.pdf
15
Melbourne Metro Business Case, February 2016.
16
A sensitivity check was undertaken by estimating WB2b using projected land use changes in the Fishermans Bend precinct.
17
Legaspi, J, Hensher, D, Wang, B. Estimating the wider economic benefits of transport investments: The case of the Sydney
North West Rail Link project (2015).
16
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change in economic output is estimated due to the increased participation in the labour market and
the increased tax revenue estimated by applying the average tax rate of 21 % 18.

5.6.3 WB3: Output change in imperfectly competitive markets
In an imperfectly competitive market, prices may exceed production costs and output is less than
optimum. Transport costs act as a barrier to competition and therefore help to maintain imperfect
competition. Imperfectly competitive markets mean firms are incentivised to sell less output at higher
prices than they would in a perfectly competitive market. Projects that reduce transport costs can
enhance the ability for the firms to produce goods at a lower cost, thereby generating additional
consumer surplus that is not captured in the conventional economic analysis.
Note that this benefit does not imply that the transport project in question will improve industry
competition, rather the benefit arises due to the presence of market imperfections and the existence
of price-cost mark-up.
The assessment of WB3 requires an estimate of the total user impacts to business journeys (time,
money costs, reliability gains/losses etc.), which can be estimated using the outputs from the
transport model and the conventional CBA. The degree of imperfect competition in the marketplace
that allows for realisation of these benefits is then accounted for through the application of a
coefficient/uprate factor. To assess this benefit, and as per the status of the ATAP guidance at the
time of the analysis, a 10 % uplift on business user benefits was applied to estimate this benefit18.

18

Ibid
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6 Results
6.1

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure)

6.1.1 Scope
A new three lane, tolled freeway grade connection was modelled between the Eastern Freeway and
CityLink, which allows traffic to travel at 80 km/h and bypass urban roads in inner northern Melbourne.
The scope of the project is shown in Figure 2 and also includes widening a section of the Eastern
Freeway and three arterial roads on the approaches to the new road to provide capacity for existing
traffic on these roads as well as traffic using the new connection. Section 6.2 details an alternative
project scenario where these dependent upgrades are excluded.
The detailed configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls
can materially influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project, and this has
not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take five years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2030.
Figure 2: Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (with dependent infrastructure)
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6.1.2 Key economic indicators
Table 11shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the Eastern
Freeway to CityLink Connection (including dependent infrastructure) has an NPV of between -$2.3bn
and -$0.7bn and a BCR of between 0.7 and 0.9 under a conventional assessment excluding WEBs.
When WEBs are included, the BCR increases to 1.1 to 1.4.
Table 11: Monetised costs and benefits1 of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades)

Upper project
costs

Lower project
costs

1
2
3=1+2

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS

$8,442m
$227m
$8,669m

$6,494m
$227m
$6,721m

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits

$140m
$5,470m
-$306m
$966m
$6,271m

$140m
$5,470m
-$306m
$743m
$6,048m

$2,898
$5m

$2,898m
$5m

$243m

$243m

12=9+10+11

Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

$3,146m

$3,146m

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

$9,417m

$9,194m

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

-$2,399m
0.7

-$673m
0.9

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

$748m
1.1

$2,473m
1.4

9
10
11

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the cumulative costs and benefits of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection (with dependent infrastructure upgrades).
The economic benefits of the project are between $9.2bn to $9.4bn in present value terms. Of these,
conventional benefits account for 66 to 67% and WEBs account for the remaining 33 to 34%.
Road user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits at $5.5bn (in present
value terms). These principally comprise of reduced travel times and greater road reliability. Increased
vehicle kilometres travelled contributes to an increase in environmental externalities, greenhouse gas
and crash costs, creating a disbenefit of $306m in present value terms. Public transport user benefits
account for 2% of conventional benefits. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining 12 to
15%.
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented here for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection are not directly comparable with the previous analyses detailed in the East West Link
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Project Business Case 19. The analysis undertaken here is of a preliminary nature, suitable for strategic
infrastructure planning purposes but not for detailed business case preparation. Furthermore, there
are differences in the strategic transport model used in this report relative to that used in the
Business Case as well as differences in the range of inputs and assumptions such as population and
employment forecasts, transport network assumptions, economic parameters and project timing.
Figure 3: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades) – upper project cost estimate
$10.0bn
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$8,442m
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$9.0bn
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Discounted costs and benefits

$8.0bn
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$5,470m
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State Government of Victoria, 2014, http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/east-west-link-announcement/
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Figure 4: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades) – lower project cost estimate
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6.1.3 First year rate of return analysis
Table 12 shows that the FYRR in the assumed opening year of 2030 ranges from 5.1% to 6.6% for
the upper and lower cost estimates respectively. This is below the assessment discount rate of 7% in
both cases, indicating that the project could be deferred to open later than 2030.
Using FYRR and with lower project costs the optimal opening year for the project would be 2032, or
2047 which is just beyond the strategy horizon when using upper bound project costs.
Table 12: FYRR analysis for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including dependent
infrastructure upgrades)

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

5.1%

6.6%

Beyond strategy horizon

2032

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.
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6.2 Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without
dependent projects)
6.2.1 Scope
A variant of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection project as outlined in Section 6.1 was modelled
excluding the dependent road upgrades (widening of the Eastern Freeway and selected arterial road)
on the approaches to the new connection, as shown in Figure 5.
The detailed configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls
can materially influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project, and this has
not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take five years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2030.
Figure 5: Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent infrastructure)

6.2.2 Key economic indicators
Table 13 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the
Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (excluding dependent infrastructure upgrades) has an NPV of
between -$3.7bn and -$2.0bn and a BCR of between 0.6 and 0.7 under a conventional assessment
excluding WEBs. When WEBs are included, the BCR increases to 0.8 to 1.0. These BCRs are lower
than those of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades) detailed in Section 6.1.
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Table 13: Monetised costs and benefits1 of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without
dependent projects)

Upper project costs Lower project costs
1
2
3=1+2

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS

$8,034m
$227m
$8,261m

$6,180m
$227m
$6,407m

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits

$49m
$3,724m
-$87m
$919m
$4,604m

$49m
$3,724m
-$87m
$707m
$4,392m

$1,626m
$2m

$1,626m
$2m

$171m

$171m

12=9+10+11

Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

$1,798m

$1,798m

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

$6,403m

$6,190m

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

-$3,657m
0.6

-$2,015m
0.7

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

-$1,859m
0.8

-$217m
1.03

9
10
11

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Preliminary BCR is 0.97, which rounds up to 1.0.
4.Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the cumulative costs and benefits of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection (excluding dependent infrastructure upgrades).
The economic benefits of the project are between $6.2bn to $6.4bn in present value terms. Of these,
conventional benefits account for 71 to 72% and WEBs account for the remaining 28 to 29%.
Road user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits at $3.7bn (in present
value terms). These principally comprise of reduced travel times and greater road reliability. Increased
vehicle kilometres travelled contributes to an increase in environmental externalities, greenhouse gas
and crash costs, creating a disbenefit of $87m in present value terms. Public transport user benefits
account for 1 % of conventional benefits. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining 16 to
20%.
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Figure 6: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without
dependent projects) – upper project cost estimate
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Figure 7: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without
dependent projects) – lower project cost estimate
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6.2.1 First year rate of return analysis
Table 14 shows that the FYRR in the assumed opening year of 2030 ranges from 3.6% to 4.7% for
the lower and upper project cost estimates respectively. This is below the assessment discount rate
of 7%, indicating that the project could be deferred to open later than 2030.
The FYRR does not exceed 7% for any year within the IV strategy horizon.
Table 14: Optimal opening year of the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent
projects)

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

3.6%

4.7%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

The preliminary economic appraisal results presented here for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection are not directly comparable with the previous analyses detailed in the East West Link
Project Business Case 20. The analysis undertaken here is of a preliminary nature, suitable for strategic
infrastructure planning purposes but not for detailed business case preparation. Furthermore, there
are differences in the strategic transport model used in this report relative to that used in the
Business Case as well as differences in the range of inputs and assumptions such as population and
employment forecasts, transport network assumptions, economic parameters and project timing.

6.3 North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades)
6.3.1 Scope
A new three lane, 80km/h, tolled freeway grade connection was tested between the Eastern Freeway
at Bulleen through to Greensborough and the Metropolitan Ring Road. North East Link creates a new
freeway connection where none has existed before, completing the Metropolitan Ring Road.
The scope of the project is depicted in Figure 8 and also includes widening sections of the Eastern
Freeway, Metropolitan Ring Road, Diamond Creek Road, Elgar Road, Middleborough Road, Surrey Road
and Access Road to La Trobe University to provide capacity for existing traffic on these roads as well
as traffic using the new connection. Section 6.4 details an alternative project scenario where these
dependent upgrades are excluded.
There are alternative corridors available for this project, which have not been assessed. The detailed
configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls can materially
influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project, and this has not been
investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take six years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2031.

20

State Government of Victoria, 2014, http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/east-west-link-announcement/
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Figure 8: North East Link (with dependent infrastructure)

6.3.2 Key economic indicators
Table 15 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The preliminary BCR for North East
Link (including dependent infrastructure upgrades) ranges from 1.4 to 2.1 without WEBs, and 2.2 to
3.1 when WEBs are included, although the result with WEBs may be overstated as this modelling
does not capture urban dispersal effects. These results suggests the North East Link (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades) provides benefits greater than the capital investment cost when
opened in 2031 under both the upper and lower project cost estimates.
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Table 15: Monetised costs and benefits1 of North East Link (including dependent infrastructure upgrades)

Upper project costs Lower project costs
$6,852m
$230m
$7,082m

$4,568m
$230m
$4,798m

$419m
$9,642m
-$672m
$757m
$10,146m

$419m
$9,642m
-$672m
$505m
$9,894m

$4,745m
$18m

$4,745m
$18m

$394m

$394m

12=9+10+11

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits
5
Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

$5,157m

$5,157m

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

$15,303m

$15,051m

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

$3,064m
1.4

$5,096m
2.1

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

$8,221m
2.2

$10,253m
3.1

1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

9
10
11

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3.Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the cumulative costs and benefits of the North East Link (including
dependent infrastructure upgrade).
Of the total $15.0bn to $15.3bn benefits in present value terms attributable to the North East Link
(including dependent infrastructure upgrades), conventional benefits account for 66% and WEBs
account for the remaining 34%.
Road user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits at $9.6bn in present
value terms mainly due to reduced travel times and greater road reliability. Increased vehicle
kilometres travelled contributes to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs all
increasing, creating a dis-benefit of $672m in present value terms. Public transport user benefits
account for 4% of conventional benefits. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining 5 to
7%.
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Figure 9: Cumulative benefits and costs for the North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades) – upper project cost estimate
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Figure 10: Cumulative benefits and costs for the North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades) – lower project cost estimate
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6.3.3 First year rate of return analysis
The FYRR ranges from 12.7% to 19.0%, which is above the assessment discount rate of 7%. Based
purely on the FYRR analysis the investment could be implemented immediately.
Table 16: Optimal opening year of North East Link (including dependent infrastructure upgrades)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

12.7%

19.0%

Immediate

Immediate

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

6.4 North East Link (without dependent projects)
6.4.1 Scope
A variant of the North East Link project as outlined in Section 6.3 was modelled excluding the dependent
road upgrades – widening of the Eastern Freeway, Metropolitan Road and other roads on the
approaches to the new connection, as illustrated in Figure 11.
The detailed configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls
can materially influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project, and this has
not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take six years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2031.
Figure 11 North East Link (without dependent infrastructure)

6.4.2 Key economic indicators
Table 17 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the North
East Link (without dependent project) has an NPV of between $1.1bn and $3.0bn and a BCR of
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between 1.2 and 1.7 under a conventional assessment excluding WEBs. When WEBs are included,
the BCR increases to 1.7 to 2.4. These BCRs are lower than those of the North East Link (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades) detailed in Section 6.3.
Table 17: Monetised costs and benefits1 of North East Link (without dependent projects)

Upper project costs Lower project costs

12=9+10+11

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits
5
Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

$1,102m
1.2

$3,046m
1.7

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

$4,514m
1.7

$6,457m
2.4

1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

9
10
11

$6,554m
$230m
$6,785m

$4,370m
$230m
$4,600m

$377m
$7,092m
-$306m
$724m
$7,887m

$377m
$7,092m
-$306m
$483m
$7,645m

$3,110m
$11m

$3,110m
$11m

$291m

$291m

$3,411m

$3,411m

$11,298m

$11,057m

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the cumulative benefits and costs of North East Link (without
dependent projects).
Of the total $11.1bn to $11.3bn benefits in present value terms attributable to the North East Link
(without dependent projects), conventional benefits account for 69 to 70% and WEBs account for the
remaining 30 to 31%.
Road user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits at $7.1bn in present
value terms mainly due to reduced travel times and greater road reliability. Increased vehicle
kilometres travelled contributes to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs all
increasing, creating a dis-benefit of $306m in present value terms. Public transport user benefits
account for 5% of conventional benefits. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining 6 to
9%.
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Figure 12: Cumulative benefits and costs for the North East Link (without dependent projects) – upper
project cost estimate
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Figure 13: Cumulative benefits and costs for the North East Link (without dependent projects) – lower
project cost estimate
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6.4.3 First year rate of return analysis
The FYRR ranges from 9.0% to 13.5% which is above the assessment discount rate of 7%, and the
optimal timing to open the project is between now and 2022.
Table 18: Optimal opening year of North East Link (without dependent projects)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

9.0%

13.5%

2022

Immediate

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

6.5 Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
6.5.1 Scope
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road was modelled as a new, two lane, 100km/h tolled freeway standard
connection between Princes Freeway and Metropolitan Ring Road. It links areas in the north and west
of Melbourne – Werribee, Melton, Tullamarine, Craigieburn and Epping (refer Figure 14). Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road is significantly larger in scale and is more than three times longer than the
either the Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection or North East Link.
While this option would most likely be delivered in stages, it has been modelled as a whole.
The detailed configuration of freeway ramps and interchanges and the location and magnitude of tolls
can materially influence the changes in traffic volumes and benefits created by the project, and this has
not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take four years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2029.
Figure 14 Outer Metropolitan Ring Road
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6.5.2 Key economic indicators
Table 19 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road has an NPV of between $5.8bn and $9.8bn and a BCR of between 1.4 and
2.1 under a conventional assessment excluding WEBs. When WEBs are included, the BCR increases
to 1.6 to 2.3.
Table 19: Monetised costs and benefits1 of the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

Upper project costs Lower project costs

12=9+10+11

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits
b
Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

$5,807m
1.4

$9,832m
2.1

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

$7,962m
1.6

$11,988m
2.3

1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

9
10
11

$13,700m
$95m
$13,795m

$9,133m
$95m
$9,229m

$822m
$18,808m
-$1,652m
$1,623m
$19,602m

$822m
$18,808m
-$1,652m
$1,082m
$19,061m

$1,679m
$63m

$1,679m
$63m

$414m

$414m

$2,155m

$2,155m

$21,757m

$21,216m

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 15 and Figure 16 below show the cumulative costs and benefits of the Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road.
Of the total $21.2bn to $21.8bn in benefits in present value terms attributable to the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road, conventional benefits account for 90%, and WEBs account for the remaining
10%.
Road user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits at $18.8bn in present
value terms mainly due to reduced travel times and greater road reliability. Increased vehicle
kilometres travelled contributes to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs all
increasing, creating a dis-benefit of $1.7bn in present value terms. Public transport user benefits
account for 4% of conventional benefits. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining 6 to
8%.
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Figure 15: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road – upper project cost
estimate

Figure 16: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road – lower project cost
estimate
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6.5.3 First year rate of return analysis
The FYRR ranges from 5.6% to 8.4% which is below and above the assessment discount rate of 7%
respectively, and the optimal timing to open the project is 2028 to 2032.
Table 20: Optimal opening year of the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

5.6%

8.4%

2032

2028

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

6.6 City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification)
6.6.1 Scope
City Loop Reconfiguration includes modifying the City Loop to facilitate through-movements across the
CBD and electrification of the rail line to Wallan and is highlighted in Figure 17. The City Loop
Reconfiguration project provides service level increases on the Craigieburn, Upfield, Glen Waverley and
Frankston lines and enables the Wallan electrification.
Modelling indicates that the City Loop Reconfiguration would likely cause a small shift from car to public
transport modes. The project offers significant benefits in the crowding relief to customers on the
Craigieburn and Upfield lines and additional services on the Glen Waverley line. The project is likely to
relieve crowding along these lines to within ‘load standards’. Modelling indicates that the rail corridor
between Wallan and Craigieburn is highly constrained and is nearing ‘crush capacity’, even with
additional services provided under this option. This suggests issues in the preliminary service plan used
for this assessment, and that more services should have started from Wallan rather than from
Craigieburn. It is also important to note that the future year Base Case for the road network has an
impact on the modelling results in this area, and may need to be refined through more detailed
assessment. Overall, given the issues in the modelling assumptions, it is likely that this assessment
underestimates the benefits of this project.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take four years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2029.
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Figure 17 City Loop Reconfiguration

6.6.2 Key economic indicators
Table 21 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the City
Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification) has an NPV of between -$0.9bn and $0.6bn and a
BCR of between 0.8 and 1.1 under a conventional assessment excluding WEBs. When WEBs are
included, the BCR increases to 0.9 to 1.2.
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Table 21: Monetised costs and benefits1 of the City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification)

Upper project costs Lower project costs

12=9+10+11

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits
5 benefits
Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

$5,364m

$5,163m

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

-$922m
0.8

$577m
1.1

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

-$603m
0.9

$896m
1.2

1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

9
10
11

$5,007m
$960m
$5,967m

$3,307m
$960m
$4,267m

$1,679m
$2,298m
$474m
$594m
$5,045m

$1,679m
$2,298m
$474m
$393m
$4,844m

$261m
$6m

$261m
$6m

$52m

$52m

$319m

$319m

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 18 and Figure 19 below show the cumulative costs and benefits of the City Loop
Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification).
Of the total $5.2bn to $5.4bn in benefits in present value terms attributable the City Loop
Reconfiguration, conventional benefits account for 94% and WEBs account for the remaining 6%.
Road user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits contributing 46 to
47%. Public transport user benefits were 33 to 35% of conventional benefits. Decreased vehicle
kilometres travelled contribute to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs all
decrease, accounting for between 9 and 10%. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining
8 to 12%.
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Figure 18: Cumulative benefits and costs for the City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification) –
upper project cost estimate

Figure 19: Cumulative benefits and costs for the City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification) –
lower project cost estimate
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6.6.3 First year rate of return analysis
The FYRR ranges from 0.4% to 0.6% which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%, and the
optimal timing to open the project is 2039 to 2045.
Table 22: Optimal opening year of the City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification)

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

0.4%

0.6%

2045

2039

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

6.7 City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan Electrification)
6.7.1 Scope
The City Loop Reconfiguration has also been assessed with a reduced scope that excludes the Wallan
electrification.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project, and this has not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take four years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2029.
Figure 20 City Loop Reconfiguration

6.7.2 Key economic indicators
Table 23 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the City
Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification) has an NPV of between -$1.3bn and -$0.5bn and
a BCR of between 0.6 and 0.8 under a conventional assessment excluding WEBs. When WEBs are
included, the BCR does not change. These BCRs are lower than those of the City Loop
Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification) detailed in Section 6.6.
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Table 23: Monetised costs and benefits1 of City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan Electrification)

Upper project costs Lower project costs
1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits

$2,975m
$151m
$3,126m

$1,978m
$151m
$2,130m

$856m
$384m
$184m
$353m
$1,778m

$856m
$384m
$184m
$235m
$1,660m

$131m
$2m

$131m
$2m

$12m

$12m

$146m

$146m

$1,924m

$1,806m

12=9+10+11

Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

-$1,348m
0.6

-$470m
0.8

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

-$1,202m
0.6

-$324m
0.8

9
10
11

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 21 and Figure 22 below show the cumulative costs and benefits of the City Loop
Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification).
Of the total $1.8bn to $1.9bn in benefits in present value terms attributable the City Loop
Reconfiguration without the Wallan extension, conventional benefits account for 92 % and WEBs
account for the remaining 8 %.
Public transport user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits contributing
between 48 and 52 %. Road user benefits were 22 to 23 % of conventional benefits. Decreased
vehicle kilometres travelled contribute to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs
all decreasing, accounting for between 10 and 11%. Residual value of the asset accounts for the
remaining 14 to 20 %.
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Figure 21: Cumulative benefits and costs for the City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan
electrification) – upper project cost estimate

Figure 22: Cumulative benefits and costs for the City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan
electrification– lower project cost estimate
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6.7.3 First year rate of return analysis
The FYRR ranges from 1.9% to 2.8% which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%, and the
optimal timing to open the project is beyond the strategy horizon.
Table 24: Optimal opening year of City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification)

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

1.9%

2.8%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

6.8 Melbourne Metro 2
6.8.1 Scope
Melbourne Metro 2 involves constructing a new rail tunnel between Newport and Clifton Hill via
Fishermans Bend and Parkville, with the roll-out of extended High Capacity Metro Train (HCMT) vehicles
on these corridors. The project provides increased service levels and capacity on the Werribee (future
Wyndham Vale), Williamstown and South Morang (future Mernda) lines, and also enables all Altona
Loop 21 and Williamstown services to run direct to the CBD via Footscray. New stations are included at
Newport, Wirraway, Plummer (Fishermans Bend), Southern Cross, Flagstaff, Parkville, Carlton, Clifton
Hill and Merri Creek. Of these, only Wirraway, Plummer and Carlton would be in areas not already
served by a rail station in the Base Case. Melbourne Metro 2 is illustrated in Figure 23.
The detailed configuration of the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project, and this has not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take six years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2031.

21

Altona Loop is a section of the Werribee line which runs between Laverton and Newport via Westona, Altona and Seaholme
stations.
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Figure 23 Melbourne Metro 2

6.8.2 Key economic indicators
Table 25 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the
Melbourne Metro 2 has an NPV of between -$13.4bn and -$7.6bn and a BCR of between 0.3 and 0.5
under a conventional assessment excluding WEBs. When WEBs are included, the BCR increases to
0.4 to 0.5.
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Table 25: Monetised costs and benefits1 of Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel)

Upper project costs Lower project costs

12=9+10+11

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits
5
Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

-$13,423m
0.3

-$7,600m
0.5

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

-$12,943m
0.4

-$7,121m
0.5

1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

9
10
11

$19,227m
$1,081m
$20,309m

$12,916m
$1,081m
$13,997m

$2,292m
$2,072m
$604m
$1,918m
$6,886m

$2,292m
$2,072m
$604m
$1,428m
$6,396m

$384m
$32m

$384m
$32m

$64m

$64m

$480m

$480m

$7,365m

$6,876m

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 24 and Figure 25 below show the cumulative costs and benefits of Melbourne Metro 2.
Of the total $6.9bn to $7.4bn in benefits in present value terms attributable Melbourne Metro 2,
conventional benefits account for 93% and WEBs account for the remaining 7%.
Public transport user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits contributing
between 33 and 36%. Road user benefits were 30 to 32 % of conventional benefits. Decreased
vehicle kilometres travelled contribute to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs
all decreasing, accounting for 9%. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining 22 to 28%.
As noted in the limitations of this study, the land use impacts of major transport projects have not been
assessed in this report. This is particularly relevant for Melbourne Metro 2 which will significantly
enhance the accessibility of Fishermans Bend major urban renewal area and make the development
more attractive. Urban consolidation facilitated by the Melbourne Metro 2 in the Fishermans Bend area
will in turn contribute to increased agglomeration benefits (WB1) arising from cluster effects as well as
move to more productive jobs (WB2b). Urban consolidation facilitated by Melbourne Metro 2 in the
Fishermans Bend area will also lead to increased conventional benefits such as travel time and vehicle
operating cost savings.
These impacts have not been estimated in this report and could significantly underestimate the benefits
associated with Melbourne Metro 2 and the urban consolidation facilitated by this project at the
Fishermans Bend urban renewal area in particular.
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Figure 24: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Melbourne Metro 2– upper project cost estimate

Figure 25: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Melbourne Metro 2– lower project cost estimate
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6.8.3 First year rate of return analysis
The FYRR ranges from 0.8% to 1.2% which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%, and the
optimal timing to open the project is beyond the strategy horizon.
Table 26: Optimal opening year of Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel)

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

0.8%

1.2%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

6.9 Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)
6.9.1 Scope
Melbourne Metro 2 was also assessed with the scope reduced to include a tunnel between Newport
and Parkville only (i.e. not extending to Clifton Hill. It also provides additional capacity on the Werribee
(future Wyndham Vale) and Williamstown lines, and enables all Altona Loop and Williamstown services
to run direct to the CBD via Footscray. However, no additional capacity is provided for South Morang
(future Mernda) line services. This scenario is shown in Figure 26 and provides less rail capacity into
the CBD - approximately 9%, as opposed to 20% with the full tunnel connection. Capacity provisions
to the West are unchanged from when the full tunnel was tested, but capacity is reduced to the NorthEast.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project, and this has not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take six years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2031.
Figure 26 Melbourne Metro 2 - Newport to Parkville
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6.9.2 Key economic indicators
Table 27 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the
Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only) has an NPV of between -$8.0bn and -$4.5bn and a
BCR of between 0.4 and 0.5 under a conventional assessment excluding WEBs. When WEBs are
included, the BCR does not change. These BCRs are lower than those of the City Loop
Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification) detailed in Section 6.8.
Table 27: Monetised costs and benefits1 of Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)

Upper project costs Lower project costs
1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits

$11,724m
$667m
$12,392m

$7,880m
$667m
$8,547m

$1,451m
$1,288m
$429m
$1,195m
$4,364m

$1,451m
$1,288m
$429m
$872m
$4,040m

$247m
$21m

$247m
$21m

$44m

$44m

$311m

$311m

$4,675m

$4,352m

12=9+10+11

Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly competitive
markets
Total wider economic benefits

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

-$8,028m
0.4

-$4,507m
0.5

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

-$7,716m
0.4

-$4,196m
0.5

9
10
11

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 27 and Figure 28 below show the cumulative costs and benefits of Melbourne Metro 2
(Newport to Parkville).
Of the total $4.4bn to $4.7bn in present value benefits attributable Melbourne Metro 2 – Newport to
Parkville only, conventional benefits account for 93%, and WEBs account for the remaining 7%.
Public transport user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits contributing
between 33 and 36 %. Road user benefits were 30 to 32% of conventional benefits. Decreased
vehicle kilometres travelled contribute to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs
all decreasing, accounting for between 10 and 11%. Residual value of the asset accounts for the
remaining 22 to 27%.
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Figure 27: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only) – upper
project cost estimate

Figure 28: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only) – lower
project cost estimate
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6.9.3 First year rate of return analysis
The FYRR ranges from 0.9% to 1.4% which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%, and the
optimal timing to open the project is beyond the strategy horizon.
Table 28: Optimal opening year of Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

0.9%

1.4%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed.

6.10 Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line
6.10.1 Scope
This project includes a new heavy rail line from Clifton Hill to Doncaster Hill, building on Melbourne
Metro 2 as illustrated in Figure 29. New stations are included at Doncaster Hill, Doncaster, Bulleen,
Burke Road and Kew.
This project relies on Melbourne Metro 2 being in place to provide the necessary capacity between
Clifton Hill and the CBD for Doncaster services as well as existing services from South Morang and
Hurstbridge. Consequentially, this section discusses the project performance incremental to Melbourne
Metro 2.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project, and this has not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take four years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2029.
Figure 29 Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line
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6.10.2 Key economic indicators
Table 29 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the
Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line has an NPV of between -$3.9bn and -$2.6bn and a BCR of 0.1 under a
conventional assessment excluding WEBs. When WEBs are included, the BCR increases to 0.1 to
0.2.
Table 29: Monetised costs and benefits1 of Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

Upper project costs Lower project costs
1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits

$3,957m
$347m
$4,304m

$2,709m
$347m
$3,055m

$44m
$151m
$104m
$139m
$438m

$44m
$151m
$104m
$139m
$438m

$62m
$1m

$62m
$1m

$3m

$3m

$66m

$66m

$504m

$504m

12=9+10+11

Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

-$3,866m
0.1

-$2,618m
0.1

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

-$3,800m
0.1

-$2,551m
0.2

9
10
11

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 30 and Figure 31 below show the cumulative costs and benefits of the Doncaster Hill Heavy
Rail Line.
Of the total $504m in benefits in present value terms attributable to Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line,
conventional benefits account for 87% and WEBs account for the remaining 13%.
Road user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits contributing 34%.
Public transport user benefits were relatively small at 10 % of conventional benefits. Decreased
vehicle kilometres travelled contribute to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs
all decreasing, accounting for 24%. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining 32%.
Economic benefits were calculated as $299m in present value terms under a modified bus service
scenario. This is around $200m less than benefits calculated in the initial scenario where the buses
are not modified. The reduction in benefits is due mainly to the transfer times between bus and train.
Based on the modelling assumptions Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line has a lower preliminary BCR
when the rapid bus service acts as a feeder to the rail line, compared to an alternative scenario with
bus services to the CBD remaining.
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Figure 30: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line – upper project cost
estimate

Figure 31: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line– lower project cost
estimate
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6.10.3 First year rate of return analysis
Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line has a negative FYRR as there are net disbenefits (project benefits less
operating costs) in the first year of operation. Further analysis shows that the FYRR does not exceed
7% for any opening year within the IV strategy horizon.
Table 30: Optimal opening year of Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

-0.5%

-0.3%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed

6.11 Rowvil e Heavy Rail Line
6.11.1 Scope
The Rowville Heavy Rail Line creates a new rail connection where none existed before and includes a
new heavy rail line from Rowville to Huntingdale via Monash University and Clayton, connecting to
Melbourne Metro 1 (refer Figure 32). New stations are included at Monash University, Mulgrave,
Waverley Park and Rowville.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project, and this has not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take four years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2029.
Figure 32 Rowville Heavy Rail Line
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6.11.2 Key economic indicators
Table 31 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the
Rowville Heavy Rail Line has an NPV of between -$5.6bn and -$2.9bn and a BCR of between 0.3 and
0.5 under a conventional assessment excluding WEBs. When WEBs are included the BCR does not
change.
Table 31: Monetised costs and benefits1 of Rowville Heavy Rail Line

Upper project costs Lower project costs
1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits

$7,654m
$523m
$8,177m

$4,813m
$523m
$5,337m

$1,143m
$479m
$225m
$727m
$2,573m

$1,143m
$479m
$225m
$570m
$2,417m

$221m
$3m

$221m
$3m

$11m

$11m

$235m

$235m

12=9+10+11

Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

$2,808m

$2,652m

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

-$5,604m
0.3

-$2,919m
0.5

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

-$5,369m
0.3

-$2,684m
0.5

9
10
11

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 33 and Figure 34 below show the cumulative costs and benefits of the Rowville Heavy Rail
Line.
Of the total $2.7bn to $2.8bn in benefits in present value terms attributable Rowville Heavy Rail Line,
conventional benefits account for 91 to 92% and WEBs account for the remaining 8 to 9%.
Public transport user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits contributing
between 44 and 47%. Road user benefits were 19 to 20% of conventional benefits. Decreased
vehicle kilometres travelled contribute to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs
all decreasing, accounting for 9%. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining 24 to 28%.
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Figure 33: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Rowville Heavy Rail Line– upper project cost estimate

Figure 34: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Rowville Heavy Rail Line– lower project cost estimate
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6.11.3 First year rate of return analysis
The FYRR ranges from 0.7% to 1.1% which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%, and the
optimal timing to open the project is beyond the strategy horizon.
Table 32: Optimal opening year of Rowville Heavy Rail Line

FYRR1
Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

0.7%

1.1%

Beyond strategy horizon

Beyond strategy horizon

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed

6.12 Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
6.12.1 Scope
The Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line is shown in Figure 35. The project includes a new link from
Melbourne Airport to Albion, assumed to replace the existing SkyBus service. Services would run
through the Melbourne Metro 1 Tunnel connecting with Cranbourne/Pakenham line services and offer
passengers on these lines a one-seat journey to/from the Airport. Rail services would run every 10
minutes, allowing passengers to reliably travel between Melbourne Airport and the CBD in 25 minutes.
Due to capacity constraints of the rail network (even with Melbourne Metro and 10 car trains in the
Base Case), Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line would require consequential upgrades on the network
or reductions in services on the Sunbury line. However even with reductions in services on the Sunbury
line, the overall number of services could increase along the Sunbury/Melton/Melbourne Airport and
Cranbourne/Pakenham corridors.
The detailed configuration the network and service plans can materially influence the benefits created
by the project, and this has not been investigated in detail.
The preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of
2025. With construction estimated to take five years (as detailed in Section 4.2), the project is
assumed to open in 2030.
Figure 35: Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
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6.12.2 Key economic indicators
Table 33 shows the results of the preliminary economic appraisal. The analysis shows that the
Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line has an NPV of between $0.1bn and $1.0bn and a BCR of between
1.0 and 1.4 under a conventional assessment excluding WEBs. When WEBs are included, the BCR
increases to 1.2 to 1.6.
Table 33: Monetised costs and benefits1 of Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

Upper project costs Lower project costs
1
2
3=1+2

4
5
6
7
8=4+5+6+7

Costs
Capital costs
Operating costs
TOTAL COSTS
BENEFITS
Conventional economic benefits
Public transport user benefits
Road user benefits
Other societal impacts
Residual value of assets
Total conventional economic benefits

$3,134m
$516m
$3,650m

$2,150m
$516m
$2,665m

$1,620m
$1,431m
$384m
$360m
$3,795m

$1,620m
$1,431m
$384m
$247m
$3,682m

$420m
$1m

$420m
$1m

$36m

$36m

$458m

$458m

$4,252m

$4,140m

12=9+10+11

Wider economic benefits2
WB1 Agglomeration economies
WB2 Labour market deepening
WB3 Increased output under imperfectly
competitive markets
Total wider economic benefits

13=8+12

TOTAL BENEFITS

14=8-3
15=(8-2)/1

Economic Indicators
Net present value – WEBs excluded
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs excluded

$145m
1.0

$1,017m
1.4

16=13-3
17=(13-2)/1

Net present value – WEBs included
Preliminary benefit cost ratio – WEBs included

$603
1.2

$1,475m
1.6

9
10
11

1. Monetary values in Q2, $2016 prices. Costs and benefits discounted to 2025 using 7% real discount rate.
2. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
3. Due to discounting, cost estimates provided in this table may not add up to figures reported in Table 3.

Figure 36 and Figure 37 below show the cumulative costs and benefits of the Melbourne Airport Heavy
Rail Line.
Of the total $4.1bn to $4.3bn in benefits in present value terms attributable Melbourne Airport Heavy
Rail Line, conventional benefits account for 89 % and WEBs account for the remaining 11 %.
Public transport user benefits account for the highest proportion of conventional benefits contributing
between 43 and 44 %. Road user benefits were 38 to 39 % of conventional benefits. Decreased
vehicle kilometres travelled contribute to environmental externalities, greenhouse gas and crash costs
all decreasing, accounting for 10%. Residual value of the asset accounts for the remaining 7 and 9 %.
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented for the Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
should also be interpreted with caution. This project serves a unique market, and would be particularly
sensitive to inputs and assumptions in the demand modelling. This includes factors such as air travel
(and its distribution across eastern Australian airports), travel behaviour specific for access to the
airport, and different alignment and transport network connection assumptions. These assumptions
are specific to Melbourne Airport and have not been captured in the preliminary economic analysis.
20
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There is relatively lower certainty on these assumptions than for the other projects and further data
gathering and modelling would be necessary to assess this option with a high degree of confidence.
The demand modelling undertaken using the VITM is indicative and due to rail network capacity
constraints a reduction in the number of services on the Sunbury line was required. A second
scenario tested in VITM modelled a dedicated Heavy Rail Line to Melbourne Airport that terminates in
the CBD and does not require a reduction in services on the Sunbury line. Under the dedicated rail line
scenario, the forecast patronage declined due to the absence of direct airport access from the
Dandenong corridor. A dedicated line would also require significantly higher capital investment.
Figure 36: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line– upper project cost
estimate
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Figure 37: Cumulative benefits and costs for the Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line– lower project cost
estimate

6.12.3 First year rate of return analysis
The FYRR ranges from 0.5% to 0.8% which is below the assessment discount rate of 7%, and the
optimal timing to open the project is 2036 to 2039.
Table 34: Optimal opening year of Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

Upper project costs

Lower project costs

FYRR1

0.5%

0.8%

Economically optimal opening year
(preliminary assessment)

2039

2036

1. This assessment is based on results including WEBs. Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed
land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to show earlier optimal opening years for road projects and later optimal
opening years for rail projects than may actually be the case if more detailed modelling was completed
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7 Summary and conclusions
Preliminary economic analysis was undertaken assuming a common construction start year of 2025.
Preliminary benefit-cost ratios for each project were calculated using the lower and upper project cost
estimates provided by IV, and with and without Wider Economic Benefits (WEBs).
Under the scenarios tested in this report, the following projects were estimated to have a preliminary
benefit to cost ratio (BCR) greater than 1 (using a discount rate of 7 %):

x

North East Link (both with and without dependent infrastructure upgrades);

x
x

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road; and
Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line.

The following projects were estimated to have a preliminary BCR greater than 1 (using a discount rate
of 7 %) under some, but not all scenarios tested in this report:

x

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification), although the result with WEBs may be
underestimated due to limitations in the analysis; and

x

Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection (including dependent infrastructure upgrades), although
the result with WEBs may be overestimated due to limitations in the analysis.

The following projects were estimated to have a preliminary BCR less than 1 under all of the
scenarios tested in this report (using a discount rate of 7 %):

x

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan electrification), although the result with WEBs may be
underestimated due to limitations in the analysis.

x

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without dependent infrastructure projects) 22;

x

Melbourne Metro 2 – Newport to Parkville only;

x
x

Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel) – Newport to Clifton Hill;

x

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line.

Rowville Heavy Rail Line; and

A BCR greater than 1(at a 7% discount rate) should not be used as a pass or fail. Whilst the BCR is an
important benchmark, it is not the only consideration in IV’s evaluation framework. Moreover, each
project in this report is assessed for economic performance in isolation, meaning that the project
relationships and impacts on each other are not captured, nor is the effect of policy or technology
change considered.
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented here for the Eastern Freeway to CityLink
Connection are also not directly comparable with the previous analyses detailed in the East West
Link Project Business Case. 23 The analysis undertaken here is of a preliminary nature, fit-for-purpose
for strategic infrastructure planning purposes but not for detailed business case preparation.
Furthermore, there are differences in the strategic transport model used in this report relative to that
used in the Business Case as well as the range of inputs and assumptions such as population and
employment forecasts, transport network assumptions, economic parameters and project timing.
Modelling indicates that the City Loop Reconfiguration would likely cause a small shift from car to
public transport modes. The project offers significant benefits in the crowding relief to customers on
the Craigieburn and Upfield lines and additional services on the Glen Waverley line. The project is likely
to relieve crowding along these lines to within ‘load standards’. Modelling indicates that the rail corridor
between Wallan and Craigieburn is highly constrained and is nearing ‘crush capacity’, even with
additional services provided under this option. This suggests issues in the preliminary service plan used

22
23

Preliminary BCR is 0.97; which rounds up to 1.0 when the BCR is rounded to one decimal place.
State Government of Victoria, 2014, http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/east-west-link-announcement/
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for this assessment, and that more services should have started from Wallan rather than from
Craigieburn. It is also important to note that the future year Base Case for the road network has an
impact on the modelling results in this area, and may need to be refined through more detailed
assessment. Overall, given the issues in the modelling assumptions, it is likely that this assessment
underestimates the benefits of this project.
The land use impacts of major transport projects have not been assessed in this report. This is
particularly relevant for Melbourne Metro 2 which will significantly enhance the accessibility of
Fishermans Bend major urban renewal area and make the development more attractive. Urban
consolidation facilitated by the Melbourne Metro 2 in the Fishermans Bend area will in turn contribute
to increased agglomeration benefits (WB1) arising from cluster effects as well as move to more
productive jobs (WB2b). Urban consolidation facilitated by Melbourne Metro 2 in the Fishermans Bend
area will also lead to increased conventional benefits such as travel time and vehicle operating cost
savings.
These impacts have not been estimated in this report and could significantly underestimate the benefits
associated with Melbourne Metro 2 and the urban consolidation facilitated by this project at the
Fishermans Bend urban renewal area in particular.
The preliminary economic appraisal results presented for the Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line
should also be interpreted with caution. This project serves a unique market, and would be particularly
sensitive to inputs and assumptions in the demand modelling. This includes factors such as air travel
(and its distribution across eastern Australian airports), travel behaviour specific for access to the
airport, and different alignment and transport network connection assumptions. These assumptions
are specific to Melbourne Airport and have not been captured in the preliminary economic analysis.
There is relatively lower certainty on these assumptions than for the other projects and further data
gathering and modelling would be necessary to assess this option with a high degree of confidence.
The demand modelling undertaken using the VITM is indicative and due to rail network capacity
constraints a reduction in the number of services on the Sunbury line was required. A second
scenario tested in VITM modelled a dedicated Heavy Rail Line to Melbourne Airport that terminates in
the CBD and does not require a reduction in services on the Sunbury line. Under the dedicated rail line
scenario, the forecast patronage declined due to the absence of direct airport access from the
Dandenong corridor. A dedicated line would also require significantly higher capital investment.
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Table 35 summarises all preliminary economic appraisal findings.
Table 35: Preliminary economic appraisal summary results

Preliminary
BCR
Preliminary
without
BCR
WEBs
with WEBs 24

Project

FYRR 25

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades)1

1.4 - 2.1

2.2 - 3.1

12.7% - 19.0%

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

1.4 - 2.1

1.6 - 2.3

5.6% - 8.4%

North East Link (without dependent infrastructure
upgrades)1

1.2 - 1.7

1.7 - 2.4

9.0% - 13.5%

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

1.0 - 1.4

1.2 - 1.6

0.5% - 0.8%

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification)

0.8 - 1.1

0.9 - 1.2

0.4% - 0.6%

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades)

0.7 - 0.9

1.1 - 1.4

5.1% - 6.6%

City Loop Reconfiguration (without Wallan)2

0.6 - 0.8

0.6 - 0.8

1.9% - 2.8%

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (without
dependent infrastructure upgrades)3

0.6 - 0.7

0.8 - 1.0

3.6% - 4.7%

Melbourne Metro 2 (Newport to Parkville only)4

0.4 - 0.5

0.4 - 0.5

0.9% - 1.4%

Melbourne Metro 2 (full tunnel)

0.3 - 0.5

0.4 - 0.5

0.8% - 1.2%

Rowville Heavy Rail Line

0.3 - 0.5

0.3 - 0.5

0.7% - 1.1%

Doncaster Hill Heavy Rail Line

0.1 - 0.1

0.1 - 0.2

-0.3% - -0.5%

Note: The BCR ranges presented are based on lower and upper project cost scenarios.
1. North East Link without dependent projects: excludes widening on the Eastern Freeway, M80 and selected feeder routes.
2. City Loop Reconfiguration without Wallan: no electrification or service level increase to Wallan.
3. Eastern Freeway to City Link Connection without dependent projects: excludes widening on the Eastern Freeway and
selected feeder routes.
4. Melbourne Metro 2 – Newport to Parkville: new rail tunnel extending to Parkville, rather than Clifton Hill.
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Due to the preliminary nature of this modelling, specifically the fixed land use distribution, the results with WEBs will tend to
overestimate the performance of road projects and underestimate the performance of rail projects.
25
First Year Rate of Return (FYRR) assesses the economic return on investment in the first year after opening, and in this case
assumes that construction of each option commences in 2025.
25
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For those projects that deliver a preliminary BCR greater than 1 with WEBs under both lower and
upper project cost estimates, the optimal opening year from an economic perspective was also
assessed. The First Year Rate of Return (FYRR) was used as an indicator for assessing the optimal
opening year. The results are reported in Table 36.
Table 36: Optimal opening year using FYRR as an indicator for projects that have a BCR greater than 1
(preliminary assessment)

Project

Preliminary
assessment
Economically optimal
opening year – Lower
cost

Preliminary
assessment
Economically optimal
opening year – Upper
cost

North East Link (including dependent infrastructure
upgrades)

Immediate

Immediate

North East Link (without dependent infrastructure
upgrades)

Immediate

2022

Outer Metropolitan Ring Road

2028

2032

Melbourne Airport Heavy Rail Line

2036

2039

City Loop Reconfiguration (with Wallan electrification)

2039

2045

Eastern Freeway to CityLink Connection (including
dependent infrastructure upgrades)

2032

2047

Unlike roads, rail projects have been designed to deliver capacity over a long timeframe with benefits
realised over a very long period. In addition to the limitations explained earlier regarding the
assessment of WEBs, this contributes to the optimal timing for the rail projects tested in this report
being later than the road projects.
All of the Wider Economic Benefits (WEBs) results presented in this report assume constant land use
between the base case and the project case (i.e. no land use impacts). Applying WEBs analysis
without considering land use impacts presents the risk of systematically biasing certain types of
projects.
Without consideration of land use impacts, it is possible to estimate WB1 agglomeration (proximity)
effects, but not agglomeration (cluster) effects. Similarly, WB2a (increased labour supply) impacts can
be estimated, but WB2b (move to more productive jobs) cannot be estimated without land use
impacts.
By not considering land use impacts, the benefits of projects which enable increases in employment
density in the inner city are likely to be significantly understated. The same is true for projects which
enable increasing population densities in inner areas, though to a lesser extent. Not including land use
impacts systematically biases the analysis against these projects.
Conversely, some projects may have the effect of dispersing population and employment activity
away from the inner city. Not including land use impacts systematically biases the analysis in favour
of these projects.
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